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Vygotsky in Context

The bits and pieces of information we have been able to
gather about Vygotsky's life portray him as a strange
transplant from the era of encyclopedists and romantics
to the age of comrrissars and conditional reflexes. A student of literature, philosophy, and esthetics, Vygotsky
plunged into psychology at the age of twenty-eight, and
died of tuberculosis ten years later. A prodigal reader, he
felt equally at home with commentaries on Shakespeare's
tragedies, the philosophy of Hegel, and clinical studies of
the mentally retarded. A prOfound theoretician, he was
also a man of practice who founded and directed a number of research laboratories, including the first Russian
institute for the Study of Handicapped Children. As
Stephen Toulmin so aptly remarked, Vygoisky carried
an aura of almost Mozartian giftedness. And yet he lived
in times that were hardly favorable to Mozarts.

I
We do not know much about Vygotsky's life. He left no
memoirs, and his biography has yet to be written That
leaves us with the task of putting together the scattered
reminiscences of Vygotsky's friends and coworkers.
Lev Semenovich Vygotsky was born in 1896 in the
town of Orscha in Belorussia to a middle-class Jewish
PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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family. His father, a manager with the United Bank of
Gomel, was obviously an educated person and even a
kind of philanthropist-he attivery supported the local
public library. His son's education was unconventional;
Lev studied with a private tutor for many years,and enrolled in a Jewish gymnasium only at the junior high
school level. By the age of eighteen Vygoisky already had
become an accomplished intellectual-his essay on Hamiet, which later became an integral part of The PsycJto1oy
ofArt (1925), was written at that time.
According to Semyon Dobkin, Vygotsky's school
friend, Vygotsky was particularly interested in the philosophy of history and was a recognized leader of a small
circle of high school students concerned with the pi-oblems ofJewish culture and history. "Vygotsky was at that
time very enthusiastic about the Hegelian view of history.
His minci was then engaged by the Hegelian formula
'thesis, antithesis, synthesis. . . .' "
Although Vygotsky's interests clearly belonged to the
humanities and social sciences, at the insistence of his
parents he applied to the Medical School of Moscow University. Since he had graduated from the gymnasium
with honors and a gold medal, Vygoisky's chances for
admission were good, even though the university's quota
for Jews was only three percent. But a new executive
order of the minister of education, issued in 1913,
jeopardized these hopes, for while preserving the quota,
it required Jewish applicants to be enrolled by casting
lots, making admission not a matter of mental attainment
but of blind luck. Vygotsky was, naturally, pessimistic
about his chances. But then it happened-a cable came
from Moscow informing him that he had been enrolled
by the draw. One well may wonder whether it was this
episode that later was prompt Vygotsky to consider a
role for the casting of lots in the organization of individual behavior.2
t1
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The years spent in Moscow, 19 3- 9 7, became a penod of intensive study and the acquisition of ideas from
seemingly disparate fields. By his first semester at Moscow University, Vygotsky had already transferred from
the Medical School to the Law School, apparently as a
kind of compromise between his own wishes to draw
closer to humanities and the practical wishes of his par1

1

1

ents. But Vygotsky was not satisfied with the humanities
courses at Moscow University. Many of Moscow Universityls leading professors had left to protest the repressive
actions of the minister of education; some of these professors subsequently taught at private Shaniavsky University, which for a short while became a center of
academic liberalism and innovation. Without dropping
out of Moscow Universty, Vygoisky enrolled at Shaniavsky as well, majoring in history and philosophy.
Moscow in the 1910s was quite an exciting place for a
young intellectual. Unorthodox and innovative trends
in science, the humanities, and the arts were emerging,
and it seems that Vygotsky pursued them alL Theater,
among other things, became focus of his interests. He
admired Stanislavskys Art Theater, and later used
Stanislavsky's notes for actors in his Mys/iienie rech, translated into English as Thought and Language. Vygotsky was
also fascinated by the innovative interpretation of Hamlet
produced in Moscow by Gordon Craig.
As an aspiring literary critic, Vygotsky showed a keen
interest in the "structuralist revolution" being carried out
in linguistics and literary theory. Most probably it was his
COusin, David, a member of the Petrograd Formalist
School, who acquainted Vygotsky with the works of Roman Jakobso*i, Lev Jakubinsky, and Viktor Shklovsky.
These names were soon to appear on the pages of Vygotsky's works dedicated to the problems of the psychology of art and the psychology of language.
Being a connoisseur of poetry, both classical and modt

i
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em, Vygotsky did not hesitate to put poetic images in his
psychological works. He was particuIy interested in the
poetic treatment of the agony endured when thought
seeks, but cannot find expression in, words. It is in the
context of that problem that the lines of the poets
Tiutchev, Gumilev, and Mandeistam appear in Mys/deni
i

rech.

Philosophy was among Vygot.sky's favorite subjects.
His lifelong interest in Spinoza was possibly prompted by
his sister Zinaida, who, while studying at Moscow Wornen's University College, chose Spinoza as the topic of her
graduate paper. Vygotsky sought in Spinoza an alternaUve to Cartesian dualism, which, by splitting the human
being into machinelike body and spiritual mind, established for centuries to come the conflict between matenalistic, scientific psychology and idealistic, philosophical
psychology. In his works Vygotsky reveals a penetrating
knowledge of philosophers as diverse as Descartes,
Hegel, Marx, the neo-Kantians, Husserl, and James.
Upon graduating from Moscow University in 1917,
Vygotsky went to Gomel, where his parents were then
living, and where the October Revolution of 1917 was to
find him. The years in Gomel, 1918- ¡924, were to be
a germinating period for Vygotsky's psychological
thought. On the surface, life was hardly cheerful. Vygotsky's health started deteriorating: "He was unwell, it was
difficult to get food, and there was tuberculosis in their
family."3 Teaching literature in a provincial school also
hardly fit Vygotsky's aspirations. However, he soon left
the school for a position at a local teachers' college. It was
at this college that Vygotsky delivered his first lectures in
psychology, and for the first time encountired the prob1cm of the education of the physically handicapped, the
problem to which he was to return more than once.
The titles of the books he was reading from those years
PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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in Gomel give some idea of the direction in which Vygotsky's thought was moving. According to Dobkin, Vygotsky
had a keen interest in James's The Varieties of Religirnis

Freuds

and
Thought and Language, the book of the nineteenthcentury Russian linguist and follower of Humboldt, Alexander Potebnja. The impact of these studies on his
views of the unconscious, religious experience, and lanuae is seen in Vvrntskv's first Iarcre research nrnitcF.
hePsycho1ogy ofArt /ygOtSky finishi the manUSTipt in
1925 and presented it as a Ph.D. thesis at the Moscow
Institute of Psychology. The Psychology of Art was first
published, in Russian, only in 1965 (the English translation appeared in 197l).
Although it is very tempting to venture into an extensive analysis of this masterpiece of the young Vygotsky. I
shall limit myself to a couple of comments. First, the very
title of Vygotsky's book suggests that to him psychology
was a method of uncovering the origins of higher forms
of human consciousness and emotional life rather than
of elementary behaviora' acts. This preoccupation with
specifically human functions, in opposition to merely nalurat or biobigicat ones, was to become a trademark of Vylifework. Moreover, it suggests that Vygotsky
never believed that psychological inquiry should be considered as a goal in itself. For him, culture and consciousness constituted the actual suIjeci of inquiry, while
psychology remained a conceptual tool, important but
hardly universal.
Second, in the very beginning of The Psychology of Ari
Vygotsky argued that psychology cannot limit itself to
direct evidence, be it observable behavior or accounts of
introspection. Psychological inquiry is investigation, and
like the criminal investigator, the psychologist must take
into account indirect evidence and circumstantial cluesExperience,

Psychopathology of Eveivthy Lfe,

gotsky1s
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which in practice means that works of art, philosophical
arguments. and anthropological data are no less important for psychology than direct evidence.
In the case of The Psychology ofAri, certain structuralist
literary approaches together with the psychoanalytic concept of catharsis supplied him with the method of inquiry
into the perception of works of art. In later works Vygotsky turned to other concepts and different methods,
but he never ceased to uphold the principle of reconstructing psychological phenomena from data seemingly
belonging to other disciplines. Although Vygotsky was to
modify the ideas to be found in The Psychology ofArt. the
work hears clear signs of intellectual maturity. With this
work, Vygotsky. still in his late twenties and never to
receive formal psychological training, emerged as an
original thinker, with his own ideas on what constitutes
the subject and the method of psycho1ogica study.

H
Vygotsky entered professional psychology impetuously,
one may say in an onslaught. On 6 January 1924 the
Second Psychoneurological Congress was held in Leningrad. Vygotsky delivered a talk on "The Methodology of
Reflexological and Psychological Studies." His thesis was
simple: Scientific psychology cannot ignore the facts of
consciousness. Taking aim at the reflexologists, Vygotsky
argued that while reflexes provide the foundation of behavior, we can learn nothing from them about the "construction" erected on this foundation-which means that
neither the category of consciousness nor that of the unconscious can be ignored. Studies of the Würzburg
School, as well as those of the Gestaltists, should be incorporated into scientific psychology. This statement must
be considered in the context of the times. It challenged
the position of leading Soviet behavioral scientists, from
PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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Paviovians to Bekhterev and Blonsky, who either viewed
consciousness as an idealist superstition or limited its
sphere of applicability to descriptive. nonscientific psychology. But there was at least one receptive listener in
that audience, Alexander Luna. In Luria's account, "Instead of choosing a minor theme, as might benefit a
young man of twenty-eight speaking for the first time to a
gathering of the graybeards of his profession, Vygotsky

theme of the relation between conditioned reflexes and man's conscious behavior. . . Although he failed to convince everyone of the correctness
of his view, it was clear that this man from the small
provincial town in western Russia was an intellectual
force who would have to be listened to."
Luria's enthusiastic recognition of Vygotsky had very
practical consequences. Although only twenty-six years
old at that time, Luna already held the position of academic secretary at the Moscow Institute of Psychology,
and he managed to persuade its director, Konstantin
Korniov, to invite Vygotsky as a research fellow. In the
fall of 1924, Vygotsky and his wife Roza (née Smekhova)
moved to Moscow.
In its initial stage, Vygotsky's program for the new,
nonreflexological scientific psychology contained the following directions: It had to be developmental; it had to
resolve the problem of interrelation between higher
mental functions and the lower, elementary psychological functions; and it had to take socially meaningful activity (Tätigkeit) as an explanatory principle. But before
turning this sketch into an articulated research program,
Vygotsky felt obliged to take on the theoretical crisis in
psychology, the result ofwhich was Tite Historical Meaning
ofthe Crisis in Psycholog,-, finished in 1926, but published
only halfa century later, in 1982.6 (Vygotsky's Crisis does
not stand alone as a critique of psychology as practiced in
the 1920s. Die Krise der Psychologie of Karl Bühler ap-

chose the
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.
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peared only a few months after Vygotsky finished his
work, and the writings of the Swiss psychoanalyst Ludwig
Binswanger and the German-American Hugo Münsterberg antedated Vygotsky's concern with the method of
psychology.)
From the outset of his book, Vygotsky claimed that his
intention was to bring forth a "methodological," that is.
metapsychological, analysis of the crisis in psychology.
His position, therefore, was that of a theoretician who
assesses the crisis from the "outside," rather than that of a
professional psychologist tied to some partisan point of
view. Psychological scholarship in the i 920s fell into a
number of schools-behaviorism, reflexology, psychoanalysis, Gestalt psychology, and so on-which challenged each other on theoretical or methodological
grounds. Vygoisky went beyond affirming this state of
affairs to showing that not only their theoretical and
methodological approaches but their very facts were incompatible. In doing so he introduced, with great effectiveness, a notion that much later was to become popular
in the philosophy ofscience as "theoretically laden facts":
"Any fact, being expressed in terms of these systems
lintrospectionism, behaviorism, and psychoanalysisl
would acquire three entirely different meanings, which
indicate three different aspects of this fact, or more precisely, three different facts."7 A group of facts existent in
one system sometimes simply disappears in the other. To
Paviovians, the idea that a dog remembers food in the insÉant the bell rings sounds fantastic. To psychoanalysts,
the Oedipus complex is an empirical fact; to behaviorists,
it is a fiction.
Vygotsky arrived at the conclusion that the divisions
among the systems of psychology were so serious and
their basic theoretical premises so liable to various interpretations that we should speak here of different sciences
rather than of a number of schools within one science.
PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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More than that, some of these systems of psychology
were so closely connected with philosophy and the
humanities that there was no reason to squeeze them into
the conceptual framework of science.
It is of interest that more than fifty years after Vygotsky, Sigmund Koch came to a somewhat similar conclusion in a work marking the hundredth year since
psychology had taken to itself a place among the sciences.8 Almost repeating Vygotsky, Koch claimed that
the nineteenth-century myth of psychology as a unifled science did not and could not sustain the test of
time; psychology is, rather, a collection of studies haying absolutely different theoretical foundations and
methodologies.
Vygotsky, however, was not content with asserting the
divergences within psychological scholarship. Tracing
the evolution of psychoanalysis, rellexology, Gestakism,
and personalism, he revealed a uniform pattern to their
development, an aggressive expansion in a desperate attempt to attain methodological hegemony. The first stage
in the development of each óf these systems is an empirical discovery that proves to be important for the revision
of the existing views concerning some specific behavioral
or mental phenomena. In the second stage of its development, the initial discovery acquires a conceptual forni,
which expands so as to come to bear on related problems
of psychology. Even at this stage the ties between conceptuai form and the underlying empirical discovery are
eroded; the former becomes an abstraction almost unrelated to the latter, existing. however, because of the reputation built upon the latter. The third stage is marked by
(he transformation of the conceptual form into an abstract explanatory principle applicable to any problem
within the given discipline. The discipline is captured by
this expanding explanatory principle-all behavior turns
out to he a sum of conditional reflexes, or unconscious
PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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motifs, or gestatts. At this moment the explanatory principle loses its power, since nothing is left outside it, but
the inertia of expansion pushes it until the whole domain
of psychokgy is absorbed by it. At the fourth stage the
explanatory principle disengages itself from the subject
matter of psychology and becomes a general methodology applicable to all fields of knowledge, at which pointVygotsky observed-it usually collapses under the
weight of its enormous explanatory claims. It ceases to
exist as an independent intellectual principle and merges
with one of the dominant philosophies or woridviews.
Vygotsky suggested that upon becoming a woridview the
"psychological idea reveaLs its social origin, which earlier
was concealed under the guise of a fact of knowledge."9
The uniform character of the development of the
schools of psychology indicated to Vygotsky the necessity
for some "general psychology" that would provide a
methodological guide for all the psychological discipunes. On the one hand, the enormous and illegitimate
methodological claims of particular psychological systems
were nothing but the symptoms of crisis; on the other
hand, however, these symptoms could be understood as
the genuine and legitimate desire to have a generai
methodology ofpsychological research. Vygotsky made it
clear that only epistemologically competent metapsychological analysis of the current state of psychological
knowledge could provide a genuine general methodology-what he called "general psychology." To the question, Where may the resolution of the crisis come from?,
Vygotsky gave a dialectically sharpened answer: From
the crisis itself! For this purpose, however, the crisis
should be reconsidered as a positive, rather than as a
negative, phenomenon. To comprehend the crisis as a
positive phenomenon-that is, to see it through the
Hegelian concept of "contradiction"-means to discover
those forces that stand behind the apparent dispute over
PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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the "need" to become a general methodology. The basic
contradictions underlying all symptoms of crisis should
therefore be considered as the moving force in the development of psychology at any given historical moment.
Following the theoretical analysis undertaken by Hugo
Münsterherg in his Grundzüge der Psychotechnik of 1914,
Vygotsky applied epistemological analysis to distinguish
two major poles of attraction dividing all psychological
systems: the naturalist and idealist woridviews. The crisis
brought about naturalistic scientific psychology and
philosophical descriptive psychology. Objective historical
development of the contrasting woridviews turned out to
be a hidden source of the crisis.
Another source was practical psychology. Vygotsky observed a major difference between so-called applied psychology, which is secondary to that particular system
from which it has sprung, and a genuine practical psychology, which elaborated its methods in the context of
its own practice. For example, the applied psychology of
Münsterberg, which started from idealist premises, was
"forced" to arrive at naturalistic conclusions. Approaching practical problems, psychologists change their a
priori conceptual schemas along the lines dictated by
practice itself. Practice, therefore, joins philosophy as a
force pushing psychological systems toward the opposite
poles of naturalism and idealism.
Vygotsky almost prophetically foresaw the concentration of psychological systems at the opposite centers of
behaviorism and phenomenology. Modern developments show that Vygotsky was not mistaken in his diagnosis. Behaviorism and the theory of conditional reflexes
have become the ultimate manifestation of naturalistic
experimentalism, while philosophic and humanistic
studies have grouped around the phenomenological
paradigm. But the label "science," according to Vygotsky,
had to be reserved for the naturalistic studies; phenomePDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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nology had to break ranks with the scientific paradigm
and openly approach its subject with the help of the
methods developed in philosophy and the humanities4
This lobbying on behalf of behaviorism and other naturalistic approaches might seem inconsistent with his
concern with the higher mentaL functions. Vygotsky,
however, clearly indicated that his diagnosis of the crisis
did not imply satisfaction with the existing systems of
naturalistic psychology. He emphasized that "the question still remains open, whether we have a right to call
psychology precisely a naturalistic science. Only because
West European psychology had never known social psychology, it identified its subject as that of naturalistic
science. " O
The last section of the Crisis is devoted to discouraging
attempts to find a "third way" other than that of scientific
or philosophical psychology. In Vygotsky's view, three
major attempts of this kind had been made: by Gestalt
psychology, by the personalism of William Stern, and by
so-called Marxist psychology. In the case of Gestaltpsychology, Vygotsky asserted that objectively, and sometimes even against the will of its own masters, this
discipline had gradually become a part of the naturalistic
tradition and lost its image as a "third way" As to Stern's
personalistic psychology, Vygotsky held that the development took the opposite course. Starting with the concrete
scientific problems of differential psychology, Stern had
arrived at an avowedly idealistic, teleological theory of
the psyche, and proceeding in this direction, had failed to
establish an independent "third way" for psychology,
merging instead with the philosophical tradition.
Vygotsky directed his strongest criticisms, however,
against those of his colleagues who ventured to establish
Marxist psychology as an alternative to naturalism and
idealism. Vygotsky's refutation of the Marxist psychology
of Konstantin Kornilov and others was threefold: these
PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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scholars sought Marxist support "in the wrong places";
they assimilated "the wrong material"; and they used this
material "in a wrong
' Vygotsky strongly opposed
the method of casually picking and choosing quotations
from the classics of Marxism. He also emphasized that
the dialectical method is quite different in biology, history, and psychology. and that therefore there are no
Marxist magic formulas for solving the problems of psychology. "Immediate application of the theory of dialectical materialism to the problems of science, and
particularly to biology and psychology, is impossible, as it
is impossible to apply it instantly to history and socio!ogy."'2 No one philosophical system, including Marxism,
would be able to help psychology until it had established
an intermediate [ink in the form of methodology. The
only legitimate way for Marxism to become useful for
psychology was in its possible contribution to general
methodology. "Any other contributions' . would in
evitably lead to mere scholastic verbiage."3
For the rest of his life Vygotsky desperately sought this
new methodology that would make psychology scientific,
but not at the cost of the naturalization of cultural phenomena, and that would make use of the Marxist method
without degenerating into "Marxist psychology."
Vygotsky's research program started taking shape in
his early paper "Consciousness as a Problem of Psychol0g-y of Behavior" (1925). The major goal of that paper
was to restore the legitimacy of the concept of consciousness, but not at the expense of the return to introspective
mentalistic psychology. The major objection Vygotsky
had to the mentalistic tradition was that it confined itself
to a vicious circle in which states of consciousness are
"explained" by the concept of consciousness. Vygotsky
argued that if one is to take consciousness as a subject of
study, then the explanatory principle must be sought in
some other layer of reality. Vygotsky suggested that so.

.
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oally meaningful activity (Tätigkeit) may play this role and
serve as a generator of consciousness.
Vygotsky's first step toward concretization of this principle was the suggestion that individual consciousness is
built from outside through relations with others: "The
mechanism of social behavior and the mechanism of consciousness are the same. . . We are aware of ourselves.
for we are aware of others, and in the same way as we
.

to
ourselves we are in the same [position] as others are to
knnw

others;

and

this

is

as

it

is

because in relation

us.,,14

One cannot but find a striking similarity between this
statement and the concept of significant symbol developed by George H. Mead: "As we shall see, the same
procedure which is responsible for the genesis and existence of mind or consciousness-namely, the taking of
the attitude of the other toward one's self, or toward
one's own behavior-also necessarily involves the genesis
and existence at the same time of significant symbols, or
significant gestures."5 It seems that Meads revision of
behaviorism and Vygotsky's struggle for consciousness
had much in common-both authors pointed to the same
phenomena and followed similar methodological paths.
According to Vygotsky, human higher mental funcLions must be viewed as products of mediat4id activity. The
role of mediator is played by psychological tooLs and means
of interpersonal communication. The concept of a psychological tool first appeared in Vygotsky's thought by
loose analogy with the material tool, which serves as a
mediator between the human hand and the object upon
which the tool acts. Vygotsky obviously was under the
influence of the Hegelian notion of "cunning of reason":
reason's mediating activity, which, by causing objects to
act and react on each other in accordance with their own
nature, in this way, and without any direct interference in
the process, carries out reason's intentions. Like material
PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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tools, psychological tools are artificial formations. Both
are naturally social but while material tools are aimed at
the control over processes in nature, psychological tools
master natural forms of individual behavior and cognition. Although sensory-motor schemas connected with
practical actions also may become psychological tools, the
latter usually have a .serniolic nature. Psychological tools

are internally oriented, transforming the natural human
abilities and skills into higher mental functions (Vygotsky
noted such psychological tools as gestures, language and
sign systems, mnemonic techniques, and decision-making
systems-for example, casting dice). For example, if an
elementary effort at memorization connects event A with
event B through the natural ability of the human brain,
then in mnemonics this relation is replaced by A to X and
X to B, where X is an artificial psychological tool-a knot
in a handkerchief, perhaps, or a written note.
Vygotsky thus made a principal distinction between
"lower," natural mental functions, such as elementary
perception, memory, attention, and will, and the
"higher," or cultural, functions, which are specifically human and appear gradually in a course of radical transformation of the lower functions. The lower functions do
not disappear in a mature psyche, but they are structured
and organized according to specifically human social
goals and means of conduct. Vygotsky used the Hegelian
term "superseded" (aufgehoben) to designate the transformation of natural functions into cultural ones.
If one decomposes a higher mental function into its
constituent parts, one finds nothing but the natural,
lower skills. This fact, argued Vygotsky, secures the
scientific status ofhis method, which needs no speculative
metaphysical categories in order to approach the higher
forms of behavior. All the "building blocks" of higher
behavior seem absolutely materialistic and can be apprehended by ordinary empirical methods. The latter
PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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assumption does not imply, however, that a higher function can be reduced to Lower ones. Decomposition shows
us only the material with which the higher functions are
built, but says nothing about their construction.
The constructive principle of the higher functions lies
outside the individual-in psychological tools and interpersonal relations. Referring to psychological tools as in
struments for the construction of higher functions,
Vygotsky wrote, "In the instrumental act, humans master
themselves from the outside-through psychological
tools."5 As to the structural role of interpersonal rdations, Vygotsky followed Pierre Janet, who claimed that
intrapersonal processes are just transformed interpersonal relations: "Each function in the child's cultural
development appears twice: first, on the social level,
and later, on the individual level; first, between peopie (interpsychological), and then inside the child

igl7

In concrete experimental practice. the idea of internalizaiion of psychological tools acquired Iwo different, and
ultimately even conflicting, forms. internalization as the
process of transformation of external actions into internal psychological functions was thoroughly studied by
such followers of Vygotsky as Peter Zinchenko, Alexander Zaporozhets, and Peter Galperin. Their studies undoubtedly had much in common with Piaget's concept of
the development of intelligence through the iniernalization of sensory-motor schemas. Vygotsky himself, however, was much more interested in the problem of
internalization of symbolic psychological tools and social
relations. He was greatly impressed by the works of the
French sociological school of Emile Durkheim and by related ideas of Maurice Haibwachs, Charles Blondel, and
Pierre Janet, who studied the internalization of so-called
collective representations.
To understand in what direction Vygotsky's thought
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was moving, consider the following problem: How
does the indicatory gesture appear in a child's behavioral

reperloire? At first it is simply an unsuccessful grasping
movement directed at an object. Vygotsky used the term
"gesture-in-itself" to designate this stage of the development of gesture. When mother comes to the aid of the
child, the situation acquires a different character. Gesture "in-itself" becomes gesture "for-others." Others
mother m our case) interpret the child's grasping movement as an indicatory gesture, thus turning it into a socially meaningful communicative act. Only afterward
does the child become aware of the communicative
power of his movement. He then starts addressing his
gesture to adults, rather than to an object, which was the
focus of his interest in the first place. It is essential that
the child be the last person who consciously apprehends
the meaning of his own gesture. Only at this later stage
does a gesture become a "gesture-for-oneself."
The focus of Vygotsky's research program in the penod 1926- 1930 happened to be the experimental study
of the mechanism of transformation of natural psychological functions into the higher funcuons of logical
memory, selective attention, decision making, and cornprehension of language. Besides Alexander Luna and
Alexei Leontiev, who joined Vygotsky as early as 1924,
his group of collaborators included Lidia Bozhovich, Alexander Zaporozhets, Natalia Morozova, Roza Levina,
Liya Slavina, Lev Sakharov, and Zhozephina Shif. Studies
were developing along three avenues of research: instrumental, developmental, and cultural-historical.
The instrumental approach centered on the use of external means, that is, psychological tools in facilitating of
the development of higher forms of memory, attention,
and decision making. Here the 1932 study of Alexei
Leontiev on natural and instrumentally mediated mem017 remains a classic.'8 In that study children were asked
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not be confined to the investigation of the progressing
complexity of such functions as perception, attention,
and memory; it must also inquire into the inner evolution
going on in psychological formations that at the first
glance may seem to be well developed. (A summary of
Vygot.sky's earliest developmental studies were set forth
in his monograph History ofthe Development ofHigher Mental Functions, which was finished in 1931, but published.
in unabridged form, only in 1983.20)
Although Vygotsky's theory embraced all higher mental functions, Vygotsky himself was primarily interested
i_n the development of language in its relation to thought.
Language and speech occupy a special place in Vygotsky's psychological system because they play a double
role. On the one hand, they are a psychological tool that
helps to form other mental functions; on the other hand,
they are one of these functions, which means that they
also undergo a cultural development. Vygotsky's work in
this field became his most popular book: Myshknie
rech-Thoughi and Language.2'
Like many of his other works, Vygotsky's Myshlenie
reck is in the form a critical dialogue in which the survey
ofconflictirig approaches is interspersed with experimental data and theoretical constructions. The participants in
this imaginative dialogue in Mysh1eni rech are William
Stern, Karl Bühler, Wolfgang Köhler, Robert Yerkes,
and, above all, Jean Piaget.
A few words are in order here concerning Vygotsky's
presentation of experimental material. Quantitative
methods and operationalistic descriptions were not a
significant feature ofSoviet psychology in the 1920s, and
Vygotsky, in particular, emphasized ideas and arguments
in his monographs intended for the general educated
audience, reserving experimental details for technical reports. After all, the number of professional psychologists
i_n Russia at that time was so insignificant that each of
i

i

i
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them knew ail the others, making ii. easy for them to
clarify the experimental details in the technical reports of
their fellow psychologists.. As a result, Myshleni rech may
strike some nowadays as inadequately grounded in experimental data, even as careless. However, the studies
by Vygotsky's followers have shown that the basic
findings are sound, and that argument may arise only as
to the interpretation of these findings.
Vygotsky's first objective in Myshlenie rech was to show
that thought and speech have different roots, merging
only at a certain moment in ontogenesis, after which
these two functions develop together under reciprocal
influence. In its historical context, this thesis constituted
a critique of those who either identified thought with
speech (J. B. Watson) or, on the contrary, absolutized
their differences. Vygotsky's thesis called instead for an
interfunctional interpretation of higher mental functions.
As was mentioned earlier, Vygotsky's initial concept of
higher mental function focused on the transformation of
natural functions into cultural functions under the influence of psychological tools: Further research convinced him that of even more importance was the
interaction of different higher mental functions, forming
thereby so-called functional systems: "Studying the development ofthought and speech in childhood, we found
that the process of their development depends not so
much on the changes within these two functions, but
rather on changes in the primary relations between them.
.
. Their relations and connections do not remain constant. That is why the leading idea is that there is no
constant formula ofrelation between thought and speech
that would be applicable to all stages and forms of development or involution. Each of these stages has its
own characteristic form of relation between these two
i

i

.

'i"22
Vygotsky elaborated this thesis in his critical review of
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the phylo- and ontogenetic studies of Köhler, Yerkes,
and Bühler (Mysh1nie rech, chapter 4). He concluded
that the primate shows certain elements of humanlike
intelligence in its use of primitive tools and implements
and that at the same time its language has such human
aspects as phonetics, emotional expression, and primordial social meaningfulness. What is lacking in the primate, Vygotsky held, is a close reciprocal relation
between thought and language-their interfunctional relations are in a prehistorical stage. In ontogenesis Vygotsky also made a distinction between the roots of
speech and those of thought. A child's development
knows preintellectual speech as well as nonverbal
thought; only with the establishment of interfunctional
systemic unity does thought become verbal, and speech
become intellectual.
Vygotsky was able to establish the concept of interfunctional relations on an experimental basis only to the extent (and even then only partially) of the sign-concept
connection (Myshlenie rech, chapter 5); his follower Alexander Luna succeeded. however, in basing this concept
on much richer material, and eventually made it a cornerstone of his neuropsychological theory. Vygotsky's
experiments in concept formation were designed in accordance with the Ach-Sakharov sorting test, in which a
triplet of letters, that is, a "sign," was affixed to each
object to be sorted. Vygotsky described his experimental
procedures as a method of double stimulation, presuming that the physical properties of objects to be grouped
constitute one form ofstimulation, while triplets of words
provide the other, semiolic, stimulation. Experimental
data obtained indicated to him a long and complex developmental process leading from classification based on
unorganized congeries of physical characteristics of objects, through the stages of "complex" and "pseudoconi

i
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ceptual" thinking, to mature forms of classification based
on conceptual thinking.
Vygotsky's hypothesis concerning the "geological"
character of concepts was fully confirmed. For example,
"flat, triangular, and green" turned out to be a dynamic
formation, having different characteristics at different
stages of psychological development. One of the most
important discoveries in Vygotsky's study is "pseudoconceptual" thinking: a form of child's reasoning that
phenotypically coincides with reasoning in the adult and
yet has a different, preconceptual nature. In this respect
Vygotsky's study resembled very much those of Heinz
Werner. It is not surprising that Werner's followers enthusiastically used Vygotsky's sorting test in their studies
of the preconceptual thinking of schizophrenic patients.23 Vygotsky observed in addition that preconceptuai, and even mythological. thinking not only is
characteristic of children and the mentally ill, but also
forms the basis of the everyday, normal reasoning of
adults. This latter insight, like many others, was neglected by Vygotsky's followers, and the problem of preconceptual forms of everyday intelligence has remained
practically untouched in Soviet studies.
Ii-i the work of Vygotsky's student Zhozephina Shif the
study of concept formation was extended to its educational setting (Myshlenie rech, chapter 6). Different forms
of childhood experience were put into correspondence
with stages in the development of concept formation. In
this connection, Vygotsky had distinguished two basic
forms of experience, which give rise to two different,
albeit interrelated, groups of concepts: the "scientific"
and the "spontaneous." Scientific concepts originate in
the highly structured and specialized activity of classroom instruction and impose on a child logically defined
concepts; spontaneous concepts emerge from the child's
i
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own reflections on everyday experience. Vygotsky made
it a point to argue that scientific concepts. far from being
assimilated in a ready-made form, actually undergo substantial development, which essentially depends on the
existing level of a child's general ability to comprehend
concepts. This fevel of comprehension, in its turn, is connected with the development of spontaneous concepts.
Spontaneous concepts, in working their way "upward,"
toward greater abstractness, clear a path for scientific
concepts in their "downward" development toward

greater concreteness.
Two forms of learning responsible for concept formadon were thus distinguished. One of them, systematically
organized learning in an educational setting, later attracted the attention of Soviet psychologists and was thoroughly investigated in the works of Peter Galperin and
Vasili Davydov.24 The much less articulated spontaneous
learning turned out to be perceived rather as an obstacle
on the road to concept formation, and its characteristic
features were mostly neglected. There is a certain irony
in this turn of events, for Vygotsky argued at length
against Piaget's preoccupation with spontaneous concepts at the expense of scientific concepts. Vygotsky's
followers made the opposite mistake by neglecting spontaneous concepts and centering all their attention instead
on scientific concepts. As a result, concept formation in
children became a one-sided process.
A study ofconcept formation in educational setting led
Vygotsky to another insight, namely, the dialogical
character of learning. In his analysis Vygotsky departed
from what he perceived as the inability of Piaget's theory
to reconcile the spontaneous character of a child's reasoning with the scientific-and thus the adult-nature of
concepts learned at school. Where Piaget saw confrontation, Vygotsky sought dialogue. Vygotsky was also critical
of those methods of mental testing that routinely took
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into account only the problem-solving progress made by
the child who is left on his own. Vygotsky argued that the
progress in concept formation by a child achieved in
cooperation with an adult would be a much more sensiLive gauge of the child's intellectual abilities. In this connection, Vygotsky used the term w-ped, "the zone of
proximal development": the place at which a child's empirically rich but disorganized spontaneous concepts
"meet" the systematicity and logic of adult reasoning. As
a result of such a "meeting," the weaknesses of spontaneous reasoning are compensated by the strengths of
scientific logic. The depth of zo-ped varies, reflecting chi!dren's relative abilities to appropriate adult structures.
The final product of this child-adult cooperation is a soLution, which, being internali7ed, becomes an integral
part of the child's own reasoning.
The last of the major problems discussed in Myshlenie i
rech is the phenomenon of inner speech (chapters 2 and
7). The problem of inner speech enters Vygotsky's discourse twice: the first time in the context of polemics with
Piaget concerning child egocentrism. and the second
time in connection with a problem of the personal senses
ot words. Vygotsky challenged Piaget's thesis ttiat the inherent autism of a child's thought manifests itself in egocentric speech. According to Piaget, autism is the
original, earliest form of thought; logic and socialized
speech, from his point of view, appear rather late, and
egocentric thought is the genetic link between autism and
logic. Vygotsky, who repeated some of Piaget's experiments, insisted, however, that the earliest speech of the
child is already social. At a certain age this original social
speech becomes rather sharply divided into egocentric
speech, that is, speech-for-oneself, and communicative
speech-for-others. Egocentric speech, splintered off
from general social speech, gives rise to inner speech.
Inner speech is therefore a rather late product of the
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transformation of a speech that earlier had served the
goals of communication into individualized verbal
thought.
In Piaget's view, however, the uniqueness of speechfor-oneself, which is incomprehensible to others, is
rooted in the child's original autism and egocentrism,
and ultimately in the pleasure principle. In the course of
the child's development this individual speech dies out,
giving place to socialized speech, which is easily understood by any interlocutor, and which is ultimately connected with the reality principle.
Without denying the phenomenon of autism as such,
Vygotsky suggested that egocentric speech is rather a
transitory form situated between social, communicaLive speech and inner speech. For Vygotsky the major
problem was not that of socialization, but rather of individuakzation of the originally communicative speech-forothers. As was mentioned earlier, Vygotsky believed that
the outward, interpsychological relations become the inner, intrapsychological mental functions. In the context
of this idea, the transition from egocentric to inner
speech manifests the internalization ofan originally cornmunicative function, which becomes individualized inner
mental function. Peculiarities of grammar and syntax
characteristic of inner speech indicate this submergence
of communication-for-others into individualized reasoning-for-oneseif: in inner speech, culturally prescribed
forms of language and reasoning find their individualized realization. Culturally sanctioned symbolic systems are remodeled into individual verbal thought. The
principal steps in this remodeling include the transition
from overt dialogue to internal dialogue.
The problem of interpersonal communication and intrapersonal communication (obschenie) thus appeared at
the forefront of Vygotsky's theory. An objective development of his ideas now required that the typology of
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semiotic means of mediation should be complemented by
the typoiogy of the overt and inner dialogues in which
culture acquires its psychologically individualized form.
Unfortunately Vygoisky had no Lime to develop this aspect of his study; hejust outlined it, mentioning that the
difference in the conditions of social interaction between
children in different settings plays a decisive role in
understanding the coefficients of egocentric speech. The
children observed by Piaget, the children observed by
William Stern in German kindergartens, and the chudren observed by Vygotsky-all had different social
milieus and consequently different types of commumcation shaping the processes by which they developed verbal thought.
Vygotsky returned to the problem of inner speech in
connection with a study of generalization versus contextualization of word meaning. He made a distinction
between word meaning (znachenie), which reflects a generalized concept, and word sense (smysi), which depends
on the context of speech. The sense of a word is the sum
of all the psychological events atoused in a person's consciousness by the word. It is a dynamic, complex, fluid
whole, which has several zones of unequal stability.
Meaning is only one of the zones of sense, the most stable
and precise zone. A word acquires its sense from the
context in which it appears; in different contexts, it
changes its sense.
According to Vygotsky, the predominance of sense
over meaning, of sentence over word, and of context
over sentence are rules of inner speech. While meaning
stands for socialized discourse, sense represents an interface between one's individual (and thus incommunicable)
thinking and verbal thought comprehensible to others.
inner speech is not an internal aspect of talking; it is a
function in itself. Lt remains, however, a form of speech,
that is. thought connected with words. But while in exterPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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na! speech thought is embodied in words, in inner speech
words must sublimate in order to bring forth a thought.
In inner speech two important processes are interwoven:
the transition from external communication to inner dialogue and the expressiOn of intimate thoughts in linguistic form, thus making them communicative. Inner
speech becomes a psychological interface between, on the
one hand, culturally sanctioned symbolic systems and, on
the other hand, private "language" and imagery. The
concretization of psychological activity in this context appears as a psychological mechanism for creating new
symbols and word senses capable of eventually being incorporated into the cultural stock.
This was a return on Vygotsky's part to the enigmatic
problem of artistic and intellectual creativity, which, apparently, had not left his mind since The Psychology of Art
(1925). In Vygotsky's view, the process ofartistic or intellectual creation is antipodal to the process of internalizalion. In creative activity, inner context-dependent senses
gradually unfold their meanings as symbols-for-others.
Vygotsky remarked (Myshknie rech, chapter 7) that in
titles like Don Quixote, the entire sense of a book is contamed in one name. initially such a name is meaningful
only in the context of a plot conceived in the author's
head. But in being "exteriorized," that is. becoming a
literary fact, Don Quixote ceases to be merely the name
of a character and acquires meaning immediately recognized by any educated person. Name, thus, becomes a
generalized concept.
Vygotsky intrepidly overstepped here the border of
strictly psychological discussion, plunging into the much
broader subjects of human creativity and cultural formaLion. This was not strange for Vygotsky, however; after
all, he had started as a literary critic, and for a number of
years, considered psychology a temporary diversion from
his main studies, which were literature and art. But, as it
i
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iirned out, psychological "diversions" were to occupy
him for the rest of bis life. He remained, however, an
uuisider with respect to psychology, no matter how
aradoxical it sounds nowadays, when he is widely regarded as the father of Soviet psychology. His approach
was essentially "methodological," focused on the elaboraiOfl of what is or ought to be the subject of psychological
inquiry, and which method of study psychology should
take on to fit its objectives; but such a task belongs not so
much to professional psychology as to philosophy. Moreover, from The Psychology ofArt on, Vygotsky refused to
consider experimentally elicited behavior or mental operations as the sole legitimate material for psychological
research. He emphasized that psychological inquiry is
akin to criminal investigation, relying on circumstantial,
indirect evidence; in such roundabout investigation,
worksof art, manifestations of unconscious and culturalanthropological data, play no less important role than
direct responses. It is not surprising, therefore, that Vygotsky the philosopher and humanist was mostly rejected
by professional psychology, dominated as it was by behaviorists in the West and reflexologists in the East. His
"methodological" approach and his concern with semiotic means of psychological mediation were innovative,
but they challenged the accepted views of the discipline
of psychology.
Although Myshlenie rech undoubtedly marks a high
point in Vygotsky's career, it was by no means its condusion. There were other avenues of research opened by
Vygotsky, many of which he only partly explored. One
was the study of the mediating role of signs taken in their
cultural-historical context. The concept of historical
transformation of higher mental functions under the influence of changing forms of mediation was theoretically
elaborated by Vygoisky and Luna in their book Essays in
the Histo,, ofßehavior (1930). To reinforce their theoretI

t
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ical conjectures with empirica! thservations, Vygotsky
and Luna organized an expedition to remote parts of
Soviet Central Asia, the objective of which was to study the

psychological changes that followed the rapid and radical
socioeconomic and cultural restructuring taking place in
the 1930s in Soviet Uzbekistan, where historically distinctive layers ofsociety then coexisted: living on high mountain pastures "as if nothing had happened," collective
farm workers receiving minimal schooling, and students
studying at a teachers' college.
The study included experiments in classification, concept formation, and problem solving. It concluded that
illiterate peasants failed to perform abstract acts of
classification, either grouping objects according to principes of usefulness or lumping them all together according to the dictates of practical situations; farm workers
who had received minimal schooling accepted the task of
abstract classification without difficulty, but used the situational mode as well, especially when they tried to reason
independently; and young people who had had a year or
two of school training easily picked up the abstract noti
of i±is group, and similarity-the process of
aDsLracL categorizauuii seeineu io

mew

a naturai

auu

self-evident procedure.
The conclusion of this field study, which was executed
by Luna and coworkers, fully confirmed the basic tenets
of Vygoisky and Luria's cultural-historical theory. For
illiterate peasants, speech and reasoning simply echoed
the patterns of practical, situational activity, while for
people with some education the relation was reversed:
abstract categories and word meanings dominated situational experience and restructured it. Although this
study opened interesting perspectives on cross-cultural
research and suggested parallels with ontogenetic material, it came under fire from critics for its alleged resernPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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Nance to the "bourgeois speculations" ofErnile Durkheim.
The results were refused publication, and the very theme
of cultural development was forbidden in the Soviet
Union for the next forty years. Only in 1974 did Luna
publish his material.25
Vygotsky was aware of the possible one-sidedness of
his research program, which was devoted almost exclusively to the development of intellectual functions. On
the last pages of Myshlenie rech he wrote that "thought
does not beget another thought." that the last "whys" of
psychological inquiry inevitably Lead to the problem of
motivation. It is not surprising; therefore, that one of the
Last works of Vygotsky, which remained unfinished, addressed the problem of emotions. The first part of this
work bears the titLe A Study of Emotions: A HistoricalPsyc/w1ogical Investigation and was finished in 1933 (published in 1984).26 In A Study of Emotions Vygotsky
returned to the problem he had raised in The Historical
Meaning ofthe Crisis in Psychology (1926), namely, the phenomenon of the "gravitation" of modern psychological
systems to the opposite poles of naturalism and mentalism, except that the subject of the later work is thejamesLange theory oí emotions, as viewed in jis relation to the
Cartesian dualistic tradition. A Study of Emotions demo nstrates that the frequently mentioned resemblance between James-Lange theory and Spinoza's concept of
passions in reality does not exist. lt further argues that
unlike Descartes-who is the real precursor of JamesLange theory-Spinoza sought a synthetic concept of
emotions that would eliminate Cartesian dualism. Vygotsky showed here how the dualistic approach inevitably
divided psychology, be it of the seventeenth or the twentieth century, into mechanistic naturalism and metaphysical mentalism. One may only speculate that in the second
part of his work Vygotsky would have attempted to draw
i
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parallels between Spinoza's synthetic approach and his
own struggle in behalf of a nonnaturalistic scientific
psychology.
The picture of Vygotsky's work and achievements
would be incomplete if I were to fail to mention his involvement in applied research. There are three major
areas where Vygotsky matched his experimental studies
with practical applications: educational psychology, studies of mentally and physically handicapped children, and
psychopathology. The application of the concept of
higher mental function to educational psychology was
summarized in The Pedology ofthe Adolescent (1929).27 The
title is a reflection of the thinking of those times, when
pedology was a widely used term, meant to designate an
interdisciplinary approach to child development, a sort
of a scientific basis for pedagogics. Vygotsky, naturally,
also used this term, having no idea that in the mid-1930s
pedology would be banned as a "bourgeois deviation"
and former pedologists blacklisted.
Vygotsky's interest in both the development and involution of higher mental functions led him to tackle the
problem of the development of higher mental functions
in physically and mentally handicapped children. Vygotsky was instrumental in the establishment of the Insûtute for the Study of Handicapped Children, which still
remains the leading Soviet research center dealing with
the problems of handicapped Some of Vygotsky's students, notably Zhozephina Shif, became prominent specialists ¡n this field. Numerous papers of Vygotsky
addressing the problem of cognitive rehabilitation of
handicapped children were reprinted in volume 5 of his
Collected Papers

( I

983).

Finally, a study of preconceptual forms of thinking in
children led Vygotsky to a broader study of preconceptuai intelligence, including psychopathologies. Vygotsky
identified some characteristic features of "schizophrenic
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logic" and speech. Results of his studies were published
in English as "Thought in Schizophrenia" (1934)28 and
inspired further studies in this direction by the American

psychologists Eugenia Hanfmann and Jacob Kasanin.

III
The early 1930s were destined to become a critical period
in

the

devinnmenr nfSnviet ncvehnlnv

Stalin

who had

1:i;it;T

SII

clearly tighLening party control ocer the fringes of culture and science. Soviet psycho1ogts could hardly show
any group resistance, for they were engaged in a bitter
struggle with each other. Each of the rival groups
claimed to be the closest to the Marxist ideal of objective
science. At the height of their polemics, ideological labels
and political insinuations were used liberally. In this atmosphere of intolerance, psychology became an easy
prey to the party apparatchiks, an soon all independent
trends in psychology were suppressed. From then on
Soviet psychologists were expected to derive psychological categories directly from the works of Marx, Engels,

and

Lenin.29

Such a turn of events seriously undermined Vygotsky's
research program, which relied upon such "bourgeois"
theories and methods as psychoanalysis, Gestalt psychology, and the cross-cultural analysis of consciousness.
All these trends were labeled allhi-Marxist, and Vygotsky's work pronounced "eclectic" and "erroneous." Luria's
field study in the cross-cultural development of thinking
was severely criticized for its alleged bias against national
minorities. Luna was also forced io renounce his interest
in psychoanalysis. One might guess that these events had
something to do with Luria's decision to change his field
of study and Lo concentrate on the clinical aspects of
neurnnsvchnlno'v.30
Aleiei I-----eìntit'v also nhvinuslv ran
----- -1--I
OI
- -------- -- ---

-
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into some troubles. The exact circumstances remain obscure because the officùd Soviet biography of Leontiev
simply states that "in 1930 the constellation of circumstances forced Alexei Niko!aevich [Leontiev] to
resign from the Academy of Communist Education and
to leave his [teaching] position at the State Institute of

i3'

Vygotsky, who was already gravely ill, continued working in Moscow unlil 1934, when an attack of tuberculosis
led to his death. Even before the death of their leader, a
group of Vygotsky's students, which included Leontiev,
Zaporozhets, and Bozhovich, had decided on leaving
Moscow for the Ukrainian city of Kharkov, where they
eventually established a program in developmental psychology. Studies conducted by the Kharkov group between 1934 and 1940 centered on the problem of internalization and the relation in a child between external activities and corresponding mental operations. The
Khark9vites developed an extensive experimental program for comparing the external sensory-motor activity
of a child with his mental actions and outlining their respective morphologies. It was their general conclusion
that the structure of cognitive processes more or less repe1t_s the structure of external operations. From this cirde of studies came sorne of the notions that much later,
in the 1960s, were to be accepted as the basic premises
of Soviet developmental psychology, among them
Zaporozhets's concept of "perception as action" and Peter Galperin's concept of the "step-by-step formation of
intellectual actions."
The Kharkovites solved the problem of the relation
between consciousness and activity in the following way:
"The development of the consciousness of a child occurs
as a result of the development of the system of psychological operations, which, in their turn, are determined by
the actual relations between a child and reality."2 This
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insistence on the "actual relations with reality" becanie a
lilajor point of disagreement between the Kharkovites
.iiid Vygotsky. As Michael Cole has accurately observed,
"As even a superficial reading of this work indicates,
i contiev and the young researchers who worked with
him established a good deal of a distancç between them%elves
lt is

and their teacher Vygotsky."33
very tempting to attribute this distancing to e(tII-
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munist Party was issued condemning pedology (roughly,
interdisciplinary educational psychology). Vygotsky's
theory, which had been severely criticized before, now
became a real heresy because its author had collaborated
with pedologists. Moreover, the thesis of "actual relations
with reality" fitted the Soviet dialectical-rnateriilistic
credo of the 1930s much better than Vygotsky's more
complex cultural-historical model.
Nevertheless, there are solid grounds for believing that
Leontiev's revisionism, apart from its ideological benefIts, did have serious scientific underpinnings-that even
if Vygotsky had not become a "persona non grata"
Leontiev and his group most probably would still have
challenged some of his basic notions Ideological cautiousness, honest scientific disagreement, and also a misunderstanding of certain of Vygotsky's ideas-all were
intricately interwoven in the phenomenon that later became known as Leontiev's theory of activity.
As I have mentioned, the dispute centered on the
problem of the relations between consciousness, activity,
and reality. The Kharkovites insisted that it is practical
acquaintance with and the use of objects that leads the
child toward the cognitive mastery of situations which
hardly departs from Vygotsky's thesis "from action to
thought." And yet the studies that stand behind this view
resemble those ori generalization and transfer far more
ihin
those
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tools-the Kharkovites have played down the role of

signs as the chief mediators. This is an attack not on a
peripheral, but on a central notion of the culturalhistorical theory.
As the Kharkovite Peter Zinchenko has argued, "One
of the most basic of all problems, the conceptualization of
the nature of mind, was incorrectly resolved. The central
characteristic of the human mind was thought to be mastely of the natural or biological mind through the use of
auxiliary psychological means. Vygotsky's fundamental
¿rror is contained in this thesis, in which he misconstrued
the Marxist conception of the historical and social determination of the human mind. Vygotsky understood the
Marxist perspective idealistically. The conditioning of the
human mind by social and historical factors was reduced
to the influence of human culture on the individual. The
source of mental development was thought to be the interaction of the subject's mind with a cultural, ideal reality rather than his actual relationship to reality."34 In a
word, Zinchenko claimed that practical activity provides a
mediation between the individual and reality, while Vygotsky insisted that such an activity, in order to fulfill its
role as a psychological tool, must necessarily be of a
semiotic character.
Vygotsky's theory was attacked by Zinchenko both in
general and in particular. Zinchenko's generaL theoretical, critique centered on Vygotsky's inclination to oppose
the natural biological functions to the higher, culturally
mediated, psychological functions. Zinchenko argued
that such an approach will ruin any attempt to understand the early stages of mental development as psychological rather than as physiological: "This loss of the
'mental' in the biological stage of development produced
a situation in which the human mind was contrasted with
purely physiological phenomena."35 Vygotsky in this
view, had overinflated the role of semiotic means of
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iu,iiIittion: "[Vygotskyl began with the thesis that the
Iu.111(ary of the sign-means was the basic and unique feaof human memory processes. He considered the
eitFJI feature of any activity of remembering to be the
ItIÌIfl)II of the means to the object of that activity. But in
Vg(tsky's thinking, the relation of the means to the obwas divorced from the subject's relation to reality
1(1
iis1si(Iered in its actual and complete content. In the
1(1 sense, the relation between the means and the obwas logical rather than psychological. But the history
()cual development cannot be reduced to the history of
ils.' development of culture. Similarly, we cannot reduce
1mb development of the human mind-the development
memory in particular-to the development of the rdah
of externa1' and 'internal' means to the object of
¡VIt. The history of cultural development must be inItided in the history of society's social and economic devtlopment; it must be considered in the context of the
i.rticu1ar social and economic relations that determine
he origin and development of culture. In precisely this
sense, the development of 'theorétical' or 'ideal' mediaIifl must be considered in the context of the subject's
CII, practical relations with reality, in the context of that
which actually determines the origin. the development,
I
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the content of mental activity."36
Concerning memory studies (the focus of his own exwork), Zinchenko suggested approaching involuntary memory as a psychological, rather than as a
physiological, phenomenon and seeking its roots in children's practical activities. Zinchenko's experiments revealed that a child remembers either pictures or numbers
depending upon which one of these two groups of
stimuli plays an active role in the child's activity, which in
both cases was not an activity of memorization but of
classification. Zinchenko emphasized that it is the in volvenient of the stimuli in the activity of classification that
4ind
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ensures their involuntary memorization. Involuntary
memory m the child thus appeared, on the one hand, as a
psychological rather than as a natural, biological function
and, on the other hand, as a process intimately connected
with practical activity, rather than with the means of
semiotic mediation. In order to challenge Vygotsky's poSition, Zinchenko would have his readers believeincorrectly. in my opinion-that Vygotsky saw no
difference between natural, eidetic memory and involuntary memorization. Zinchenko also choose to ignore
Luria's cross-cultural study, which had showed, in the
framework of the concept of psychological tools, a number of stages in the development of higher mental func
tions, one of them closely resembling the phenomenon of
practical thinking revealed in the experiments of the
Kharkovites.
The major theoretical disagreement between the Kharkovites' position and Vygotsky's was epitomized by Zinchenko's statement that "social development cannot be
reduced Lo the history of the development of culture."
While in Vygotsky's theory, activity as a general explanatory principle finds its concretization in the specific, culturaily bound types ofsemiotic mediation, in the doctrine
of the Rharkovites, activity assumes a double role: as a
general principle and as a concrete mechanism of medialion. However, in order to be socially meaningful, the
concrete actions have to be connected in some way with
human social and economic relations with reality. The
task of elaborating this overall structure of activity was
taken up by Leontiev.
The first sketch of Leontiev's theory of psychological
activity appeared in his Essays on the Developmení of the
Mind (1947), which was followed by the very popular
Probk,n of the Development of the Mind (1959/1982) and
Activity, Consciousness, and Personality (1978). Leontiev
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suggested the following breakdown of activity-activity
corresponding to a motive, action corresponding to a
goal, and operation dependent upon conditions: "The
main thing which distinguishes one activity from another, however, is the difference of their objects. It is
exactly the object of an activity that gives it a determined
direction. According to the terminology I have proposed,
the object of an activity is its true motive."37
Entering human activity. its object loses its apparent
naturalness and appears as an object of collective, social
experience: "Consequently, it is the activity of others that
provides an objective basis for the specific structure of
individual activity. Historically. that is, in terms of its ongin, the connection between motive and object of activity
reflects objective social, rather than natural relations."38
For example, food as a motive for human activity already
presupposes a complex structure of the division of labor.
Such a division provides a basis for differentiation of
activities and actions: "The actions that realize activity are
aroused by its motive but appear to be directed toward a
goal. . . For satisfying the need for food [one] must carry
out actions that are not aimed directly at getting food.
For example, the purpose of a given individuai may be
preparing equipment for fishing. . ." Motives thus
belong to the socially structured reality of production
and appropriation, while actions belong to the immediate
reality of practical goals. "When a concrete process is
taking place before us, external or internal, then from
the point of its relation to motive, it appears as human
activity, but when it is subordinated to purpose, then it
appears as an action or accumulation of a chain of actions."4° Psychologically, activity has no constituent efements other than actions. "If the actions that constitute
activity are mentally subtracted from it, then absolutely
nothing will be left ofactivity."4' And yet activity is not an
.

.
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additive phenomenon; it is realized in actions, but its
overall social meaning cannot be devised from the individual actions.
At this point Leontiev's concept of activity ran into
serious theoretical trouble, which did not fail to catch the
attention of his opponents, Sergei Rubinstein and his students. While discussing human activity (Tätigkeit) in general, Leontiev used such categories of Marxist social
philosophy as production, appropriation, objectivation,
and disobjectivation. These categories apply to the socialhistorical subject, rather than to the psychological individual. At the same time, "actual relations with reality"
were sought by Leontiev in the concrete practical actions
and operations of the individual. The intermediate link
between these two facets of activity-which Vygotsky
identified as culture in general and the semiotic systems
in particular-has been lost because of the rejection of
Vygotsky's position. Rubinstein, who noticed this gap in
Leondev's theoretical schema, accused him of "illegitimate identification of the psychological problem of
mastering operations with the social process of the disobjectivation of the social essence of Man."42
Rejecting semiotic mediation, and insisting on the
dominant role of practical actions, the Kharkovites had
obliged themselves to elaborate the connection between
the philosophical categories of production and objectivation and the psychological category of action. Leontiev,
however, was reluctant to provide such an elaboration,
substituting for it a standard "sermon" on the alienation
of activity under capitalism versus the free development
of personality in socialist society.43 Moreover, when
Leontiev made an attempt to outline the forms of human
consciousness corresponding to activity, he chose to use
the categories of meaning and sense, rather than those of
internalized operations. In this way he unwittingly acknowledged the advantage of Vygotsky's approach. This
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theoretical inconsistency also did not pass unnoticed by
his critics, who claimed that "although the concept of
object orientedness of the psyche aims at derivation of
the specificity of psyche from the practical, and even the
material, activity of society, actually it turns out that this
practical activity . . . becomes identified as a system of social
in«inings. .
. One important point remained, however,
unnoticed here, namely, that although social modes of
.

action (io find their fixatinn in meanings. the latter renrr-

;m the forms of socia1consciovsness,ar'd by no means'the
forms of social pri"44
Unfortunately, Rubinstein's students made no distincLion between Leontiev and Vygotsky, and their critiques
remained mostly unheeded by those who chose to work
in the framework of Vygotsky's tradition Moreover, this
critique was often perceived as an assault on the culturalhistorical theory as such.
Beginning in the late 1950s the relations between
Leontiev's concept of activity and Vygotsky's theoretical
legacy took a new form. As was the case with many
others, Vygotsky, and his ideas, was "rehabilitated" in the
course of de-Stalinization. Some of his works were reprinted, and some published for the first time.45 Once
again it became fashionable to be considered his follower.
By this time, former Kharkovites were solidly established
in Moscow: Leontiev had become chairman of the Division of Psychology at Moscow University; Zaporozhets
had founded and become director of the new Institute
for Pre-School Education; and Galperin, Bozhovich, and
Elkonin had attained senior professorships at Moscow
University and the Moscow Institute of Psychology.
In I 963 , Leontiev's Problems of the Development of the
Mind won the Lenin Prize for scientific research and thus
achieved the status of official Soviet psychological doctrine. It was not difficult for Leontiev under these drcumstances to gain the status of Vygotsky's official
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interpreter; indeed, his interpretation enjoyed a wider
circulation than the original texts. Gradually Vygotsky
came to be regarded as a mere predecessor of Leontiev,
a predecessor who made some theoretical mistakes
later rectified in Leontiev's theory. In his preface to the
1956 edition of Vygotsky's Sekctd P.sychologwal Investigalions, Leontiev reasserted his own interpretation of activItyl suggesting that Vygotsky's emphasis on signs as the
principal psychological tools was not essential for cultural-historical theory, and that his own theory was in

fact the authentic realization of Vygotsky's research

program
In the later 1970s, however, Leontiev's theory came
under critical scrutiny. This criticism originated partly in
the works of the younger psychologists, like Vasili Davydoy and Vladimir Zinchenko, who, although brought up
in the shadow of Leontiev's theory, managed to recognize
its limits and disadvantages. Another factor prompting
reevaluation was the rediscovery of some of Vygotsky's
works, published as the ColkctedPapers (1982-1984). The
critical trend was further strengthened by certain Soviet
philosophers interested in the problem of activity.
Leontiev's theory of activity, having been elevated to
the level of an all-embracing psychological doctrine, had
run into the problem against which Vygotsky had warned
in his early paper "Consciousness as a Problem of Psychology of Behavior" (1925): using the notion of activity
at one and the same time as an explanatory principle and
as a subject of concrete psychological study. By "explaining" the phenomena of activity by means of the
principle of activity, a vicious circle was created (mentioned by Vygotsky in his critique of mentalism"consciousness through consciousness"-and behaviorism-'behavior through behavior").
In philosophically elaborated form, the distinction between activity as an explanatory principle and activity as a
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subject of scientific inquiry was made by Eric Yudin.47
Vudin's point of departure was the restoration of the
connection between the notion of activity and its original
meaning as elaborated in the philosophy of Hegel and
Marx, an effortjustified by the fact that the psychologists
often neglected the theoretical roots of the very concepts
over which they argued. Yudin emphasized that it was
Hegel who had made activity a universal explanatory
principle. thus reversing the individualistic model of human conduct advanced by the empiricists. In Hegel's
philosophical theory, the individual appears as an "organ" of activity; activity, in its role as the ultimate expianatory principle) cannot be reduced to the manifestations
of individual consciousness-on the contrary, these manifestations are referred to activity as their real source.
Yudin further pointed out that activity could also become a subject of concrete scientific study; but in this case
(and this is a crucial point)-the structural elements
elaborated in behalf of activity as an explanatory principie will be irrelevant. Activity as a subject of psychological
study should have its own system of structural elements,
and even its own explanatory principles. One and the
same notion of activity cannot successfully carry out both
functions simultaneously. But this is precisely what had
happened in Leontiev's theory-structural elements
of activity (activity-action-operation and motive-goaLcondition) once suggested as the elaboration of the explanatory principle, were later used in the context of the
subject of study.
It was another philosopher of psychology, Georgy
Schedrovitsky, who, addressing a colloquium on Vygotsky in 1979, challenged the myth of succession and
suggested that Leontiev's theory substantially deviated
from Vygotsky's program. Schedrovitsky emphasized
that the principle of semiotic mediation and the role of
culture in Vygotsky's theory were by no means accidental
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or transient; only with their help could the tautological
explanation of activity through activity be avoided.
The polemics surrounding Vygotsky's theoretical
legacy continue. All leading Soviet psychologists feel
obliged to express their views on this subject: Some have
addressed the problem of semiotic mediation;48 some
have attempted to reintegrate Vygotsky's ideas concerning signs as mediators into Leontiev's theory.48 But what
is probably more important, Vygotsky's theory "has gone
public"; it has broken the linguistic, cultural, and ideologkai barriers and is about to become a topic of in ternational interest and study.

Iv
The first attempts to acquaint the Western, and particulaxly the American, audience with Vygotsky's ideas were
undertaken as early as the 1930s, when Jacob Kasanin
commissioned and subsequently translated Vygotsky's
paper "Thought in Schizophrenia" (1934). Some excerpts from MysJthnie Tech were published in 1939.° But
in those years only a very narrow circle of American psychologists, primarily those associated wiLh Heinz Werner
and Kurt Goldstein, appreciated Vygotsky's contributions. At a time when neobehaviorism and learning
theory remained the grass-roots ideology of American
i

psychology, one could hardly expect enthusiastic acceptance of Vygotsky's cognitive and cultural-historical
ideas.
Things changed in the 1960s, when American psychology gradually freed itself from the spell of behavioristic
mentality and the Soviets rediscovered Vygotsky and reprinted his works. The growing popularity ofJean Piaget
also contributed to the change in intellectual climate that
made Vygotsky's ideas welcome. Finally, in 1962
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was published in English as Thought and
Langwge (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1962).
With that publication Vygotsky became well known
Myshlenw

i

rech

to those interested in developmental psychology and
psycholinguistics. And yet that important development
was marred by omissions made by translators and editors
set on removing those portions of Vygotsky's work. including certain essential psychological discussions and
hrnider nhilosnnhical ideas. that they nerceived

iiie

&ir;ciaTi;t

as re-

ieor-

cian and polemicist somehow disappeared from this
English version of Thoughi and Language, and American
psychologists, being on the whole unaware that they were
dealing with an edited rather than a complete version of
Vygotsky's work, were led into various misunderstandings.
For example, Jerry Fodor's review of Thougkt and Langruzge went so far as to criticize Vygotsky for the lack of an
articulated philosophical position: "Psychologists have
riot been able to stop doing philosophy. . . . But they have
often managed to stop noticing when they are doing philosophy, and from not doing itconsciously, it is a short
step to not doing it well. Vygotsky's book is a classic example of tills state ot attairs. What Vygotsky wanted to
do was pursue a straightforward 'scientific' investigation.
"51
The irony is that these remarks repeat almost
verbatim Vygotsky's critique of Piaget-a critique that
was omitted in the English translation.
For a while Vygotsky remained known as the author of
just one book. The situation changed in the late 1970s,
however, when, mostly as a result of the efforts of
Michael Cole and James Wertsch, a broader range of
Vygotsky's writings, including some chapters from The
.

.

Hisoiy of

the

Development of Higher Mental Functions,

started to appear in English.52 But what is probably more
important, Vygotsky's ideas ceased to be viewed as an
c,c:otic
fruit of Soviet DSVChOIOPV and started to take root
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the American soil. Such Vygotskian concepts as inner

speech, psychological tools, semiotic mediation, and the
"Zone of proximal development" proved their heuristic
Value in a number of experimental studies subsequently
collected in Culture, Communication, and Cogtiitwn: Vygots/dan Perspectives, edited by J . Wertsch.52 These later developments marked the close of the introductory period
ifl the process by which the West familiarized itself with
VVPotskv

and

instified

ì

revised.

atrurate

English-

language editioiofM;sh1eniei Tech.
This new translation is based on the 1934 edition of
Myii1enw i rech, the on1y one actually preparedalthough imperfectly-by Vygotsky himself. In it I have
sought to follow Vygotsky's line of thought as closely and
fully as possible, departing from it only when it repeats
itself or when the logic of Russian discourse cannot be
directly rendered in English. Substantial portions of the
1962 translation made by the late Eugenia Hanfmann
and Gertrude Vakar have been retained.
One last word. Being well aware that he was losing in
his struggle with tuberculosis, Vygotsky had no time for
the luxury of including well-prepared references in
Myhteni i rech. Often he simply named a researcher
without mentioning any exact work. At the same time,
many of his references are now obscure figures. Therefore to place Vygotsky's work in its proper context requires explanatory notes. Such notes, to be found
immediately after the text, were specially prepared for
this edition. Those taken from Vygotsky's text are indicated by his initials, LV.; all others were written by myself. The flotes also contain portions from Piaget's
"Comments," published as a supplement to the first edition of Thought

and Language.54

Mex Kozulin
Boskrn Universùy, 1985
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should be rendered in English
as Thought and Speech, it has been decided to retain the
rendering Thought and Language, which has become the
standard English translation since the first MIT Press
edition.
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Author's Preface

This book is a study of one of the most complex problems
in psychology, the interrelation of thought and speech.
As far as we know, this problem has not yet been investigated experimentally in a systematic fashion. We have
attempted at least a First approach to this task by conduct¡ng experimental studies of a number of separate aspects
of the total problem: experimentally formed concepts,
written language in its relation to thought, inner speech,
etc. The results of these studies provide a part of the
material on which our analyses are based.
Theoretical and critical discussions are a necessary precondition of and a complement to the experimental part
of the study and constitute a large portion of our book.
The working hypotheses that serve as siarting points for
OUF fact-finding experiments had to be based on a general theory of the genetic roots of thought and speech. In
order to develop such a theoretical framework, we reviewed and carefully analyzed the pertinent data in the
psychological literature. We subjected to critical analysis
[hose contemporary theories that seemed richer in their
scientific potential, and that thus could become a starting
1)Oiflt for our own inquiry. Such an inquiry from the very
beginning has been in opposition to theories that, alcontemporary science, nevertheless
tall

ior review

itiiu

repiacemeiiL
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Inevitably our analysis encroached on neighboring discip1ifleS such as linguistics and the psychology of educatiofl. in discussing the development of scientific concepts
jil childhood we made use of a working hypothesis conçrflhlg the relation between the educational process and
riwnLal development that we had evolved elsewhere using
a different body of data.
The Structure of this book is perforce complex and
multifaceted; yet all its parts are oriented toward a central
task, the genetic analysis of the relation between thought
arid the spoken word. Chapter 1 poses the problem and
the method. Chapters 2 and 3 are critical analdisc'
yCS of the two most influential theories of the development of language and thinking, Piaget's and Stern's.
Chapter 4 attempts to trace the genetic roots of thought
aiid language; it serves as a theoretical introduction to
the main part of the book, the two experimental investigaLlons described in the next two chapters. The first of
these investigations (chapter 5) deals with the general
developmental course of word meanings in childhood;
the second (chapter 6) is a comparative study of the development of the "scienufjc" and the spontaneous concepts of the child. The last chapter [chapter 7j attempts
to draw together the threads of our investigations and to
present the total process of verbal thought as it appears
in the light of our data.'
It may be useful to enumerate briefly the aspects of our
work that we believe to be novel and consequently in
need of further careful checking. Apart from our
modi' formulation of the problem and the partially
neW method, our contribution may ie summarized as
folloWS ( 1) providing experimental evidence that meanings of 1%TOTdS undergo evolution during childhood, and
defining the basic steps in that evolution; (2) uncovering
concepts
the singular way in which the child's
develoP, compared with his spontaneous concepts, and
"scientific1'
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formulating the laws governing their development; (3)
demonstrating the specific psychological nature and linguistic function of written speech in its relation to think¡ng; and (4) clarifying, by way ofexperiments, the nature
of inner speech and its relation to thought. The evalualion of our findings and of the interpretations we have
given them is hardly the author's province and must be
left to our readers and critics.
The author and his associates have been exploring the
field of language and thought for almost ten years, in the
course of which some of the initial hypotheses were revised, or abandoned as false.2 The main line ofour inves'igation, however, has followed the direction taken from
the start. in this work we have tried to explicate the ideas
that our previous studies contained only implicitly. We
'lilly realize the the inevitable imperfections of this study,
which is no more than a first step in a new direction. Yet
we feel that in uncovering the problem of thought and
speech as the focal issue of human psychology, we have
made an essential contribution to progress. Our findings
point the way to a new theory ofconsciousness, which is
barely touched upon at the end of this book.
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The Problem and the Aj4iroach

he study of thought and language is one of the areas of
1)SyChOlOg)f in which a clear understanding of interfunctional relations is particularly important. As long as we
(IO not understand the interrelation of thought and
word, we cannot answer, or even correctly pose, any of
the more specific questions in this area. Strange as it may
seem, psychology has never investigated the relation systernatically and in detail. Interfunctional relations in general have not as yet received the attention they merit. The
atomistic and functional modes of aiialysis prevalent during the past decade treated psychic processes in isolation.
Methods of research were developed and perfected with
a view to studying separate functions, while their interdependence and their organization in the structure of consciousness as a whole remained outside the field of
investigation.
The unity of consciousness and the interrelation of all
psychological functions were, it is true, accepted by al;
the single functions were assumed to operate inseparably, in an uninterrupted connection with one another.
But this unity of consciousness was usually taken as a
postulate, rather than as a subject of study. Moreover, in
the old psychology the unchallengeable premise of unity
was combined with a set of tacit assumptions that
nullified it for all practical purposes. It was taken for
I
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granted that the relation between two given functions
never varied; that perception, for example, was always
connected in an identical way with attention, memory
with perception, thought with memory. As constants,
these relations could be, and were, factored out and ignored in the study of the separate functions. Because the
relations remained in fact inconsequential, the development of consciousness was seen as determined by the
autonomous development of the single functions. Yet all
that is known about psychic development indicates that
iLs very essence lies in the change of the interfunctional
structure of consciousness. Psychology must make these
relations and their developmental changes the main
problem. the focus of study, instead of merely postulating the general interrelation of all functions. This shift in
approach is imperative for the productive study of Ianguage and thought.
A look at the results of former investigations of
thought and language will show that all theories offered
from antiquity to our time range between i4ent/ication, or
fuion) of thought and speech on the one hand, and their
equally absolute, almost metaphysical disjunction and
segregation on the other. Whether expressing one of these
extremes in pure form or combining them, that is, taking
an intermediate position but always somewhere along the
axis between the two poles, all the various theories on
thought and language stay within the confining circle.
We can trace the idea of identity of thought and speech
from the speculation of psychological linguistics that
thought is "speech minus sound" to the theories of modem American psychologists and reflexologists who consider thought a reflex inhibited in its motor part. In all
these theories the question of the relation between
thought and speech loses meaning. If they are one and
the same thing, no relation between them can arise.
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Ilinse who identify thought with speech simply close the
door on the problem.
At first glance it seems that the adherents of the oppo'iliC view-those who propound the idea of the indepentruce of thought from speech-are in better position. In
regarding speech as the outward manifestation, the mere
(stmeflt of thought, and in rvjng (as does the WürzIiiirg school)' to fee thought f-oi all sensory componriÌts including words, they not oniy pose but in their
uwn way attempt to solve the problem of the relation
hetween the two functions. Actually, however, they are
unable to pose it in a manner that would permit a real
solution. And if they do not ivoid it, then they try to cut
through the knot of the problem instead of untying it.
thought and speech independent and
I laying made
pt1," and having studied each apart from the other,
hey are forced to see the relation between them merely
as a mechanical, external Connection between two distinct
processes. The analysis of verbal thinking into two separate, basically different elements precludes any study of
the intrinsic relations between language and thought.
As an example we may recall a recent attempt of this
kind. It was shown that speech movements facilitate reasoning. In a case of a difficult cognitive task involving
verbal material, inner speech helped to "imprint" and
organize the conscious content. The same cognitive process, taken now as a sort of activity, benefits from the
presence of inner speech, which facilitates the selection
of essential material from the nonessentiaL And finally,
inner speech is considered to be ari important factor in
the transition from thought to external speech. This example is revealing for it show5 that once analyzed into
constituent elements, the verbal thinking becomes a systern whose structural connections appear as mechanical
and external to the system itself.
I
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The fault thus lies in the methods ofanatys-is adopted by
previous investigators. To cope successfully with the
problem of the relation between thought and language,
we must ask ourselves first of all what method of analysis
is most likely to ensure its solution.
Two essentially different modes of analysis are possible
in the study of psychological structures. It seems to us
that one of them is responsible for all the failures that
have beset former investigators of the old problem,
which we are about to tackle in our turn, and that the
other is the only correct way to approach it.
The first method analyzes complex psychological
wholes into elements. It may be compared to the chemical
analysis of water into hydrogen and oxygen, neither of
which possesses the properties of the whole and each of
which possesses properties not present in the whole. The
student applying this method in looking for the explanalion of some property of water-why it extinguishes fire,
for example-will find to his surprise that hydrogen
burns and oxygen sustains fire. These discoveries will not
help him much in solving the problem. Psychology winds
up in the same kind of dead end when it analyzes verbal
thought into its components, thought and word, and
studies them in isolation from each other. In the course
of analysis, the original properties of verbal thought have
disappeared. Nothing is left to the investigator but to
search out the mechanical interaction of the two elements
in the hope of reconstructing, in a purely speculative
way, the vanished properties of the whole.
In essence, this type of analysis, which leads us to products in which the properties ofthe whole are lost, may not
be called analysis in the proper sense of this word. It is
generalization, rather than analysis. The chemical formula for water is equally applicable to the water in a great
ocean and to the water in a raindrop. That is why by
analyzing water into its elements we shall get its most
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riieraI characteristics rather than the individually
)C(ifiC.

'I

L'his type of analysis provides no adequate basis for the
tu(Ly of the multiform concrete relations between
.

IhI)ught and language that arise in the course of the de%r(4lopment and functioning of verbal thought in its vari)LIs
aspects. Instead of enabling us to examine and
1I)Iain specific instances and phases. and to determine
iiicrete regularities in the course of events this method
1)1t1uCes generalities pertaining to all speech and all
Iiought. It leads us, moreover, into serious errors by
igiloring the unitary nature of the process under study.
Lue living union of sound and meaning that we call the
WOrd is broken up into two parts, which are assumed
be held together merely by mechanical associative
unnections.
Psychology, which aims at a study of complex holistic
systems, must replace the method of analysis into eleiiicnts with the method of analysis into units. What is the
ilnit of verbal thought that is further unanalyzable and
yet retains the properties of the whole? We believe that
SUCh a unit can be found in the internal aspect of the
word, in word meaning.
Few investigations of this internal aspect of speech
have been undertaken so far. Word meaning has been
lost in the ocean of all other aspects of consciousness, in
the same way as phonetic properties detached from
meaning have been lost among the other characteristics
of vocalization. Contemporary psychology has nothing to
say about the specificity of human vocalization, and concomitantly it has no specific ideas regarding word mean¡ng, ideas that would distinguish it from the rest of
cognitive functions. Such a state of affairs was characteristic of the old associationistic psychology, and it remains
a sign of contemporary Gestalt psychology. In the word
we recognized only its external side. Yet it is in the interI

I

to

I
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nal aspect, in word meaning, that thought and speech
unite into verbal thought.
Our experimental, as well as theoretical analysis, suggests that both Gestalt psychology and association psychology have been looking for the intrinsic nature of
word meaning in the wrong directions. A word does not
refer to a single object, but to a group or to a class of
objects. Each word is therefore already a generalization.
Generalization is a verbal act of thought and reflects reality in quite another way than sensation and perception
reflect it. Such a qualitative difference is implied in the
proposition that there is a dialectical leap not only between total absence of consciousness (in inanimate matter) and sensation but also between sensation and
thought. There is every reason to suppose that the quaiitative distinction between sensation and thought is the
presence in the latter of a gene-ralized reflection of reality,
which is aLso the essence of word meaning; and consequently that meaning is an act of thought in the full sense
of the term. But at the same time, meaning is an ma lienable part of word as such, and thus it belongs in the realm
of language as much as ¡n the realm of thought. A word
without meaning is an empty sound, no longer a part of
human speech. Since word meaning is both thought and
speech, we find in it the unit of verbal thought we are
looking for. Clearly, then, the method to follow in our
exploration of the nature of verbal thought is semantic
analysis-the study of the development, the functioning,
and the structure of this unit, which contains thought
and speech interrelated.
This method combines the advantages of analysis and
synthesis, and it permits adequate study of complex
wholes. As an illustration, let us take yet another aspect
of our subject, also largely neglected in the past. The
primary function of speech is communication, social intercourse. When language was studied through analysis
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into elements, this function, too, was dissociated from the
intellectual function of speech. The two were treated as
though they were separate, if parallel, functions, without
1tttention to their structural and developmental interrelalion. Yet word meaning is a unit of both these functions
uf speech. That understanding between minds is impos%lhIe without some mediating expression is an axiom for
scientific psychology. in the absence of a system of signs,
linguistic or other, only the most primitive and limited
type of communication is possible. Communication by
means of expressive movements, observed mainly among
animals, is not so much communication as a spread of
i1fect. A frightened goose suddenly aware ofdanger and
iousing the whole flock with its cries does not tell the
others what it has seen but rather contaminates them
with its fear.
The rational, intentional conveyatce of experience
and thought to others requires a mediating system, the
of which is human speech born of the need of
communication during work. In accordance with the
dominant trend, psychology has uñtil recently depicted
the matter in an oversimplified way. lt was assumed that
Lhe means of communication was the sign (the word or
sound); that through simultaneous occurrence a sound
could become associated with the content of any experience and then serve to convey the same content to other
human beings.
Closer study of the development of understanding and
communication in childhood, however, has led to the
conclusion that real communication requires meaningthat is, generalization-as much as signs. in order to convey one's experience or thought, it is imperative to refer
them to some known class or group of phenomena. Such
reference, however, already requires generalization.
Therefore, communication presupposes generalization
and development of word meaning; generalization, thus,
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becomes possible in the course of communication. The
higher, specifically human forms of psychological cornmunication are possible because
reflection of reality is carried out in generalized concepts. In the sphere of
emotions, where sensation and affect reign, neither
understanding nor real communication is possible, but
only affective contagion.
Edward Sapir brilliantly showed this in his works: "The
world of our experience must be enormously simplified
and generalized before it is possible to make a symbolic
inventory of all our experiences of things and relations,
and this inventory is imperative before we can convey
ideas. The elements of language, the symbols that ticket
off experience, must therefore be associated with whole
groups, delimited classes, of experience rather than with
the single experiences themselves. Only so is communication possible. for the single experience lodges in an
individual consciousness and is, strictly speaking,
incommunicable" (Sapir, 197 1 , p. 12).
Sapir, therefore, considers a word meaning not as a
symbol of a singular sensation, but as a symbol of a concept. And actually, if I like to convey the feeling ofcold, I
may do this with the help of expressive gestures, but real
understanding and communication will be achieved only
through generalization and conceptual designation of my
experience. Such generalization would refer my experience to the class of phenomena known to my interlocutor. That is why certain thoughts cannot be
communicated to children even if they are familiar with
the necessary words. The adequately generalized concept
that alone ensures full understanding may still be lacking. Lev Tolstoy, in his educational writings, says that
children often have difficulty in learning a new word not
because of its sound, but because of the concept to which
the word refers: "There is a word available nearly always
when the concept has matured" (Tolstoy, 1903, p. 143).
man1s
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ILerefore, we all have reasons to consider a word meaning not only as a union ofthought and speech, but also as
I

s

UfllOfl

of generalization and communication, thought

communication.
lue conception of word meaning as a unit of both
nera1izing thought and social interchange is of incaliilable value for the study of thought and language. It
1)('rIflitS true causal-genetic analysis. systematic study of
he relations between the growth of the child's thinking
411)iIity and his social development. The interrelation of
generaitzation and communication may be considered a
secondary focus of our study.
It may be well to mention here some ofthe problems in
lic area of language that were not specifically explored
our studies. Foremost among them is the relation of
the phonetic aspect of speech to meaning. We believe
t hat the recent important advances in linguistics are
largely due to the changes in the method of analysis empluyed in the study of speech.
Traditional linguistics, which divorced phonetic and
semantic aspects of speech, tried to achieve their second;Iry unity through the combination of meaning and
sound taken as independent elements. it used the single
Sound as the unit of linguistic analysis. But sound detached from meaning immediately loses all the characterstics that make it a sound of human speech. As a result,
traditional linguistics concentrated on the physiology and
acoustics rather than the psychology of speech.
As has been correctly pointed out in modern phono!ogy, it is a meaning of certain sounds in their capacity of
signs that makes theRe sounds a unit of human speech.
Sound-in-itself, sound that lacks meaning, cannot serve
as a unit of speech. Therefore, ari actual unit of speech is
not a sound but a phoneme, the smallest indivisible
phonetic unit that retains all basic properties of the vocal
side of speech taken in its significative function.2
ÍII(1

I

I

t

Ill
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The introduction of the phoneme as a unit of analysis
has benefited psychology as well as linguistics. The concrete gains achieved by the application of this method
conclusively prove its value. If in the old psychology the
entire field of interfunctional relations has been impenetratable to investigation, then now it becomes open for
those who are willing to employ the method of analysis
into units.
When we approach the problem of the interrelation
between thought and language and other aspects of
mind, the first question that arises is that of intellect and
affect. Their separation as subjects of study is a major
weakness of traditional psychology, since it makes the
thought process appear as an autonomous flow of
"thoughts thinking themselves," segregated from the
fullness of life, from the personal needs and interests, the
inclinations and impulses, of the thinker. Such segregated thought must be viewed either as a meaningless
epiphenomenon incapable of changing anything in the
life or conduct of a person or else as some kind of
primeval force exerting an influence on personal life in
an inexplicable, mysterious way. The door is closed on
the issue of he causation and origin of our thoughts,
since deterministic analysis would require clarification of
the motive forces that direct thought into this or that
channel. By the same token, the old approach precludes
any fruitful study of the reverse process, the influence of
thought on affect and volition.
Unit analysis points the way to the solution of these
vitally important problems. It demonstrates the existence
of a dynamic system of meaning in which the affective
and the intellectual unite. It shows that every idea contains a transmuted affective attitude toward the bit of
reality to which it refers. It further permits us to trace the
path from a person's needs and impulses to the specific
direction taken by his thoughts, and the reverse path
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from his thoughts to his behavior and activity. This example should suffice to show that the method used in this
study of thought and language is also a promising tool
for investigating the relation of verbal thought to consciousness as a whole and to its other essential functions.
What remains to be done in this chapter is to outline
our research program. We shall start with a critical analysis of [Piaget'sI theory of thought and language. Al,hnurh we consider

this

thenrv as th

best of

its kind..

we

I;;_o;;ti;i
T;d
posite direction. Further, we shall discuss the theoretical
io;;_i_I

aspects of the ontogenesis and philogenesis of speech and
thought. The major issue here will be the genetic roots of
thought and language, for exactly at this point misunderstanding often leads to a wrong attitude toward the prob1cm in general. The focus of this part of our work is an
experimental study ofconcept formation in children. We
shall start with a study of experimentally produced,
artificial concepts and shall later proceed toward the real
concepts spontaneously formed by children. Finally, we
shall conclude our work with an analysis of structure and
function of verbal thought in general.
Our leading idea throughout the work will be that of
development.
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Psychology owes a great deal to Jean Piaget. It is not an
exaggeration to say that he revolutionized the study of
the child's speech and thought. He developed the clinical
method for exploring children's ideas that has since been
widely used. He was the first to investigate the child's
perception and logic systematically; moreover, he
brought to his subject a fresh approach of unusual am-

plitude and boldness)
To get some idea of the new paths and perspectives
that Piaget brought to the study of the chiìds thought
and language, one need only read Edouard Claparède's
excellent introduction to Piaget's The Langitage and
Thought of the Child. "Whereas, if t am not mistaken, the
problem of child mentality has been thought of as one of
quantity, Mr. Piaget has restated it as a prOblem of quaiity. Formerly, any progress made in the [study of the]
child's intelligence was regarded as the result of a certain
number of additions and subtractions, such as an increase in new experience and elimination of certain errors-all of them phenomena which it was the business
of science to explain. Now, this progress is seen to depend first and foremost upon the fact that this intelliPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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gence undergoes a gradual change of character"
(Claparède, 1959, p. xiii).2
Like many another great discovery, Piaget's idea is simpie to the point of seeming self-evident. It had already
been expressed in the words of J. J. Rousseau, which
Piaget himself quoted, that a child is not a miniature
adult and his mind not the mind of an adult on a small
scale. Behind this truth, for which Piaget provided experimental proof, stands another simple idea-the idea
of evolution, which suffuses all of Piaget's studies with a
brilliant light.
For all its greatness, Piaget's work bears the stigmata of
crisis characteristic of all modern psychology. In this respect, Piaget's theory shares the fate of such theories as
those of Sigmund Freud, Charles Blondel, and Luden
Levy-Bruhl.3 All of them are the offsprings of the crisis
in psychology. This crisis stems from the sharp contradiction between the factual material of science and its
methodological and theoretical premises-a contradiction deeply rooted in history of knowledge, revealing a
dispute between the materialistic and idealistic world
concepts.
The historical development of psychology has led to a
situation in which, to repeat the words of Franz Brentamo, there are many psychologies, but there is no one,
unified psychology4 We may add that there are so many
psychologies precisely because there is no one psychology. As long as we lack a generally accepted system incorporating all available psychological knowledge, any
important factual discovery inevitably leads to the creation of a new theoiy to fit the newly observed facts.
Freud, Levy-Bruhi, and Blonde!, each created his
own system of psychology. The prevailing duality
[materialism versus idealism] is reflected in the incong-ruity between these theoretical systems, with their
metaphysical, idealistic overtones, and the empiric bases
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on which they are erected. This duality is a sign of the
crisis, when a step forward in the acquisition of data is
accompanied by two steps backward in theoretical interpretation. In modern psychology, great discoveries are
made daily, only to be shrouded in ad hoc theories.
prescientific and nearly metaphysical.
Piaget tries to escape this fatal duality by sticking to
facts. He deliberately avoids generalizing even in his own
field and is especially careful not to step over into the
related realms of logic. the theory of cognition, or the
history of philosophy. Pure empiricism seems to him
the only safe ground: "This means that the essays before us
are first and foremost a collection of facts and documenEs, and that the bond between the various chapters is
not that of systematic exposition, but of unity of method
applied to a diversity of material" (Piaget, 1959, p. xviii).
Indeed, his forte is the unearthing of new facts, their
painstaking analysis, their classification-the ability, as
Claparède puts it, to listen to their message. An avalanche
of facts, great and small, opening up new vistas or adding
to previous knowledge, tumbles down on child psychology from the pages of Piaget. His clinical method proves
a truly invaluable tool for studying the complex structurai wholes ofthe child's thought in its evolutional transformations. It unifies his diverse investigations and gives
us coherent, detailed, real-life pictures of the child's
thinking.
The new facts and the new method have led to many
problems, some entirely new to scientific psychology,
others appearing in a new light; among them are the
problem of logic and grammar in the child's speech, the
problem of introspection in children and its functional
role in the development of logical operations, and the
problem of comprehension of verbal thought in corninunication between children and adults.
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Piaget, however, did not escape the duality characteristic of psychology in the age of crisis. He tried to hide
behind the wall of facts, but facts "betrayed" him, for
they led to problems. Problems gave birth to theories, in
spite of Piaget's determination to avoid them by closely
following the experimental facts and disregarding for the
time being that the very choice of experiments is determined by hypotheses.. But facts are always examined in

ily:;ld

the lipht of some theory and therefore cannot be disen-

find a key to the
richness of the new facts must uncover the phi1sophy of
fact: how it was found and how interpreted. Without such
an analysis, fact will remain dead and mute.
Because of all this, our prime goal will be to study the
theoretical and methodological aspects of Piaget's work.
Here we cannot follow the path of his own thought, for it
moves from one group of facts to another in such a way
as purposively to avoid generalization. We, in our turn,
are primarily interested in a principle that would help to
unite all these data. The first question that should be
raised in this connection is the objéctive interrelatedness
of all the characteristic traits of the child's thinking observed by Piaget. Are these trends fortuitous and independent, or do they form an orderly whole, with a logic
of its own, around some central, unifying fact? Piaget
believes that they do. In answering the question, he
passes from facts to theory, and incidentally shows how
much his analysis of facts was influenced by theory, even
though in his presentation the theory follows the
findings.
According to Piaget, the bond uniting all the specific
characteristics of the child's logic is the egocentrism of
the child's thinking. To this core trait he relates all the
other traits he found, such as intellectual realism, syncretism, and difficulty in understanding relations. He
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describes egocentrism as occupying an intermediate
position, genetically, structurally, and functionally, between autistic and directed thought1
The idea of the polarity of directed and undirected (or
as Eugen Bleuler proposed to call it, autistic) thought is
borrowed from psychoanalysis.5 Piaget says (Piaget.
1959. p. 43),
Directed thought is conscious, Le. , it pursues an aim which is
present Lo the mind of the thinker; it is intelligent, which
means that it is adapted to reality and tries to influence it; it
admits of being true or false (empirically or logically true), and
it can be communicated by language. Autistic thought is subconscious, which means that the aims it pursues and the problems it tries to solve are not present in consciousness; it is not
adapted to reality, but creates for itselfa dream world of imagination; it tends, not to establish truths, but to satisfy desires,
and it remains strictly individual and incommunicable as such
by means of language. On the contrary, it works chiefly by
images, and in order to express itself, has recourse to indirect
methods, evoking by means of symbols and myths the feeling
by which it is led.

Directed thought is social. As it develops, it is increasingly influenced by the laws of experience and of logic
proper. Autistic thought, on the contrary, is individualistic and obeys a set of special laws of its own: "Now
between autism and intelligence there are many degrees,
varying with their capacity for being communicated.
These intermediate varieties must therefore be subject to
a special logic, intermediate too between the logic of autism and that of intelligence. The chief of those intermediate forms, i.e., the type of thought which like that
exhibited by our children seeks to adapt itself to reality,
but does not communicate itself as such, we propose to
call egocentric thought" (Piaget, 1959, p. 45).
While its main function is still the satisfaction of personal needs, it already includes some mental adaptation,
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some of the reality orientation typical of the thought ot
adults. The egocentric thought of the child "stands midway between autism in the strict sense of the word and
socialized thought" (Piaget, 1969, p. 208). This is Piaget's
basic hypothesis.
It is important to note that throughout his work Piaget
stresses the traits that egocentric thought has in common
with autism rather than the traits that divide them. In the
summary at the end of his book [Judgment and Rea.soning
in the Child], he states emphatically, "Play. when all is said
and done, is the supreme law of egocentric thought"
(Piaget, 1969, p. 244).
The same tendency to emphasize the close similarity
between egocentric thought and autistic thought is particularly pronounced in Piaget's treatment of the phenomenon of syncretism. Syncretism. which is one of the
most characteristic features of the child's thought, hasaccording to Piaget-more in common with autistic
thinking and the logic of dreams than with Logical think¡ng proper.

Here again Piaget considers the mechanism of syncretic thought as intermediate between logical thinking
and that process psychoanalyses have rather boldly descnbed as the "symbolism" of dreams. Sigmund Freud
has shown that two main factors contribute to the formatiOn of the images of dreaming: condensation, by which
reral disparate images melt into one, and displacement,
by which the qualities belonging to one object are transferred to another.
Following Hans Larsson, Piaget assumes that somewhere between condensation and displacement, on the
one hand, and generalization (which is a form of condensation), on the other, there must be some intermediate
links.6 Syncretism is one of the most important of these
links.

It remains to clarify the ontogenetic relations of
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egocentrism to the logic of dreams, autism, and rational
reasoning.
Piaget holds that egocentrism stands between extreme
autism and the logic of reason chronologically as well as
structurally and functionally. His conception of the development of thought is based on the premise taken from
psychoanalysis that the child's thought is originally and
naturally autistic and becomes realistic thought only
under long and sustained social pressure. This does not,
Piaget points out, devaluate the intelligence of the child:
"Logical activity isn't all there is to intelligence" (Piaget,
1969, p. 201). Imagination is important for finding solulions to problems, but it does not take care of verification
and proof, which the search for truth presupposes. The
need to verify thought-that is, the need for logical activity-arises late. This lag is to be expected, says Piaget,
since thought begins to serve immediate satisfaction
much earlier than to seek truth; the most spontaneous
form of thinking is play, or wishful imaginings that make
the desired seem obtainable. Up to the age of seven or
eight, play dominates in the child's thought to such an
extent that it is very hard for the child to distinguish
deliberate invention from fantasy that the child believes
to be the truth.
We find the same idea in Freud, who claims that the
pleasure principle precedes the reality principle.
To sum up, autism is seen as the original, earliest form
of thought; logic appears relatively late; and egocentric
thought is the genetic link between them.7
This conception, though never presented by Piaget in a
coherent, systematic fashion, is the cornerstone of his
whole theoretical edifice. True, he states more than once
that the assumption of the intermediate nature of the
child's thought is hypothetical, but he also says that this
hypothesis is so close to common sense that it seems little
more debatable to him than the fact itself of the child's
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egocentrism. He ti-aces egocentrism to the nature of the
practical activity of the child and to the late development
of social attitudes: "But surely from the genetic point of
view, we must start from the child's activity, if we want to
explain his thought. Now, this activity is unquestionably
egocentric and egotistical. The social instinct is late in
developing. The first critical stage occurs at the age of
seven or eight, and it is precisely at this age that we can
place the first period of reflection and logical unification.
(Piaget, 1969, p. 209).
Before this age, Piaget tends to see egocentrism as allpervading. All the phenomena of the child's logic in its
rich variety he considers directly or indirectly egocentric.
Of syncretism, an important expression of egocentrism,
he says unequivocally that it permeates the child's entire
thinking, both in the verbal and in the perceptual
spheres. After seven or eight, when socialized thinking
begins to take shape, the egocentric features do not suddenly vanish. They disappear from the child's perceptual
operations but remain crystallized in the more abstract
area of purely verbal thought.
His conception of the prevalence of egocentrism in
childhood leads Piaget to conclude that egocentrism of
thought is so intimately related to the child's psychic nature that it is impervious to experience. The influences to
which adults subject the child "do not imprint themselves
upon the child as on a photographic plate; they are 'assimilated,' i.e., deformed by the living being who comes
under their sway, and they are incorporated into his own
substance. It is this psychological substance (psychologically speaking) of the child's, or rather this structure and
functioning peculiar to his thought, that we have tried to
describe, and in certain measure, to explain" (Piaget,
.

.

1969, p. 256).

This passage epitomizes the nature of Piaget's basic
assumptions and brings us to the general problem of soPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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cial and biological uniformities in psychic development,
to which we shall return in section III. First, let us exam-

me the soundness of Piaget's conception of the child's
egocentrism in the light of the facts on which it is based.

If one takes into account phylo- and ontogenetic

devel-

opment, one immediately recognizes that the autistic
thought can be neither the most primitive nor the eriginal form of mental development.
Even if one assumes the evolutionary point of view and
considers child development in purely biological terms,
even then autistic thinking fails to suit the role assigned
to it by Freud and Piaget. Autistic thinking is neither the
first step, nor is it the basis upon which all further developmental stages might be built. It is also incorrect to
portray autistic thinking as a form of hallucinatory
imagination prompted by the pleasure principle, which
allegedly precedes the reality principle.
It is quite remarkable that it was a biologically oriented
psychologist, Eugen Bleuler, who developed a critique of
the aforementioned concept of child autism. Bieuler
mentions that the very term "autistic thinking" has already become a source of confusion. There are certain
attempts to link it to schizophrenic autism, egotistic reasoning, etc That is why Bleuler chose to use the term
"irrealistic" thinking as opposed to realistic, rational
thinking. Already in this change of name one may find a
telling sign of that revision that the notion of autism is
currently undergoing.
In his study ofautistic thinking Bleuler (1912) directly
addresses the problem of the genetic relation between
autistic and rational reasoning: "Since realistic thinking
and the complex forms of satisfaction of realistic needs
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suffer earlier in the course 'of illness, and autistic think¡ng, later, from this French psychologists led by Pierre
anet concluded that the 'reality function' occupies
higher position and is more oinplex.8 Freud's position in
this question is absolutely clear. He claims that the mech;inisms of pleasure satisfactiion are the primary ones. He
assumes that a baby whose needs are all satisfied by its
mother lives a purely autis jc life resembling that of a
rhiken still in the
the
---- -oc- A I-hv 'hi11i.rinnes'
__-_-___----- about
satisfaction of his visceral n ceds, manifests his irritation
I)y crying and motor reactic. and then experiences hailucinatory satisfaction" (Blejlcr, 1912, pp. 25-26).
As we see, Bleuter refers to the very same concept of
autism on which the psychcapalytica1 approach to child
1)ehaviOr has been built, arad which serves as a starting
point for Piaget's theory, wkjch places egocentric thought
between this original aut isin and rational thinking.
BleuLer rejects this position using developmental arguments that, from our pjnt of view, are invincible
(Bleuler, 1912, pp. 26-27):
I

-----------

--------

---

e.

-

-

cannot agree with that. i do not see a hallucinatory satisfacLion in a baby, but i do see a stjsfaction after the actual intake
of food. And I must say that th chicken finds its way out of the
egg not with the help of imagination, bitt because it physically
and chemically assimilates available nutritious substances.
Observing more grown-up children, I also fail to find any
1)redìsposiUon toward an imaginary apple at the cost of a real
(me. A mentally retarded person, as well as a savage, is a realistic "politician"; and when the savage makes his autistic errors-in the same way as we do-he makes them where his
reason and expenenceturn ou to be insufficient: in his ideas
about the cosmos or certain natural phenomena, or sources of
disease, ecc. In the mentally rerded person not only realistic
but aLso autistic thinking is siiriplified. I cannot imagine a living
creature who would not be concerned first of all with the reaction to reality. I also cannot i1ag1fle how the autistic function,
i
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which requires a complex memory, can exist below a certain
stage of development. Animal psychology, if we disregard
some observations on higher animals, knows only the reality

function.
This contradiction can be easily resolved: autistic function is
not as primitive as the simplest forms of reality function, but it
is more primitive than the higher, well-developed forms of
reality function, which we find in man. Lower animals have
only the reality function. No living being would have the autistic function alone; at a certain moment the autistic function
joins the reality function and from then on they evolve
together.

And actually. as soon as one turns from the general
thesis of the superiority of the pleasure principle over
realistic thinking to the actual process of phylogenetic
development, one sees that the primacy of autism is
biological nonsense. To let the pleasure principle become
a starting point of development is to make the origin of
thinking and intelligence absolutely obscure. The same is
true for ontogenetic development, for we cannot ignore
the obvious fact, mentioned by Bleuler, that satisfaction
cI! fromtheintake of food and not through hallucinauon aoout pitasure.
Later we shall try to show that Bleuler's formula of the
genetic relations between autistic thinking and realistic
thinking is not absolutely satisfactory. It ¡s sufficient,
however, to emphasize that we do agree with Bleuler that
(a) autistic function is a late product of development and
(b) the idea of the primacy of autism is biologically
invalid.
Bleuler places the appearance of autistic function at
the fourth stage of the mental development of a child. At
this stage of mental development a child is able to cornbine concepts without direct stimulation from the external world. Accumulated past experience may be
extended to new unknown situations. At this stage cohePDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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rent thinking may be carried out based exclusively on
memory images, rather than on fortuitous stimuli and
needs (Bleuter, 1912, pp. 28-29):
Only at this stage can the autistic function appear. Only here
may appear such images connected with intensive pleasure that
will satisfy the needs generated by these images themselves in a
Fantastic way. [Only here is the human being able to dissociate
the unpleasant aspects of the external world and to substitute

1int Fpìliirp' íh
i-irnrliirt
nf hc nwn
f
imagination. The irreal function, therefore, cannot precede
the real one, but must undergo a parallel development.0
As thinking becomes more and more complex and differentiated, it becomes better adjusted to external reality and less
dependent on affects. At the same time, emotionally significant
events of the past and projections to the future become more
influential. The multitude of the possible combinations of
It-r
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thoughts make possible an endless fantasy, which is also
prompted by the emotional memories and affective anhicipations of future events.
In the course of development these two modes of intelligence turn into two divergent tendencies until they become
mutual antagonists. When a balance between these two modes
of intelligence is lost, then we have either a pure dreamer, who
lives in fantastic combinations and disregards reality, or a sober
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the future. [n spite of phylogenedc parallelism in the develo pment of realistic thinking and irrealistic thinking, the former
one turns out Lo be better developed and when a disease strikes
it suffers more.

Bleuler poses an interesting question, namely: How
does it happen that the autistic function, which appears
rather late in phylogenesis, manages to be substantially
present already in two-year-o1ds, directing the greater
part of their psychological activity? The answer to this
question is suggested by the fact that the development of
speech creates a favorable condition for autistic thinking,
while autistic function, in its turn, is beneficial for the
development of intellectual skills. The combinatory abiliPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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ties of the child's mind are enhanced by dreaming,just as
his motor skills are enhanced by outdoor games.
But if we accept this revision of the genetic place of
autism, similar revision must be undertaken m respect to
its functional and structural aspects. The central issue
here turns out to be a question whether autistic thought is
conscious or 11ot. Freud and Piaget made the unconscious
character of autistic thought a starting point of their theones. Egocentric thought is also viewed as not fully conscious. It occupies an intermediate position between the
conscious reasoning of adults and unconscious dream activity: "For insofar as he is thinking only for himself, the
child has no need to be aware of the mechanism of his
reasoning," says Piaget (1969, p. 213). Piaget, however,
tries to avoid the expression "unconscious reasoning,"
which he considered ambiguous, and talks instead about
the logic of action in opposition to the logic of thought:
"Most of the phenomena of child logic can be traced back
to general causes. The roots of this logic and of its shortcomings are to be found in the egocentrism of child
thought up to the age ofseven or eight, and in the unconsciousness which this egocentrism entails" (Piaget, 1969,
a

p.

Z1).

Piaget scrutinizes the problem of insufficient introspecUve abilities in children, and comes to conclusion that the
widely accepted belief according to which the egocentric
people are more aware of themselves is not correct: "The
concept of autism in psychoanalysis throws full light
upon the fact that the incommunicable character of
thought involves a certain degree of unconsciousness"
(Piaget, 1969, pp. 209-210).
Child egocentrism, therefore, involves a certain unconsciousness, which in its turn explains some features of the
child's logic. Piaget's experimental study of child introspection confirmed this idea.
Strictly speaking, a thesis about the unconscious
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character of autistic and egocentric thinking serves as one
of the centraI themes in Piaget's theory. But this thesis
has also been challenged by Bleuler, who observed that
Freud's use of the concepts of the unconscious and autism made them almost indistinguishable. Bleuler emphasized that these two concepts must be considered as
separate: "Autistic thinking, in principle, can be conscious as well as unconscious" (Bkuler, 1912, p. 19).
Finally. the very idea that autistic thinking and its egocentric variant are divorced from reality has been challenged: "Depending on what basis the autistic thinking is
developing, we are able to distinguish two variants of
autism. . . . The autism of a healthy alert man does have a
connection with reality and firmly established concepts"
(Bleuter, i 9 12, pp. 14-15).
As we shall show later in this book, Bleuler's hypothesis
of two different forms of autism is particularly true in
what concerns the child's thought. One of these forms is
intimately connected with the child's actual environment
and subsequently is reality oriented. The other form,
which reveals itself in dreams, is divorced from reality
and distorts it.
We have thus found that autistic thinking, in neither its
genetic, structural, nor functional aspects, shows itself as
a primeval force and basis for the development of
thought. Egocentric thought, therefore, may not be considered as an intermediary between such a hypothetical
beginning and the higher stages in the development of
mind. The place and the role of egocentrism must therefore be reconsidered.

III
As we have seen, the concept

ofthe child's egocentrism is

a major focus ofthe entire psychological theory of Piaget.

Apparently the chaotic multitude of disparate traits of
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the child's logic finds its structural order and generativr
cause in the principle ofegocentnsm. That is why a challenge to the primacy of egocentrism is a challenge tu
Piaget's entire theoretical construction.
In the preceding chapter we made an attempt to provide a critical review of Piaget's concept of egocentrism
taken iii a theoretical context. However, the final verdict
can be passed only after scrutiny of the data on which
Piaget based his doctrine. A theoretical critique. therefore, must now yield the floor to experimental findings.
We shall then test Piaget's facts by comparing them with
the results of our own experiments.
The factual basis of Piaget's theory is provided by his
investigation of the child's use of language. His systematic observations led him to conclude that all conversalions of children fall into two groups, the egocentric and
the socialized The difference between them lies mainly
in their functions: "This talk is egocentric," explains
Piaget, "partly because the child speaks only about himself, but chiefly because he does not attempt to place
himself at the point of view of his hearer" (Piaget, 1959,
p. 9). The child does not try to communicate, expects no
answers, and often does not even care whether anyone
listens to him. It is similar to a monologue in a play: "The
child talks to himself as though he were thinking aloud.
He does not address anyone" (Piaget, 1959, p. 9). What
Piaget is calling egocentric speech is a running accompaniment to whatever the child may be doing. The funcfon of socialized speech is quite different; here a child
does attempt to an exchange with others-he begs, cornconveys information, asks questions.
mands,
Piaget's experiments showed that by far the greater
part of the preschool child's talk is egocentric. He found
that from 44 to 47% of the total recorded talk of children
in their seventh year was egocentric in nature, This
figure, he says, must be considerably increased in the case
threatens1
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younger children. Further investigations with six- and
rcn-year-o1ds proved that even socialized speech at that
'M" is not entirely free of egocentric thinking. FurtherIII(flC, besides his expressed thoughts, the child has a
gi t'at many unexpressed thoughts. Some of these, ac( c)ldirìg to Piaget, remain unexpressed precisely because
ilicy are egocentric. i.e., incommunicable. To convey
I('Ifl to others, the child would have to be able to adopt
I

I

we may say
tkitt ;iuil: thinks socily, evenwherJh is alOne, and
liMt the child under seven thinks egocentrically, even in
hie society of others" (Piaget, 1959, p. 40).
According to Piaget, the function of egocentric speech
s IC) "chant" one's thoughts or actions. Such a speech has
iliany vestiges of the chanting cries mentioned in Janet's
essay on language. Not only words, which help to bring
hyme to the child's activity, but thoughts themselves are
ilieir

noint nfview:

"To Dut

it

aHite simnlv.

I

egocentric.
Thus the coefficient of egocentric thought must be
much higher than the coefficient of egocentric speech.
But it is data on speech, which can be measured, that
furnish the documentary proof on which Piaget bases his
COflCCptIOfl of child egocentrism.
What is the reason for the prevalence ofegocentrism in
children before seven? Why do they not communicate
their ideas to each other? "What is the reason for this? It
is, in our opinion, twofold. It is due, in the first place, to
the absence of any sustained social intercourse between
the children of less than seven or eight, and in the second
place, to the fact that the language used in the fundamental activity of the child-play--is one of gestures,
movements, and mimicry as much as of words. There is,
as we have said, no real social life between children of less
than seven or eight" (Piaget, 1959, p. 40).
on the one hand, exactly between seven and eight the
iIso

desire to

work with others manhfers

itself

for the

first
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time. It is Piagel's opinion thatjust at this age the egocentric talk loses some of its importance. At the same time,
"1f language of the child of about six-and-a-half is still so
far from being socialized, and if the part played in it by
the egocentric forms is so considerable in comparison to
information and dialogue. etc., the reason for this lies in
the fact that childish language includes two distinct varieties, one made up of gestures, movements, mimicking,
etc., which accompany or even completely supplant the
use of worcls and the other consisting solely of the spoken word" (Piaget, 1959, p. 42).
The fact of the prevalence of egocentric speech over
communicative speech in younger children became the
real foundation of Piaget's theory. The ties that connect
the hypothesis ofthe child's egocentrism with the data on
egocentric speech, far from beingjust a matter of convenient organization of research material, reveal the inner
logic of Piaget's theoretical position. That is why we decided to make the problem of egocentric speech a focus
of our critical inquiry. Our goal, therefore, is to reveal
the philosophy behind Piaget's system, its theoretical
unity, which is neither clear nor obvious at first glance.
As we have mentioned above, such an inquiry cannot but
be based on experimental and clinical evidence.

Iv
Piaget emphasizes that egocentric speech does not provide communication. It is rather chanting. rhyming, and
accompanying the major melody of the child's activity.
Egocentric speech changes nothing in the leading melody
of activity. Between them there is a sort of concordance,
but no essential connections. Egocentric speech, in
Piaget's description appears as a by-product of the
child's activity, as a stigma of the child's cognitive
egocentrism.
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Fgocentric speech is, therefore, useless. It plays no eswiitial role in child behavior. It is speech for the child's
1tke, which is incomprehensible for others and which is
loser to a verbal dream than to a conscious activity.
But if such speech plays no positive role in child behavtor, if it is a mere accompaniment, it is but a symptom of
'cakness and immaturity in the child's thinking. a symp)
that must disappear in the course of child development. Useless and unconnected with the structure of
.iclivity, this accompaniment should become weaker and
weaker until it completely disappears from the routine of
the child's speech.
Data collected by Piaget seemingly supports this point
ol. view. The coefficient of egocentric speech decreases
with age and reaches zero at the age of seven or eightwhich means that egocentric speech is not typical for
schoolchildren. Piaget, however, assumes that the loss of
egocentric speech does not preclude children from reinaining cognitively egocentric. Egocentric thought simP1Y changes the form of its manifestation, appearing now
in abstract reasoning and in the new symptoms that have
no semblance to egocentric talk. In conformity with his
idea of the uselessness of egocentric speech, Piaget claims
that this speech "folds" and dies out at the threshold of
school age.
We in our turn conducted our own experiments aimed
al: understanding the function and fate of egocentric
The data obtained led us to a new comprehension of this phenomenon that differs greatly from that of
Piaget. Our investigation suggests that egocentric speech
does play a specific role in the child's activity.
In order to determine what causes egocentric talk,
what circumstances provoke it, we organized the chudren's activities in much the same way Piaget did, but we
added a series of frustrations and difficulties. For instance, when a child was getting ready to draw, he would
t

I

spe'°
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suddenly find that there was no paper, or no pencil of the
color he needed. In other words, by obstructing his free
activity we made him face problems.
We found that in these difficult situations the coefficient of egocentric speech almost doubled, in cornparison with Piaget's normal figure for the same age and
also in comparison with our ligure for children not facing
these problems. The child would try to grasp and to remedy the situation in talking to himself: "Where's the pencil? I need a blue pencil. Never mind, I'll draw with the
red one and wet it with water; k will become dark and
look like blue."
In the same activities without impediments, our coefficient of egocentric talk was even slightly lower than
Piaget's. It is legitimate to assume, then, that a disruption
in the smooth flow ofactivity is an important stimulus for
egocentric speech. This discovery fits in with two premises to which Piaget himself refers several times in his
book. One of them is the so-called law of awareness,
which was formulated by Claparède and which states that
an impediment or disturbance in an automatic activity
makes the author aware of this activity. The other prem¡se is that speech is an expression of that process of becoming aware.
Indeed the above-mentioned phenomena were observed in our experiments: egocentric speech appeared
when a child tries to comprehend the situation, to find a
solution, or to plan a nascent activity. The older children
behaved differently: they scrutinized the problem,
thought (which was indicated by long pauses), and then
found a solution. When asked what he was thinking
about, such a child answered more in line with the
"thinking aloud" of a preschooler. We thus assumed that
the same mental operations that the preschooler carries
out through voiced egocentric speech are already relegated to soundless inner speech in schoolchildren.
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Our findings indicate that egocentric speech does not
long remain a mere accompaniment to the child's activity.
Resides being a means of expression and of release of
tension, ¡t soon becomes an instrument of thought in the
proper sense-in seeking and planning the solution of a
inobLem. An accident that occurred during one of our
experiments provides a good illustration of one way in
which egocentric speech may alter the course of an activuy: A child of five-and-a-half was drìwinct a streetcar
when th C pointof his pendI broke. He 'ried, nevertheless, to finish the circle ofwheel, pressing down on the
F)eflcil very hard, but nothing showed on the paper except a deep colorless line. The child muttered to himself,
It's broken," put aside the pencil, took watercolors instead, and began drawing a broken streetcar after an acci(lent, continuing to talk to himself from time to time
about the change in his picture. The child's accidentally
provoked egocentric utterance so manifesiJy affected his
activity that it is impossible to mistake it for a mere 'byproduct, an accompaniment not interfering with the
melody. Our experiments showed highly complex
changes in the interrelation of activity and egocentric
ui!k. We observed how egocentric speech at first marked
the end result or a turning point in an activity, then was
gradually shifted toward the middle and finally to the
beginning of the activity, taking on a directing, planning
Function and raising the child's acts to the level of purposeful behavior. What happens here is similar to the
well-known developmental sequence in the naming of
drawings. A small child draws first, then decides what it is
that he has drawn; at a slightly older age, he names his
drawing when it is half-done; and finally he decides beforehand what he will draw.
The revised conception of the function of egocentric
speech must also influence our conception ofits later fate
and must be brought to bear on the issue of its disappearPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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ance at school age. Experiments can yield indirect evidence but no conclusive answer about the causes of this
disappearance.
There is, ofcourse, nothing to this effect in Piaget, who
believes that egocentric speech simply dies off. The development of inner speech in the child receives little
specific elucidation in his studies. But since inner speech
and voiced egocentric speech fulfill the same function,
the implication would be that if, as Piaget maintains, egocentric speech precedes socialized speech, then inner
speech also must precede socialized speech-an assumption untenable from the genetic point of view.
However, Piaget's theoretical position apart, his own
findings and some of our data suggest that egocentric
speech is actually an intermediate stage leading to inner
speech. Of course, this is only a hypothesis, but taking
into account the present state ofour knowledge about the
child's speech, it is the most plausible one. If we compare
the amount of what might be called egocentric speech in
children and adults, we would have to admit that the
"egocentric" speech of adults is much richer. From the
point of view of functional psychology, all silent thinking
is nothing but egocentric" speech. John B. Watson
would have said that such speech serves individual rather
than social adaptations The first feature uniting the inner
speech of adults with the egocentric speech of children is
its function as speech-for-oneself. If one turns to Watson's experiment and asks a subject to solve some problem thinking aloud, one would find that such thinking
aloud of an adult has a striking similarity to the egocenti-ic speech ofchildren. Second, these two forms also have
the same structural characteristics; out of context they
would be incomprehensible to others because they omit
to mention what is obvious to the speaker. These
similarities lead us to assume that when egocentric speech
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disappears, it does not simply atrophy but "goes underground," i.e., turns into inner speech.
Our observation that at the age when this change is
taking place children facing difficult situations resort
now to egocentric speech, now to silent reflection, indicates that the two can be functionally equivalent. It is our
hypothesis that the processes of inner speech develop
and become stabilized approximately at the beginning of
school ae and that this causes the nuick dron in the
ic;;u;Tc
Observations made by Auguste Lemaltre and some
other authors support this hypothesis." It was shown
that the inner speech of schoolchildren is labile and unsettled. This is an indication that what we observe is a
developmentally immature process that is still unstable
and indefinite.
The above-mentioned experiments and considerations
hardly support Piaget's hypothesis concerning the egocentrism of six-year-olds. At least the phenomenon of
egocentric speech, viewed from our perspective, fails to
confirm his assumptions.
The cognitive function of egocentric speech, which is
most probably connected with the development of inner
speech, by no means is a reflection of the child's egocenti-ic thinking, but rather shows that under certain drcumstances egocentric speech is becoming an agent of
realistic thinking. Piaget assumed that if 40-47% of the
speech of a child of six-and-a-half is egocentric, then his
thinking must be egocentric within the same range Our
investigation showed, however, that there can be no connecdon between egocentric talk and egocentric thinking
whatsoever-which means that the major implication
drawn from Piaget's data might be wrong.
We thus have an experimental fact that has nothing to
do with the correctness or falsity of our own hypothesis
1
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concerning the fate of egocentric speech. This is the factuai evidence that the chUd's egocentric speech does not
reflect egocentric thinking, but rather carries out an opposite function, that of realistic thinking.
Actually Piaget carried out three different studies in
support ofhis point olview on egocentrism. We centered
on the first one, which is dedicated to egocentric speech,
because it was this first study that allowed Piaget to formulate his hypothesis. The other two just substantiated
and expanded the first one and brought about no major
alterations.
V

We now turn to those positive conclusions that can be

drawn from our critique of Piaget's theory.
Limited in scope as our findings are, we believe that
they help one to see in a new and broader perspective the
general direction of the development of speech and
thought. In Piaget's view, the two functions follow a cornmon path, from autistic to socialized speech, from subjecrive fantasy to the logic of relations. In the course of this
change, the influence of adults is deformed by the psychic processes of the child, but it wins out ¡ri the end. The
development of thought is, to Piaget, a story of the
gradual socialization ofdeeply intimate, personal, autistic
mental states. Even social speech is represented as follow¡ng, not preceding, egocentric speech.
The hypothesis we propose reverses this course. Let us
look at the direction of thought development during one
short interval, from the appearance of egocentric speech
to its disappearance, in the framework of language development as a whole.
We consider that the total development runs as follows: The primary function of speech, in both children
and adults, is communication, social contact. The earliest
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therefore essentially social. At first
is global and multifunctional; later its functions become
diFferentiated. At a certain age the social speech of the
hild is quite sharply divided into egocentric speech and
ommunicative speech. (We prefer to use the term cornmunicative for the form of speech that Piaget calls
wcialized. as though it had been something else before
becoming social. From our point of view, the two forms,
ommunicative and egocentric, are both social, though
their functions differ.) Egocentric speech emerges when
he child transfers social, collaborative forms of behavior
R) the sphere of inner-personal psychic functions. The
hild's tendency to transfer to his inner processes the
behavior patterns that formerly were social is well known
k) Piaget. He describes in another context how arguiiients between children give rise to the beginnings of
logical reflection. Something similar happens, we believe,
when the child starts conversing with himself as he has
been doing with others. When circumstances force him to
stop and think, he is likely to think aloud. Egocentric
speech, splintered off from general social speech, in time
leads to inner speech. which serves both autistic and logical thinking.
Egocentric speech as a separate linguistic form is the
highly important genetic link in the transition from vocal
Lo inner speech, an intermediate stage between the dif[erenhiation of the functions of vocal speech and the final
transformation of one part of vocal speech into inner
speech. It is this transitional role of egocentric speech
that lends it such great theoretical interest. The whole
conception of speech 1development differs profoundly in
accordance with the interpretation given to the role of
egocentric speech. Thus our schema of developmentfirst social, then egocentric, then inner speech-contrasts
both with the traditional behaviorist schema-vocal
speech, whisper, inner speech-and with Piaget's seis
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quence-from nonverbal autistic thought through egocentric thought and speech to socialized speech and
logical thinking.
We mentioned the behavioristic schema only because
it happened to look so similar, methodologically, to
Piaget's. Its author, John Watson, suggested that the
transition from voiced speech to inner speech must involve an intermediate whispering stage. Developing the
same idea of an intermediate stage, which he assumed to
be egocentric, Piaget linked with its help autistic thought
and logical reasoning.
We see how different is the picture of the development
of the child's speech and thought depending on what is
considered to be a starting point of such development. Iii
our conception, the true direction of the development of
thinking is not from the individual to the social, but from
the social to the individuai.'2
VI

Our somewhat protracted analysis of Piaget's concept of
egocentrism is now coming to an end. We have shown
that from the phylo- and ontogenetic points of view the
concept of the child's egocentrism illegitimately polarizes
autistic thinking and realistic thinking. We have also
shown that the factual basis of Piaget's doctrine, i.e., a
study of egocentric speech, failed to support the thesis of
a direct manifestation ofegocentric thought in egocentric
speech. Finally, we have attempted to show that egocenU-ic speech by no means is a mere by-product of the
child's activity. On the contrary, as our data have revealed, egocentric speech is actively involved in the
child's activity, facilitating the transition from overt to
inner speech.
The first and most serious conclusion that can be
drawn from our critical analysis concerns the alleged opPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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isition of two forms of thinking: autistic and realistic.
I his opposition served as a basis for Piaget's theory as
tSCII as for the psychoanalytical approach to child devel)Inent. We think that it is incorrect o oppose the princilic of satisfaction of needs to the principle of adaptation
II) reality. The very concept of need, if taken from the
II

t

I

I

I

rrpective of development, necessarily contains the noIn of satisfaction of need through a certain adjustment

Ii

icality.
As Bleuler mentioned, in the passage quoted earlier,
lie infant satisfies his need, not through "hallucination
.lI)(flIt pleasure," but through an actual intake of food.
'nd when the older child prefers a real apple to an
Iiiiaginary one, it happens not because he abandoned his
II(C(I for the sake of adjustment to reality, but exactly
IHcause his thinking and actions are guided by his need.
Adjustment to objective reality does not exist for the
'hike ofadjustment in itself. All adaptations are regulated
by needs. The lauer statement is obviously a truism, and
'hiC may only wonder how the thecies we havejust reirwed managed to overlook it.
Need and adaptation must be considered in their
tiniLy. What we have in well-developed autistic thinking,
an attempt to attain an imaginary saúsfaction of de'sireS that failed to be satisfied in real life, is a product of a
lciig development. Autistic thinking, therefore, is a late
1)IOdUCt of the development of realistic, conceptual
thinking. Piaget, however, chose to borrow from Freud
hic idea that the pleasure principle precedes the reality
Moreover, in doing this, he took up in addition
iIii entire metaphysics of the pleasure principle, which
instead of remaining a technical and biologically suborilinated moment, appeared as a primeval vital force, a
firnum rnoven.s, i.e., a generator of the entire psychologilu

I

i,c.1

development.
Piaget considered one of the major achievements of

I.tI1
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psychoanalysis to be its demonstration that autism does
not know the adaptation to reality. because for the ego it
is pleasure that dominates life: "Thus the sole function of
autistic thought is to give immediate and unlimited satisfaction to desires and interests by deforming reality so as
to adapt it to the ego" (Piaget. 1969, p. 244).
Once he separated pleasure and need from adaptation
to reality, Piaget was forced by the power of logic to divorce realistic thinking from all needs, interests, and desires, arid to confine it to a sphere of pure thought. But
such pure thought does not exist in nature, as there is no
need without adaptation and no
thinking for the
sake of pure inquiry that would go unconnected with
needs, wishes, and interests: "It strives not for truth, but
for satisfaction of drives," says Piaget about autistic
thought. But does desire always exclude reality? And is
there a child's thought that would seek to establish truth
for truth's sake irrespective of practical needs? Only hoilow abstract formulas and logical fictions, only metaphysical hypostases can be defined in such a way, but never
the real routes of the child's thinking.
In his comments on Aristotle's critique of the Pythagorean concept of numbers and Plato's concept of Ideas,
separated from real things, V. I. Lenin wrote the following (Lenin, 1961, p. 72):
child1s

Primitive idealism: the universal (concept, idea) is a particular
being. This appears wild, monstrously (more accurately, child-.
ishly) stupid. But is not modern idealism, Kant, Hegel, the idea
of God, of the same nature (absolutely of the same nature)?
Tables, chairs, and the ideas of table and chair; the world and
the idea of the world (God); thing and "noumen," the unknow-.
able 4'Thing-in-itself'; the connection ofthe earth and the sun,
nature in general-and law, Logos, God. The dichotomy of
human knowledge and the possibility of idealism ( = religion)
are given already in the First, elementary abstraction.
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The approach of the (human) mind to a particular thing, the
taking of a copy ( = a concept) of it, is not a simple immediate
ict, a dead mirroring, but one which is complex, split into two,
¿ig-zag-like, which includes in it the possibility of the flight of
fintasy from life; more than that: the possibility of the transformation (moreover, an unnouceable transformaiion, of
which man is unaware) of the abstract concept, idea, into a
lantasy (in letzer Instanz = God). For even in the simplest
generalization, in the most elementary general idea ("tab1e in
general), there is a certain bit of fantasy.

lt

hardly possible to express the idea of unity and
contradiction of imagination and thought in more clearcut way. Imagination and thought appear in their deve!opment as the two sides of opposition, whose unity is
ilready present in the very first generalization, in the first
concept formed by man.
This coexistence of unity and opposition, this zigzag
character of the development of fantasy and thought.
which reveals itself in the "flight" of imagination on the
Ufl
hand, and its deeper reflection upon real life on the
other (for there is a piece of fantasy in any general concep: 11aJ thesemoments help usto find a correct way to
!LUU reauisuc ulinKing ana UU5UC IflinKing.
We have shown that the egocentric speech of a child,
lar from being detached from the child's activity, is actut1ly its integral component. We saw that this speech becomes gradually intellectualized and starts serving as a
mediator in purposive activity and in planning complex
actions. Activity and practice are, thus, those moments
that help us to uncover previously unknown aspects of
egocentric speech.
Piaget argues that "things do not shape a child's mind."
But we have seen that in real situations when the egocentric speech of a child is connected with his practical achyity, things do shape his mind. Here, by "things" we mean
is
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reality, neither as passively reflected in the child's percej
non nor as abstractly contemplated, but reality that a
child encounters in his practical activity.
VII

Modern psychology in general and child psychology iii
particular reveal a tendency to combine psychoIogic;I
and philosophical issues. The German psychologist Nau
ziss Ach aptly summarized this trend when he remarked
at the end of a session, "But this is experimental philost.
phy!"3 And indeed many issues in the complex field
thinking in childhood border on epistemology, logic, and
other branches of philosophy. Piaget's study under rcview constantly touches upon one or another of thest'
philosophical issues
Piaget himself perceives such philosophizing as a danger. He warns against the "premature" generalization. ¡n
which he sees a risk of introducing a biased logical systern. His explicit intention is to remain within the
framework of the analysis of facts, and not to plunge into
the philosophy ofthese facts. At the same time, he cannot
but admit that logic, epistemology. and history of philosophy are more closely connected with the study of the
child's intelligence than one may imagine. Because of
that, time and again, Piaget inadvertently touches upon
one or another of these issues, but with remarkable consistency checks himself and breaks off.
In his introduction to The Langwge and Thought of the
CIiil4, Claparède emphasized that Piaget happily cornbines the attitude of the natural scientist who "has a special talent for letting the material speak for itself" with
deep erudition in philosophical questions: "He knows
every nook and cranny and is familiar with every pitfall
of the old logic-the logic of the textbooks; he shares the
hopes of the new logic, and is acquainted with the deli1
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problems of epistemology. But this thorough masof other spheres of knowledge, far from luring him
IuIi) doubtful speculation, has on the contrary enabled
him to draw the line very clearly between psychology and
1IiiIosophy, and to remain rigorously on the side of the
Iii 'iii. His work is purely scientific" (Claparède, 1959, pp.
.11e

II-I

S'

xvi).
We cannot agree with the latter statement of Ciaède. for in snite of his exnress intention to avoid
; i trorizing, Piaget does not succeed in keeping his work
-

11t1

I

ithin the bounds of pure factual science. Deliberate
idance of philosophy is itself a philosophy. And what
of philosophy it represents we shall now discuss, takas an example Piagets views on the place of causal
rxi;Ianation in science.
Piaget attempts to refrain from considering causes in
iu'.senting his findings. In doing so, he comes dangeruiisly close to what he calls in the child "precausality,"
uliough he himself may view his abstention as a sophisii4ited "supracausal" stage, in which the concept of cau.iLity has been outgrown. He proposes to replace the
rxplanation of phenomena in terms of cause and effect
hy a genetic analysis in terms of temporal sequences and
1v the application of a mathematically conceived formula
ol ihe functional interdependence of phenomena.
'

11

t

IIi

Thus developmental relations and functional interdependence replaced the functional explanation (Piaget,
1969, p. 200):
Rut what do we mean by explaining psychological phenomena?
As Baldwin has shown in his subtle analysis, without the geiieiic method in psychology, we can never be sure of not taking
effects for cau5es, nor even of having formulated problems of
t'xplanation aright. The relation of cause and effect must,
therefore, be superseded by that of genetic progression, which
tdds the notion of functional dependence, in the mathematical
sense of the word, to that of antecedent and consequent. This
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will give us the right to say
is a function of B, as B is a

and Thvgh!

of two phenomena A and B, that A
function of A, and yet leave us the

possibility of taking the earliest phenomenon, Le, genetically
speaking, the most explicative, as the starting-point of our

description.

Thus, Piaget suggests that the relation of cause and
effect must be superseded by that of genetic and functional explanation. He missed here a point, brilliantly
formulated by Goethe, that the ascension from the effect
to the cause is pure historical understanding. Piaget also
neglected the well-known thesis of Francis Bacon, that
real knowledge is knowledge that goes to causes. In his
attempt to substitute functional explanation for the genetic explanation of causes, Piaget, without noticing this,
made vacuous the very concept of development. In his
schema everything is contingent: A may be viewed as a
function ofB, but at the same time, B also may be viewed
as a function of A.
Such a position relieves Piaget of the necessity to answer the question concerning causes and factors of development. All that he can do is to pick those phenomena
rhit lonk mnr nrnmisincr in tPrmc nf cipnptic Pnl2natiin
---------What, then, are these explicative phenomena? The psychology
of thought is always faced at this point with two fundamental
factors. whose connexion it is her task to explain: the biological
factor, and the social factor. The mind becomes conscious of
itself, and consequently exists psychologically speaking only
when it is in contact with objects or with other minds. We have
here two different planes, theoretically independent of one
another, and which logically one would wish to keep separate;
but in practice, these two planes will always be associated, so
long as the child has parents who represent Society to him, and
so long as he experiences sensations which constitute a biological environment. Describe the evolution of thought from the
purely biologica] point of view, or as threatens to be the fashPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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ioni from the purely sociologica] point of view, arid you risk
leaving half the real process in the shade. These two poles must
both be kept in view, and nothing must be sacrificed; but
ill order to make a beginning, we must choose one Ianguage at the expense of others. We have chosen the language
of sociology, but wish to emphasize the point that there need be
iioihmg exclusive in the choice. We reserve the right (o revert
to the biological explanation of child thought and to bring our
present description into accordance with it. All we have attempted to do as a beginning, was to order our description
from the point of view of social psychology, taking the most
characteristic phenomenon as our starting-point, namely, ego-

centrism of child thought.
We, thus, arrive at the paradoxical conclusion that the

presentation of material can be transformed from the
sociological into the biological. The choice of sociological
point of view appears as an arbitrary decision of the author, who is free to pick up any one of the available
languages of description at the expense of the others.
Such a position is not casual for Piaget, and it sheds some
light on how he views the role of the social factor in child
development in general.
Piagets book is permeated with the idea of the gradual
socialization of the structures and functions of thought.
In the preface to the Russian edition of his work, Piaget
directly expresses this thought (Piaget. 1932, pp. 55-56):
The dominant idea for this work is the idea of social determinants in the formation of the child's thought. The childs
thought cannot be derived from the inborn psychobiological
factors and the factors of the physical environment alone. This
does not mean we assert that a child merely reflects ideas and
opinions of his milieu, which would be triviaL What I wish Lo
say is that the very structure of thoughL depends upon the
social milieu. When an individual thinks for himself, thinks
egocentrically, then his thoughLs are subordinated to his fantasy, his desires, and his personality trends. This is a special
case of the child's psyche, a case that reveals a number of pecuPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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liar forms of thought, but that has nothing to do with rational
thinking When, however, an individual experiences a systematic influence of certain social factors, as is the case with the
authority of adults with respect to children, then individua]
thought forms according to "external" rules. . In the course
of mutual 000peration between individuals, the rules of such
cooperation provide thought with some sort of discipline, the
latter being a foundation of reasoning in both its aspects, practical and theoretical.
Egocentrism, coercion, and cooperation are, thus, the three
axes between which the developing thought of a child is in
continuous oscillation. The thought of the adult also gravitates
to one of these axes, depending on whether it is autistic or
belongs to a certain type of social organization.
.

Seemingly, the above statement unequivocally proflounces the social factor to be the decisive one in child
development. And yet, as we have seen, only reflects
Piaget's one-time decision to choose the sociological approach. As he himself mentioned, the biological approach is almost eqqally feasible. This brings us to the
problem of the relation between the biological and social
factors of development in Piaget's theory.
This relation, as presented by Piaget, looks more like a
breakdowns Biological factors appear as primeval, origifiai forces composing the psychological substance of the
child's mind. Social factors act as an external, "alien"
force, which using coercion replaces the original biological modes of mental life. It is not strange, therefore, that
Piaget places coercion as a middle term between autism
and cooperation. Coercion is the notion that reflects
Piaget's understanding of the mechanism through which
social factors enter the child's mind.
In this respect Piaget's point of view has much in cornmon with that of psychoanalysis. In psychoanalysis as
well, the milieu is considered to be "alien" and coercive, a
force that limits the expression of individual desires,
changes them, and directs them along roundabout paths.
it
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We have already seen how Piaget uses the concept of
assimilation to account for the role of social factors in
child development. These factors penetrate the child's
psychological substance, but this substance in itself is determined by autistic, biological factors. Piaget does not
see a child as a part of the social whole. Social factors are
shown as an external force that enters the. child's mind
and dislodges the forms of thinking inherent ¡n the
child's intelligence. This aspect of Piaget's theory was
very accurately described by Claparède ( I 959, pp. xiiX

ii):

Our author shows us in fact that the child's mind is woven on
two different looms, which are as it were placed one above the
olher. By far the most important during the first years is the
work accomplished on the lower plane. This is the work done
by the child himself, which attracts to him pell-mell and crystallizes round his wants all that is likely to satsfy these wants. It is
ihe plane of subjectivity, of desires, games, arid whims, of the
Lustprinzip as Freud would say. The upper plane. on the contrary, is built up little by little by the social environmenL, which
presses more and more upon the child as time goes on. It is the
plane of objectivity, speech, and logical ideas, in a word the
plane of reality. As soon as one overloads it, it bends, creaks,
and collapses, and the elements of which it is composed fall on
the lower plane, and become mixed up with those that propcrly belong there. Other pieces remain half-way, suspended
between Heaven and Earth. One can imagine that an observer
whose point of view was such that he did not observe this
duality of planes. and supposed the whole transition to be taking place on one plane, would have an impression of extreme
tonfusion, because each of these planes has a logic of its own
which protests loudly at being coupled with that of the other.

feature of the child's
thinking appears to be a result of the work of two differcnt looms, the first ofwhich works on the plane of subjectivity, desires, and whims. Even if Piaget and Claparède
were not mentioning Freud, it would be clear neverAs we see, the characteristic
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theless that what we have here is the biological concept
attempting to derive the specificity of the child's psyche
from his biological nature.
The principal conclusion made here by Piaget, and
further developed in his later works, portrays the child's
life as existing in a dual reality. The first of these realities
corresponds to the child's original. inherent, and natural
intelligence; the second one appears as a product of the
logical forms of thinking forced upon the child from outside. These two realities are incompatible; each has a
logic of its own that "protests loudly" at being coupled
with that of the other. Autistic thought, according to
Piaget, produces its own reality, the reality of a dream.
Then the following question should be answered:
Which one of these two planes of thought, which one
of these two realities, is more important for a child?
Claparède clearly stated that the subjective plane is the
most important during the first years of life. Piaget, as we
shall see later, adds that our reality is much less real for a
child than his own reality of a dream. Following this line
of argument, one can do nothing but accept that the
child's soul is a dweller of two worlds, and his thought, to
quote the Russian poet Tiutchev, "struggles at the gates,
as if of a double existence."
"Does there exist for the child only one reality?" asks
Piaget, "that is to say one supreme reality which is a
touchstone of all others (as is the world of the senses for
one adult, the world constructed by science, or even the
invisible world of the mystic for another)? Or does the
child find himself, according as he is in an ego-centric or
in a socialized state of being, in the presence of two
worlds which are equally real, and neither of which succeeds in supplanting the other? It is obvious that the
second hypodiesis is the more probable" (Piaget, 1969, p.
245).
Piaget believes that there may be several realities for
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the child, and these realities may be equally real in turn,
instead of being arranged in a hierarchy, as with us. Dur¡ng the first stage of a child's development. which lasts
two to three years. reality may he said to be simply and
solely what is desired. Freud's "pleasure principle" deforms and refashions the world to its liking. The second
stage marks the appearance of two heterogeneous but
equal realities-the world of play and the world of observation: "Childish play may therefore be said to constitute
an autonomous reality, by which we mean that 'true' reality to which it stands in contrast is far less true for the
child than for us" (Piaget, 1969, p. 248).
The latter idea does not belong exclusively to Piaget.
Recently the same thought has been clearly expressed by
Eliasberg in his study of so-called autonomous child
speech.'4 Eliasberg comes to the conclusion that the image of the world that appears in language forms does not
correspond to a child's nature, which reveals itself in his
play and drawings. Only through the speech of adults
does a child acquire the categorical forms of subjective
and objective, I and you, here and over there, now and
then-das alles vollig unkindgernass. And, following the
lines of Goethe, Eiiasberg claims that two souls ¡ive in a
child, the childish one, full of different relations, and the
second one, which emerges under the influence of adults
and experiences the world in categories. Such a conclusion is simply the natural outcome of the original view of
social and biological factors as alien to each other.
VIII
Piaget, thus, suggests a very peculiar theory of socializaLion indeed. For one thing, socialization is a force that is
alien Lo the child's nature. Socialization occurs when the
child's egocentrism is overridden. The child himself
would never arrive at Ioica1 thought: "He enlarges senPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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sible reality . . . by means of the verbal and magic reality
which he puts on the same plane. These things are not
sufficient in themselves to make the mind feel any need
for verification, since things themselves have been made
by the mind" (Piaget, 1969, p. 203).
To say such a thing means to claim that the external
reality plays no substantial role in the development of a
child's thought. It is the "collision" of our thought with
the thought of others that engenders doubt and calls for

verification: "If there were not other people, the disappointments of the experience would lead to overcompensation and dementia. We are constantly hatching an
enormous number of false ideas, conceits, Utopias, mystical explanations, suspicions, and megalomaniac fanLasses, which disappear when brought into contact with
other people. The social need to share the thought of
others and to communicate our own with success is at the
root of our need for verification. Proof is the outcome of
argument. Ail this, moreover, is common knowledge for
contemporary psychology" (Piaget, i 969, p. 204).
lt is hardly possible to express better the idea that the
need for logical thinking and the search for truth in gen-eral come from the communication between the consciousness of a child and the consciousness of others. By
its philosophical nature this idea is very close to the doctrine of Emile Durkhetm and those sociologists who derive
time, space, and reality from the social organization of
human life. lt also closely resembles the thesis of Alexander Bogdanov that the objective character of physkal reality, as it is present in our experience, is ultimately
verified through the social organization of the experiences of others.'5
There is little doubt that here Piaget's thought comes
close to that of Ernst Mach, especially if one remembers
ali'6
Piaget's position concerning the problem of
In this resnect Piaget follows Claparède and his "law of
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consciousness," which states that the conscious realization
of a problem occurs when the automatic adaptation of
one's actions fails to achieve its goal: "How did the individual ever come to ask questions about cause, aim, or
place, etc? This problem of origins is the same as that of
knowing how the individual gradually came to interest
himself in the cause, the aim, and the place of things, etc.
And there is good reason for believing that his interest
was only directed to these 'categories' when his action was
unadapted to one of them. Need creates consciousness,
and the consciousness of cause (or of aim, or of place,
etc.) only arose in the mind when the need was felt for
adaptation in relation to the cause" (Piaget, 1959, p. 228).
When it works within the framework of automatic adaptation the mind does not know categories. The execution of the automatic act does not contain any problem,
and therefore there is no riced for conscious realization.
Following this line of Claparède's argument, Piaget
adds that (Piaget, 1959, pp. 229-230)
in a sense, we have gone further along the path of functional
psychology in asserting that the fact of becoming conscious of a
category will alter its actual nature. 1E therefore, we accept the
formula: "The child is cause long before having any idea of
cause" it must be remembered that we do so only for the sake
of convenience. lt is only as a concession to language (and one
which if we are not careful will involve us in a thoroughly
realistic theory of knowledge entirely outside the scope of psychology) that we can talk of "causality" as a relation entirely
independent of the consciousness which may be had of it. As a
matter of fact, there are as many types of causality as there are
types and degrees of becoming Conscious of it. When the child
'41s cause," or acts as though he knew one thing was cause of
another, this, even though he has not consciously realized causality, is an early type of causality, and if one wishes, the functional equivalent of causality. Thea, when the same child
becomes conscious of the relation in question, this realization,
just because it depends upon the needs and interests of the
moment, is capable of assuming a number of different typesPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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animistic causality, ariificialistic, finalisiic, mechanistic (by contact), or dynamic (force), etc. The list of types can never be
considered complete, and the types of relation used nowadays
by adults and scientists are probably only as provisional as
those which have been used by the child and the savage.

Denying the objective character of causality, and other
categories, Piaget assumes the idealistic and psychologistic position, and advises that the "genetician will therefore have to note the appearance and use of these
categories at every stage of intelligence traversed by the
child, and to bring these facts under the functional laws
of thought" (Piaget, 1959, pp. 230-231). Piaget rejects
both scholastic realism and Kantian apriorism, and
praises the position of pragmatic empirists who "have
given to the theory of the categories a turn which it is no
exaggeration to characterize as psychological, since the
task they have set themselves is to define the categories
according to their genesis in the history of thought and to
their progressive use in the history of the sciences"
(Piaget, 1959, p. 230). As we see, Piaget not only takes a
position of subjective idealism, but contradicts his own
data, which, as he admits, may carry him to a realistic
theory of thinking.
It comes as no surprise that in his later studies Piaget
names realism, artificialism, and animism as three major
features of the child's mentality (Piaget, 1927). In this
study Piaget made an attempt to find experimental support for Mach's thesis of the lack of an inherent distincLion between physical reality and the psychological
reality. Piaget observed that Mach's thesis in itself is
purely theoretical, and that Baldwin's "genetic logic" is
also a subjective rather than an experimental concept.
Therefore a new study of the child's logic may become an
experimental proof of Maches formula. Trying to produce this necessary proof, Piaget ran lino a contradiction,
for he portrayed the original state ofthe child's mind as a
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realistic one. Developing his argument, Piaget came to
the following formula of the relation between logic and
reality: "Experience forms thought, and thought forms
experience. There is a certain relationship between reason and reality. The problem of this relationship primar¡'y belongs to epistemology, but the same problem also
emerges in genetic psychology as the following: either
the evolution of logic determines the actual categones of
causality. or otherwise actual causality determines logic"
(Piaget, 1927, p. 337).
Piaget pointed out that there is a similarity, even a
certain parallelism, between the actual categories of experience and those of formal logic. From his point of
view, there exists, for example, not only logical egocentrism but also ontological egocentrism. The logical
and ontological categories of a child undergo a parallel

develop ment.
The final statement of Piaget regarding this question is
very cautious. He considers agnosticism, which would alLow him to remain on the borderline of idealism and
materialism. Actually, however, he rejects Lhe objectivity
of logical categories, thus siding with Mach: "Once we
have established the fact of parallelism of logic and experience, we have to inquire whether the content of concrete thinking determines logical forms, or, probably
otherwise, logical forms determine the content of thinking. But in this form the question has no sense; only if we
change 'logical' into psychological' may we acquire a
sensible answer. However, we would refrain from suggesting what kind of answer this can be" (Piaget, 1927, p.
342).

Ix
If we were to summarize the central flaws in Piaget's
theory, we would have Lo point oui that it is reality and
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the relations between a child and reality that are missed
in his theory. The process of socialization appears as a
direct communication of souls, which is divorced from
the practical activity of a child.
The acquisition of knowledge and logical forms involved are considered as products of the adjustment of
one set of thoughts to another. The practical confrontation with reality plays no role in this process. If left to
himself, a child would develop only delirious thinking.
Reality would never teach him any logic.
This attempt to derive the logical thinking of a child
and his entire development from the pure dialogue of
consciousnesses, which is divorced from practical activity
and which disregards the social practice, is the central
point of Piaget's theory.
In his comments on Hegel's Logic, V. I. Lenin mentions
philosophical and psychological idealistic views that have
much in common with those discussed above (Lenin.
1961, p. 190 and p. 217):
When Hegel endeavors-sometimes even huffs and puffs-to
bring man's purposive activity under the categories of logic,
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ject (man) plays the role of a 'member' in Ehe logical 'figure' of
the 'syllogism,' and so on, then that is not merely stretching a
point, a mere game. This has a very profound, purely matenalistic content. It has to be inverted: the practical activity of
man had to lead his consciousness to the repetition of the vanious logical figures thousands of millions of rimes in order that
these ligures could obtain the significance ofaxioms. . . Man's
practice, repeating itself a thousand million times, becomes
consolidated in man's consciousness by figures of logic. Precisely (and only) on account ofihis thousand-million-fold repetition, these figures have the stability of a prejudice, an
axiomatic character.
.

no surprise that abstract verbal thought, as Piaget
has shown, is incomprehensible to a child. Communica-
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lion without action remains unintelligible: "Naturally,
when children are playing together, or are all handling
the same material, they understand each other, because,
however elliptical their language may be, it is accompanied by gesture and mimicry which is a beginning of
action and serves as an example to the interlocutor. But it
can be questioned whether verbal thought and language
itself are really understood among children, whether in
other wnrds.. children nnderstand each nther

when

they

;p:c;i( withoutacting. This problemis of fu ndameiital
importance, since it is on the verbal plane that the child
makes the chief effort of adaptation to adult thought and
to the acquisition of logical habits" (Piaget, 1969, pp.

207-208).
This idea, namely, that the acquisition of logical thinking comes from the comprehension of verbal thought
that is independent of action, lies at the foundation of
Piaget's discovery of the lack of understanding among
children. It was Piaget himself who clearly demonstrated
that the logic of action precedes the logic of thought, and
yet he insists that thinking is separated from reality. And
naturally, if the function of thinking is to reflect upon
reality, this actioniess thinking appears as a parade of
phantoms and a chorus of shadows rather than the real
thinking of a child. That is why Piaget's study, which
attempts to supersede the laws of causality by the principies of development, loses this very notion of development. Piaget does not put the specificity of a child's
thinking in such a relation to logical thinking as to show
how the latter is evolving in the child's psyche. On the
contrary, Piaget tries to show how logic penetrates the
child's thinking, deforms, and finally dislodges it.
It is not surprising, therefore, that to the question
whether a child's logic produces a coherent system,
Piaget answers that the truth must lie between two extremes:
A child
the oriñnalitv nf
------ reveals
------- his mental
-

-----

-

----

-
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organization, but its development depends on
circumstances. Piaget, thus, clearly indicates that the
originality of a child's thinking is inherent, and does not
appear as a product of development. Development,
therefore, is not self-development, but obeys the "logic"
ofcircumstance. But where there is no self-development,
there can be no development in a strict sense ofthis term,
only a dislodging of one form by another.
It is sufficient to discuss one example to make our
point of view clear. Piaget attempted to show that a
child's thought is illogical and irrational. But if a child's
thought is exclusively syncretic, then how is it possible for
him to adapt? The same question, some time ago, had
been posed to Lucien Levy-Bruhi in connection with his
theory of primitive alogism.
In the light of these facts, Piaget's conclusions call for
clarification concerning two important points. First, the
peculiarities of the child's thought discussed by Piaget,
such as syncretism, do not extend over quite so large an
area as Piaget believes. We are inclined to think (and our
experiments bear us out) that the child thinks syncretically in matters of which he has no knowledge or experience but does not resort to syncretism in relation to
familiar things or things within easy reach of practical
checking-and the number of these things depends on
the method of education. Also, within syncretism itself
we must expect to find some precursors of the future
causal conceptions that Piaget himself mentions in passing. The syncretic schemata themselves, despite their
fluctuations, lead the child gradually toward adaptation;
their usefulness must not be underrated. Sooner or later,
through strict selection, reduction, and mutual adaptation, they will be sharpened into excellent tools of investigation in areas where hypotheses are of use.
The second point calling for reappraisal and limitation
is the applicability of Piaget's findings to children in genPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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eral. His experiments led him to believe that the child was
impervious to experience. Piaget draws an analogy that
we find illuminating: Primitive man, he says, learns from
experience only in a few special, limited cases of practical
activity-and he cites as examples of these rare cases agriculture, hunting, and manufacturing: "But even this
momentary and partial contact with facts does not react
in any way upon the orientation of [primitive man's]
thought. This applies even more strongly to the child.
. . ." (Piaget, 1969, p. 203).
We would not call agriculture and hunting negligible
contacts with reality in the case of primitive man; they are
practically his whole existence. Piaget's view may hold
true for the particular group of children he studied, but
it is not of universal significance. He himself tells us the
cause of the special quality of thinking he observed in his
children: "On the contrary, the child never really comes
into COntaCt with things because he does not work. He
plays with them, or simply believes them without trying
to find the truth" (Piaget, 1969, p. 203).
The developmental uniformities established by Piaget
apply to the given milieu, under the conditions of Piaget's
study. They are not laws of nature, but are historically
and socially determined. Piaget has already been
riticized by Stern for his failure sufficiently to take into
account the importance of the social situation and milieu.
Whether the child's talk is more egocentric or more social
(lepends not only on his age but also on the surrounding
conditions. Piaget observed children at play together in a
particular kindergarten, and his coefficients are valid
only for this special milieu.
When a child's activity consists entirely of play, it is
accompanied by extensive soliloquizing. Marta Muchow
oF Hamburg pointed out that the structural organization
of activity in kindergarten is of decisive importance.'7 In
(;enevan as well as in Montessori kindergartens, where
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children simply play with each other, the coefficient of
egocentric speech is higher than that in German kindergartens, where there is more group activity.'8
Even more pronounced is the social aspect in a child's
speech at home, where the very process of learning how
to speak is thoroughly socialized. At home a child has so
much to ask and to understand, has so many practica'
and ideal needs to be satisfied that the desire to understand and to be understood appears very early (see C.
and W. Stern, 1928, pp. 148-149).
What we are concerned about at this moment is not so
much egocentric speech data as the nature of the relations that stand behind these data. The relations discovered by Piaget turned out to be valid only for the social
milieu in which his subjects live. One may imagine how
substantial must be the differences in data collected in
Genevan and Soviet kindergartens. Piaget directly addresses this problem when he writes in the preface to the
Russian edition ofhis book that "when one works, as i do,
with one and the same social milieu in Geneva, one is
unable to give relative weights to the social and individual
contributions in the development of a child's thought. In
order io achieve this goal one should be able to study
children in the most varied and contrasting social
milieus" (Piaget, I 932, p. 56). Piaget emphasized that this
goal makes a collaboration between Western and Soviet
psychologists particularly valuable.
We too are convinced that the study of thought development in children from different social environments,
and especially of children who unlike Piaget's children,
work, must lead to results that will permit the formulatAon of laws having a much wider sphere of application.
On the last pages of Goethe's Faust, a chorus praises
the eternal elevating feminine qualities. In recent times,
child psychology, through its spokesman Volkelt, praised
the "primitive unity that is distinctive to the normal
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psyche of a child and that characterizes the essence and
the high value of the eternally childish" (Volkelt, 1930, p.
138).' Thus, Voke1t revealed a major trend in child psychology, whose aim is the discovery of the timelessly
childish in the child's character. But the real aim of psychology should be rather to discover the "historically
childish." This stone that the builders relected should be
he cornerstone.20
E
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The part of William Stern's system that is best known and
has actually gained ground over the years is his intellectualistic conception of speech development in the child.
(C. and W. Stern 1928) Yet it is precisely this conception
that plainly reveals the limitations and inconsistencies of
Stern's philosophical and psychological personalism, its
idealistic foundations and scientific invalidity.'
Stern himself describes his point of view as "personalistic-genetic." We shall discuss the personalistic principle
later on. Let us see first how Stern deals with the genetic
aspect, and let us state from the outset that his theory, like all intellectualistic theories, is by its very nature
antidevelopmental.
Stern distinguishes three roots of speech: the expressive, the social, and the
tendencies. While
the first two underlie also the rudiments of speech observed in animals, the third is specifically human. Stern
defines intenlionality in this sense as a directedness toward
a certain content, or meaning: "At a certain stage of his
psychic development," he says, "man acquires the ability
to mean something when uttering sounds, to refer to
something objective" (C. and W. Stern 1928, p. 126). In
substance, such intentional acts are already acts of
thought; their appearance denotes intellectualization and
objectification of speech.

"ttal"
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Some of the modern cognitive psychologists. notably
Karl Bühler and Reimut, also emphasize the logical factor in the child's speech.2 Although Stern considers their
emphasis on that factor excessive, he, nevertheless, fully
endorses their orientation. He indicates a precise moment in speech development when "intentionality penetrates and supplies speech with its specifically human
characteristics" (C. and W. Stern, 1928, p. 127).
We have no quarrel with the statement that advanced
human speech possesses objective meaning and therefore
presupposes a certain level in the development of thinking, and we agree that it is necessary to take account of
the close relation that exists between language and logical
thinking. The trouble is that Stern regards intentionaiity,
a trait of advanced speech that properly calls for a genetic
explanation (i.e., how it came into being in the evolutionary process), as one of the roots of speech development, a
driving force, an innate tendency, almost an urge, at any
rate something primordial, on a par genetically with the
expressive and the communicative tendencies-which indeed are found at the very beginniñgs of speech. In viewing intentionality in this way ("die 'intntionale' Triebfeder
des Sprachdranges"), he substitutes an intellectualistic explanation for the genetic one.
This method of "explaining" a thing by the very thing
that needs explaining is the basic flaw of all intellectualistic theories and of Stern's in particular-hence its
general hollowness and its antigeneuc quality (traits
belonging to advanced speech are relegated to its beginnings). Stern answers the question of why and how
speech acquires meaning by saying: from the intentional
tendency, i.e., the tendency toward meaning. We are reminded of Molière's physician who explained the sleepinducing effect of opium by its soporific properties. Stern
insists that at a certain stage of his intellectual development. the human being acquires an ability [Fähigkeit] to
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infer some objecLive content when he voices words. But
what is this if not an explanation of Molière's physician?
From Stern's famous description of the great discovery
made by the child of one-and-a-half or two, we can see to
what exaggerations overemphasis on the logical aspects
can lead. At that age the child first realizes that each
object has its permanent symbol, a sound pattern that
identifies it-i.e., that each thing has a nzme. Stern believes that a child in the second year of his life can become aware of symbols and of the need for them, and he
considers this discovery already a thought process in the
proper sense: "The understanding of the relation between sign and meaning that dawns on the child at this
point is something different in principle from the simple
use of sound images, object images, and their associations. And the requirement that each object of whatever
kind have its name may be considered a true generahzaLion made by the child-possibly his first" (Stern, 1914,
pp. 109-110).
Are there any factual or theoretical grounds for assuming that a child of one-and-a-half or two has an
awareness of the symbolic function of language and a
consciousness of a generai rule, a generai concept? All
the studies made of this problem in the last twenty years
suggest a negative answer to this question.
Everything we know of the mentality of the child of
one-and-a-half or two clashes with the idea that he might
be capable of such complex intellectual operations. Both
observation and experimental studies indicate that he
grasps only much later the relation between sign and
meaning, or the functional use of signs; this is quite beyond a child of two. Furthermore, systematic experimental investigations have shown that grasping the relation
between sign and meaning and the transition to operating with signs never result from an instantaneous discovery or invention by the child. Stern believes that the child
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discovers the meaning of language once and for all. Actually, this is an extremely complex process, which has its
"natural history" (i.e., its early beginnings and transitional forms on the more primitive developmental levels)
dild also its "cultural history" (again with its own series of
phases, its own quantitative, qualitative, and functional
growth, its own dynamics and laws).
Stern virtually ignores the intricate ways leading to the
ripening of the sign function; his conception of linguistic
development is immensely simplified. The child suddenly discovers that speech has meaning. Such an expianation of how speech becomes meaningful truly deserves
to be grouped with the theory of the deliberate invention
of language, the rationalistic theory of the social contract,
and other famous intellectualistic theories. All of them
disregard the genetic realities and do not really explain
anythin g.
Factually, too, Stern's theory fails to stand up. Wallon,
Koffka, Piaget, Delacroix, and many others in their studies of normal children, and K. Bühler in his study of
deaf-mute children, have found (1) that the discovery by
the child of the tie between word and object does not
immediately lead to a clear awareness of the symbolic
relation of sign and referent, characteristic of welldeveloped thought; that the word for a long time appears
to the child as an attribute or a property of the object
rather than as a mere sign; that the child grasps the externa! structure object-word before he can grasp the internal relation sign-referent; and (2) that the discovery
made by the child is not in reality a sudden one, the exact
instant of which can be defined. A series of long and
complicated-4molecular" changes leads up to that critical
moment in speech development.5
That Stern's basic observation was correct, that there is
indeed a moment of discovery that to gross observation
appears unprepared, has been established beyond doubt
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during the twenty years since his study was first published. The decisive turning point in the child's linguistic,
cultural, and intellectual development discovered by
Stern does exist-though he was wrong to interpret it
intellectualistically. Stern points out two objective symptoms of the occurrence of the critical change: the appearance of inquiries about names of objects and the resulthg
sharp. saccadic increases in the child's vocabulary, both of
maior importance for the development of speech.
The active search for words on the part of the child,
which has no analogy in the development of "speech" in
animals, indicates a new phase in his development. The
child's speech ceases to be a signaling, and becomes
a signifying function. From the use of sounds a child
turns to their active production. Some psychologists (for
example, Wallon and Delacroix) used to question the
universality of this symptom, and gave it different explanations. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that it is at
that time that the "grandiose signality of speech," to
quote Pavlov, emerges for a child from the mass of all
other signals and assumes a specific function in behavior,
the function ofsignification. To have established this fact
on a firm objective basis is one of Stern's great achievements. Against such a background, the gap in his expianation of these facts is all the more striking.
In contrast with the two other roots of language, the
expressive and the communicative, whose development
has been traced from the lower social animals to anthropoids and [o man, the "intentional tendency" appears out of nowhere; it has no history and no derivation.
According to Stern, it is basic, primordial; it springs up
spontaneously 'gonce ad for all"; it is the propensity enabling the child to discover the function of speech by way
of purely logical operation.
To be sure, Stern does not state this explicitly. He even
reproaches Reimut and Ament for reading too much
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into the child's speech. However, objectively, while
arguing with the antiintellectualistic theories of speech of
Wundt, Meumann, and Idelberger, Stern assumes the
same intellectualist position as Reimut and Ament4 Stern
views himself as a "moderate," but he actually goes much
Irirther then Ament. Ament's intellectualism has an empirical character, while in Stern it becomes metaphysical.
Ament naively overestimates the child's ability to reason
logically. Stern makes a graver mistake in assigning to
intellect the metaphysical position of primacy as the orithe unanalyzable first cause, of meaningful speech.
Paradoxically, intellectualism of this kind proves espe(ially inadequate in the study of intellectual processes,
which at first glance would seem to be its legitimate
sphere of application. It was Wolfgang Köhler who exposed this inadequacy. But Stern's work itself testifies to
ilie same effect. One might expect, for instance, that
much light would be thrown on the relation between
speech and thought when the meaningfulness of langiiage is regarded as the result of an intellectual operaliOn. Actually, however, such an approach, stipulating as
does an already formed intellect, blocks an investigai()fl of the involved dialectical interactions of thought
1uid speech. Stern's treatment of this cardinal aspect of
he problem of language is full of inconsistencies and is
the weakest part of his work (C. and W. Stern, 1928).
Such important topics as inner speech, its emergence,
.iiid its connection with thought are barely touched upon
hy Stern. He reviews the results of Piaget's investigation
ul egocentric speech merely in his discussion of children's
(onversatlons, ignoring the functions, the structure, and
ihe developmental significance of that form of speech.
Altogether, Stern fails to relate the complex functional
.ind structural changes in thinking to the development of
IOIC

Lt

I

peech.
Even when Stern gives a correct characterization of a
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developmental phenomenon. his theoretical framework
prevents him from drawing the obvious conclusions from
his own observations. Nowhere is this fact more apparent
than in his failure to see the implications of his own
"translation" of the child's very first words into the Ianguage of adults. The interpretation given to the first
words of the child is the touchstone of every theory of
child speech; it is the focal point at which all the major
trends in modern speech theories meet and cross. One
might say without exaggeration that the whole structure
of a theory is determined by its translation of the first
words of the child.
Stern believes that they should be interpreted neither
from the purely intellectualistic nor from the purely
affecthre-conative point of view. He acknowledges
Meumann's great merit in opposing the intellectualistic
theory that the child's first words actually designate objects as such (Meumann, 1902). He does not, however,
share Meumann's assumption that the first words are
merely expressions of the emotions and wishes of the
child.

Stern points out that the "direction toward object"
["Hin4enten aufdxr Object"] predominates in the children's
first words over the moderately emotional tone (C. and
w. Stern, 1928, p. 183). This is an extremely important
moment. There is factual evidence that the "direction
toward object" appears already in the very early prestages ["ein primilivieren Entwincklungs-Staduiì"] of the development of child speech, prior to any intentionality.
Stern himself recognized these facts. Seemingly, this evidence alone is a sufficient argument against the hypothesis of the primacy of mteniionality.
There are some other facts reported by Stern that also
speak against the principle ofintentionality: for example,
the mediating role of gestures in defining the meaning of
the first words; the fact that objective reference overPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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shadows the affective aspect; the indicative function of
the first words, etc. (C. and W. Stern, 1928. pp. 160, 166).
Stern, however, turned down the only possible genetic
xp1anation of these phenomena. He refused to accept
the idea of inLentionality developing from the indicatory
gesture and the first word. He opted for the intellectualist shortcut according to which meaningfulness appears as a result of a tendency toward the meaningful,
and neglected the longer, dialectical, way of genetic
explanation.
This is how Stern translates first words: "The childish
mama, translated into advanced speech, does not mean
ihe word 'mother' but rather a sentence such as Mama,
corne here,' or 'Mama, give me,' or 'Mama, put me in the
chair,' or 'Mama, help me' " (C. and W. Stern, 1928,
p 180).

When we observe the child in action, however, it becomes obvious that it is not only the word marna that
means, say, "Mama, put me in the chair," but the c/zi1d'c
whol4 behavior a thai monwnt (his reaching out toward the
chair, trying to hold on to it, etc.) Here the "affectiveconative" directedness toward an object (to use
Meumann's terms) is as yet inseparable from the "intentional tendency" of speech. The two are still a homogeiìeous whole, and the only correct translation of nuzrna, or
of any other early words, is the pointing gesture. The
word, at first, is a conventional substitute for the gesture;
it appears long before the child's crucial "discovery of
language" and before he is capable of logical operations.
Stern himself admits the mediatory role of gestures, especially pointing, in establishing the meaning of first
words. The inescapable conclusion would be that pointing is, in fact, a precursor of the "intentional tendency."
Yet Stern declines to trace the genetic history of that
tendency. To him, it does not evolve from the affective
obiect-directedness of the pointing act (gesture or first
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words)-it appears out of nowhere, and

it accounts for

the emergence of meaning.
The same antigenetic approach also characterizes
Stern's treatment of all the other major issues discussed
in his pithy
such as the development of concepts
and the main stages in the development of speech and
thought. Nor can it be otherwise; this approach is a direct
consequence of the philosophical premises of personalisrn, the system developed by Stern.
Stern tries to rise above the extremes of both empiricism and nativism. He opposes his own view of the development ofspeech, on the one hand, to Wundt's, who sees
the child's speech as a product ofenvironment, while the
child's own participation is essentially passive, and, on the
other hand, to the view of Ament, lo whom primary
speech (onomatopoeia and so-called nursery talk) is the
invention of countless generations of children. Stern
takes care not to disregard the part that imitation plays in
speech development, or the role of the child's spontaneous activity, by applying to these issues his concept of
"convergence": The child's conquest of speech occurs
through a constant interaction of inner dispositions
prompung the child to speech and external conditionsi.e., the speech of people around him-which provide
both stimulation and material for the realization of these
dispositions.
Convergence, to Stern, is a general principle to be applied to the explanation ofall human behavior. Truly this
is one more instance when we may say, with Goethe,
"The words of science hide its substance." The sonorous
word amvergence, denoting here a perfectly unassailable
methodological principle (i.e., that development should
be studied as a process determined by the interaction of
organism and environment), in fact releases the author
from the task of analyzing the social, environmental factors in speech development. Stern does say quite emphatbook1
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ically, it is true, that social environment is the main factor
in speech development, but in reality he limits its role to
merely accelerating or slowing down the development,
which obeys its own immanent laws. As we have tried to
show by using the example of his explanation of how
meaning emerges in speech, Stern greatly overrated the

role of the internal organismic factors.
This bias is a direct outcome of the personalistic frame
of reference. The "nersnn" to Stern is a nsvchoDhvsicallv
neutral entity that 'inspite of themultij1icity of its partfunctions manifests a unitary, goal-directed activity"
(Stern, 1905, p. 16). This idealistic, "monadic" concepLion of the individual person naturally leads to a theory
that sees language as rooted in personal teleologyhence the intellectualism and the anrigeneric bias of
Stern's approach to problems of linguistic development.
Applied to the eminently social mechanism of speech behavior, Stern's personalism, ignoring as it does the social
side of personality, leads to patent absurdities. His metaphysical conception of personality, deriving all developmental processes from personal teleology, turns the real
genetic relations between personality and language upside down; instead of a developmental history of the personality itself, in which language plays a far from minor
role, we have the metaphysical theory that personality
generates language out of the goal-directedness of its
own essential nature.
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The most important fact uncovered through the genetic
study of thought and speech is that their relation undergoes many changes. Progress in thought and progress in
speech are not parallel. Their two growth curves cross
and recross. They may straighten out and run side by
side, even merge for a time, but they always diverge
again. This applies to both phylogeny and ontogeny The
cases of pathological dissolution and involution of functions, as we shall try to prove later, also indicate that the
relation between thought and speech is not an unchangeable one. In each case of disturbance or retardation there
is a specific balance between impaired thought and impaired speech.
In animals, language and thought spring from different roots and develop along different tines. This fact is
confirmed by Köhler's, Yerkes's, and other recent studies
ofapes (Köhler, 1921/1973; Yerkes and Learned, 1925).
Köhler's experiments proved that the appearance in animais of an embryonic intellect-i.e., of thinking in the
proper sense-is in no way related to language. The "inventions" of apes in making and using tools, or in finding
detours for the solutions of problems, though undoubtPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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cdly rudimentary intellect, belong in a prelinguistic
phase of thought development.
In Köhler's opinion, his investigations proved that the
chimpanzee shows the beginning of an intellectual behavbr of the same kind and type as man's. At the same time,
he wrote that "a great many years spent with chimpanzees lead me to venture the opinion that. besides in the
lack of speech, it is in the extremely narrow limits in this
direction that the chief difference is to be found between
anthropoids and even the most primitive human beings.
The lack of an invaluable technical aid (speech) and a
great limitation of those very important components of
thought, so called 'images,' would thus constitute the
causes that prevent the chimpanzee from attaining even
the smallest beginnings of cultural development" (Köh1er, 1973, p. 267).
The existence of humanlike intelligence, and the absence of any traces of humanlike speech in anthropoids,
as well as the independence of the chimpanzee's actions
from its "speech"-these are the major conclusions to be
drawn from the Köhler's study.
There is a considerable disagreement among psychologists of different schools about the theoretical interpretaLion of Köhler's findings. The mass of critical literature
that his studies have called forth represents a variety of
viewpoints. Köhler himself somehow limited his task. He
developed no general theory of intellectual actions. He
chiefly discusses the factual findings and turns to theory
only when he wants to show that intellectual actions cannot be reduced to those of trial and error, and that
therefore, a "chance theory" is inapplicable here.
Rejecting the "theory of chance," Köhler seems to be
satisfied with this only negatively defined theoretical position. His position vis-à-vis the idealistic concept of unconscious of Eduard von Hartmann, Henri Bergson's "élan
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vital," and the "forces with purpose" of neo- and
psychovitalists is also purely negative. For Köhler, all
these theories, which explicitly or implicitly presuppose a
force that lies beyond experience, are unscientific: "I
therefore wish to emphasize that the alternative is not at
all between chance and

factors outside experience
[Agentenjenseit der Eifahrung]" (Köhler, 1973, p. 21 1).
At the same time, both groups of Köhler's opponents,
i.e., the biologically oriented psychologists (Edward
Thorndike, Vladimir Vagner, and Vladimir Borovsky)
and the psychologists-subjectivists (Karl Bühler, Johannes Lindworsky, and ErichJaensch) challenged his major
conclusion that the chimpanzee's intelligence cannot be
explained in terms of trial-and-error learning. They also
disagreed with Köhler's opinion that the chimpanzee's
intellectual operations are akin to human ones.
In this context it is particularly important that even
those psychologists, like Borovsky, who do not see anything in the chimpanzee's actions beyond the mechanics
of instinct and trial-and-error learning Ç'nothing at all
except the already known process of habit formation"),
do recognize (a) the factual findings of Köhler and (b) the
independence of the chimpanzee's actions from its
LIpech (Borovsky, 1927, p. 179). These latter are also
recognized by the introspectionists, who shy away from
lowering intelligence to the level of even the most advanced behavior of apes.
Bühler says quite rightly that "the achievements of the
chimpanzee are quite independent of language and in the
case ofman even in later life, technical thinking, or think¡ng in terms of tools [Werkzeugden]thnj is far less closely
bound up with language and concepts than other forms
of thinking" (Bühler, 1919/1930, pp. 50-5 1).
We shall return to this thought ofßühler later. Experimental psychological and clinical data we know about indicate that even for human adults, the relation between
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speech and thought varies depending on the form of
verbal and intellectual activity.
Arguing with Hobhous's2 concept of
reasoning" in animals and Yerkes's concept of "ideation" in
apes, Borovsky posed the following question: "Is there in
animals anything resembling the speech habits of men?"
"It seems to me," answered Borovsky, "that at the present
level of our knowledge there are no grounds to believe
that apes or any other animals, except humans, have verbal habits" (Borovsky. 1927. p. 189).
The issue would be quite simple if apes had no rudiments of language, nothing at all resembling speech. We
do, however, find in the chimpanzee a relatively welldeveloped "language"-in some respects (most of all
phonelically) not unlike human speech. The remarkable
thing about its language is that it functions apart from its
intellect. Köhler, who studied chimpanzees for many
years at the Canary Island Anthropoid Station tells us
that "il may be taken as positively proved that their
ganiut of phonetics is entirely 'subjective,' and can only
express emotions, never designare or describe objects"
(Köhler, 1973, p. 305). But chimpanzee and human
phonetics have so many elements in common that we may
confidently suppose that the absence of humanlike
speech is not due to any peripheral causes. Henri Delacroix absolutely correctly observed that the gestures and
mimicries of apes do not bear any objective reference;
i.e., they do not carry out a function of signification (Delacroix, 1924, p. 77).
The chimpanzee is an extremely gregarious animal
and responds strongly to the presence of others of its
kind. Köhler describes highly diversified forms of "linguistic communication" among chimpanzees. First of
these is their vast repertoire of affective expressions: facial play, gestures, vocalization; next come the movements expressing social emotions: gestures of greeting,

"tJ
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etc The apes are capable both of "understanding" one
another's gestures and of "expressing," through gestures.
desires involving other animals. Usually a chimpanzee
will begin a movement or an action it wants another
animal to perform or to share-e.g., will push the other
and execute the initial movements of walking when "inviting" the other to follow it, or grab at the air when it
wants the other to give it a banana. All these are gestures
directly related to the action itself. Köhler mentions that
the experimenter comes to use essentially similar elementary ways of communication to convey to the apes what is
expected of them.
By and large, these observations confirm Wundt's
opinion that pointing gestures, the first stage in the development of human speech, do not yet appear in an1mais, but that some gestures of apes are a transitional
form between grasping and pointing (Wundt, 1900, p.
219). We consider this transitional gesture a most important step from unadulterated affective expression toward
objective language.
There is no evidence, however, that animals reach the
stage of objective representation in any of their activities.
Köhler's chimpanzees played with colored clay, "painting" first with lips and tongue, later with real paintbrushes; but these animals-who normally transfer to
play the use of tools and other behavior learned "in
earnest" (i.e., in experiments) and, conversely, transfer
play behavior to "real life"-never exhibited the slightest
intent of representing anything in their drawings or the
slightest sign ofattributing any objective meaning to their
products. Bühler says, "There are facts which warn us
against overestimating the achievements of the chimpanzee. We know that no explorer has ever confused gorillas
or chimpanzees with men. No traditional tools or
methods of using them differing from tribe to tribe
(which would point to the transmission from one generaPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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lion to another of some invention) have ever been found
imong them. We do not know of any scratchings in sand
ur clay, which 'ould constitute a representational drawing
or even a mere ornament scribbled playfully, nor of any
representational language, i.e., sounds signifying names.
[here must be some inner reason for all this" (Bühler,
1930, p. 15).
Yerkes seems to be the only one among modern observers of apes to explain their lack of speech otherwise
than by "intrinsic causes." His research on the intellect of
orangutans yielded data very similar to Köhler's; but he
goes further in his conclusions: He admits "higher ideation" in orangs-on the level, it is true, of a three-yearold child at most (Yerkes, 1916, p. 132).
Yerkes deduces ideation merely from superficial
similarities between anthropoid behavior and human behavior; he has no objective proof that orarigs solve problems with the help of ideation, i.e., of "images" or trace
stimuli. In the study of the higher animals, analogy may
be used to good purpose within the boundaries of objectivity, but basing an assumption on analogy is hardly a
scientific procedure.
Köhler, on the other hand, went beyond the mere use
of analogy in exploring the nature of the chimpanzee's
intellectual processes. He showed by precise experimental analysis that the success of the animals' actions depended on whether they could see all the elements of a
situation simultaneously-this was a decisive factor in
their behavior. If, especially during the earlier experiments, the stick they used io reach some fruit lying beyond the bars was moved slightly, so that the tool (stick)
and the goal (fruit) were not visible to them at one glance,
the solution of the problem became very difficult, often
impossible. The apes had learned to make a longer tool
by inserting one stick into an opening in another. If the
two sticks accidentally crossed in their hands, forming an
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X, they became unable to perform the familiar, much-

practiced operation of lengthening the tool. Dozens of
smi1ar examples from Köhler's experiments could be
ciLed.

Köhler considers the actual visual presence of a sufficiently simple situation an indispensable condition in
any investigation ofthe intellect ofchimpanzee's. a condition without which their intellect cannot be made to funclion at all; he concludes that the inherent limitations of
imagery (or "ideaLion") are a basic feature of the chimpanzee's intellectual behavior. If we accept Köhler's
thesis, then Yerkes's assumption appears more than
doubtful.
In connection wiLh his recent experimental and observational studies of the intellect and language of chimpanzees, Yerkes presents new materia] on their linguistic
development and a new, ingenious theory to account for
their lack of real speech. "Vocal reactions," he says, "are
very frequent and varied in young chimpanzees, but
speech in the human sense is absent" (Yerkes and
Learned, 1925, p. 53). Their vocal apparatus is as well
developed and functions as well as man's. What is missing
is the tendency to imitate sounds. Their mimicry is almost
entirely dependent on optical stimuli; they copy actions
but not sounds. They are incapable of doing what the
parrot does so successfully: "If the imitative tendency of
the parrot were combined with the caliber of intellect of
the chimpanzee, the latter undoubtedly would possess
speech, since he has a voice mechanism comparable to
man's as well as an intellect of the type and level to enable
him to use sounds for purposes of real speech" (Yerkes
and Learned, 1925, p. 53).
In his experiments, Yerkes applied four methods of
teaching chimpanzees to speak. None of them succeeded.
Such failures, of course, never solve a problem in principie. In this case, we still do not know whether or not it is
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possible to teach chimpanzees to speak. Not uncommonly
the fault lies with the experimenter. Köhler says that if
earlier studies of chimpanzee intellect failed to show that
it had any, this was not because the chimpanzee really has
none but because of inadequate methods, ignorance of
the limits of difficulty within which the chimpanzee intellect can manifest itself, ignorance of its dependence on
a comprehensive visual situation: "The experimenter
should recognize," quipped Köhler, "that every intelligence test is a test, not ouiy of the creature examined,
but also of the experimenter himself" (Köhler, 1973,
p. 265).
Without settling the issue in principle, Yerkess experiments showed once more that anthropoids do not have
anything [ike human speech, even in embryo. Correlating this rjth what we know from other sources, we may
assume that apes are probably incapable of real speech.
What are the causes of their inability to speak, since
they have the necessary voice apparatus and phonetic
range? Yerkes sees the cause in the absence or weakness
of vocal imitàtiveness. This may very well have been the
immediate cause of the negative results of his experiments, but he is probably wrong in seeing it as the fundamental cause of the lack of speech in apes. The latter
thesis, though Yerkes presents it as established, is belied
by everything we know of the chimpanzee's intellect.
Yerkes had at his disposal an excellent means of checking his thesis, which for some reason he did not use and
which we should be only too happy to app'y if we had the
wherewithal. We should exclude the auditory factor in
training the animals in a linguistic skill. Language does
not have to depend on sound. There are, for instance,
the sign language of deaf-mutes and lip reading, which is
also interpretation of movement. In the languages of
primitive peoples, gestures are used along with sound,
and play a substatia1 role (Levy-Bruhi, 1918). In princiPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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pie, language does not depend on the nature of its material. If it is true that the chimpanzee has the intellect for
acquiring something analogous to human language, and
that the whole trouble lies in its lacking vocal imitativeness, then it should be able, in experiments, to master some conventional gestures whose psychological
function would be exactly the same as that of conventional sounds. As Yerkes himself conjectures, the chimpanzees might he trained. for instance, to use manual
gestures rather than sounds. The medium is beside the
point; what matters is thefunaional use ofsigns, any signs
that could play a role corresponding to that of speech in

humans.
This method has not been tested, and we cannot be
sure what its results might have been; but everything we
know of chimpanzee behavior, including Yerkes's data,
dispels the hope that they could learn functional speech.
Not a hint of their using signs has ever been heard of.
The only thing we know with objective certainty is not
that they have "ideation' but that under certain conditions they are able to make very simple tools and resort to
"detours," and that these conditions include completely
visible, utterly dear situation. In ail problems not invoiving immediately perceived visual structures but centering
on some other kind of structure-mechanical, for instance-the chimpanzees switched from an insightful
type of behavior to the trial-and-error method pure and
simple.
Are the conditions required for the apes' effective intellectual functioning also the conditions required for
discovering speech or discovering the functional use of
signs? Definitely not. Discovery of speech cannot, n any
situation, depend on an optical setup. It demands an intellectual operation of a different kind. There are no
indications whatever of such an operation's being within
the chimpanzees' reach, and most investigators assume
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that they lack this ability. This lack may be the chief difference between chimpanzee and human intellect.
Köhler introduced the term insight (E&ich) for the
intellectual operations accessible to chimpanzees. The
choice of term is not accidental. Gustav Kafka pointed
out that Köhler seems to mean by it primarily seeing in the
literal sense and only by extension "seeing" of relations
generally, or comprehension as opposed to blind action
(Kafka, 1922, p. l3O).
It must be said that Köhler never defines insight or
spells out its theory. In the absence of theoretical interpretation, the term is somewhat ambiguous in its application: sometimes it denotes the specific characteristics of
the operation itself, the structure of the chimpanzees'
actions; and sometimes it indicates the psychological process preceding and preparing these actions, an internal
"plan of operations," as it were. Bühler particularly insisted on the internal character of this process (Bühler,
1930, p. 12). Borovsky also assumes that if the ape shows
no visible signs of "sizing up" the task, it must be doing
this through inner muscular activity (Borovsky, 1927, p.
184).

Köhler advances no hypothesis about the mechanism
of the intellectual reaction, but it is clear that however
it functions and wherever we locate the intellect-in
the actions themselves of the chimpanzee or in some
preparatory internal process (cerebral or muscularinnervational)-thc thesis remains valid that this reaction
is determined, not by memory traces, but by the situaLion as visually presented. Even the best tool for a given
problem is lost on the chimpanzee if it cannot see it simultaneously or quasi-simultaneously with the goal. By
quasi-simultaneous perception" Köhler means instances
when tool and goal had been seen together a moment
earlier, or when they had been used together so many
times in an identical situation that they are to all intents
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and purposes simultaneously perceived psychologically
(Köhler, 1973, pp. 99-100). Thus the consideration of
"insight" does not change our conclusion that the chimpanzee, even if it possessed the parrot's gifts, would be
exceedingly unlikely to conquer speech.
Yet, as we have said, the chimpanzee has a fairly rich
language of its own. Yerkes's collaborator Learned cornpiled a dictionary of thirty-two speech elements, or
"words," which not only resemble human speech phonetically but also have some meaning, in the sense that they
are elicited by certain situations or objects connected with
pleasure or displeasure, or inspiring desire, malice, or
fear (Yerkes and Learned, 1925, p- 54). These "words"
were written down while the apes were waiting to be fed
and during meals, in the presence of humans and when
two chimpanzees were alone. They are affective vocal
reactions, more or less differentiated and to some degree
connected, in a conditional-reflex fashion, with stimuli
related to feeding or other vital situations: a strictly emotional language.
In connection with this description of ape speech, we
should like to make three points. First, the coincidence of
sound production with affective gestures, especially
noticeable when the chimpanzees are very excited, is not
limited to anthropoids-it is, on the contrary, very cornmon among animals endowed with voice. Human speech
certainly originated in the same kind of expressive vocal
reactions.
Second, the affective states producing abundant vocal
reactions in chimpanzees are unfavorable to the functioning of the intellect. Köhler mentions repeatedly that
in chimpanzees, emotional reactions, particularly those
of great intensity, rule out a simultaneous intellectual
ope ration.
Third, it must be stressed again that emotional release
as such is not the only function of speech in apes. As in
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other animals and in man, it is aLso a means of psychological contact with others of their kind.4 Both in the chimpanzees of Yerkes and Learned and in the apes observed
by Köhler, this functioii of speech is unmistakable. But it
is not connected with intellectual reactions, i.e., with
thinking It originates in emotion and is clearly a part of
the total emotional syndrome. but a part that fulfills a
specific function, both biologically and psychologically. It
is far removed from intentional, conscious attempts to
inform or influence others. In essence, it is an instinctive
reaction, or something extremely close to it.
There can hardly be any doubt that biologically this
function of speech is one of the oldest and is genetically
related to the visual and vocal signals given by leaders of
animal groups. In a recently published study of the language of bees, Karl von Frisch (lY23) describes very
interesting and theoretically important forms of behavior
that serve interchange or contact and indubitably originate in instinct. In spite of the phenotypical differences,
these behavioral manifestations are basically similar to
the speech interchange of chimpanzees. This similarity
points up once more the independence of chimpanzee
"communications" from any intellectual activity.
We undertook this analysis of several studies of ape
language and intellect to elucidate the relation between
thinking and speech in the phylogenetic development of
these functions. We can now sumniarize our conclusions,
which will be of use in the Further analysis of the
problem.
1. Thought and speech have different genetic roots.
2. The two functions develop along different lines and
independently of each other.
3. There is no Clear-cut and constant correlation between
them in phylogenesis.
4. Anthropoids display an intellect somewhat like man's
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in certain

respects (the embryonic use

of tools) and

a lan-

guage somewhat like man's in totally dfferen1 respects (the
phonetic aspect of their speech, its r&ease function, the
beginnings of a social function).
5. The close correspondence between thought and
speech characteristic of man is absent in anthropoids.
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Ifl LHC puyiogeny 01 [foUght ano speecn, a prennguistic phase in the development of thought and a preinteliecLual phase in the development of speech are dearly
discernible.
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Ontogenetically, the relation between thought and
speech development is much more intricate and obscure;
but here, too, we can distinguish two separate lines
springing from two different genetic roots.
The existence of a prespeech phase of thought development in childhood has only recently been corroborated by objective proof. Köhler's experiments with
chimpanzees, suitably modified, were carried out on chudren who had not yet learned to speak. Köhler himself
occasionally experimented with children for purposes of
comparison, and Bühler undertook a systematic study of
a child on the same lines. The findings were similar for
children and for apes.
"The child's actions," Bühler tells us, "were of exactly
the same type as those we are familiar with in chimpanzees . . . indeed there is a phase in the life of the child,
which one might well designate as the CHIMPANZEEAGE. In the case of this particular child it was about the
. It is in the chimpanzeelo, I I and 12 [sic] months. .
age, therefore, that the child makes its First small discoveries. They are, of course, exceedingly primitive
.
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discoveries, but [hey are of the greatest importance for its
mental development" (Bühler. 1930, p. 48).
What is most important theoretically in these as well as
in the chimpanzee experiments is the discovery of the
independence of the rudimentary intellectual reactions
from language. Noting this, Bühler comments, "It has
been said that language is the prelude to the coming of
man. That may be, but even before language comes ihink
ing in terms oftoots, i.e., the realization of mechanical connections and the invention of mechanical means for
mechanical ends. To put it briefly, before the advent of
speech, action comes to have a subjective meaning; i.e., it
becomes consciously purposive" (Bühler, 1930, p. 51).
The preintellectual roots of speech in child development have long been known. The child's babbling, crying, even his first words, are quite clearly stages of speech
development that have nothing to do with the development ofthinking. These manifestations have been general1y regarded as a predominantly emotional form of
behavior. Not all of them, however, serve merely the
function of release. Recent investigations of the earliest
forms of behavior in the child and of the child's first
reactions to the human voice, by Ch. Bühler, Hetzer,
and Tudor-Hart,6 have shown that the sodal function
of speech is already clearly apparent during the first
year, i.e., in the preintellectual stage of speech development. Quite definite reactions to the human voice were
observed as early as during the third week of life, and
the first specifically social reaction to a voice during
the second month (Ch. Bühler, Hetzer, and TudorHart, 1927, p. 124).These investigations also established
that laughter, inarticulate sounds, movements, etc., are
means of social contact from the first months of the
child's life.
Thus the two functions of speech that we observed in
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phylogenetic development are already present and obvious in the child less than one year old.
But the most important discovery is that at a certain
moment at about the age of two the curves of development of thought and speech, till then separate, meet and
join to initiate a new form ofbehavior. Stern's account of
this momentous event was the first and the best. He
showed how the will to conquer language follows the first
dim realization of the purpose of speech, when the child
"makes the greatest discovery of his life," that "each thing
has ils name" (Stern, 1914, p. 108).
This crucial instant, when speech begins to serve intellect, and thoughts begin to be spoken, is indicated by two
unmistakable objective symptoms: (1) the child's sudden,
active curiosity about words, his question about every
new thing, "What is this?" and (2) the resulting rapid,
saccadic increases in his vocabulary.
Before the turning point, the child does (like some
animals) recognize a small number of words that substitute, as in conditioning, for objects, persons, actions,
states, or desires. At that age the child knows only the
words supplied to him by other people. Now the situation
changes; the child feels the need for words and, through
his questions, actively tries to learn the signs attached to
objects. He seems to have discovered the symbolic function of words. Speech, which in the earlier stage was affective-conative, now, as was shown by Meumann, enters
the intellectual phase. "This process," writes Stern, "may
be called the intellectual one in a strict sense of this word.
The understanding of the relation between sign and
meaning, which appears at this stage, is something entirely different from the mere use of images and associalions between them. The understanding that any object
should have its own name becomes the first general concept acquired by the child" (Stern, 1914, p. 109).
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At this point, the knot is tied for the problem of
thought and language. Let us stop and consider exactly
what it is that happens when the child makes his "great
discovery," and whether Stern's interpretation is correct.
Bühler and Koffka both compare this discovery to the
chimpanzee's inventions. Bühler observes, "Look at it
from whatever side you will. at the decisive point a psychological parallel to the discoveries of the chimpanzee
will appear" (Bühler, 1930. p. 58). The same idea has
been developed by Koffka: "The function of naming
things [Nmengefrung] is a discovery by the child that has a
complete analogue in the inventions of chimpanzees.
Both are structured actions The name enters into the
structure of the object, just as the stick becomes part of
the situation of wanting to get the fruit" (Kofika, I 925, p.
243)7
We shall discuss the soundness of this analogy later,
when we examine the functional and structural relations
between thought and speech. For the present, we shall
merely note that the "greatest discovery of the child" becomes possible only when a certain relatively high level of
thought and speech development has been reached. In
other words, speech cannot be "discovered without

thinking.
In brief, we must conclude that
1. In their ontogenetic development, thought and
speech have different roots.
2. In the speech development of Ehe child, we can with
certainty establish a preintellectual stage, and in his
thought development, a prelinguistic stage.
3. Up to a certain point in time, the two follow different
lines, independently of each other.
4. At a certain point these lines meet, whereupon
thought becomes verbal, and speech rational.
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No matter how we approach the controversial problem of
the relation between thought and speech, we shall have to
deal extensively with inner speech. Its importance in all our
thinking is so great that many psychologists, Watson
among others, even identify it with thought-which they
regard as inhibited, soundless speech. But psychology
still does not know how the change from overt to inner
speech is accomplished, or at what age, by what process.
and why it takes place.
Watson says that we do not know at what point of their
speech organization children pass from overt to whispered and then to inner speech because that problem has
been studied only incidentally. Our own researches lead
us to believe that Watson poses the problem incorrectly.
There are no valid reasons to assume that inner speech
develops in some mechanical way through a gradual decrease in the audibility of speech (whispering)
It is true that Watson mentions another possibility:
"Perhaps," he says, "all three forms develop simulta(Watson, 1919, p. 322). This hypothesis seems
(o us as unfounded from the genetic point of view as the
following sequence: loud speech, whisper, inner speech.
No objective data reinforce that perhaps. Testifying
against it are the profound dissimilarities between external and inner speech, acknowledged by all psychologists
induding Watson.
"They really think aloud," observes Watson. "The reason why children are so talkative probably is due to the
fact that at an early age their environment does not force
a rapid shift from explicit to implicit language. . . . Even if
we could roll out the implicit processes and record them
on a sensitive plate or phonograph cylinder, it is possible
that they would be so abbreviated, shortcircuited and
economized that they would be unrecognizable unless
neously'1
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their formation had been watched from the transition
1oint where they are complete and social in character, to
iheir final stage where they will serve for individual but
hot for social adjustments" (Watson, 1919, pp. 322-324).
There are no grounds for assuming that the two pro(esses, SO differentfunctionally (social as opposed to personal adaptation) and structurally (the extreme, elliptical
economy of inner speech, changing the speech pattern
almost beyond reeonitinïi
kind

mv

l-w u,n,tic,zll''

narallel

concurrent.Noi'(to;eturnt Watson's main thesis)

(loes it seem plausible that they are linked together by
whispered speech, which neither in function nor in struclure can be considered a transitional stage between exteriial speech and inner speech. It stands between the two
) nly phenotypically, not genotypically.
Our studies of whispering in young children fully substantiate this. We have found that structurally there is
almost no difference between whispering and speaking
aloud; functionally, whispering differs profoundly from
inner speech and does not even manifest a tendency toward Ehe characteristics typical of the latter. Furthermore, it does not develop spontaneously until school age,
though it may be induced very early; under social pressure, a three-year-old may, for short periods and with
great effort, lower his voice or whisper. This is the one
point that may seem to support Watson's view.
We discussed Watson's view not only because it is very
typical of theories of language and thought, and not only
because it helps to elucidate the opposition between the
phenotypical and genetic approaches. but also because it
contains a correct methodological moment. While disagreeing with Watson's thesis concerning the role of
whispering, we believe that he has hit on the right
methodological approach: To solve the problem. we
must look for the intermediate link between overt and
inner speech.
C
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We are inclined to see that link in the child's egocentric
speech, described by Piaget (see chapter 2). Observations
made by Lemaltre and some other authors who studied
the inner speech of schoolchildren support our point ol
view. These observations showed that the inner speech of
schoolchildren is labile and immature; i.e., it is a genetically "fresh" function. Besides its role of accompaniment
to activity and its expressive and release functions, egocentric speech readily assumes a planning function, i.e..
turns into thought proper quite naturally and easily.
If our hypothesis proves to be correct, we shall have ro
conclude that speech is interiorized psychologically before it is interiorized physically. Egocentric speech is inner speech in its functions; it is speech on its way inward,
intimately tied up with the ordering of the child's behavalready partly incomprehensible to others, yet still
overt in form and showing no tendency to change into
whispering or any other sort of half-soundless speech.
We should then also have the answer to the question of
why speech turns inward. It turns inward because its
function changes. ILs development would still have three
stages-not the ones Watson found, but these: external
speech, egocentric speech, inner speech. We should also
have at our disposal an excellent method for studying
inner speech "live," as it were, while its structural and
functional peculiarities are being shaped; it would be an
objective method since these peculiarities appear while
speech is still audible, i.e., accessible to observation and
ior1

measurement.
Our investigations show that speech development follows the same course and obeys the same laws as the
development of all the other mental operations involving
the use of signs, such as counting and mnemonic
memorizing.8 We found that these operations generally
develop in four stages. The first is the primitive or flawrai stage, corresponding to preintellectual speech and
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preverbal thought, when these operations appear in their
original form, as they were evolved at the primitive level
of behavior.
Next comes the stage that we might call "naive psychology," by analogy with what is called "naive physics"-.-the
child's experience of the physical properties of his own
body and of the objects around him, and the application
of this experience to the use of tools: the first exercise of
the child's budding practical intelligence.
This phase is very clearly defined in the speech development of the child. It is manifested by the correct use of
grammatical forms and structures before the child has
understood the logical operations for which they stand.
The child may operate with subordinate clauses, with
words like becavse, f when, and but, long before he really
grasps causal, conditional, or temporal relations. He masters syntax of speech before syntax of thought. Piaget's
studies proved that grammar develops before logic and
that the child learns relatively late the mental operations
corresponding to the verbal forms he has been using for
a long time.
With the gradual accumulation of naive psychological
experience, the child enters a third stage. distinguished
by external signs, external operations that are used as
aids in the solution of internal problems. That is the stage
when the child counts on his fingers, resorts to mnenioriic
aids, and so on. In speech development it is characterized
by egocentric speech.
The fourth stage we call the "ingrowth" stage. The
external operation turns inward and undergoes a profound change in the process. The child begins to count in
his head, to use "logical memory," that is, to operate with
inherent relations and inner signs. In speech development this is the final stage of inner, soundless speech.
There remains a constant interaction between outer and
inner operations, one form effortlessly and frequently
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changing into the other and back again. Inner speech
may come very close in form to external speech-as was
shown by Delacroix-or even become exactly like it when
it serves as preparation for external speech-for instance, in thinking over a lecture to be given. There is no
sharp division between inner and external behavior, and
each influences the other.
In considering the function of inner speech in adults
after the development is completed, we must ask whether
in their case thought and linguistic processes are necessarily connected, whether the two can be equated. Again,
as in the case ofanimals and ofchildren, we must answer,
"

No .

Schematically, we may imagine thought and speech
as two intersecting circles. In their overlapping parts,
thought and speech coincide to produce what is called
verbal thought. Verbal thought, however, does not by
any means include all forms of thought or all forms of
speech. There is a vast area of thought that has no direct
relation to speech. The thinking manifested in the use of
tools belongs in this area, as does practical intellect in
general. Furthermore, investigations by psychologists of
the Würzburg school have demonstrated that thought
can function without any word imagès or speech movements detectable through self-observation. The latest
experiments show also that there is no direct correspondence between inner speech and the subject's tongue
or larynx movements.
Nor are there any psychological reasons to derive all
forms of speech activity from thought. No thought process may be involved when a subject silently recites to
himseLf a poem learned by heart or mentally repeats a
sentence supplied to him for experimental purposesWatson notwithstanding. Finally, there is "lyrical"
speech, prompted by emotion. Though it has all the earPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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marks of speech, it can scarcely be classified with intellectuai activity in the proper sense of the term.
We are therefore forced to conclude that the fusion of
thought and speech, in adults as well as in children, is a
phenomenon limited to a circumscribed area. Nonverbal
thought and nonintdllectual speech do not participate in
this fusion and are affected only indirectly by the processes of verbal thought.

Iv
We can now summarize the results of our analysis. We
began by attempting to trace the genealogy of thought
and speech, using the data of comparative psychology.
These data are insufficient for tracing the deveLopmental
paths of prehuman thought and speech with any degree
of certainty. The basic question, whether anthropoids
possess the same type of intellect as man, is still controversial. Köhler answers il in the affirmative, others in the
negative. But however this problem may be solved by
future investigations, one thing is aLready clear: In the
animal world, the path toward humanlike intellect is not
the same as the path toward humanlike speech; thought

and speech do not spring from one root.
Even those who would deny intellect to chimpanzees
cannot deny that the apes possess something approaching
intelkct, that the highest type of habit formation they
manifest is embryonic intellect.
Thorndike, who studied the behavior of marmosets,
and who concluded that there are no signs of intelligence
in it, nevertheless admitted that monkeys show the most
advanced form of animal behavior. Thorndike's experiments showed that like humans, monkeys are able to
drop ineffective movements and to acquire new effective
movements almost instantly. In this respect they differ
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remarkably from the lower animals, like cats, dogs, and
chickens, which are able only gradually to inhibit movements that turned out to be ineffective (Thorndike.
1901).

Some other authors, like Borovsky, question the very
existence of an intellectual function superimposed upon
habits, and not only in animals but also in humans. Obviously for them the problem of the humanlike character
of the ape's intelligence must be reformulated.
In what concerns our own point of view, we believe
that at least in their use of tools, apes prefigure human
behavior. To Marxists, Köhler's discoveries do not come
as a surprise. Marx said long ago that "the use and creation of implements of labor, although present in embryonic form in some species of animals, are a specific
characteristic of the human process of labor" (Marx,
1920, p. 153). Georgy Plekhanov elaborated on this
thought, saying that "zoology introduces into history a
honw already capable of producing and implenienting
some primitive tools" (Plekhanov, 1922, p. 138). It ¡s remarkable that Plekhanov mentions the production and
use of tools. i.e., the intellectual operations, rather than
instinctual activity, like building darns by beaversY
Therefore, we may say that theoretically the most recent
achievements of zoopsychology do not appear as something absolutely new for Marxism. Engels, while elaborating Hegel's distinction between reason and intelligence,
pointed out, "Man and animals have all forms of intellectuai activity in common; induction, deduction, absiradion,
analysis (cracking a nut is a beginning of analysis), synÍhesis
(animal cunning), and, as their unity, experiment (when an
unexpected obstacle emerges). Typologically all these
methods, i.e., all ordinary logical constructions employed
by science, are common to animals and man. Only the
developmental level differs" (Engels, 1925, p. 59).
gels further speaks affirmaUvely. about- animal verbal
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behavior, mentioning an objeclive criterion of un(lerstanding that animals are able to achieve: "Teach
the parrot to repeat obscenities (which ¡s a favorite pastime of sailors returning from tropical countries) and to
understand their meaning in a restricted sense, then
tease it, and you would see that the parrot will let loose
ihe choicest invective precisely as Berlin's Frau greengrocer would do. When begging, the parrot will use
words for which it will be rewarded with a tidbit" (Engels,
1925, p. 93)."
We have no intention of alleging that Engels credited
animals with the ability to think and speak on the human
level, nor do we ourselves think so. Later we shall define
the legitimate limits and actual meaning of Engels's stateinents. But for now we merely wish to elaborate that
there are no good reasons to deny the presence in aniiiìals of embryonic thought and language of the same
type as man's, which develop, again as in man, along
separate paths.'2 An animal's ability to express itself vocatty is no indication of its mental development. A great
aptitude in the parrot for learning speech shows no connection with the level of its development of intelligence.
Let us now summarize the relevant data yielded by
recent studies of children. We find that in the child, too,
the roots and the developmental course of the intellect
differ from those of speech-that initially thought is
nonverbal and speech nonintellectual. Stern asserts that
at a certain point the two lines of development meet,
speech becoming rational and thought verbal. The child
"discovers" that "each thing has its name," and begins to
ask what each object is called.
Some psychologists, notably Delacroix, do not agree
with Stern that this first "age of questions" occurs universally and is necessarily symptomatic of a momentous discovery (Delacroix, 1924, p. 286). Wallon suggested that
there is a ueriod when a child views a word as an attcibute
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of, rather than as a substitute for, an object: "When a
one-and-a-half-year-old asks the names of objects, nothIng indicates that this is something more than a simple
attribution. Only systematic generalization of such questions would prove that what we see is an embryonic function of signification, rather than passive and accidental
association" (Delacroix. 1924, p. 287).
Koffka takes a stand between Stern's and that of his
opponents. Like Bühler, he emphasizes the analogy between the chimpanzee's invention of tools and the child's
discovery of the naming function of language, but the
scope of this discovery, according to Koffka, is not as
wide as Stern assumes. The word, in Koffka's 'iew, becomes a characteristic of the structure of an object on
equal terms with its other characteristics.
But a characteristic such as a name is detachable
verschiedbarj from the object. One may see things, without hearing their names: "We ourselves, in a naive way,
will calI a dress blue even in the dark when we actually
cannot perceive its color. But since the name is a charactenstic of all objects, a child completes al] structures
according to this rule" (Koffka, 1925, p. 244)
Bühler also observed that each new object appears for
a child as a problem, a problem to which he has the
general schema of a solution-enunciating a word-but
not always the particular means-a definite word. When
he lacks the word for a new object, he demands it from
adults (Bühler, 1930, p. 57).
We believe that this view comes closest to the truth and
resolves the dispute between Stern and Delacroix. The
data on children's language (supported by anthropological data) strongly suggest that for a long time to a child
the word is a property. rather than the symbol of an
object; a child grasps the external structure of a word-asobject earlier than the inner symbolic structure.
We choose this "middle" hypothesis among the several
[
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offered because we find it hard to believe on the basis of
available data that a child of one-and-a-half to two years
is able to "discover" the symbolic function of speech. Our
point of view finds support in the experimental data,
which show that the functional use of signs even more
elementary than words is beyond the capacity of a child
of this age. Studies in the child's speech also showed that
for a 1oig period of time a child is unaware of the symbolic role of language and uses words as simple attributes
of things. Observations of haiidicapped children (notably
the case of Helen Keller)
according to Bühler,
that deaf-and-mute children experience no instant discovery ofspeech, but rather acquire it gradually, through
a series of "molecular" changes (Bühler, 1930, p. 59).
The hypothesis we prefer fits in with the general pattern of development in mastering signs that we outlined
in the preceding section- Even in schoolchildren the
functional use of a new sign is preceded by a stage of
"naive psychology," i.e., by a period of mastering the external structure of the sign.
The preintellectual character of mn infant's babbling is
well known. Meumann suggested that the first words are
also purely affective, expressing feelings and emotions;
they are devoid of objective meaning, reflecting, like
an animal's "language," purely subjective reactions
(Meumann, 1902). Both Stern and Delacroix challenged
some aspects of Meumanri's position. But at the same
time both of them agreed that the first words have no
permanent and objective meaning,, so that in this respect
they are like the swearing of the "learned" parrot.
Thus, Stern's thesis of "discovery" calls for reappraisal
and limitation. Its basic tenet, however, remains valid: It
is clear that, ontogenetically, thought and speech develop
along separate lines and that at a certain point these lines
meet. This important fact is now definitely established,
no matter how further studies may seide the details on
revealed1
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which psychologists still disagree-whether this meeting
occurs at one point or at several points, as a truly sudden
discovery or after long preparation throught practical
use and slow functional change, and whether it takes
place at the age of two or at school age.
We shall now summarize our investigation of inner
speech. Here, too, we considered several hypotheses, and
we came to the conclusion that inner speech develops
through a slow accumulation of functional and structural
changes. that it branches off from the child's external
speech simultaneously with the differentiation of the social and the egocentric functions of speech, and finally
that the speech structures mastered by the child become
the basic structures of his thinking.
This brings us to another indisputable fact of great
importance: Thought development is determined by tanguage, i.e., by the linguistic tools of thought and by the
sociocultural experience of the child. Essentially. the development of inner speech depends on outside factors;
the development of logic in the child, as Piaget's studies
have shown, is a direct function of his socialized speech.
The child's intellectual growth is contingent on his mastering the socia! means of thought, that is, language.
We can now formulate the main conclusions to be
drawn from our analysis. If we compare the early development of speech and ntellect-which, as we have seen,
develop along separate lines both in animals and in very
young children-with the development of inner speech
and verbal thought, we must conclude that the later stage
is not a simple continuation ofthe earlier. The nature of the
deve1opmeit itself changes, from biological to sociohistorical. Verbal thought is not an innate, natural form of
behavior, but is determined by a historical-cultural process and has specific properties and laws that cannot be
found in the natural forms of thought and speech. Once
we acknowledge the historical character of verbal
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thought, we must consider il subject to all the premises of
historical materialism. which are valid for any historical
phenomenor in human society. It is only to be expected
that on this level the development of behavior will be
governed essentially by the general laws of the historical
development of human society.
The problem of thought and language thus extends
beyond the limits of natural science and becomes the focal problem f historical human psychology, i.e., of social
psychology. Consequently, it must be posed in a different
way. This second problem presented by the study of
thought and speech will be the subject of a separate

iii'3
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Until recently the student of concept formation was
handicapped by the lack ofan experimental method that
would allow him to observe the inner dynamics of the
process.
The traditional methods of studying concepts fall into
two groups. Typical of the first group is the so-called
method of definition, with its variations. It is used to
investigate the already formed concepts of the child
through the verbal definition of their contents. Two important drawbacks make this method inadequate for
studying the process in depth. In the first place, it deals
with the finished product of concept formation, overlooking the dynamics and the development of the process
itself. Rather than tapping the child's thinking, it often
elicits a mere reproduction of verbal knowledge, of
ready-made definitions provided from without. It may be
a test of the child's knowledge and experience, or of his
linguistic development, rather than a study of an intellectuai process in the true sense. In the second place, this
method, concentrating on the word, fails to take into ac-

count the perception and the mental elaboration of the
sensory material that give birth to the concept. The senPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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sory material and the word are both indispensable parts
of concept formation. Studying the word separately puts
the process on the purely verbal plane. which is un..
characteristic of the child's thinking. The relation of the
concept to reality remains unexplored; the meaning of a
given word is approached through another word, and
whatever we discover through this operation is not so
much a picture of the child's concepts as a record of the
relation in the child's mind between previously formed
families of words.
The second group comprises methods used in the
study of abstraction. They are concerned with the psychic
processes leading to concept formations. The child is re.
quired to discover some common trait in a series of dis
crete impressions, abstracting it from all the other trait5
with which it is perceptually fused. Methods of this group
disregard the role played by the symbol (the word) iconcept formation; a simplified setting substitutes a par
iaal process for the complex structure ofthe total process.
Thus each of the two traditional methods separates the
word from the perceptual material and operates with
or the other. A great step forward was made with the
creation of a new method that permits their combined
treatment. The new method introduces into the experi..
mental setting nonsense words that at first mean nothing
to the subject. Lt also introduces artificial concepts by attaching each nonsense word to a particular combination
of object attributes for which no ready concept and word
exist. For instance, in Ach's experiments the word gat.sun
gradually comes to mean "large and heavy," the word fai,
"small and light" (Ach, 1921).
In the course of the experiment, the whole process f
comprehension of senseless "words" and the develop..
ment of concepts unfolds in front of us This method
be used with both children and adults, since the solutj

0e
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of the problem-due to the artificial character of the
"words"-does not presuppose previous experience or
knowledge on the part of the subject.
As we have mentioned above, one ofthe principal limitaLions of the method of definition lies in its abstraction
from the real processes of problem solving confronting a
child in his everyday life The new method overcomes
this limitation by focusing on the functional conditions of
concept formation. It takes into account that a concept is
not an isolated, ossified, and changeless formation, but
an active part of the intellectual process. constantly engaged in serving communication, understanding, and
problem solving.
Although Ach himself conducted no special experiments devoted to the study of concept formation in adolescents, he noticed that a fundamental change both in
the form and the content of thinking does occur at this
age under the influence of the transition from the use
of preconceptual to the use of conceptual means of
reasoning.
Franz Rirnat conducted a carefully designed study of
concept formation in adolescents, using a variant of this
method. His main conclusion was that true concept formation exceeds the capacities of preadolescents and begins only with the onset of puberty. He writes, "We have
definitely established that a sharp increase in the child's
ability to form, without help, generalized objective concepts manifests itself only at the close of the twelfth year.
. . Thought in concepts, emancipated from perception,
puts demands on the child that exceed his mental possibilities before the age of twelve" (Rimat, 1925, p. 112).
We are not going to discuss these experiments and
their methodology here. What we are interested in is the
general conclusion, that real concept formaiipn and abstract reasoning appear only in adolescents. These
findings challenge the position of some psychologists,
.
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who daimed that no radical changes in the intellectual
function occur in adolescence and that all basic inteUectuai operations, which will be active later, are already

formed by the age of three.
Ach's and Rimat's investigations disprove the view that
concept formation is based on associative connections.
Ach demonstrated that the existence cf associations,
however numerous and strong, between verbal symbols
md nhieets is not in itself si.ffiint for concent forrntiic;

.
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idea that a concept develops through the maximal
strengthening of associative connections involving the attributes common to a group of objectS, and the weaken¡ng of associations involving the attributes in which these
objects differ.
Ach's experiments showed that concept formation is a
creative, not a mechanical passive, process; that a concept
emerges and takes shape in the course of a complex operation aimed at the solution ofsome problem; and that the
mere presence of external conditions favoring a mechanka! linking of word and object doès not suffice io produce a concept. In his view, the decisive factor in concept
formation is the so-called determining lerìdency.
Before Ach, psychology postulated two basic tendencies governing the flow of Our idea5: reproduction
through association, and perseveration. The first brings
back those images that had been connected in past experience with the one presently occupying the mind. The
second is the tendency of every image to return and to
penetrate anew into the flow of images. In his earlier
investigations, Ach demonstrated that these two tendencies failed to explain purposeful, consciously directed
acts of thought. He therefore assumed that such
thoughts were regulated by a third tendency, the "determining tendency," set up by the image of the goal. Ach's
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formed without the regulating effect of the determining
tendency created by the experimental task.
According to Ach's schema, concept formation does
not: follow the model of an associative cham in which one
link calls forth the next; it is an aim-directed process, a
series of operations that serve as steps toward a final goaL
Memorizing words and connecting them with objects
does not in itself lead to concept formation; for the process to be.in. a problem must arise that cannot be solved
otherwise than through the formation of new concepts.
This characterization of the process of concept formation, however, is still insufficient. The experimental task
can be understood and taken over by children long before they are twelve, yet they are unable until that age to
form new concepts. Ach's own study demonstrated that
children differ from adolescents and adults not in the
way they comprehend the aim, but in the way their minds
work to achieve il. Dmitri Usnadze's detailed experimental study of concept formation in preschoolers also
showed that a child at that age approaches problems just
as the adult does when he operates with concepts, but
goes about their solution in an entirely different manner.
We can only conclude that it is noi the goal or the determining tendency but other factors, unexplored by these
researchers, that are responsible for the essential difference between the adult's conceptual thinking and the
forms of thought characteristic of the young child.
Uznadze singles out one particular functional moment,
whose importance has been shown by Ach, namely, the
communicative aspect of speech; "Word, obviously, is a
tool of human mutual understanding. This moment
plays a decisive role in concept formation. In the course
of mutual comprehension between people a group of
sounds acquires certain meaning, thus becoming a word
or concept. Without this functional moment of mutual
understanding, no one group of sounds would ever bePDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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come a bearer of meaning, and no concept would ever
appear" (Uznadze. 1966, p 76).
From the very beginning a child is brought up in a
"verbal environment" and starts using the mechanisms of
speech already after the second year of life: "Undoubtedly, he uses articulated words, rather than complexes of
meaningless sounds, and in the course of development
these words acquire more and more differentiated meanins" (Uznad7P.. l96i n. 77i
Lt thS1fltIITIC itmay ie' considered proved thai only
much later does a child reach a stage In the socialization
of his Lhinking at which he can develop mature concepts:
"Thus, we see that the real concept corresponding LO the
upper level in the socialization of thought appears rdatively late. At the same time, children start using words
and establish a mutual understanding with adults rather
early. This implies that words take over the function of
concepts and may serve as means of communicatior long
before they reach the level of concepts characteii5tic of
fully developed thought. A special study should reveal
the development of such forms of thinking, which are
not conceptual, but which provide a functional equivalent of concepts" (Uznadze, I9bb, p. 17).
Uznadze's studies showed that these "functional equivalents" differ essentially in structure and quality from the
mature concepts used by adolescents and adults. lt must
be taken into account, however, that this difference cannot be based on their functional roles-as it has been
suggested by Ach-for it is exactly functional sinlilarity
that made these equivalents look like concepts.
We are faced, then, with the following state of affairs:
A child is able to grasp a problem, and to visualize the
goal it sets, at an early stage in his development; because
the tasks of understanding and communication are essentially similar for the child and the adult, the child
develops functional equivalents of concepts at an exPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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tremely early age, but the forms of thought that he uses
in dealing with these tasks differ profoundly from the
adult's in their composition, structure, and mode of operation. The main question about the process of concept
formation-or about any goal-directed activity-is the
question of the means by which die operation is accornpushed. Work, for instance, is not sufficiently explained
b saying that it is prompted by human needs. 'v%e must
consider as well the use of tools, the mobilization of the
appropriate means without which work could not be performed. To explain the higher forms ofhuman behavior,
we must uncover the means by which man learns to organize and direct his behavior.
The major weakness of Ach's method lies in its disregard of the genetic and dynamic aspects of concept
formation. The means ofconcept formation, i.e., experimental words, are given from the very beginning of the
experiment and do not change in its course. Moreover,
the method of manipulation with these words is also predetermined in instruction. But words do not play the role
of signs spontaneously. in the beginning they are indistinguishable from all other stimuli, from the objects that
they must designate.
In spite of his critique of the associationistic theory of
concept formation, Ach retained the traditional approach, which portrays concept formation as a process
going from down up, i.e., from the separate objects to a
few generalizing concepts. But, as Ach's own experiments have shown, such an approach does not reflect an
actual process of concept formation. This process-to
use Peter Vogel's words-cannot be confined to a oneway movement from the base of the pyramid of concepts
to its top, from the concrete to the more abstract.
The experiments of Ach and Rimat, while they have
the ment of discrediting once and for all the mechanistic
view of concept formation, did not disclose the true naPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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of the process-genetically, functionally, or structurally. They took a wrong turn with their purely
teleological interpretation, which amounts to asserting
that the goal itself creates the appropriate activity via the
determining tendency-i.e., that the problem carries its
own solution.
Apart from its philosophical and methodological invalidity. such a view makes it impossible to understand
Eure
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nroblem solving are
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the help of dastically different forms of reasoning. From this point of
view, the very process of the development of concepts
remains obscure. Ach's and Rimat's studies did not provide a causal-dynamic explanalion of concept formation,
thus leaving this problem open.
achieved

II
To study the process of concept formation in its several
developmental phases, we used the method worked out
by one of our collaborators, Lev Sakharov (193O) It
might be described as the "method of double stimulation: Two sets of stimuli are presented to the subject,
one set as objects of his activity, the other as signs that can
serve to organize that activity:2
The material used in the concept formation tests consists of 22
wooden blocks varying in color, shape, height, and size. There
are 5 different colors, 6 different shapes, 2 heights (the tall
blocks and the flat blocks), and 2 sizes of the horizontal surface
(large and small). On the underside of each figure, which is not
seen by the subject, is written one of the four nonsense words:
lag, bik, mur, cev. Regardless of color or shaper £t2g is written on
all tall large figures, bik on all flat large figures, mur on the tall
small ones and cet' on the flat small ones. At the beginning of
the experiment all
well mixed as to color, size and
shape, are scattered on a table in front of the subject. . . . The
blocks1
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reads its name to the subject, and asks him to pick out all the
blocks which he thinks might belong to the same kind. After
the subject has done so . . . the examiner turns up one of the
"wrongly" selected blocks, shows that this is a block of a differenE kind, and encourages the subject to continue trying. After
each new attempt another of the wrongly placed blocks is
turned up. As the number of the turned blocks increases, the
subect by degrees obtains a basis for discovering to which characteristics of the blocks the nonsense words refer. As soon as he
makes this discovery the . . . words . . . come to stand for
cletinite kinds ot objects (e.g., lag tor large tall blocks, Ink tor
large flat ones), and new concepts for which the language provides no names are thus built up. The subject is then able to
complete the task of separating the four kinds of blocks indicated by the nonsense words. Thus the use of concepts has a
definite functional value for the performance required by this
test. Whether the subject actually uses conceptual thinking in
trying to solve the problem . . can be inferred from the nature
of the groups he builds and from his procedure in building
them: Nearly every step in his reasoning is reflected in his
manipulations of the blocks. The first attack on the problem;
the handling of the sample; the response to correction; the
finding of the solution-all these stages of the experiment provide data that can serve as indicators of the subject's level of
thinking.
.

In some important respects this procedure reverses
Ach's experiments on concept formation. Ach begins by
giving the subject a learning or practice period; he can
handle the objects and read the nonsense words written
on each before being told what the task will be. In our
experiments, the problem is put to the subject from the
start and remains the same throughout, but the clues to
solution are introduced stepwise, with each new turning
of a block. We decided on this sequence because we believe that facing the subject with the task is necessary in
order to get the whole process started. The gradual introduction of the means of solution permits us to study
the total process of concept formation in all its dynamic
phases. The formation of the concept is followed by its
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transfer to other objects; the subject is induced to use the
new terms in Lalking about objects other than the expenmental blocks, and to define their meaning in a generalized fashion.

It is of a principal importance that such an organizauon of the experiment arrange the pyramid of concepts
"upside down." The problem solving in our experiments
follows the same path as it takes in real life, where the
movement from

the ton ofthe Dvramid to

its

hottnm

is

nn

it;ï;tth;i;

the most abstract.
The real process of concept formation has nothing in
common with Gakon's composite photographs. where
the concrete features gradually give way to an abstract
"family portrait?'3
Fina11y the functional moment, mentioned by Ach,
plays an important role. Rather than being taken as an
isolated and static entity, the concept is studied in a live
thinking process. The whole experiment can be broken
down into a number of stages, each featuring a specific
functional use of the concept. In the beginning comes the
formation of concepts, then the application of an already
formed concept to new objects, next the use of the concept in free associations, and finally the work of concepts
in the formation ofjudgments and new concepts.

II'
In the series of investigations of the process of concept
formation begun in our laboratory by Sakharov and cornpleted by us and our associatesJ. Kotelova and E. I. Pashkovskaja. more than three hundred people were
studied-children, adolescents, and adults, including
some with pathological disturbances of intellectual and
linguistic activities.
The principal findings of our study may be sumPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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marized as follows: The development of the processes
that eventually result in concept formation begins in earliest childhood, but the intellectual functions that in a
specific combination form the psychological basis of the
process of concept formation ripen, take shape, and develop only at puberty. Before that age. we find certain
intellectual formations that nerform functions similar to
those of the genuine concepts to come. With regard to
their composition, structure, and operation, these functional equivalents of concepts stand in the same relation
to true concepts as the embryo to the fully formed organism. To equate the two is to ignore the lengthy developmental process between the earliest and the final stages.
It would not be an exaggeration to say that to equate
the intellectual operations of three-year-oids with those
of adolescents-as some psychologists do-means to use
a sort of logic that would deny the existence of sexual
maturation in puberty only because certain elements of
sexuality are already present in infants.
Later on we shall discuss in detail the real concepts and
their preconceptual equivalents. But right now we must
focus on the process of concept formation in general.
Our experimental study proved that it is a functional tise
of the word, or any other sign, as means of focusing one's
attention, selecting distinctive features and analyzing and
synthesizing them, that plays a central role in concept
formation.
Concept formation is the result of such a complex activity, in which all basic intellectual functions take part.
This process cannot, therefore, be reduced either to assodation, attention (G. E. Muller), imagery and judgment
(K. Bühler), or determining tendencies (N. Ach). All
these moments are indispensable, but they are insufficient without the use of a sign, or word. Words and
other signs are those means that direct our mental operaPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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(ions, control their course, and channel them toward the
solution of the problem confronting us.

None of the above-mentioned functions undergoes
any substantial change in adolescence. These elementary
functions continue their preadolescent development
without any dramatic changes. But once they became involved in the process of concept formation, they appear
in it in an entirely new form. £They enter it not as&ide
pendent entities, with their own logic of development.
but as subordinated functions whose performance is
mediated by word or sign. It is in this new role that these
functions contribute to the process of problem solving,
simultaneously entering into such new interrelations with
each other that only can reveal their true functional psychological meaning.
We may say, therefore, that neither the growth of the
number of associations, nor the strengthening of attention, nor the accumulation of images and representations, nor determining tendencies-that none of these
processes, however advanced they might be, can lead to
concept formation. Real concepts are impossible without
words, and thinking in concepts does not exist beyond
verbal thinking. That is why the central moment in concept formation, and its generative cause, is a specific use
of words as functional "tools."
We have already mentioned that the presence of a
problem to be solved through the formation of concepts
cannot be considered as the cause of concept formation.
It may trigger the process, but it cannot sustain its development. Goals as an explanatory principle fare no better
than would a target as an explanatory principle for the
ballistics of a cannon ball. Qf course, the target enters
into the equation of the movement, but only as one of its
parameters. Similarly, the character of tasks and goals
that may be achieved with the help of concept formation
enter into the equation of concept formation.
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Unlike the development of instincts, thinking and behavior of adolescents are prompted not from within but
from without, by the social milieu. The tasks with which
society confronts an adolescent as he enters the cultural,
professional, and civic world of adults undoubtedly become an important factor in the emergence of conceptual
thinking. If the milieu presents no such tasks to the adolescent, makes no new demands on him, and does not
stimulate his intellect by providing a sequence of new
goals, his thinking fails to reach the highest stages, or
reaches them with great delay.
The cultural task per se, however, does not explain the
developmental mechanism itself that results in concept
formation. The investigator must aim to understand the
intrinsic bonds between the external tasks and the developmental dynamics, and view concept formation as a
function of the adolescent's total social and cultural
growth, which affects not only the content but also the
method of his thinking. The new significative use of Lhe
word, its use as a means of concept formation, is the immediate psychological cause of the radical change in
the intellectual process that occurs on the threshold of
adolescence.
No new e1ementar' function, essentially different from
those already present. appears at this age, but all existing
functions are incorporated into a new structure, form a
new synthesis, become parts of a new complex whole; the
laws governing this whole also determine the destiny of
each individual part. Learning to direct one's own mental
processes with the aid of words or signs is an integral part
of the process of concept formation. The ability to regulate one's actions by using auxiliary means reaches its full
development only in adolescence.
Thorridike's hypothesis concerning the affinity between the basic mechanism of the higher intellectual proPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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cesses and elementary association and concept formation
turned out to be in contradiction to the experimental
data of concept formation, which showed no sign of such
an affinity. These latter data were collected in experiments with children and adults, and drawn from clinical
cases.
The process of concept formation, like any other
higher form of intellectual activity, is not a quaiìtitative
overmowih of the lower associative

activity.

but a

aualita-

Uvei' new typeUnhike the lower forms, Which ar charnew
acterized by the immediacy of intellectual processes,
thi,

activity is mediated

by signes.

The structure of signification, which plays a formative
role in all higher types of behavior, does not coincide
with the associative structure of elementary processes.
The quantitative growth of the associative connections
would never lead to higher intellectual activity.
Thorndik&s theory of the origin of intelligence emphasized that one and the same type of physiological connections stands behind elementary as well as higher
mental functions. From this point of view, there is actually no difference between the intelligence of a child and
the intelligence of an adolescent beyond the difference in
the number of associative connections. As we have already mentioned, Thorndike's position turned out to be
at odds with experimental data. A study of the ontogenetic development of concepts shows that the way
from the lower to the higher forms of intelligence, far
from being a simple quantitative growth, involves radical
changes.
Speech itself is based on the relation between a sign
and a structure of higher intellectual operations, rather
iban on purely associative connections. Phylogenetically
as well, there is no reason to expect that the emergence of
intelligence would be identified as a product of the
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growth of associalions. Studies by Köhler and Yerkes
support the contrary view, as does all our knowledge
about so-called "primitive people."

Iv
Our investigation brought out that the ascent to cOncept
formation is made in three basic phases, each divided in
turn into several stages. In this and in the following six
sections, we shall describe these phases and their subdivisions as they appear when studied by the method of
"double stimulation."
The young child takes the first step toward concept
formation when he puts together a number of objects in
an unorganized cüngerie, or "heap," in order to solve a
problem that we adults would normally solve by forming
a new concept. The heap, consisting of disparate objects
grouped together without any basis, reveals a diffuse,
undirected extension of the meaning of the sign (artificial
word) to inherently unrelated objects linked by chance in
the child's perception.
At that stage, word meaning denotes nothing more to
the child than a vague ryncretic conglomeration of individual
objects that have somehow or other coalesced into an image in his mind. Because of its syncretic origin, that image is highly unstable.
In perception, in thinking, and in acting, the child
tends to merge the most diverse elements into one unarticulated ¡mage on the strength of some chance impression. Claparède gave the name "syncretism" to this
well-known trait of the child's thought. PaveE Blonsky
called it the "incoherent coherence" of the child's thinking.4 We have described the phenomenon elsewhere as
the result of a tendency to compensate for the paucity of
well-apprehended objective relations by an overabundance of subjective connections and to mistake these
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subjective bonds for real bonds between things. These
syncretic relations, and the heaps of objects assembled
under one word meaning, also reflect objective bonds
insofar as the latter coincide with the relations between
the child's perceptions or impressions. Many words,
therefore, have in part the saine meaning to the child and
to the adult, especially words referring to concrete objects in the child's habitual surroundings. The child's and
the adult's meanings of a word often "meet," as it were, in
the same concrete object, and this suffices to ensure

mutual understanding.
The first phase of concept formation, which we have
just outlined, subsumes three distinct stages. We were
able to observe them in detail within the framework of
the experimental study.
The lirst stage in the formation of syncretic heaps that
represent to the child the meaning of a given artificial
word is a manifestation of the trial-and-error stage in the
development of thinking. The group is created at random, and each object added is a mere guess or trial; it is
replaced by another object when the guess is proven
wrong, i.e., when the experimenter turns the object and
shows that it has a different name.
During the next stage, the composition of the group is
determined largely by the spatial position of the experimental objects, i.e., by a purely syncretic organization oJthe
child's visualfield. The syncretic image or group is formed
as a result of the single elements' contiguity in space or in
time, or of their being brought into some other more
complex relation by the child's immediate perception.
During the third stage of the first phase of concept
formation, the syncretic image rests in a more complex
base; it is composed of elements taAen frûm different oups
or heaps that have already been formed &y the child in the ways

These newly combined elements have no
intrinsic bonds with one another, so that the new forma-

de.scñbed above.
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tion has the same "incoherent coherence" as the first
heaps. The sole difference is that in trying to give meaning to a new word, the child now goes through a two-step
operation, but this more elaborate operation remains
syncretic and results in no more order than the simple
assembling of heaps

The second major phase on the way to concept formation
comprises many variations of a type of thinking that we
shall call thinking in complexes. In a complex, individual
objects are united in the child's mind not only by his
subjective impressions but also by bonds actually existing
between these objects. This is a new achievement, an ascent
to a much higher level.
If the first phase of the child's development is characterized by syncretic images playing the role of "concepts,"
the second phase brings about complexes that have a
functional equivalence with real concepts. In place of the
'4incoherent coherence" of syncretic thinking comes the
grouping of objects that are actually related to each

other.
When a child moves up to that level, he has partly
overcome his egocentrism. He no longer mistakes connections between his own impressions for connections
between things-a decisive step away from syncretism
toward objective thinking Thought in complexes is already coherent and objective thinking, although it does
not reflect the relations between things in the same way as
real conceptual thinking.
The difference between this second phase and the
third one, which concludes the ontogenesis of concept
formation, lies in the peculiarity of complex thinking.
Complexes are formed according to rules that differ
----------sirnificantIv
from the
nf rei1 ronrent fnrmition
--W rules
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Remains ofcomplex thinking persist in the language of
adults. Family names are perhaps the best example of
this. Any family name, '4Petrov," let us say, subsumes
individuals in a manner closely resembling that of the
chitds complexes. The child at that 5tage of development
thinks in family names, as it were; the universe of individual obiects becomes organized for him by being grouped
into separate, mutually related "families."
In a complex. the bonds between its components are
concrete andfaclual rather than abstract and logical,just as
we do not classify a person as belonging to the Petrov
family because of any logical relation between him and
other bearers of the name. The question is settled for us
by facts.
The factual bonds underlying complexes are discovered through direct experience. A complex, therefore, is
first and foremost a concrete grouping of objects connected by factual bonds. Since a complex is not formed
on the plane of abstract logical thinking, the bonds that
create it, as well as the bonds it helps to create, lack logical
unity; they may be of many different kinds. Any factually
present connection may lead to the inclusion of a given
element into a complex. That is the main difference between a complex and a concept. While a concept groups
objects according to one attribute, the bonds relating the
elements of a complex to the whole and to one another
may be as diverse as the coniacts and relations of the
elements are iii reality.
In our investigation we observed five basic types of
complexes, which succeed one another during this stage
of development.
We call the first type of complex the associative type. It
may be based on any bond the child notices between the
sample object and some other blocks. In our experiment,
the sample object, the one first given to the subject with
its name visible, forms the nucleus of the group to be
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built. In building an assodative complex, the child may
add one block to the nuclear object because it is of the
same color, another because it is similar to the nucleus in
shape or ¡n size, or in any other attribute that happens to
strike him. Any bond between the nucleus and another
object suffices to make the child include that object in the
group and to designate it by the common "family name."
The bond between the nucleus and the other object need
not be a common trait, such as the same color or shape; a
similarity, a contrast, or proximity in space may also establish the bond.
To the child at that stage, the word ceases to be the
"proper name" of an individual object; it becomes the
family name of a group of objects related to one another
in many kinds ofways,just as the relationships in human
families are many and different.
VI

Complex thinking of the second type consists in combining objects or the concrete impressions they make on the
child into groups that most closely resemble collectioms.
Objects are placed together on the basis of some one trait
in which they differ and consequently complement one
another.
In our experiments the child would pick out objects
differing from the sample in color, form, size, or some
other characteristic. He did not pick them at random; he
chose them because they contrasted with and compiemented the one attribute of the sample that he took to be
the basis of grouping. The result was a collection of the
colors or forms present in the experimental material,
e.g., a group of blocks each of a different color.
Association by contrast, rather than by similarity,
guides the child in compiling a collection. This form of
thinking
hnwever.
-----o, ------

-

is

often eomhined
with
the associative
--------------- ------- -
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form proper, described earlier, producing a collection
based on mixed principles. The child fails to adhere
throughout the process to the principle he originally accepted as the basis of collecting. He slips into the coiisideration of a different trait, so that the resulting group
becomes a mixed collection, e.g., of both colors and
shapes.
This long, persistent stage in the development of the
child's thinking is rooted in his practical experience, in
which collections of complementary things often form a
set or a whole. Experience teaches the child certain forms
of functional grouping: cup, saucer, and spoon; a place
setting of knife, fork, spoon, and plate; the set of clothes
he wears.
It is not surprising that in his verbal thinking he also
forms complexes-collections that include objects that
functionally complement each other. We shall see later
that this form of complex thinking plays a particularly
important role in the psychology of patients with
neurological or mental problems. Even healthy adults,
when speaking of dishes or clotheS, usually have in mind
sets of concrete objects rather than generalized concepts.
To recapitulate, the syncretic image leading to the formation of "heaps" is based on vague subjective bonds
mistaken for actual bonds between objects: the associative
complex, on similarities or other perceptually compelling
ties between things; the collection complex, on relations
between objects observed in practical experience. We
might say that the collection complex is a grouping of obon the basic of their txzrticipation in the same practical
operation-of their functional cooperation.

jects

VII

After the collection stage of thinking in complexes, we
must place the chain complex-a dynamic, consecutive
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joining of individual links into a single chain, with meaning carried over from one link to the next. For instance, if
the experimenial sample is a yellow triangle, the child
might pick out a few triangular blocks until his attention
is caught by, let us say, the blue color of a block he has
just added; he switches to selecting blue blocks of any
shape-angular, circular, semicircular. This in turn is
sufficient to change the criterion again; oblivious of
color. the child bejns to choose rounded blocks. The
decisive attribute keeps changing during the entire process. There is no consistency in the type of the bonds or
in the manner in which a link of the chain is joined with
the one that precedes and the one that follows it. The
original sample has no central significance. Each link,
once included in a chain complex, is as important as the
first and may become the magnet for a series of other
objects.

The chain formation strikingly demonstrates the perceptually concrete, factual nature of complex thinking.
An object included because of one of its attributes enters
the complex notjust as the carrier of that one trait but as
an individual, with all its attributes. The single trait is not
abstracted by the child from the rest and is not given a
special role, as in a concept.
The chain complex gives us a chance to grasp the essential difference between complexes and concepts. In a
complex, there is no hierarchical organization of the relations between different traits of the object. All attributes
are functionally equal. There is a profound difference in
what concerns the relations of the parts to the whole, and
of one part to another, as these relations appear in cornplexes and in concepts.
In the chain complex, the structural center of the formation may be absent altogether. Two objects included in
the complex may have nothing in common, and yet rePDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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main as parts of one and the same chain on the strength
of sharing an attribute with still another of its elements.
Therefore. the chain complex may be considered the
purest form of thinking in complexes. Unlike the associalive complex, where elements are, after all, interconnected through one element-the nucleus of the
complex-the chain complex has no nucleus. The "end"
of the chain may have nothing in common with its "bep-inninp._"

It is

sufficient to

have intermediate

1ements

i;n' one element of the Chain to another.

A complex does not rise above its elements as does a
concept. The elements of a complex enter it as perceptually concrete wholes with all their attributes and conflec-

tions. The complex merges with concrete objects that

compose it. This fusion of the general and the particular,
of the complex and its elements, this psychic amalgam, as
Heinz Werner caLled it, is a distinctive feature ofali cornplex thinking and of the chain complex in particular.'
VIII

Because the chain complex is factually inseparable from
the group of concrete objects that form it, it often acquires a vague and floating quality. The type and nature
of the bonds may change from link to link almost imperceptibly. Often a remote similarity is enough to create a
bond. Attributes are sometimes considered similar, not
because ofgenuine likeness, but because ofa dim impression that they have something in common. This leads to
the fourth type ofcomplex observed in our experiments.
It might be called the d[fue complex.
The dffuse complex is marked by the fluidity of the
very attribute that unites its single elemenis. Perceptually
concrete groups of objects or images are formed by
means of diffuse, indeterminate bonds. To go with a ye!low triangle, for example, a child would in our experiPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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ments pick out trapezoids as well as triangles, because
they made him think of triangles with their tops cut off.
Trapezoids would lead to squares, squares to hexagons,
hexagons to semicircies, and finally to circles. Color as the
basis of selection is equally floating and changeable. Ye!low objects are apt to be followed by green ones; then
green may change to blue, and blue to black.
Complexes resulting from this kind of thinking are so
indefinite as to be in fact limitjess. Like a biblical tribe that
longed to multiply until it became countless like the stars
in the sky or the sands of the sea, a diffuse complex in the
child's mind is a kind of family that has limitless powers
to expand by adding more and more individuals to the
original group.
The child's generalizations in the nonpractical and
nonperceptual areas of his thinking, which cannot be casuy verified through perception or practical action, are the
real-life parallel of the diffuse complexes observed in the
experiments. It is well known that the child is capable
of surprising transitions, of startling associations and
generalizations, when his thought ventures beyond the
boundaries of the small tangible world of his experience.
Outside it he often constructs limitless complexes amazing in the universality of the bonds they encompass.
These limitless complexes, however, are built on the
same principles as the circumscribed concrete complexes.
In both, the child stays within the limits ofconcrete bonds
between things, but insofar as the first kind of complex
comprises objects outside the sphere of his practical cognition, these bonds are naturally based on dim, unreal,
unstable attributes.
¡X

To complete the picture of complex thinking, we must
describe one more type of complex-the bridge, as it
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were, between complexes and the final, highest stage in
the development of concept formation.
We call this type of complex the pseudoconcept because
the generalization formed in the child's mind, although
phenotypically resembling the adult concept, is psychologic:ìlIy very different from the concept proper; in its
essence. it is still a complex.
More detailed study of the last type of complex reveals
that phenotypical similarity between complexes and real
concepts coexists in this case with genetic dissimilarity.
Causal-dynamic relations that engender pseudoconcepts
are essentially different from those giving birth to a concept proper. What we confront here is the appearance of
a concept that conceals the inner structure of a complex.
In the experimental setting, the child produces a
pseudoconcept every time he surrounds a sample with
objects that couldjust as well have been assembled on the
basis of an abstract concept. For instance, when the sampie is a yellow triangle and the child picks out all the
triangles in the experimental material, he could have
been guided by the general idea-or concept of a triangle.
Experimental analysis shows, however, that in reality the
child is guided by the concrete, visible likeness and has
formed only an associative complex limited to a certain
kind of perceptual bond. Although the results are identical, the process by which they are reached is not at all the
same as in conceptual thinking.
We must consider this type of complex in some detail.
It plays a dominant role in the child's real-life thinking,
and it is important as a transitional link between thinking
in complexes and true concept formation.6
X

Pseudoconcepts predominate over all other complexes in
the preschool child's thinking for the simple reason that
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in real life complexes corresponding to word manings are not
spontaneously developed &y the child. The lines along which a
complex develops are predetermined by the meaning a given
word already luis in the language of adults.
Only under experimental conditions was the child,

freed from the directing influences of well-established
verbal connections, able to develop word meanings and
to form complex generalizations according to his own
preferences. This fact shows us the importance of expenmental study, which alone can reveal the spontaneous
activity of the child in mastering the language of adults.
Experimental study shows us what the child's language
and concept formation would look like if they were freed
from the directing influence of the linguistic milieu
One may argue that the subjunctive mood ofour statement rather speaks against the experiment, because the
child's speech, after all, is not free in its development.
Experiment, however, reveals not only a hypothetical
"free" development of the child's thinking, but also uncovers activities in forming generalizations usually hidden from view and driven into complicated channels by
the influence of adult speech.
The linguistic milieu, with its stable, permanent words
meanings, charts the way that the child's generalizations
will take. But, constrained as it is, the child's thinking
proceeds along this preordained path in the manner
characteristic of the child's own stage of intellectual development. Adults, through their verbal communication
with the child, are able to predetermine the path of the
development of generalizations and its final point-a
fully formed concept. But the adult cannot pass on to the
child his mode of thinking. He merely supplies the readymade meanings of the words, around which the child
builds complexes. Such complexes are nothing but
pseudoconcepts. They are similar to concepts in their
appearance, but differ substantially in their essence.
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It would be a mistake to perceive this double nature of
the pseudoconcept as a sign of a schism existing in the
child's thinking. Such a schism exists exclusively for the
outside observer. For the child himself, there is only one
perspective, that of a complex that coincides with an
adult concept. More than once we observed how the child
forms a complex with all the structural, functional, and
genetic peculiarities of thinking in complexes, which in
fact is identical in ils content to a generalization that
could have been formed by conceptual thinking. The
outward similarity between the pseudoconcept and the
real concept, which makes it very difficult to "unmask"
this kind of complex, is a major obstacle in the genetic
analysis of thought.
The functional equivalence of complex and concept,
the coincidence, in practice, of many word meanings for
the adult and the three-year-old child, the possibility of
mutual understanding, and the apparent similarity of
their thought processes have led to the false assumption
that all the forms of adult intellectual activity are already
present in embryo in the child's thinking and that no
drastic change occurs at the age of puberty. lt is easy to
understand the origin of that misconception. The child
learns very early a large number of words that mean the
same to him and to the adult. The mutual understanding
of adult and child creates the illusion that the end point
in the development of word meaning coincides with the
starting point, that the concept is provided ready-made
from the beginning, and that no development takes
place.

To find a borderline separating pseudoconcept from
real concept is not easy, and this task is positively beyond
the capacity of phenotypical analysis. Taken phenotypically, pseudoconcepts and concepts look alike, as a whale
looks like a fish. But if we make our approach from the
point of view of the "origin of species," a pseudoconcept
PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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would be classified as a complex with the same certainty
with which we call a whale a mammal.
Thus, our analysis reveals an inner contradiction inherent in the pseudoconcept, which is indicated by its
very name. This contradiction at one and the same time
poses a great difficulty for the scientific investigation of
concept formation and plays a major functional and genetic role as a decisive moment in the development of the
child's thinking. This is a contradiction within such a
form of thinking that functionally resembles the conceptuai one and, because of that, in the course of communication with a child is not recognized by the adult as
having the nature of a complex.
What we see here is the complex that, in practical
terms, coincides with the concept, embracing the same set
of objects. Such a complex is a "shadow" of the concept,
its contour. As has been mentioned by one author, we see
an image that is by no means a simple sign ofa concept. It
is rather a mental portrait or a short story about a concept. On the other hand, this is stili a complex, i.e., a form
of generalization that substantially differs from the real
co1It.

-------- 1I
----nave aireauy aiscussea me nawre
-1

fYe

w mis conirauic-

tion. The child does not choose the meaning of his words.
He is not free to form complexes at will. The meaning of
the words is given to him in his conversations with
adults. The child receives all the elements of his cornplexes in a ready-made form, from the speech of others.
A set of things covered by one general name also comes

pregrouped.
There is no spontaneity in the child's inclusion of a
given word ¡n one of the groups. Nor is he free when he
applies a given word to a number of objects. He only
follows the practice already established by aduks. In a
word, he does not create his own speech, but acquires the
speech of adults. The latter fact explains everything, parPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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ticularly the coincidence between the child's complexes
and the concepts of adults. Complexes corresponding to
word meanings were never invented by a child, but were
found by him in ready-made generalizations and general
names.
But, as we already mentioned, while coinciding in their
final products. complexes and concepts are profoundly
different in their intellectual, operational structure. This
finding turns the pseudoconcept into a unique, ambivalent, and contradictory form of the child's thinking. If
not for this unique character of pseudoconcepts, the
child's complex thinking would become completely alien
to adults (as it happens in experiment, when the child is
freed from the fixed meanings of words). In such a case,
mutual understanding would be impossible. Only funcdonai equivalence of concepts and pseudoconcepts ensure a successful dialogue between the child and the
adult.
This moment of mutual understanding, as was shown
by Ach, plays a decisive role in turning words into conCepts. Without such functional understanding, says Uznadze, no group of sounds would ever become a bearer
of meaning, and no concept would ever come to being:
"Obviously. even before it reaches the state of a mature
concept, a word is able to substitute functionally for the
concept. serving as a tool of mutual understanding between people" (Uznadze, 1966, p. 77).
The double nature of the pseudoconcept predetermines its specific genetic role. The pseudoconcept serves
as a connecting link between thinking in complexes and
thinking in concepts. It is dual in nature: a complex already carrying the germinating seed of a concept. Verbal
communication with adults thus becomes a powerful factOr Ìfl the development of the child's concepts. The transiticn from thinking in complexes to thinking in concepts
passes unnoticed by the child because his pseudoconcepts
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already coincide in content with adult concepts. Thus.
the child begins to operate with concepts, to practice couceptual thinking, before he is clearly aware of the nature
of these operations.
The concept-in-itself and the concept-for-others are
developed in the child earlier than the concept-formyself. The concept-in-itself and the concept-for-others.
which are already present in the pseudoconcept, are the
basic genetic precondition for the development of real
concepts. This peculiar genetic situation is not limited to
the attainment of concepts; it is the rule rather than the
exception in the intellectual development of the child.7

We have now seen, with the clarity that only experimenta! analysis can give, the various stages and forms of cornplex thinking. This analysis permits us to uncover the
very essence of the genetic process of concept formation
in a schematic form, and thus gives us the key to understanding the process as it unfolds in real life. But an
experimentally induced process of concept formation
never mirrors the genetic development exactly as it occurs in life.. The basic forms of concrete thinking that we
have enumerated appear in reality in mixed states. The
morphological analysis given so far must be followed by a
functional and genetic analysis. We must try to connect
the forms of complex thinking discovered in the experiment with the forms of thought found in the actual development of the child and check the two series of
observations against each other.
The dialectical method never tried to set logical and
historical forms of analysis in opposition. According to
the well-known definition of Friedrich Engels, logical
analysis is nothing but historical analysis freed from its

historicalform and from those accidents that obscure the
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lucidity of discourse. Logical inquiry starts at the very
same point where historical development begins, and
I}reeds in the form of a theoretical reflection upon the
unfolding of historical events. This reflection, however,
Lakes each moment of development in its mature, classical form.

Applying this general methodological thesis to the subject of our inquiry, we find that the stages revealed in our
exueriments reflect the actual stages in the development
of the child's thinking. Here the historical, i.e., developmental, perspective becomes a key to the logical interpretation of concept formation.
It has been mentioned that when the morphological
analysis of psychological structures lacks its genetic
counterpart, it becomes inadequate. With the growth of
the complexity of psychological processes, the importance of the preceding developmental stages also grows.
The greater the organization and differentiation of psychological structures, the more inadequate a pure morphological analysis becomes. Without genetic analysis
and synthesis, without a study of early developmental
stages, we would never be able to recognize those elementary forms that come bearers of the essential relations.
Only the comparative analysis of subsequent developmental 'cuts" may give us a step-by-step picture of the
relations between different psychological structures.
Thus, development is a key to understanding the maEure form. Arnold Gesell wrote that "the supreme genetic law appears to be this: All present growth hinges on
past growth Growth is not a simple function neatly determined by X units of inheritance plus Y units of environment, but is an historical complex which reflects at
every stage the past which it incorporates. in other words
we are led astray by an artificial dualism of heredity and
environment, if it blinds us to the fact that growth is a
continuous self-conditioning process, rather than a
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drama controlled,

ex machina, by two

forces" (Gesch,

1929, p. 357).

Experimental analysis of concept formation has led us
to genetic and functional analysis. After the task of morphological classificalion of the complex form of thinking
is achieved, we must focus on the comparison between
the forms discovered in experiment and those occurring
in actual child development. On the one hand, we must
bring a historical, i.e.. developmental. perspective to the
experimental study; on the other hand, the actual development of the child's thinking should be elucidated with
the help of experimental data. This alliance of experiment and genetic analysis, of "artifact" and reality, leads
us from the morphology of complexes to a study of cornplexes in action.
.1

From our experiments we concluded that, at the complex
stage, word meanings as perceived by the child refer to
the same objects that the adult has ¡n mind, which ensures understanding between child and adult, but that
the child thinks the same hing in a different way, by
means of different mental operations. We shall try to
verify this proposition by comparing our observations
with the data on the peculiarities of the child's thought,
and of primitive thought in general, previously collected
by psychological science.
If we observe what groups of objects the child links
together in transferring the meanings of his first words,
and how he goes about it, we discover a mixture of the
two forms that we called in our experiments the associafive complex and the syncretic image.
Let us borrow an illustration from Heinrich Idelberger, cited by Werner (1926, p. 206). On the 2.51st day of
his life, a child applies the word bow-wow to a china
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figurine of a girl that usually stands on the sideboard and
that he likes to play with. On the 307th day, he applies
bow-wow to a dog barking in the yard, to the pictures of
his grandparents, to a toy dog, and to a dock. On the
33 Ist day, he applies it to a fur piece with an animal's
head, notidng particularly the glass eyes, and to another
fur stole without a head. On the 334th day, he applies it
to a rubber doll that squeaks when pressed, and on the
396th. io his father's cufflinks. On the 433rd day, he
utters the same word at the sight of pearl buttons on a
dress and of a bath thermometer.
Werner analyzed this example and concluded that the
diverse things called bow-wow may be catalogued as follows: first, dogs and toy dogs, and small oblong objects
resembling the china doll, e.g., the rubber doll and the
thermometer; second, the cufflinks, pearl buttons, and
similar small objects. The criterial attribute is an oblong
shape or a shiny surface resembling eyes.
Clearly, the child unites these concrete objects accord¡ng to the principle of a complex. Such spontaneous cornplex formations make up the enthe first chapter of the
developmental history of children's words.
There is a well-known, frequently cited example of
these shifts: a child's use of qtuth to designate first a duck
swimming in a pond, then any liquid, including the milk
in his bottle; when he happens to see a coin with an eagle
on it, the coin also is called qwth, and then any round,
coinlike objecta ThiS iS a typical chain complex-each
new object induded has some attribute in common with
another element, but the attributes undergo endless
changes.
Complex formation is also responsible for the peculiar
phenomenon that one word may in different situations
have different or even opposite meanings as long as there
is some associative link between them. Thus, a child may
say before for both before and after, or tomorrow for both
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tomorrow and yesterday. We have here a perfect analogy
with some ancient languages-Hebrew, Chinese, Latinin which one word also sometimes indicated opposites.
The Romans, for instance, had one word for high azul
deep. Such a marriage of opposite meanings is possibit
only as a result of thinking in complexes.
XIH

There is another very interesting trait of primiiivc
thought that shows us complex thinking in action and
points up the difference between pseudoconcepts and
concepts. This trait-which Levy-Bruhi was the first to
note in primitive peoples, Alfred Storch in the insanes
and Piaget in children-is usually called participation!
The term is applied to the relation of partial identity or
close interdependence established by primitive thought
between two objects or phenomena that actually have neither contiguity nor any other recognizable connection.
Levy-Bruhi (1918) quotes Karl von Steinen regarding a
striking case of participation observed among the Bororo
of Brazil, who pride themselves on being red parrotsY
Von Steinen at first did not know what LO make of such a
categorical assertion, but finally decided that they really
meant it. It was not merely a name they appropriated, or
a family relationship they insisted upon-what they
meant was identity of beings.
It seems to us that the phenomenon of participation
has not yet received a sufficiently convincing psychological explanation, and this for two reasons: First, investigarions have tended to focus on the contents of the
phenomenon and to ignore the mental operations involved, i.e., to study the product rather than the process;
second, no adequate attempts have been made to view
the phenomenon in the context of the other Jonds and
relations formed by the primitive mind. Too often the
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treme, the fantastic, like the Bororo notion that they
eire red parrots, attracts investigation at the expense of
less spectacular phenomena. Yet careful analysis shows
ihat even those connections that do not outwardly clash
with our logic are formed by the pi-imitive mind on the
principles of complex thinking.
Since children of a certain age think in pseudocon(:epts. and words designate to then-i complexes of contrete objects, their thinking must result in participation,
i.e., in bonds unacceptable to adult logic. A particular
thing may be included in different complexes on the
strength of its different concrete attributes and canse(luently may have several names; which one is used depends on the complex activated al the urne. In our
experiments. we frequently observed instances of this
kind of participation in which an object was included
simultaneously in two or more complexes. Far from being an exception, participation is characteristic of cornpkx thinking.
The phenomenon of participation among primitive
peoples also has its roots in the Complex character of
their thinking. Primitive people think in complexes, and
consequently the word in their languages does not funcLion as a carrier of the concept, but rather as a family
name for a group ofconcrete objects belonging together,
not logically, but factually. Such thinking in complexes,
as was shown by Werner, inevitably results in such an
intertwining of them as to lead to participation. Werner's
analysis convincingly shows that participation constitutes
a definite historical stage in the development of relations
between thought and
Storch has shown that the sarre kind of thinking is
characteristic of schizophrenics, who regress from conceptual thought to a more primitive level (Storch, 1924).
Schizophrenia, as was mentioned by Bleuler, abandon
concepts for the more primitive form of thinking in im-

angu'°
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ages and symbols. The use of concrete images instead ol
abstract concepts. according to Storch, is one of the mosi

characteristic traits of primitive thought."
Richard Thurnwald also emphasized that the use of
syncretic images of natural events is a characteristic feature of the primitive
tali'2
Thus, the child, primitive man, and the insane, much
as their thought processes may differ in other importam
respects. all manifest participation-a symptom of primirive complex thinking and of the function of words as
family names.
We therefore believe that Levy-Bruhi's way of interpreting participation is incorrect. He approaches the
Bororo statements about being red parrots from the
point of view of our own logic when he assumes that to
the primitive mind, too, such an assertion means identity
of beings. But since words to the Bororo designate
groups of objects, not concepts, their assertion has a different meaning: The word for parrot is the word for a
complex that includes parrots and themselves. It does noi.
imply identity any more than a family name shared by
Iwo related individuals implies that they are one and the
same person.
XIV

r

The history of language clearly shows that complex
thinking with all its peculiarities is the very foundation of
linguistic development.
Modern linguistics distinguishes between the meaning
of a word, or an expression, and its referent, i.e., the
object it designates. There may be one meaning and different referents, or different meanings and one referent.
Whether we say "the victor at Jena" or "the loser at
Waterloo," we refer to the same person, yet the meaning
of the two phrases differs. There is but one category of
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words-proper names-whose

sole function is that of
reference. Using this terminology, we might say that the

child's and the adult's words coincide in their referents
but not in their meanings.
Identity of referent combined with divergence of
meaning is also found in the history of languages. A mutiitude of facts surrnorts this thesis. The synonyms existing
in every language are one good example. The Russian
language has two words for moon, arrived at by different
thought processes that are clearly reflected in their etymologies. One term derives from the Latin word connotIng "caprice, inconstancy, fancy." It was obviously meant
to stress the changing form that distinguishes the moon
From the other celestial bodies. The originator of the
second term, which means "measurer1" had no doubt
been impressed by the fact that time could be measured
by lunar phases. Between languages, the same holds true.
For instance, in Russian the word for tailor stems from an
Old word for a piece of cloth; in French and in German it
means "one who cuts."
If we trace the history of a word in any language1 we
shall see, however surprising this may seem at first blush,
that its meanings changejust as in the child's thinking. In
the example we have cited, bow-wow was applied to a
series of objects totally disparate from the adult point of
view. Similar transfers of meaning, indicative of complex
thinking, are the rule rather than the exception in the
development of a language. Russian has a term for dayand-night, sutki. Originally it meant a seam, the junction
of two pieces of cloth, something woven together; then it
was used for any junction, e.g., of two walls of a house,
and hence a corner; it began to be used metaphorically
for twilight, "where day and night meet"; then it came to
mean the time from one twilight to the next, i.e., the 24hour sulki of the present. Such diverse things as a seam, a
corner, twilight, and 24 hours are drawn into one cornPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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plex in the course of the development of a word, in ih
same way as the child incorporates different things into i
group on the basis of concrete imagery.
What are the laws governing the formation of word
families? More often than not, new phenomena or oh.jects are named after inessential attributes, so that thc
name does not truly express the nature of the thing
named. Because a name is never a concept when it firsi
emerges, it is usually both too narrow and too broad. For
instance, the Russian word for cow originally mean
"horned," and the word for mouse, "thief." But there
much more to a cow than horns, and to a mouse than
pilfering; thus their names are too narrow. On the other
hand, they are too broad, since the same epithets may he
app[ied-and actually are applied in some other Ianguages-to a number of other creatures. The result is a
ceaseless struggle within the developing language between conceptual thought and the heritage of primitive
thinking in complexes. The complex-created name.
based on one attribute, conflicts with the concept for
which it has come to stand. In the contest between the
concept and the image that gave birth to the name, the
image gradually loses out; it fades from consciousness
and from memory, and the original meaning of the word
is eventually obliterated. Years ago all ink was black, and
the Russian word for ink refers to its blackness. This does
not prevent us today from speaking of red, green, or
blue "blacking" without noticing the incongruity of the
combination.
Transfers of names to new objects occur through c&ritiguity or similarity, i.e., on the basis of concrete bonds
typical of thinking in complexes. Words in the making in
our own era present many examples of the process by
which miscellaneous things are grouped together. When
we speak of "the leg of a table," "the elbow of a road,'
'the neck of a bottle," and "a bottleneck," we are groupi
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¡ng things in a complexiike fashion. In these cases the
visual and functional similarities mediating the transfer
are quite clear. Transfer can be determined! however, by
the most varied associations, and ifit has occurred in the
remote past, it is impossible to reconstruct the connecLions without knowing exactly the historical background
of the event. It is concrete factual connections between
things that is the basis of such transfer. Word appears
here in their nominative function rather than their semantic function, and the whole process resembles that of
complex thinking.
In the dialogue between child and adult, a somewhat
similar process takes place-both of them may refer to
the same object, but each will think of it in a fundamentally different framework. The child's framework is
purely situational, with the word tied to something concrete, whereas the adult's framework is conceptual.

Alexander Potebnja suggested considering language as
a device for human self-understanding)3 Ifwe look from
this point of view at the role played by a child's language
with respect to his thought, we shall find that his understanding of himself differs from his understanding of the
adult. Mental acts based on the child's speech do not
coincide with the mental acts ofthe adult, even if they are
uttering one and the same word.
The primordial word by no means could be reduced to
a mere sign of the concept. Such a word is rather a picLure, image, mental sketch of the concept. It is a work of
art indeed. That is why such a word has a
character and may denote a number of objects belonging
to one complex.
"complex'1

xv
Much can be learned about complex thinking from the
speech of deaf-mute children, in whose case the main
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stimulus to the formation of pseudoconcepts is absent.
Deprived of verbal commun ication with adults and left to
determine for themselves what objects to group under a
common name, they form their complexes freely, and
the special characteristics of complex thinking appear in
them in pure, clear-cut forrji.
In the sign language of Jeaf-mutes, touching a tooth
may have three different meanings: "white," "stone," and
"rnnrh"

All thr

l-wkrncr

t

one comDle,t whist

f'iirthr

eIiïJatii requiresa:add itional

gesture to indicate the object meant in each case. The two
functions of a word are, so to speak, physically separated.
A deaf-mute touches his tooth and then, by pointing at its
surface or by making a throwing gesture. tells us to what
object he refers in a given case.
If we look at those forms of thinking that reveal themselves in our dreams, we would immediately recognize
their complex character, with all its syncrerism, condensation, and displacement of images. The mechanism of
generalization realized in our dreams, observes Ernst
Kretschmer, gives us a key to the correct understanding
of the forms of primitive thinking.'1 It also helps to dispel a biased view according to which generalization exists
only in a conceptual form.
Jaensch discovered in the field of purely eldetic imagery certain agglomerations or generalizations of images
that look like concrete analogues of abstract concepts. He
called this type of generalization a "fluxion." The adult
constantly shifts from conceptual to concrete, complex
thinking. The transitional, pseudoconceptual form of
thought is not confined to the child's thinking; we too
resort to it very often in our daily lives.
From the point of view of dialectical logic, concepts
used in our everyday speech cannot be called concepts in
the strict sense ofthis word. l.ather, they should be called
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generalized representations of things. These representations occupy an intermediate position between complexes
and pseudoconcepts on the one hand, and real concepts
on the other.

Our investigation led us to divide the process of concept
formation into three maior phases. We have described
two of them, marked by the predominance of the syncretic image and of the complex, respectively, and we
come now to the third phase. Like the second, it can be
subdivided into several stages.
In reality, the new formations do not necessarily appear only after complex thinking has run the full course
of its development. In a rudimentary shape, they can be
observed long before the child begins to think in
pseudoconcepts. Essentially, however, they belong in the
third division of our schema of concept formation. 1f
complex thinking is one root of concept formation, the
forms we are about to describe äre a second, mdependent root. They have a distinct genetic function, different from that of complexes, in the child's mental
development.
The principal function of complexes is to establish
bonds and relations. Complex thinking begins the
unification of scattered impressions; by organizing discrete elements of experience into groups, it creates a
basis for later generalizations.
But the advanced concept presupposes more than
unification. To form such a concept it is also necessary to
abstrwt, to singl out elements, and to view the abstracted
elements apart from the totality of the concrete experience in which they are embedded. In genuine concept
formation, it is equally important to unite and to sepaPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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rate: Synthesis and analysis presuppose each other as inhalation presupposes exhalation (Goethe)
In the actual development of the child's thinking, the
above-mentioned function s-generalization and abstraction-are closely intertwined. Only in scientific analysis
do they appear as independent entities. But such an analysis is not an arbitrary one; it creates no new artifacts.
The distinction between these two functions is rooted in
their own psychological natures.
In our experiment, the first step toward abstraction
was made when the child grouped together maximally
similar objects, e.g., objects that were small and round, or
red and flat. Since the test material contains no identical
objects. even the maximally similar are dissimilar in some
respects. It follows that in picking out these "best
matches," the child must be paying more attention to
some traits of an object than to others-giving them preferential treatment, so to speak. The attributes that,
added up, make an object maximally similar to the sampie become the focus of attention and are thereby, in a
sense, abstracted from the attributes to which the child
attends less. This first attempt at abstraction is not obvious as such, because the child abstracts a whole group of
traits, without clearly distinguishing one from another;
often the abstraction of such a group of attributes is
based oniy on a vague, general impression of the objects
similarity.
Still, the global character of the child's perception has
been breached. An object's attributes have been divided
into two parts unequally attended to-a beginning of
positive and negative abstraction (O. Külpe). An object
no longer enters a complex in toto, with all its attributessome are denied admission; if the object is impoverished
thereby, the attributes that caused its inclusion in the
complex acquire a sharper relief in the child's thinking.
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XVII

During the next stage in the development of abstraction,
the grouping of objects on the basis of maximum similarity is superseded by grouping on the basis of a single
attribute-e.g, only round objects or only flat ones. Although the product is indistinguishable from the product
of a concept, these formations, like pseudoconcepts, are
only precursors of true concepts. Following the usage
introduced by Karl Groos (1913), we shall call such formations potential onLc'5
Potential concepts, says Groos, can be viewed as a product of habit. In its most elementary form, the potential
concept is an embodiment of a rule that situations having
some features in common will produce similar impressions. Such a "concept" based on the rule of repetition
should appear rather early in a child's development. But
being a precursor of intellectual judgment, the potential
concept by itself bears no sign of intelligence.
Potential concepts result from a series of isolating abstractions of such a primitive nature that they are present
to some degree not only in very young children but even
in animais. That is why we completely agree with Oswald
Kroh when he points out that abstraction in the form of
isolating abstraction appears very early, and not in adolescence, as many psychologists still believe.'6
Actually, even hens can be trained to respond to one
distinct attribute in different objects, such as color or
shape. Groos was right when he refused to take the use of
potential concepts as a sign of intellectual processes. Our
elementary potential concepts, says Groos, are preintellectual formations. There is no necessity to assume any
involvement of logical processes in order to account for
the use of potential concepts. In particular, the relation
between a word and what we call its "meaning" may take
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the form of a simple association, devoid of any real word
mean in g.
The first words of the child closely resemble potential
concepts. These first words are (a) practically connected
with a certain group of objects, and (b) appear as a prodUd; of isolating abstraction. The first words are potential
concepts indeed-they have a potential to become concepts, but this potential is still idle in them.
Bühler pointed out that there is a certain analogy between the use of tools by chimpanzees and the use of
words by children. Köhler's chimpanzees, once they
learned to use a stick as a tool) used other long objects
when they needed a stick and none was available. Similarly, once a child has associated a word with an object, he
readily applies it to a new object that impresses him as
similar in some way to the first.
Köhler observed, however, that it is a functional similarity rather than real likeness that allows different objects to substitute for a stick in the actions of
chimpanzees.
The difference between Groos's and Köhler's potential
concepts lies in their belonging to two different spheres
of activity. Potential concepts, then, may be formed
either in the sphere of perceptual thinking or in that of
practical, action-bound thinking-on the basis of similar
impressions in the first case, and on the basis of the similar functional roles in the second.
The latter are an important source of potential concepts. It is well known that until early school age, functional meanings play a very important role in the child's
thinking. When asked to explain a word, a child will tell
what the object the word designates can do, or-more
often-what can be done with it. Even abstract concepts
are often translated into the language of concrete action:
"Reaonab1e means when I am hot and don't stand in a
draft" (Au2ust Messer)'7
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Potential concepts already play a part in complex
thinking, insofar as abstraction occurs also in complex
formation. Associative complexes, for instance, presuppose the "abstraction" of one trait common to different
units But as long as complex thinking predominates, the
abstracted trait is unstable, has no privileged position.
and easily yields its temporary dominance to other traits.
in potential concepts proper, a trait once abstracted is
not easily lost again among the other traits. The concrete
totality of traits has been destroyed through its abstraction, and the possibility of unifying the traits on a differenE basis opens up. Only the mastery of abstraction,
combined with advanced complex thinking, enables the
child to progress to the formation of genuine concepts. A
concept emerges only when the abstracted traits are synthesized anew and the resulting abstract synthesis becomes the main instrument of thought. The decisive role
in this process, as our experiments have shown, is played
by the word, deliberately used to direct all the subprocesses of advanced concept formation.
It must be clear from this chapter that words also fulfill
an important, though different function in the various
stages of thinking in complexes. Therefore, we consider
complex thinking a stage in the development of verbal
thinking, unlike Volkelt, Werner, Kretschmer, and some
others, who extend the term complex to include preverbal thinking and even thinking in nim'8
From our point of view, there is an essential difference
between natural biologically grounded intelligence and
historically developed human intelligence.
At the same time, the role played by the word in cornplex thinking by no means coincides with its role in conceptual thinking. On the contrary, the very difference
between the complex and the concept lies in the different
functional uses of the word. The word is a sign, and as
such it may be used in different ways deending on what
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kind of intellectual operation it is involved in. From this
difference in the intellectual operations with the word
springs the difference between complex thinking and
conceptual thinking.
XVHI

In our experimental study of the intellectual processes of
adolescents. we observed how the primitive syncretic and
complex forms of thinking gradually subside, potential
concepts are used less and less, and true concepts begin
to be formed-seldom at first, then with increasing
frequency.
It would be erroneous, however, to imagine that this
transition from complexes to concepts is a mechanical
process in which the higher developmental stage cornpletely supersedes the lower one. The developmental
scene turns out to be much more complex. Different genetic forms coexist in thinking, just as different rock formations coexist in the earth's crust. Such a structure is
not an exception, but rather a rule of behavior. We know
fairly well that human actions do not belong necessarily
to the highest and the most advanced level of development. Developmentally late forms coexist in behavior
with younger formations.
The same is true for the ontogenetic development of
thinking. Even after the adolescent has
the
learned to produce concepts, he does not abandon the
more elementary forms; they continue for a long time to
operate, indeed to dominate, in many areas of his thin king. As we have mentioned earlier, even adults often resort to complex thinking. Moreover, even conceptual
thinking in adolescents and adults, insofar as it is involved in solving daily problems, does not advance beyond the level of pseudoconcepts. Possessing all
child1s
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characteristics of conceptuality, such thinking, viewed
from the dialecticological perspective, remains complex.
Adolescence, therefore, is less a period of completion
than one of crisis and transition.
The transitional character of adolescent thinking becomes especially evident when we observe the actual
functioning of the newly acquired concepts. Experiments
specially devised to study the adolescent's operations with
concepts bring out, in the first place, a striking discrepancy between his ability to form concepts and his ability
to define them.
The adolescent will form and use a concept quite correctly in a concrete situation, but will find it strangely
difficult to express that concept in words, and the verbal
definition will, in most cases, be much narrower than
might have been expected from the way he used the concept. The same discrepancy occurs also in adult thinking,
even at very advanced levels. This confirms the assumplion that concepts evolve in ways differing from deliberate conscious elaboration of experience in logical terms.
Analysis of reality with the help of concepts precedes
analysis of the concepts themselves.
The adolescent encounters another obstacle when he
tries to apply a concept that he has formed in a specific
situation to a new set of objects or circumstances, where
the attributes synthesized in the concept appear in
configurations differing from the original one. (An example would be the application to everyday objects of the
new concept "small and tall," evolved on test blocks.) Still,
the adolescent is usually able to achieve such a transfer at
a fairly early stage of development.
Much more difficult than the transfer itself is the task
of defining a concept when is no longer rooted in the
original situation and must be formulated on a purely
abstract plane, without reference to any concrete situait
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tion or impressions. In our experiments, the child or adolescent who had solved the problem or concept formation
correctly very often descended to a more primitive level
of thought in giving a verbal definition of the concept
and began simply to enumerate the various objects to
which the concept applied in the particular setting. In
this case, he operated with the name as with a concept,
but defined it as a complex-a form of thought vacillaiing between complex and concept. and typical of that
transitional age.
The greatest difficulty of all is the application of a concept, finally grasped and formulated on the abstract level,
to new concrete situations that must be viewed in these
abstract terms-a kind of transfer usually mastered only
toward the end of the adolescent period. The transition
from the abstract to the concrete proves just as arduous
for the youth as the earlier transition from the concrete
to the abstract. Our experiments leave no doubt that on
this point, at any rate, the description of concept formatian given by traditional psychology, which simply reproduced the schema of formal logic, is totally unrelated to
reality.
According to the classical school, concept formation is
achieved by the same process as the "family portrait" in
Galton's composite photographs. These are made by taking pictures of different members of a family on the same
plate, so that the "family" traits common to several peopie stand out with an extraordinary vividness, while the
differing personal traits of individuals are blurred by the
superimposition. A similar intensification of traits shared
by a number of objects is supposed to occur in concept
formation; according to traditional theory, the sum of
these traits &s the concept. In reality, as some psychologists noted long ago, and as our experiments show, the
path by which adolescents arrive at concept formation
never conforms to this lotiical schema. When the process
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of concept formation is seen in all its complexity, it appears as a movemeiu of thought within the pyramid of
concepts, constantly alternating between two directions:
from the particular to the general. and from the general
to the particular (Peter Vogel)'9
Lately Karl Bühler has suggested a model that presupposes two major roots of concept formation. The first of
them is the association of a number of the child's represeflt1tinns ìntn urniins
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concept appears to be a product ofan intellectual act, i.e.,
of a well-formed judgment. Bühler points out that a
child's words designating concepts very rarely reproduce
judgments corresponding to these concepts. Thus, judgment appears as the most elementary act. RepresentaLions and judgments then interact in the course of
concept formation-which means that concept formation is carried out from both sides, from the concrete and
from the general almost simukaneously.
The first words of a child already play the role of
generalizations. The word "flower" appears in a child's
vocabulary much earlier than the names of concrete flowers. And even if by some accident the child learns the
word "rose" prior to that of "flower," he uses "rose" as a
general name, calling all flowers he sees "rose."
We must say that while the observation that the child's
first words are generalizations is correct, at the same time
it creates the wrong impression that abstract concepts
appear as early as the first words-generalizations. Charlotte Bühler, for example, constructed a theory according to rhjch adolescents use, in principle, the same
mental operations as three-year-olds.
We, in our turn, would like to emphasize that the use
of words-generalizations does not presuppose an early
mastery of abstract thinking. As we have already shown
in concept-formation experiments and through observaPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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tions of the education process, mental operations of the
child and those of the adult are quite different. Though
the child and the adult may use one and the same word in
referring to one and the saine object, their mental operalions are quite different. The early use ofwords, which in
adult thinking stand for concepts, does not imply that the
child has already mastered the skill of abstract reasoning.
We do not agree with Karl Bühler in what concerns the
role of the child's judgment in concept formation. The
concept, indeed, appears as an integral part of a larger
whole, which is judgment or statement. When a child
answers to a word-stimulus "house", saying "big," and to
saying "with apples," he confirms this rule.
Like a word that exists only in the phrase, and like a
sentence that appears in the child's speech earlier than a
separate word,judgment appears in the child prior to the
concept. That is why association alone cannot engender a
concept.
Our experiments confirmed Bühler's view on the role
associations and judgments play in concept formation,
and yet we disagree with his conclusion that these two
forms are the real roots of concept formation.
Bühler ignores the role of the word in the complexes
that precede concepts. He tried to derive concepts from
the natural working out of impressions, overlooking the
historical and verbal character of complex formation.
Bühler made no distinction between natural complexes
represented by eidetic "concepts" (Jaensch) and cornplexes engendered by highly developed verbal thinking.
Speaking about judgments, Bühler also ignored the distinction between the biological and the historical forms of
thinking, between natural and cultural elements, and between verbal and nonverbal forms.
From our point of view, the processes leading to concept formation develop along two main lines. The first is
complex formation: The child unites diverse objects ¡n
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groups under a common "family name"; this process
passes through various stages. The second line of development Ls the formation of "potential concepts," based
on singling out certain common attributes. In both, the
use of the word is an integral part of the developing
processes, and the word maintains its guiding function in
the formation of genuine concepts, to which these processes lead.
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I
To devise successful methods of instructing the schoolchild in systematic knowledge, it is necessary to understand the development of scientific concepts in the child's
mind. No less important than this practical aspect of the
problem is its theoretical significance for psychological
science. Yet our knowledge of the entire subject is surprisingly scanty.
The study to be discussed in this chapter appears as a
pioneering attempt to investigate systematically the development of scientific and spontaneous concepts in
childhood. This investigation. carried out by Zhozephina
Shif, was designed to test experimentally our working
hypothesis concerning the specificity of the development
of scientific concepts in comparison with spontaneous
concepts) We assumed that concepts, i.e., word meanings, cannot be assimilated by the child in a ready-made
form, but have to undergo a certain development. We
also suggested that it would be incorrect to apply the
results obtained in a study of spontaneous concepts to
scientific concepts. To test this hypothesis, we developed
an experimental procedure that included structurally
similar tasks containing either scientific pr everyday-life
material
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The experiment included making up stones from a
series of pictures that showed the beginning of aiì action,
its continuation, and its end, and completing fragments
of sentences ending in because or although. These tests
were complemented by clinical discussion, during which
we tried to identify the level of the child's conscious cornprehension of the causal relations.
Material for one series of tests was taken from social
science courses of the ecnnd and fnurth grades. The

;c;;;ci

s;;went

"The boy
to the movies because .
"The girl
cannot yet read, although . . ," "He fell off his bicycle
because . . .,, Supplementary methods of study included
testing the child's scholastic achievements, and observations made during lessons. The children we studied were
primary school students. [The first-graders were, on ayerage, seven-year-olds.]
Analysis of the data compared separately for each age
group in the following table shows that as long as the
curriculum supplies the necessary material, the develop.

.

.

ment

of scientzjic concepts

s/xm1aneou

runs ahead

of the development of

conce'JPts.

Correct completions of sentence fragrnerns

Fragments ending in becauie
Scientific concepts
Spontaneous concepts
Fragments ending in alihaugh
Scientific concepts
Spontaneous concepts

Second grade

Fourth grade

(%)

(%)

79.7
59.0

81.8
81.3

2l.

79.5
65.5

16.2

The data available indicated that the Level of conscious
comprehension of the material is higher in the case of
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scientific concepts. Accumulation of knowledge supports
a steady growth of scientific reasoning, which in its turn
favorably influences the development of spontaneous
thinking. Thus, systematic learning plays a leading role
in the development of schoolchildren.
We know that adversative relations [but, although] appear later than causal relations in the child's thinking,
and one may see that in the adversative category, fourthgraders perform no better than second-graders in the
causal category.
These findings led us to a hypothesis of two different
paths in the development of two different forms of reasoning. in the case of scientific thinking, the primary role
is played by iniiial verbal definilion, which being applied
systematically, gradually comes down to concrete phenomena. The development of spontaneous concepts
knows no systematicity and goes from the phenomena
upward toward generalizations.
The scientific concepts evolve under the conditions
of systematic cooperation between the child and the
teacher. Development and maturation of the child's
higher mental functions are products ofthis cooperation.
Our study shows that the developmental progress reveals
itself in the growing relativity of causal thinking, and in
the achievement of a certain freedom of thinking in
scientific concepts. Scientific concepts develop earlier
than spontaneous concepts because they benefit from the
systematicity of instruction and cooperation. This early
maturity of scientific concepts gives them the role of a
propaedeutic guide in the development of spontaneous
concepts.
The weak aspect of the child's use of spontaneous concepts lies in the child's inability to use these concepts
freely and voluntarily and to form abstractions. The
difficulty with scientific concepts lies in their verba1im,
i.e.. in their excessive abstractness and detachment from
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reality. At the same time, the very nature of scientific
concepts prompts their deliberate use. the latter being their advantage over the spontaneous concepts. At
about the fourth grade, verbalism gives way to concretization, which in turn favorably influences the development of spontaneous concepts. Both forms of reasoning
reach, at that moment, approximately the same level of
development.
What happens in the mind of the child Lo the scientific
concepts he is taught at school? What is the relation between the assimilation of information and the interna! development of a scientific concept in the child's
consciouSness?
Contemporary child psychology has two answers to
these questions. One school of thought believes that
scientific concepts have no inward history. i.e., do not
undergo development, but are absorbed ready-made
through a process of understanding and assimilation.
Most educational theories and methods are still based on
this view. It is, nevertheless, a view that fails to stand up
under scrutiny. either theoretically or in its practical applications. As we know from investigations of the process
of concept formation, a concept is more than the sum of
certain associative bonds formed by memory, more than
a mere mental habit; it is a complex and genuine act of
thought that cannot be taught by drilling, but can be
accomplished onLy when the child's mental development
itself has reached the requisite level. At any age, a concepi: embodied in a word represents an act of generalization. But word meanings evolve. When a new word has
been learned by the child, its development is barely starting; the word at first is a generalization of the most primitive type; as the child's intellect develops, it is replaced by
generalizations of a higher and higher Lype-a process
that leads in the end to the formation of true concepts.
The development of concepts. or word meanings, prePDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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supposes the development of many intellectual funcfions: deliberate attention, logical memory. abstraction,
the ability to compare and to differentiate. These cornplex psychological processes cannot be mastered through
the initial learning alone.
Practical experience also shows that direct teaching of
concepts is impossible and fruitless. A teacher who tries
to do this usually accomplishes nothing but empty verbalism a parrothke repetition of words by the child, simulating a knowledge of the corresponding concepts bui
actually covering up a vacuum.
Leo Tolstoy, with his profound understanding of the
nature of word and meaning, realized more clearly than
most other educators the impossibility of simply relaying
a concept from teacher to pupil. He tells of his attempts
to teachiiterary language to peasant children by first
"translating" their own vocabulary into the language of
folk tales, then translating the language of tales into literary Russian. He found that one could not teach children
literary language by artificial explanations, compulsive
memorizing, and repetition, as one teaches a foreign Ianguage. Tolstoy writes, "We have to admit that we atto do this, and always met with
tempted several times
an invincible distaste on the part of the children, which
shows that we were on the wrong track. These experiments have left me with the certainty that it is quite impossible to explain the meaning of a word. . . When you
explain any word, the word 'impression,' for instance,
you put in its place another equally incomprehensible
word, or a whole senes of words, with the connection
between them as incomprehensible as the word itself"
(Tolstoy, 1903, p. 143).
In this categorical statement, correct and false ideas are
present in equal amounts. It is correct, and any teacher
will confirm this, that the major problem is an absence of
appropriate concepts in the child: "lt is not a word, that is
.

.

.

.
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difficult to comprehend, but the concept denoted by this
word, which the child does not understand. The word is
almost always at hand when the concept is ready. Also,
the relation of the word to thought, and the formatior of
new concepts, is such a delicate, complex and mysterks
process that any interference results in awkwardness that
hinders the process of development" (Tolstoy.
J- i 903
A

L

f.-.

143).
Lt is true that concepts and word meanings evolve and
that this is a complex and delicate process. But Tolstoy is

wrong when he suggests abandoning any attempt to direct the acquisition of concepts and calls for natural unhindered development. Suggesting this, he divorces the
process of development from that of learning and instruction, particularly because his formulation is so
categorical.
At the same time, Tolstoy himself understood that it is
only rough interference that hinders the development,
while more subtle and roundabout methods may have a
positive effect: "When he has heard or read an unknown
word in an otherwise comprehensible sentence, and another time in another sentence, he begins to have a hazy
idea of the new concept; sooner or later he will
. feel
the need to use that word-and once he has used it,, the
word and the concept are his. . . . Bui to give the pupil
new concepts deliberately . . is, I am convinced, as impossible and futile as teaching a child to walk by the laws
of equilibrium" (Tolstoy, 1903, p. 143).
Thus, Tolstoy shows that he is aware of the existence of
many other ways through which concepts can be acquired, and that these ways should not be necessarily
scholastic But he still overemphasizes the role of Spontaneity, of chance, and of obscure feelings. l-le overplays
the inner workings ofconcept formation, and underplays
learning and instruction.
Leaving aside what is wrong in Tolstoy's posidor, we
.

.

.
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would like to subscribe to his idea, which is correct, that
the path from the first encounter with a new concept to
the point where the concept and the corresponding word
are fully appropriated by the child is long and complex.
Our experimental study proved that it is not only possibic to teach children to use concepts, but that such "interference" may influence favorably the development of
concepts that have been formed by the student himself.
But the same study shows that to introduce a new concept
meansjust to start the process of its appropriation. Delibcrate introduction of new concepts does not preclude
spontaneous development, but rather charts the new
paths for it.
lt must be taken into account that when Tolstoy writes
about learning, what he actually means is the learning of
Russian literary language. This subject does not presuppose, necessarily, a systematic learning of scientific concepts. lt is rather an acquisition of new concepts and
words that will be woven into the existing texture of the
child's concepts. Examples given by Tolstoy confirm this;
for example, he discusses how to explain and interpret
such words as "impression" and "tool"-words that do
not require a rigorous system for their comprehension.
Here lies the difference between our study-which is
aimed at an investigation of the systematic learning of
scientific concepts-and Tolstoy's studies. This difference poses a question as to what extent Tolstoy's observafions are applicable to the process of scientific-concept
formation.
Noting the fact that scientific and spontaneous concepts differ, we do not venture, at this moment, to
foretell its importance. This problem will become a subject of discussion later in this chapter. What we would like
to emphasize now is that the very distinction between
scientific and spontaneous concepts hardly can be called a
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commonplace in contemporary psychology, and must be
defended in the first place.
As we have mentioned earlier, contemporary psychology offered two answers to the problem of the development of scientific concepts in schoolchildren. The first
answer, which we have already discussed and dismissed,
denies such a development altogether.
The second conception of the evolution of scientific
concepts does not deny the existence of a developmental
process in the schoolchild's mind; it holds, however, that
this process does not differ in any essential from the development of the concepts formed by the child in his
everyday experience and that it is pointless to consider
the two processes separately. What is the basis for this
view?

The literature in this field shows that in studying concept formation in childhood, most investigators have
used everyday concepts formed by children without systematic instruction. The laws based on these data are
assumed to apply also to the child's scientific concepts,
and no checking of this assumption is deemed necessary.
Only a few ofthe more perspicacious modern students of
the child's thought question the legitimacy of such an
extension. Piaget draws a sharp line between the child's
ideas of reality developed mainly through his own mental
efforts and those that were decisively influenced by
adults; he designates the first group as sontaneous, the
second as nospontiineous, and admits that the latter may
deserve independent investigation. In this respect, he
goes farther and deeper than any of the other students of
children's concepts.
Piaget found that certain characteristics are shared by
spontaneous and nonspontaneous concepts: ( 1) both of
them resist suggestion; (2) both have deep roots in the
child's thinking; (3) both appear in more or less similar
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forms in children of the same age; (4) both have a long
life in the child's mind and die out gradually, unlike the
"suggested concepts," which disappear instantly; (5) both
reveal themselves in the first correct answers of the child.
These characteristics shared by both types of concepts
serve as a demarcation line separating them from those
concepts and answers that are suggested to a child.
These are correct observations and they could lead to
recognition of nonspontaneous concepts as deserving of
special study. At the same time, there are errors in
Piaget's reasoning that detract from the value of his
views. We shall focus on three of his major errors, which
are intricately interconnected. The first of them stems
from Piaget's belief that spontaneous concepts alone can
truly enlighten us as to the special qualities of the child's
thought. From this point of view, nonspontaneous concepts merely reflect the assimilation of adult thought by
children, but Ecli nothing about the development of their
own reasoning. Piaget finds himselfin disagreement with
his own correct observation that the child, while assimilating adult concepts, stamps them with characteristics of
his own mentality. Piaget, however, tends to apply this
observation exclusively to spontaneous concepts.
The second error isjust an extension ofthe first. Since
spontaneous concepts alone are perceived as charactenstic of child thought, Piaget attempts to present spon taneous and nonspontaneous concepts as firmly divided and
self-contained entities whose interaction is impossible. He
fails to see Ehe interaction between these two types of
concepts and the bonds uniting them into a total system.
These errors lead to yet another.
On the one hand, Piaget emphasized that it is spontaneous concepts that reflect the characteristic quality of
the child's thinking; on the other hand, it is one of the
basic tenets of Piaget's theory that progressive socializalion of thinking is the very essence of the child's mental
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development. But if Piaget's views on the nature of nonspontaneous concepts were correct, it would follow that
such an important factor in the socialization of thought as
school learning is unrelated to the inner developmental
processes. It would look as if the inner development of
the child's thought had no relation to socialization, while
socialization had no relevance for the development of the
childs concepts This inconsistency is the weak spot in
Piaget's theory. both theoretically and Dracticallv.
ffl:i2LlY, socializationofthough is Seen by Piaget
as a mechanical abolition of the characteristics of the
child's thought, their gradual withering away. All that is
new in development comes from without, replacing the
child's own modes of thought. These characteristically
infantile modes of reasoning include the solipsism of
early infancy and egocentrism of childhood, which already shows certain signs of compromise between extreme child egocentricity and rational, conceptual
thinking of adults. The entire process of development
appears as mechanical displacement of one mentality by
the other. The child's own thinking plays no constructive
role in this process. being simply gradually replaced by
an adult mode of reasoning. Throughout childhood,
there is a ceaseless conflict between two mutually antagofistic forms of thinking, with a series of compromises at
each successive developmental level, unul adult thought
wins out.
This theoretical position leaves no alternative other
than antagonism for the relation between development
and learning. All nonspontaneous concepts learned from
adults must be in sharp opposition to those developed by
the child himself. Throughout the history of the child's
development runs a "warfare" between spontaneous and
nonspontaneous, systematically learned, concepts. Each
stage in this development is characterized by a measure
of quantitative prevalence of one of the types of reasonPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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¡ng. In schoolchildren ofeleven to twelve, the nonsponta-

neous concepts completely replace the spontaneous, and
with this, according to Piaget, intellectual development
reaches its port of arrival. The real culmination of th
developmental process, i.e., the formation of mature.
scientific concepts in adolescence, simply has no place in
Piaget's model. The real content of development, according to Piaget, lies in continous confrontation between two
antagonistic forms of thinking; the development of this
confrontation is marked by a series of compromises,
which can be measured in terms of the diminishing
power of the child's egocentrism.
In what concerns the practical applications, the abovementioned contradiction results in the impossibility of
applying data obtained in a study of spontaneous concepts to nonspontaneous concepts. What we face here is a
vicious circle: on the one hand, it was emphasized that
nonspontaneous concepts have nothing to reveal about a
child's mental development; on the other hand, each
time one confronts an educational problem, one attempts
to apply the principles of the development of spontaneous concepts to the process of learning in school. This
vicious circle became particularly evident in Piaget's paper "Child Psychology and History Instruction" (1933).
In this paper Piaget claims that the best way to formulate
a method of teaching history is to study the child's spontaneous concepts-even if at the first glance they seem to
be naive and unimportant. But in the very same paper
Piaget comes to the conclusion that the child's thought is
devoid of objectivity, critical approach, understanding of
relations, and stability-in a word, those characteristics
essential for mastering historical material. Consequently,
on the one hand, a study of spontaneous concepts is regarded as a foundation of teaching; on the other hand,
spontaneous concepts are shown to be of no value in
rendering systematic knowledge. Piaget "resolves" this
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contradiction by suggesting a principle of antagonism between development and learning. It seems that when he
says that nothing is more important for effective teaching
than a thorough knowledge of the spontaneous thought
of children, he means that the child's thought must be
known as any enemy must be known in order to be
fought successfully.
We shaH counter these erroneous premises with the
premise that the development of nonspontaneous concepis must possess all the traits peculiar to the child's
thought at each developmental level because these concepts are not simply acquired by rote but evolve with the
aid of strenuous mental activity on the part of the child
himself. We believe that the two processes-the development of spontaneous and of nonspontarieous conceptsare related and constantly influence each other. They are
parts of a single process: the development of concept
formation, which is affected by varying external and interna! conditions but is essentially a unitary process, not a
conflict of antagonistic. mutually exclusive forms of
thinking. Instruction is one of the principal sources of
the schoolchild's concepts and is also a powerful force in
directing their evolution; it determines the fate of his
total mental development. Ifso, the results ofthe psychological study of children's concepts can be applied to the
problems of teaching in a manner very different from
that envisioned by Piaget.
Before discussing these premises in detail, we want to
set forth our own reasons for differentiating between
spontaneous and nonspontaneous-in particular, scientifìc-concepts and for subjecting the latter to special
study.
1. First, we know from simple observation that spontaneous and scientific concepts evolve under entirely different inner and outer conditions. The relation ofthe child's
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relation to spontaneous concepts. Scientific concepts that
originate in classrGom instruction could not but differ
from the concepts evolving in everyday life. Even the
motives prompting the child to form the two kinds of
concepts are not the same. The mind faces different
problems when assimilating concepts at school and when
left to its own devices. One may conclude that since
scientific and spontaneous concepts differ m their relation to the child's experience, and in the child's attitude
toward their objects, they may be expected to follow differing developmental paths from inception to final form.
Empirical data suggest that the strong and weak aspects of scientific and spontaneous concepts are different-the strong side of one indicates the weak side of the
other, and vice versa. A simple example suffices to show
this. When asked to define the concept "brother," a student turns out to be more confused than when asked to
define the Archimedean law. The understanding of
"brother" is deeply rooted in the child's experience and
passes a number of stages before arriving at the
definition made in conceptual form. Such a development
does not sLart in a classroom and does not involve a
teacher's explanations. At the same time, almost all empirical content of the concept "brother" is already assimilated by the child. The concept of "Archimedean
law," on the contrary, does not evoke such a repercussion
in the child's own experience.
2. Here we are going to discuss the theoretical aspect.
We shall start with a premise used by Piaget, namely, that
child speech is an original formation, and does not copy
the speech of adults. In this presupposition, Piaget followed Stern, but extended Stern's idea to the child's
thought, claiming that the child's thought is even more
original and idiosyncratic than his language.
But if this premise is true, then one must admit that
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associated with scientific concepts, will, most probably, be
even more original and idiosyncratic than those associated with spontaneous concepts. lt is hard to imagine that
scientific concepts could be assimilated by the child in an
unaltered, ready-made form. This becomes obvious if
only one agrees that scientific concepts, like spontaneous
concepts, just start their development, rather than finish
it, at a moment when the child learns the term or word
meaning denoting the new concept. This developmental
principle is equally applicable to both groups of concepts,
but each group has its own scenario for the beginning
and development of concepts. The latter thought may
become more clear if one compares it with the difference
between learning a native language and a foreign language. The analogy with learning different languages
goes beyond a superficial similarity, for it reveals psychological relations that are actually akin to those existing
between scientific and spontaneous concepts.
It is well known that to learn a foreign language at
school and to develop one's native language involve two
entirely different processes. Whilelearning a foreign Ianwe usewordrneanings that are already well devel-

ge,

me
advanced knowledge of one's own language also plays an
important role in the study of the foreign one, as well as
those inner and outer relations that are characteristic
only in the study of a foreign language. And yet, in spite
of all these differences, the acquisition of the foreign and
the native languages belongs to one general class of the
processes of speech development. One may also add to
this class the acquisition of written language, which has
many idiosyncratic features that cannot be derived from
either one of the previously mentioned types of speech
development. At the same time, all three of these processes are intricately interconnected. The acquisition of a
foreign language differs from the acquisition of the naopen
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one precisely because it uses the semantics of the
native language as its foundation.
The reciprocal dependence is less known and less appredated. But Goethe clearly saw it when he wrote that
he who knows no foreign language does not truly know
his own. Experimental studies fully endorse this. It has
been shown that a child's understanding of his native
language is enhanced by learning a foreign one. The
child becomes more conscious and deliberate in using
words as tools of his thought and expressive means for
his ideas. One may say that the knowledge of the foreign
language stands to that of the native one in the same way
as knowledge of algebra stands to knowLedge of arithmetic, enhancing it and turning it into a concrete application of the general algebraic laws. The child's approach
to language becomes more abstract and generalized. As
algebra liberates the child from the domination of concrete figures and elevates him to the level of generalizaLions, the acquisition of foreign language-in its own
peculiar way-liberates him from the dependence on
concrete linguistic forms and expressions.
There are serious grounds for believing that similar
relations do exist between spontaneous and scientific concepts. First of all, the development of concepts. both
spontaneous and scientific, belongs to the semantic aspect
of speech development; from the psychological point of
view, the development of concepts and the development
ofword meanings are but two forms ofone and the same
process, which imprints its characteristic signature on
both. Further, the external and internal conditions for
the development of scientific concepts and the acquisition
of a foreign language mostly coincide, differing in a similar way from the conditions for the development of spontaneous concepts and the acquisition of the native
language. The demarcation line is drawn here between
spontaneous development and systematic instruction. In
Live
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a certain sense, one may call the development of one's
native language a spontaneous process. and the acquisition of the foreign a nonspontaneous process.
Scientific and spontaneous concepts reveal different attitudes toward the object of study and different ways of
its representation in the consciousness. The process of
acquiring scientific concepts reaches far beyond the immediate experience of the child, using this experience in
the same way as the semantics of the native language is
used in learning a foreign language. In learning a new
language. one does not return to the immediate world of
objects and does not repeat past linguistic developments,
but uses instead the native language as a mediator between the world of objects and the new language. Similarly, the acquisition of scientific concepts is carried
out with the mediation provided by already acquired
concepts.
3. The singling out of scientific concepts as an object of
study also has a heuristic value. At present, psychology
has only two ways of studying concept formation. One
deals with the child's real concepts. but uses methodssuch as verbal definition-that do not penetrate below
the surface; the other permits incomparably deeper psychological analysis, but only through studying the formation of artificially devised experimental concepts. An
urgent methodological problem confronting us is to find
ways of studying real concepts in deØh-to find a method
that could utilize the results already obtained by the two
methods used so far. The most promising approach to
the problem would seem to be the study of scientific concepts, which are real concepts, yet are formed under our
eyes almost in the fashion of artificial concepts.
4. Finally, the study of scientific concepts as such has
important implications for education and instruction.
These concepts are not absorbed ready-made, and inPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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strucUon and learning play a leading role in their acquisiilon. To uncover the complex relation between
instruction and the development of scientific concepts is
ari important practical task.
These were the considerations that guided us in
separating scientific from everyday concepts and subjecting them to comparative study. To illustrate the kind of
question we tried to answer, let us take the concept
"brother"-a typical everyday concept, which Piaget used
so skillfully to establish a whole series of peculiarities of
the child's thought-and compare it with the concept
"exploitation," to which the child is introduced in his socia! science classes. Is their development the same, or is
different? Does "exploitation's merely repeat the developmental course of "brother," or is it, psychologically, a
concept of a different type? We submit that the two concepts must differ in their development as well as in their
functioning and that these two variants of the process of
concept formation must influence each other's evolution.
it

li
To study the relation between the development of
scientific and that of everday concepts, we need a yardstick for comparing them. To construct a measuring device, we must know the typical characteristics of everyday
concepts at school age and the direction of their development during that period.
Piaget demonstrated that the schoolchild's concepts are
marked primarily by his lack of conscious awareness of
relations, though he handles relations correctly in a spontaneous, unreflective way. Piaget asked seven- to eightyear-olds the meaning of the word because in the
sentence, "I won't go to school tomorrow because I am
sick." Most of the children answered, "Lt means that he is
sick"; others said, 1'lt means that he won't go to school." A
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child is unable to realize that the question does not refer
to the separate facts of sickness and of school absence but
to their connection. Yet he certainly grasps the meaning
of the sentence. Spontaneously, he uses because correctly,
but he does not know how to use it deliberately. Thus, he
cannot supply a correct ending to the sentence, "The
man fell off his bicycle because. . . ." Often he will substitute a consequence ("because he broke his arm") for the
cause.
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child eventually
reach awareness and mastery of his own thoughts? To
explain the process, Piaget cites two psychological laws.
One is the law of awareness, formulated by Claparède,
who proved by very interesting experiments that awareness of difference precedes awareness of likeness. The
child quite naturally responds in similar ways to objects
that are alike and has no need Lo become aware of his
mode of response, while dissimilarity creates a state of
maladaptation that leads to awareness. Claparède's law
states that the more smoothly we use a relation in action,
the less conscious we are of it; we become aware of what
we are doing in proportion to the difficulty we experience in adapting Lo a situation.
Piaget uses Claparède's law to explain the development
of thinking that takes place between the seventh year and
the twelfth year. During that period, the child's mental
operations repeatedly come in conflict with adult thinking. He suffers failures and defeats because of the
deficiencies of his logic, and these painful experiences
create the need to become aware of his concepts.
Realizing that need is not a sufficient explanation for
any developmental change, Piaget supplements CIaparède's law by the law of shift, or displacement. To becon-le conscious of a mental operation means to transfer it
from the plane of action to that of language, i.e., to rein
the
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words. This change is neither quick nor smooth. The law
states that mastering an operation on the higher plane o!
verbal thought presents the same difficulties as the earlier mastering of that operation on the plane of action.
This accounts for the slow progress.
First of all, it was Piaget himself who mentioned thai
Claparède's law of awareness has a limited explanatory
power. And actually, to say that awareness appears as a
result of a child's need to become aware of something
amounts to a claim that wings originate in a bird's need to
fly. In what concerns scientific epistemology, such an explanation seems antiquated. It also endows the need with
the ability to create apparatus necessary for its satisfaction, while robbing consciousness of its developmental
aspect and portraying it as a preformed entity.
Claparède's findings may have a different explanation.
Our own experimental studies suggest that the child becomes aware ofdifferences earlier than of likenesses, not
because differences lead to malfunctioning, but because
awareness of similarity requires a more advanced structurc of generalization and conceptualization than awareness of dissimilarity. In analyzing the development of
concepts of difference and likeness, we found that consciousness of likeness presupposes the formation of a
generalization, or of a concept, embracing the objects
that are alike; consciousness of difference requires no
such generalization-it may come about in other ways.
The fact that the developmental sequence of these two
concepts reverses the sequence of the earlier behavioral
handling of similarity and difference is not unique. Our
experiments established, for instance, that the child responds to pictorially represerjted action earlier than to
the representation of an object, but becomes fully conscious of the object earlier than of action.
Identical pictures were shown two groups of preschool
children of similar age and developmental level. One
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group was asked to act out the picture-which would
indicate the degree of their immediale grasp of its content; the other group was asked to tell about it in words,
a task requiring a measure of conceptually mediated
understanding. It was found that the "actors" rendered
the sense of the represented action situation, while the
narrators enumerated separate objects.
One may question the applicability of Claparède's law
Droblems discussed by Piaget.
Piagetuses C!aparède's findings to account for the development of concepts in children between seven and
twelve. That period is characterized by series of failures
of the child's logic in its confrontation with the logic of
adults. The child's thought bumps into the wall of its own
inadequacy, and the resultant "bruises"-as it was wisely
observed by J. J. Rousseau-become its best teachers.
Such collisions are a powerful stimulus, evoking awareness, which, in its turn, magically reveals to a child a
chamber of conscious and voluntary concepts
But one must inquire whether that series of failures is
the sole "teacher" of the child. Is it possible for the madequacy of the child's thought to be the only real source of
higher forms of generalization known as concepts? It
suffices to formulate these questions in a clear-cut way,
and one cannot but admit that the answer is negative. As
one cannot derive awareness from the need of awareness,
one also cannot derive the development of thought from
the failure of thought.
The second law used by Piaget, the law of shift, is an
example of the widespread genetic theory according to
which certain events or patterns observed in the early
stages of a developmental process will recur in its advanced stages. The traits that do recur often blind the
observer to significant differences caused by the fact that
the later processes take place on a higher developmental
of consciousness to the

level.
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repetition as such, since we are concerned merely with its
explanatory value in respect to the growth of awareness.
The law of shift, like the law of awareness, may at best
answer the question why the schoolchild is not conscious
of his concepts; it cannot explain how consciousness
is achieved. We must look for another hypothesis to
account for that decisive event in the child's mental
development.
According to Piaget, the schoolchild's lack of awareness is a residue of his waning egocentrism, which still
retains its influence in the sphere of verbal thought just
beginning to form at that time. Consciousness is achieved
when mature socialized thinking crowds out the residual
egocentrism from the level of verbal thought.
But such a model ofdevelopment does not require any
laws, for if awareness of concepts is initially lacking, and
if it is true that when awareness comes, it comes in a
ready-made form from the world of adults, then one
needs no specific laws of the child's psyche in order to
account for such a development. This model does not
stand up in the face of either theory or facts. The lack of
conscious use of concepts by schoolchildren cannot be
explained with the help of the notion of egocentrism,
because it is precisely during the early school age that the
higher intellectual functions, whose main features are
reflective awareness and deliberate control, come to the
fore in the developmental process.
The central issue of development during school age is
the transition from primitive remembering and involuntary attention to the higher mental processes of voluntary
attention and logical memory. Attention, previously involuntary, becomes increasingly dependent on the child's
own thinking; mechanical memory changes to logical
memory guided by meaning, and can now be deliberately
used by the child. One may say that both attention and
memory become "logical" and voluntary, since the conPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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trol of a function is a counterpart of one's consciousness
of this function. Intellectualization of a function and
voluntary control of it are just two moments of one and
the same process of the formation of higher mental
functions.
Nevertheless, the fact established by Piaget cannot be
denied: The schoolchild. though growing steadily in
awareness and mastery of such functions as memory and
attention. is not aware of his concentual onerations. All
tl!; basicfunctions become "intdlletual,"cxceptthe inteiligence itself.
To resolve this seeming paradox, we must turn to basic
laws governing psychological development. Elsewhere we
have already discussed the role played by functional interactions in mental development.3 It was shown and
proved experimentally that mental development does
not coincide with the development of separate psychological functions, but rather depends on changing relations
between them. The development of each function, in
turn, depends upon the progress in the development of
the mierfunctional system. Consciousness evolving as a
real whole changes its inner structure with each step forwarl. lue tate 01 eacti tunctional ingredient ot consciousness thus depends upon the development of the
entire system.
The idea that consciousness is a holistic system is as old
as scientific psychology itself. And yet, while accepting
this idea, the old psychology, but often the new one as
well, proceeded in a direction contrary to the very essence of this thesis. Accepting that interfunctional rdations are important, such psychology nevertheless
attempted to study consciousness as if it were a sum of its
functional moments. This approach also spread from
general to developmental psychology, and the development of the child's consciousness appeared as a product
of changes occurring in separate mental functions. FunePDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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flonal aspects of consciousness were dogmatically placed
before consciousness as a system.
To understand how such paradoxical transformation
of the initial idea might happen, one must be able to
expose the tacit premises of traditional psychology.
These premises indude (1) the unchangeable character
of interfunctional relations; (2) the constancy of the interfunctional component, which, therefore, could be
"bracketed" and actually ignored in a study of a concrete

mental function; and (3) the idea that the development of
consciousness may be viewed as a product of the development of separate functions. The latter functions, although interconnected, develop autonomously because
their interrelations are presumed to be constant.
All these premises are essentially incorrect. First of all,
the interfunctional relations, far from being unchangeable, undergo a considerable development. Moreover,
this development, i.e., changes in thefunctional compositioi
are the real subject of mental development.
What served as a postulate in the old psychology-the
interconnectedness of mental functions-must become a
problem in the new one. The changing interfunctional
relations thus must become a centrai issue in the study of
consciousness. It is this new approach that must be used
in tackling the problem of lack of consciousness and deliberate control in schoolchildren. The general law of development says that awareness and deliberate control
appear only during a very advanced stage in the development of a mental function, after it has been used and
practiced unconsciously and spontaneously. In order to
subject a function Lo intellectual and volitional control,
we must first possess it.
The stage of undifferentiated functions in infancy is
followed by the differentiation and development of perof consciousness,
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ory in the preschooler, to mention only the outstanding
aspects of mental development at each age Attention,
which is a correlate of the structuring of what is perceived and remembered, participates in this development. Consequently, the child about to enter school
possesses, in a fairly mature form, the functions he must
next learn to subject to conscious control. But conceptsor rather preconcepts, as they should be called at that
stage-are barely beginning to evolve from complexes at
that time, and it would indeed be a miracle if the child
were able to become conscious of them and to govern
them, during the same period. For this to be possible,
consciousness would not merely have to take possession
of its single functions, but to create them.
Before continuing, we want to clarify the term consciou.sness as we use it in speaking of nonconscious functions becoming conscious. In the works of Piaget and
Claparède, two different meanings of the concept of unconsciousness coexist, causing serious confusion. One of
these meanings is borrowed from general psychology,
the other from the works of Freüd. When Piaget speaks
about the unconsciousness of the child's thought, he does
not imply thai the child is completely unaware of his own
thinking. What Piaget means is that the child does not
have a complete conscious control over his own reasoning. According to Piaget's developmental model, the
child's thought reflects the changing equilibrium between
egocentrism, which is connected with a certain deficit of
conscious control, and socialization. This model implies
that the child's thought is not fully conscious; it contains
conscious as well as unconscious elements.
But the unconscious as "the not yet conscious" differs
essentially from the Freudian "unconscious" resulting
from repression, which is a late development, an effect of
a relatively high differentiation of consciousness. That is
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why the nonconscious is not something partly cOnscious
and partly unconscious; it i not a degree of awareness,
but the other direction in the activity of consciousness.
The activity of consciousness can take different diretions; it may illuminate only a few aspects ofa thought oi
an act. I have just tied a Inot-I have done so COI1
sciously, yet i cannot explain how I did it, because ni
awareness was centered on the knot rather than on ni
own motions, the how of my action. When the latter hecomes the object of my awareness, L shall have become
fully conscious. We use consciousness to denote awareness
of the activity of the mind-the consciousness of being
conscious. A preschool child who, in response to the
question, "Do you know your name?" tells his name, lacks
this self-reflective awareness: He knows his name but
not conscious of knowing it.
Piaget's studies showed that introspection begins to develop only during the school years. This process has a
good deal in common with t-he development of external
perception and observation in the transition from infancy to early childhood, when the child passes from
primitive wordless perception to perception of objects
guided by and expressed in words-perception in terms
of meaning. Similarly, the schoolchild passes from un formulated to verbalized introspection; he perceives his own
psychic processes as meaningful. But perception in terms
of meaning always implies a degree of generalization.
Consequently, the transition to verbalized seif-observation denotes a beginning process of generalization of
the inner forms of activity. The shift to a new type of
inner perception means also a shift to a higher type
of inner activity, since a new way of seeing things opens
up new possibilities for handling them. A chessplayer's
moves are determined by what he sees on the board;
when his perception of the game changes, his strategy
will also change. In perceiving some of our acts in a
i.s
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generalizing fashion, we isolate them from our total mental activity and are thus enabled Io focus on this process
ts such and to enter into a new relation to it. In this way,
becoming conscious of our operations and viewing each
LS a process of a certain kind-such as remembering or
imagining-leads to their mastery.
School instruction induces the generalizing kind of
perception and thus plays a decisive role in making the
child conscious of his own mental processes. Scientific
concepts, with their hierarchical system of interrelation,
seem to be the medium within which awareness and
mastery first develop, to be transferred later to other
concepts and other areas of thought. Reflective
consciousness comes to the child through the portals of
scientific concepts.
Piaget's characterization of the child's spontaneous
concepts as nonconscious and nonsystematic tends to
confirm our thesis. The implication that sponlaneous,
when applied to concepts, is a synonym of noncon.sciou.s is
obvious throughout his writings, and the basis for this is
easily seen. In operating with spoñtaneous concepts. the
child is not conscious of them because his attention is
always centered on the object to which the concept refers,
never on the act Of thought itself. Piaget's view that spontaneous concepts exist for the child outside any systematic context is equally clear. According to him, uwe wish
to discover and explore the child's own spontaneous idea
hidden behind the nonspontaneous concept he voices, we
must begin by freeing it from all ties to a system. This
approach resulted in the kind of answers expressing the
child's nonmediated attitude toward objects that fill all
the books of Piaget.
To us it seems obvious that a concept can become subject to conscious and deliberate control only when it is a
part of a system. If consciousness means generalization,
generalization, in turn, means the formation of a
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superordinate concept (Oberbegriff-übergeordneter Begnfj)
that includes the given concept as a particular case. A
superordinate concept implies the existence of a series of
subordinate concepts, and it also presupposes a hierarchy
of concepts of different levels of generality. Thus, the
given concept is placed within a system of relations of
generality.
It was Piaget himself who showed that the child's
thought is unsystematic, that it lacks coherence and deduction, that the child is insensitive to contradictions and
juxtaposes statements when one must synthesize them.
Later, we shall return to phenomena discovered by
Piaget and shall show that they belong exclusively to the
sphere of unsystematic reasoning. These phenomena are
relevant when the concepts involved lack system.
But at this moment, we are more concerned to show
that systematicity and consciousness do not come from
outside, displacing the child's spontaneous concepts, but
that, on the contrary, they presuppose the existence of
rich and relatively mature representations. Without the
latter, the child would have nothing to systematize. SysLematic reasoning, being initially acquired in the sphere
of scientific concepts, later transfers its structural organization into spontaneous concepts, remodeling them
"from above." The interdependence between spontaneous and scientiFic concepts stems from the special rdations existing between the scientific concept and the
object. In the scientific concepts that the child acquires iii
school, the relation to an object is mediated from the start
by some other concept. Thus, the very notion of scientific
concept implies a certain position in relation to other
Concepts, i.e., a place within a system ofconcepts. It is our
contention that the rudiments of systematization first enter the child's mind by way of his contact with scientific
concepts and are then transferred to everyday concepts.
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changing their psychological structure from the top
down.
The specific character of scientific concepts was thoroughly defined by Marx, who wrote that "if the appearance and essence of things were similar, there would be
no need to have science." Scientific concepts would be
unnecessary if they were reflecting mere appearances of
objects, as empirical concepts do. The scientific concept,
thus, stands in a different relation to the object in a
relation achievable only in conceptual form, which, in its
turn, is possible only through a system of concepts. From
this point of view, any real concept must be taken only
together with its system of relations that determine its
measure of generality. A concept is like a living cell that
must be viewed only together with its offshoots penetrating into surrounding tissue. It becomes clear that
logically the distinction between spontaneous and
nonspontaneous concepts coincides with the distinction
between empirical and scientific concepts.
The following example may illustrate the function of
varying degrees of generality in the emergence of a systern: A child learns the word flower, and shortly afterwards the word rose; for a long time the concept 'flower,"
though more widely applicable than "rose," cannot be
said to be more general for the child. It does not include
and subordinate "rose"-the two are interchangeable
andjuxtaposed. When "flower" becomes generalized, the
relation of "flower" and "rose," as well as of "flower" and
other subordinate concepts, also changes in the child's
mind. A system is taking shape.
Let us now return to the beginning of our discussion,
i.e., to Piaget's question: Where does consciousness
come from? We have shown that, contrary to Piaget's
belief, the deficit of awareness cannot be derived from
the child's egocentrism. lt is, rather, a product of the
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unsystematicity of spontaneous concepts. The conscious
use of concepts is achievable through their systematization based on the relations of generality between concepts. The conscious use of concepts simultaneously
implies that concepts can be controlled voluntarily.
Piaget's inability to resolve the problem of consciousness
stems from his adherence to spontaneous concepts,
viewed by him as the only legitimate products of the
child's thought. Rejecting the notion of a conceptual systern, Piaget made the resolution of the problem of consciousness impossible.
111

The interrelation of scientific and spontaneous concepts
is a special case within a much broader subject: the relation of school instruction to the mental development of
the child. Several theories concerning this relation have
been advanced in the past, and the question remains one
of the major preoccupations of Soviet psychology1 We
shall review three attempts to answer it, in order to place
our own study within the broader context.
The first and still most widely held theory considers
instruction and development to be mutually independent. Development is seen as a process of maturation
subject to natural laws, and instruction as the utilization
of the opportunities created by development. Typical of
this school of thought are its attempts to separate with
great care the products of development from those of
instruction, supposedly to find them in their pure form.
No investigator has yet been able to achieve this. The
blame is usually laid on inadequate methods, and ilie
failures are compensated for by redoubled speculative
analyses. These efforts to divide the child's intellectual
equipment into two categories may go hand in hand with
the notion that development can run its normal course
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and reach a high level without any assistance from instruction-that even children who never attend school
can develop the highest forms of thinking accessible to
human beings. More often, however, this theory is
modified to take into account a relation that obviously
exists between development and instruction: The former
creates the potentialities; the latter realizes them. Education is seen as a kind of superstructure erected over maturation; or to change the metaphor, education is related
to development as consumption to production. A onesided relation is thus conceded: Learning depends on
development, but the course of development is not affected by learning.
This theory rests on the simple observation that any
instruction demands a certain degree of maturity of certain functions: One cannot teach a one-year-old to read,
or a three-year-old to write. The analysis of learning is
thus reduced to determining the developmental level
that various functions must reach for instruction to become feasible. When the child's memory has progressed
enough to enable him to memorLze the alphabet, when
his attention can be held by a boring task, when his thinking has matured to the point where he can grasp the
connection between sign and sound-then instruction in
writing may begin. According to this variant of the first
theory, instruction hobbles behind development. Development must complete certain cycles before instruction
can begin.

The truth of this last statement is obvious; a necessary
minimum level does exist.. Nevertheless, this one-sided
view results in a series of misconceptions. Suppose the
child's memory, attention, and thinking have developed
to the point where he can be taught writing and arithmetic; does the study of writing and arithmetic do any-.
thing to his memory, attention, and thinking, or does it
not? Traditional psychology answers thus: Yes insofar as
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they exercise these functions; but the process of development as such does not change; nothing new happens in
the mental growth of the child; he has learned to write-

that is all.
This view, characteristic of old-fashioned educational
theory, particularly that of Meumann, also colors the
writings of Piaget, who believes that the child's thinking
goes through certain phases and stages regardless of any
instruction received. Instruction remains an extraneous
factor. The gauge of the child's mental development is
not what he has learned and understands, but the manner in which he thinks on subjects about which he has no
knowledge. Piaget selects questions that in principle cannot be answered with the help of knowledge acquired
through instruction. Here, the separation-indeed, the
opposition-of instruction and development is carried to
its extreme.
The second theory concerning development and instruction identifies the two processes. Originally expounded byjarnes, it bases both processes on association
and habit formation, thus rendering instruction synonymous with development. This view enjoys a certain revivai at present, with Thorndike as its chief protagonist.
Reflexology, which has translated associationism into the
language of physiology, sees the intellectual development
of the child as a gradual accumulation of conditional
reflexes; and learning is viewed in exactly the same way.
Since instruction and development are identical, no quesnon of any concrete relation between them can anse.
The third school of thought, represented by Gestalt
psychology, tries to reconcile the two foregoing theories
while avoiding their pitfalls. Although this eclecticism resuits in a somewhat inconsistent approach, a certain synthesis of the two opposite views is achieved. Koffka states
that all development has two aspects, maturation and
learninP.
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treme form both of the older points of view, the new
theory represents an improvement on the two others, in
three ways.
First, Koffka admits some interdependence between
the two aspects ofdeveIoment. On the basis ofa number
of facts, he demonstrates that maturation of an organ is
contingent on its functioning, which improves through
learning and practice. Maturation, in turn, provides new
opportunities for learning. But Koffka merely postulates
mutual influence without examining its nature in detail.
Second, this theory introduces a new conception of the
educational process itself as the formation of new structures and the perfecting of old ones. Instruction is thus
accorded a meaningful structural role. A basic characteristic of any structure is its independence from its original
substance-it can be transferred to other media. Once a
child has formed a certain structure, or learned a certain
operation, he will be able to apply it in other areas. We
have given him a pennyworth of instruction, and he has
gained a small fortune in development. The third point
in which this theory compares favorably with the older
ones is its view of the temporal relation between instruclion and development. Since instruction given in one
area can transform and reorganize other areas of the
child's thought, it may not only follow maturing or keep
in step with it but also precede it and further its progress.
The admission that different temporal sequences are
equally possible and important is a contribution by the
eclectic theory that should not be underestimated.
This theory brings us face to face with an old issue
reappearing ¡ri a new guise: the almost forgotten theory
of formal discipline, usually associated with the name of
J ohannes Herbart.4 It maintained that instruction in certain subjects develops the mental faculties in general, besides importing knowledge of the subject and special
skills. This genuinely sound idea, however, led to the
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most reactionary forns of chooIing, such as the Russian
and German "classical gynìj-iasiums." The curriculum of
the gymnasiums stresses Greek and Latin as sources ol
"formal discipline," hi1e in so-called real schools this
role was assigned to natheinaiics. This system was eventually discarded, partiitlly btcause the concept of "formal
discipline" remained poorly elaborated, but mostly because it did not meet the practical aims of modern Westem education.
Within psychology itself, Thorndike, in a series of investigations, did his hest t discredit formal discipline
and to prove that instruction had no long-term effects on
development. His criticism is convincing insofar as it
applies to the ridiculous exaggerations of the doctrine
of formal discipline, but it does not touch its valuable
kernel.
Thorndike approaches the problem of formal discipune from the positior of the influence of everything on
everything. He asks whether a study of the multiplication
table helps to make a judicious choice of spouse. From
the correct observation that not all forms of instruction
are connected with all forms of development, he incorrectiy infers that such an influence does not exist at ail.
In his effort to disprove 1-lerbart's conception. Thorndike experimented with the narrowest, most specialized,
and most elementary functions. From the point of view
of a theory that reduces all learning to the formation of
associative bonds, the choice of activity would make little
difference. In some experiments he gave his subjects
practice in distinguishiiìg between the relative lengths of
lines and then tried to establish whether this practice increased their ability to distinguish between sizes of angles. Naturally, he found that it did foL The influence of
instruction on developtuent had been postulated by the
theory of formal discipline only in relation to such sub.,iects as mathematics and lancniaes. which involve vast
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complexes of psycTiic functions. The ability to gauge the
lengths of lines may not affect the ability to distinguish
between angles, but the study of the native languagewith its attendant sharpening ofconcepts-may still have
some bearing on the study of arithmetic. Thorndike's
work merely makes it appear likely that there are two
kinds of instruction: the narrowly specialized training ¡ri
some skill, such as typing, involving habit formation and
f9IPrcisP and mort nftipn fnt.nd in trìde sehnnls für
adults; and the kind of instruction given schoolchildren,
which activates large areas of consciousness. The idea of
formal discipline may have little to do with the first kind,
but may well prove to be valid for the second. It stands to
reason that in the higher processes emerging during the
cultural development of the child, formal discipline must
play a role that it does not play in the more elementary
processes: All the higher functions have in common
awareness, abstraction, and control. in line with Thorndike's theoretical conceptions, the qualitative differences
between the lower and the higher functions are ignored
in his studies of the transfer of Ú'aining.
In formulating our own tentative theory of the relation
between instruction and development, we take our departure from four series of investigations.5 Their
common purpose was to uncover these complex
interrelations in certain definite areas of school instruction: reading and writing, grammar, arithmetic, natural
science, and social science. The specific inquiries concerned such topics as the mastering ofthe decimal system
in relation to the development of the concept of number;
the child's awareness of his operations in solving mathematical problems; and the processes of constructing and
solving problems by first-graders. Much interesting material came to light on the development of oral language
and written language during school age, the consecutive
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fluence of mastering grammatical structures on the
course of mental development, and the understanding of
relations in the study of sodal science and natural science. The investigations focused on the level of maturity
of psychic functions at the beginning of schooling and
the influence of schooling on their development; on the
temporal sequence of instruction and development; and
on the "formal discipline" function of the various subjects
ofinstruction. We shall discuss these issues in succession.
1. In our first series of studies, we examined the level of
development of the psychic functions requisite for learning the basic school subjects-reading and writing, arithmetic, and natural science. We found that at the
beginning of instruction, these functions could not be
considered mature, even in the children who proved able
to master the curriculum very successfully. Written language is a good illustration. Why does writing come so
hard to the schoolchild that at certain periods there is a
lag of as much as six or eight years between his "linguistic
age" in speaking and in writing? This used to be explained by the novelty of writing: As a new function, it
must repeat the developmental stages of speech; therefore the writing of an eight-year-old must resemble the
speech of a two-year-old. This explanation is patently
insufficient. A two-year-old uses few words and a simple
syntax because his vocabulary is small and his knowledge
of more complex sentence structures nonexistent: but
the schoolchild possesses the vocabulary and the grammatical forms for writing, since they are the same as for
oral speech. Nor can the difficulties of mastering the mechanics of writing account for the tremendous lag
between the schoolchild's oral language and written
language.
Our investigation has shown that the development of
writing does not repeat the developmental history of
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differing from oral speech in both structure and mode of
functioning. Even its minimal development requires a
high level of abstraction. It is speech in thought and image only, lacking the musical, expressive, intonational
qualities of oral speech. In learning to write, the child
must disengage himself from the sensory aspect of
speech and replace words by images of words. Speech
that is merely imagined and that requires symbolization
of the sound image in written signs (i.e. , a second degree
of symbolization) naturally must be as much harder than
oral speech for the child as algebra is harder than arithmetic Our studies show that it is the abstract quality of
written language that is the main stumbling block, not the
underdevelopment of small muscles or any other mechanical obstacles.
Writing is also speech without an interlocutor, addressed to an absent or an imaginary person or to no one
in particular-a situation new and strange to the child.
Written speech is monologous; it is a conversation with a
blank sheet of paper. Thus, writing requires a double
abstraction: abstraction from the sound of speech and
abstraction from the interlocutor. But just as learning
algebraic formulas does not repeat the process of acquirIng arithmetic skills, the development of writing does not
repeat the development of oral speech.
Our studies show that the child has little motivation to
learn writing when we begin to teach it. He feels no need
for it and has only a vague idea of its usefulness. In
conversation, every sentence is prompted by a motive.
Desire or need lead to request, question to answer, bewilderment to explanation. The changing motives of the
interlocutors determine at every moment the turn oral
speech will take. lt does not have to be consciously directed-the dynamic situation takes care of that. The
motives for writing are more abstract, more intellectualized, further removed from immediate needs. In
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written speech, we are obliged to create the situation, to
represent it to ourselves. This demands detachment from
the actual situation.
Writing also requires deliberate analytical action on the
part of the child. In speaking, he is hardly conscious of
the sounds he pronounces and quite unconscious of the
mental operations he performs. In writing, he must take
cognizance of the sound structure of each word, dissect
it, and reproduce it in alphabetical symbols, which he
must have studied and memorized before. in the same
deliberate way, he must put words in a certain sequence
to form a sentence. Written language demands conscious
work because its relation to inner speech is different
from that of oral speech: The latter precedes inner
speech in the course of development, while written
speech follows inner speech and presupposes its existence (the act of writing implying a translation from inner speech). J. H. Jackson and Henry Head even claimed
that written speech is a key to inner speech.6
But the grammar of thought is not the same in the two
cases. One might even say that the syntax ofinner speech
is the exact opposite of the syntax of written speech. with
oral speech standing in the middle.
Inner speech is condensed, abbreviated speech. Written speech is deployed to its fullest extent, more complete
than oral speech. Inner speech is almost entirely predicative because the situation, the subject of thought, is always known to the thinker. Written speech, on the
contrary, must explain the situation fully in order to be
intelligible. The change from maximally compact inner
speech to maximally detailed written speech requires
what might be called deliberate semantics-deliberate
structuring of the web of meaning.
Written speech is considerably more conscious, and it is
produced more deliberately than oral speech. Wundt
even assumed that the main difference between the dePDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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velopment oforal speech and the development of writing
lies in this deliberate and conventional character of w ritten speech. He thought that the cuneiform alphabet, for
example, is a consciously elaborated system of conventionally accepted signs, while the corresponding oral
speech is a product of unconscious development.
In our study, we found in ontogenetic material the
same type of difference that Wundt sought in historical
or phylogenetic data. Consciousness and volitional control characterize the child's written speech from the very
beginning of its development. Signs of writing and
methods of their use are acquired consciously. Writing.
in its turn, enhances the intellectuality of the child's acflons. It brings awareness to speech. Moreover, the motives of writing are more abstract and more detached
from immediate needs.
We may conclude that (a) the essential difference between written and oral speech reflects the difference between two types of activity, one of which is spontaneous,
involuntary, and nonconscious, while the other is abstract, voluntary, and conscious; (b) the psychological
functions on which written speech is based have not even
begun to develop in the proper sense when instruction in
writing starts. It must build on barely emerging, immature processes.
Similar results were obtained in the fields of anthmetic,
grammar, and natural science. In every case, the requisite functions are immature when instruction begins. We
shall briefly discuss the case of grammar, which presents
some special features.
Grammar is a subject that seems to be of little practical
use. Unlike other school subjects, it does not give the
child new skills. He conjugates and declines before he
enters school. The opinion has even been voiced that
school instruction in grammar could be dispensed with.
We can only reply that our analysis clearly showed the
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study ofgrammar to be ofparamount importance for the
mental development of the child.
The child does have a command of the grammar of his
native tongue long before he enters school, but i t is unconscious, acquired in a purely structural way, like the
phonetic composition of words If you ask a young child
to produce a combination of sounds, for example sk, you
will find that its deliberate articulation is too hard for
him; yet within a structure, as in the word Moscow, he
pronounces the same sounds with ease. The same is true
of grammar. The child will use the correct case or tense
within a sentence, but cannot decline or conjugate a word
on request. He may not acquire new grammatical or syntactic forms in school, but, thanks to instruction in grammar and writing, he does become aware of what he is
doing and learns to use his skills consciously. Just as the
child realizes for the first Lime in learning to write that
the word Moscow consists of the sounds m-o-s-k-ow and
learns to pronounce each one separately, he also learns to
construct sentences, to do consciously what he has been
doing unconsciously in speaking. Grammar and writing
help the child to rise to a higher level of speech
development.
Thus our investigation shows that the development of
the psychological foundations of instruction in basic subjects does not precede instruction, but unfolds in a continuous interaction with the contributions of instruction
2. Our second series of investigations centered on the
temporal relation between the processes of instruction
and the development of the corresponding psychological
functions. We found that instruction usually precedes development. The child acquires certain habits and skills in
a given area before he learns to apply them consciously
and deliberately. There is never complete parallelism between the course of instruction and the development of
t
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Instruction has its own sequences and organization, it
follows a curriculum and a timetable, and its rules cannot
be expected to coincide with the inner laws of the deve!opmental processes it calls to life. On the basis of our
studies, we tried to piot curves of the progress of instruction and of the participating psychological functions; far
from coinciding, these curves showed an exceedingly
complex relation.
For example, the different steps in learning arithmetic
may be of unequal value for mental development. It often happens that three or four steps in instruction add
little to the child's understanding of arithmetic, and then,
with the fifth step, something clicks; the child has
grasped a general principle, and his developmental curve
rises markedly. For this particular child, the fifth operation was decisive, but this cannot be a general rule. The
turning points at which a general principle becomes clear
to the child cannot be set in advance by the curriculum.
Development and instruction have different
"rhythms." These two processes are interconnected, but
each of them has its own measure: The acquisition of the
rules of inflection of nouns carmot simply coincide in
time with the conscious mastering of one's speech. The
child is not taught at school the decimal system as such;
he is taught to write figures, to add and to multiply, to
solve problems, and out of all this, at a certain moment,
some general concept of the decimal system does emerge.
We are thus coming to the following conclusion: When
the child learns some operation of arithmetic or some
scientific concept, the development of that operation or
concept has only begun; the curve of development does
not coincide with the curve of school instruction; by and
large, instruction precedes development.
3. Our third series of investigation resembles Thorndike's studies of the transfer of training, except that we
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with the higher rather than the elementary functions.
i.e., with subjects and functions that could be expected to
be meaningfully related.
We found that intellectual development. far from following Thorndike's atomistic model, is not compartmentali7ed according to topics of instruction. Its course is
much more unitary, and the different school subjects interact in contributing to it. While the processes of instruction follow their own logical order, they awaken and
direct a system of processes in the child's mind that is
hidden from direct observation and subject to its own
developmental laws. To uncover these developmental
processes stimulated by instruction is one of the basic
tasks of the psychological study of learning.
Specifically, our experiments brought out the following interrelated facts: the psychological prerequisites for
instruction in different school subjects are to a large extent the same; instruction in a given subject influences
the development of the higher functions far beyond the
confines of that particular subject; the main psychic funclions involved in studying various subjects are interdependent-their common bases are consciousness and
deliberate mastery, the principal contributions of the
school years. It follows from these findings that all the
basic school subjects act as formal discipline, each
facilitating the learning of the others; the psychological
functions stimulated by them develop in one complex
process.
4. In the fourth series of studies, we attacked a problem
that has not received sufficient attention in the past, but
that we consider of focal importance for the study of

learning and development.
Most of the psychological investigations concerned
with school learning measured the level of mental development of the child by making him solve certain stanPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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dardized problems. The problems he was able to solve by
himself were supposed to indicate the level of his mental
development at the particular time.. But in this way, only
the completed part of the child's development can be
measured, which is far from the whole story. We tried a
different approach. Having found that the mental age of
two children was. let us say, eight, we gave each of them
harder problems than he could manage on his own and
nrovided some slli!ht assistance: the first sten in a soluion, a i1Ir;qt;;;thD;;;
feIp:
discovered that one child could, in cooperation. solve
problems designed for twelve-year-olds, while the other
could not go beyond problems intended for nine-yearolds. The discrepancy between a child's actual mental age
and the level he reaches in solving problems with assistance indicates the zone ofhis proximal development; in
our example, this zone is four for the first child and one
for the second. Can we truly say that their mental development is the same? Experience has shown that the child
with the larger zone of proximal development will do
much better in school. This measuregives a more helpful clue
than mental age does

to the

dynamics of intellectual progress.7

Psychologists today cannot share the laymans belief
that imitation is a mechanical activity and that anyone can
imitate almost anything if shown how. To imitate, it is
necessary to possess the means of stepping from something one knows to something new. With assistance,
every child can do more than he can by himself-though
only within the limits set by the state of his development.
If imitative ability had no limits, any child would be
able to solve any problem with an adult's assistance. But
this is not the case. The child is most successful in solving
problems that are closer to those solved independently;
then the difficulties grow until, at a certain level of cornplexity, the child fails, whatever assistance is provided.
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The ease with which he ¡s able to move from independent
to assisted problem solving is the best indicator of the
dynamic of his development.
Köhler found that a chimpanzee can imitate only those
intelligent acts of other apes that it could have performed
on its own. Persistent training, it is true, can induce it to
perform much more complicated actions, but these are
carried out mechanically and have all the earmarks of
meaningless habits rather than of insightful solutions.
The cleverest animal is incapable of intellectual development through imitation. It can be dulled to perform
specific acts, but the new habits do not result in new general abilities.
Comparative psychology has identified a number of
symptoms that may help to distinguish intelligent, conscious imitation from automatic copying. In the first case,
the solution comes instantly in the form of insight not
requiring repetition. Such a solution pertains to all characteristics of intellectual action. It involves understanding
the field structure and relations between objects. On the
contrary, drill imitation is carried out through repeating
trial-and-error series, which show no sign of conscious
comprehension and do not include understanding the
field structure. In this sense, it can be said that animals
are unteachable.
In the child's development, on the contrary, imitation
and instruction play a major role. They bring out the
specifically human qualities of the mind and lead the
child to new developmental levels. In learning to speak,
as in learning school subjects, imitation is indispensable.
What the child can do in cooperation today he can do
alone tomorrow. Therefore the only good kind of instruction is that which marches ahead of deveLopment
and leads it; it must be aimed not so much at the ripe as at
the ripening functions. It remains necessary to determine
the lowest threshold at which instruction in, say. arithPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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metic may begin, since a certain minimal ripeness of
functions is required. But we must consider the upper
threshold as well; instruction must be oriented toward
the future, not the past.
For a time, our schools favored the "complex" system
of instruction, which was believed to be adapted to the
child's ways of thinking. In offering the child problems
he was able to handle without help, this method failed to
utilize the zone of proximal development and to lead the
child to what he could not yet do. Instruction was
oriented to the childs weakness rather than his strength,
thus encouraging him to remain at the preschool stage of

development.
For each subject of instruction, there is a penod when
its influence is most fruitful because the child is most
receptive to it. It has been called the sensitive pmod by
Montessori and other educators. The term is used also in
biology, for the periods in ontogenetic development
when the organism is particularly responsive to influences ofcertam kinds. During that period an influence
that has little effect earlier or later may radically affect
the course of development. But the existence of an oplimai time for instruction in a given subject cannot be
explained in purely biological terms, at least not for such
complex processes as written speech. Our investigation
demonstrated the social and cultural nature of the deve!opment of the higher functions during these periods. i.e.,
its dependence on cooperation with adults and on instruction. Montessori's data, however, retain their
significance. She found, for instance, that if a child is
taught to write early, at four-and-a-half or five years of
age, he responds by "explosive writing," an abundant and
imaginative use ofwritten speech that is never duplicated
by children a few years older. This is a striking example
of the strong influence that instruction can have when
the corresponding functions have not yet fully matured.
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The existence of sensitive periods for all subjects of instniction is fully supported by the data of our studies.
The school years as a whole are the optimal period for
instruction in operations that require awareness and
deliberate control; instruction in these operations maximally furthers the development of the higher psychological functions while they are maturing. This applies also
to the development of the scientific concepts to which
schnol instrurtion introdiies the child.

Iv

In order to be able to make a comparative analysis of
spontaneous and scientific concepts, one must design two
structurally identical tasks addressing scientific and spontaneous concepts. respectively. Our experiments that
used such tasks [described at the beginning of this chapter] revealed that the developments of these two conceptuai systems are by no means identical. Analysis of the
data showed that as long as the curriculum supplies the
necessary material, the development ofscienific concepts runs
ahead ofthe development ofspontaneons concepts (see the table
in section I of this chapter).
How are we to explain the fact that problems involving
scientific concepts are solved correctly more often than
similar problems involving everyday concepts? We can at
once dismiss the notion that the child is helped by factual
information acquired at school and lacks experience in
everyday matters. Our tests, like Piaget's, dealt entirely
with things and relations familiar to the child and often
spontaneously mentioned by him in conversation. No
one would assume that a child knows less about bicycles,
children, or school than about the class struggle, exploitation, or the Paris Commune. The advantage of familiarity is all on the side of the everyday concepts.
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life situations because he lacks awareness of his concepts
and therefore cannot operate with them at will as the task
demands. A child of eight or nine uses because correctly in
spontaneous conversation; he would never say that a boy
fell and broke his leg because he was taken to the hospital.
Yet that is the sort of thing he comes up with in experiments until the concept "because" becomes fully conscious. On the other hand, he correctly finishes sentences
on social science subjects: "Planned economy is possible
in the U.S.S.R. because there is no private property-all
land, factories, and plants belong to the workers and
peasants." Why is he capable of performing the operation in this case? Because the teacher, working with the
pupil, has explained, supplied information, questioned,
corrected, and made the pupil explain. The child's concepts have been formed in the process of instruction, in
collaboration with an adult. In finishing the sentence, he
makes use of the fruits of that collaboration, this time
independently. The adult's help, invisibly present, enables the child to solve such problems earlier than

everyday problems.
At the same age level (second grade), aüluugh sentences present a different picture: Scientific concepts are
not ahead of everyday ones. We know that adversative
relations appear later than causal relations in the child's
spontaneous thinking. A child of that age can learn to use
because consciously, since by then he has already mastered
its spontaneous use. Not having mastered although in the
same way, he naturally cannot use it deliberately in his
"scientific" thinking; hence, the percentage of successes is
equally low in both test series.
Our data show quick progress in the solution of problems involving everyday concepts: In the fourth grade,
becawce fragments are completed correctly with equal frequency for everyday and for scientific material. This
bears out our assumption that mastering a higher level
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of scientific concepts also raises the level
of spontaneous concepts. Once the child has achieved
consciousness and control in one kind of concepts, all
of the previously formed concepts are reconstructed
¡n the realm

accordingly.
The relation between scientific and spontaneous concepts in the adversative category presents in the fourth
grade a picture very similar to that of the causal category
in the second grade. The percentage of correct solutions
for tasks involving scientific concepts surpasses the percentage for those involving everyday concepts. If the dynamics are the same for both categories, everyday
concepts may be expected to rise sharply in the next stage
of development and finally to catch up with scientific concepts. Starting two years later, the whole process of the
development of "although" would duplicate that of
"because."
We believe that our data warrant the assumption that
from the very beginning, the child's scientific and his
spontaneous concepts-for instance, "exploitation" and
"brother"-develop in reverse direcions: Starting far apart,
they move to meet each other. This is the key point of our
hypothesis.
The child becomes conscious of his spontaneous concepts relatively late; the ability to define them in words, to
operate with them at will, appears long after he has acquired the concepts. He has the concept (i.e., knows the
object to which the concept refers), but is not conscious of
his own act of thought. The development of a scientific
concept, on the other hand, usually begins with its verbal
definition and its use in nonspontaneous operationswith working on the concept itself. It starts its life in the
child's mind at the level that his spontaneous concepts
reach only later.
A child's everyday concept, such as "brother," is
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saIuratet with experknce Yet, when he is asked to solve
an absnact problem about a brother's brother, as in
Piaget's experiments, he becomes confused. On the other
hand, jiough he cari correcfly answer questions about
"slavery" "exploltat«)fl," or "civil war," these concepts
are scheatLc and ck the rich content derived from
nrs(na experience.
'oresamp1e, when asked about revolution, a thirdci-i:ig1er who already
., IJ%LL.FL
-h-'h1
th
a
b
revoluLi0 of 1905 'md 1917, answers, "Revolution is a
war of the exploited against the exploiters" or 4This is a
civil WaÍ' citizens of one country fight each other." One
finds a ign of the dtvciopmcnt of consciousness and the
class criteb0n in the;e answers. But the conscious understandinf of subject tiIl differs here essentially, in terms
of penetaU0n and comprehension, from the understanding of adults.
-otPer example After the student explained that
"those peasants wh) were the property of a landowner
we call 5erfs," he wa, asked about the life of the gentry in
the epoch of serfd)m He answered, "They lived very
well. uerything w very rich. Ten-story house, many
rooms, ana ait
Electric arcs burned." This
oversiulpilfied development of the concept of serfdom
looks jiore like an image than a scientific concept. At
the sa1e time, Wlen asked to define the concept of
"brother," the child turns out to be completely captured
by the logic of actu1 situations, and cannot approach this
concept as an abstract one.
One might say that the development ofihe child's spontaneL ,
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to-face meeting with a concrete situation, while a
scientific concept involves from the first a "mediated" attitude toward its object.
Though scientific and spontaneous concepts develop
in reverse directions, the two processes are closely connected. The development ofa spontaneous concept must
have reached a certain level for the child to be able to
absorb a related scientific concept. For example, historical concents can beñn to develon only when the child's
everyday
the
iffici;m differentiated-when his own life and the life of those around
him can be fitted into the elementary generalization "in
the past and now"; his geographic and sociological concepts must grow out of the simple schema "here and
eLsewhere." in working its slow way upward an everyday
concept clears a path for the scientific concept and its
downward development. It creates a series of structures
necessary for the evolution ofa concept's more primitive,
elementary aspects, which give it body and vitality.
Scientific concepts, in turn, supply structures for the upward development of the child's spontaneous concepts
toward consciousness and deliberate use. Scientific concepts grow downward through spontaneous concepts;
spontaneous concepts grow upward through scientific
concepts.
The strength of scientific concepts lies in their conscious and deliberate character. Spontaneous concepts,
on the contrary, are strong in what concerns the situational, empirical, and practical. These two conceptual systems, developing "from above" and "from below," reveal
their real nature in the interrelations between actual development and the zone of proximal development.
Spontaneous concepts that confront a deficit of conscious and volitional control find this control in the zone
of proximal development, in the cooperation of the child
with adults. That is why it is essential first to bring spon-

--
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taneous concepts up to a certain level of development
that would guarantee that the scientific concepts are actuallyjust above the spontaneous ones.S
The influence of scientific concepts on the mental developinent of the child is analogous to the effect of learning a foreign language, a process that is conscious and
deliberate from the start. In one's native language, the
primitive aspects of speech are acquired before the more
complex ones. The latter presuppose some awareness of
phonetic, grammatical, and syntactic forms. With a
foreign language, the higher forms develop before sponlaneous, fluent speech. The intellectualistic theories of
language, such as Stern's, which place a full grasp of the
relation between sign and meaning at the very beginning
of linguistic development, contain a measure of truth in
the case of a foreign language. The child's strong points
in a foreign language are his weak points in bis native
language, and vice versa. In his own language, the child
conjugales and declines correctly, but without realizing
He cannot tell the gender, the case, or the tense of the
word he is using. In a foreign language, he distinguishes
between masculine and feminine genders and is conscious of grammatical forms from the beginning.
Of phonetics, the same is true. Faultlessly articulating
his native speech, the child is unconscious of the sounds
he pronounces, and in learning to spell, he has great
difficulty in dividing a word into its constituenl sounds.
In a foreign language, he does this easily, and his writing
does not lag behind his speech. It is the pronunciation,
the "spontaneous phonetics," that he finds hard to master. Easy, spontaneous speech with a quick and sure cornmand of grammatical structures comes to him only as the
crowning achievement of long, arduous study.
Success in learning a foreign language is contingent on
a certain degree of maturity in the native language. The
child can transfer to the new language the system of
it.
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meanings he already possesses in his own. The reverse is
also true-a foreign language facilitates mastering the
higher forms of the native language. The child learns to
see his language as one particular system among many, to
view its phenomena under more general categories, and
this leads to awareness of his linguistic operations.
There are three reasons why we returned to the analogy between the study of a foreign language and the
acquisition of scientific concepts. First of all, experimental evidence yielded by our studies disproved the theory
of shift, or displacement. which stated that the later stage
repeats the course of the earlier one, including the recurrence of difficulties already overcome on the lower plane.
All our evidence supports the hypothesis that analogous
systems develop in reverse directions at the higher and
the lower levels, each system influencing the other and
benefiting from the strong points of the other. Thus, the
development of analogous systems obeys the law of the
zone of proximal development. The fact that there is
indeed a similarity between the study of a foreign Ianguage and the acquisition of scientific concepts supports
this developmental model.
Second, it is of particular importance that the suggested analogy is not a result of formal coincidence, but
reflects an essential affinity between both processes.
These two processes simply represent two aspects of one
and the same process of the development of verbal
thought.
However, while in the study of a foreign language attention centers on the exterior, phonetic, and physical
aspects of verbal thought, in the development of scientific
concepts it centers on semantics. And since physical and
semantic aspects of speech develop along their own independent lines, our analogy cannot be a complete one.
The two developmental processes follow separate.
though similar, paths.
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Third, there is the mediative role played by the native
language and by spontaneous concepts. A foreign word
is not related to its object immediately, but through the
meanings already established in the native language;
similarly a scientific concept relates to its object only in a
mediated way, through previously established concepts.
Moreover, the mediative role prompts semantic development of native speech and cognitive development of
sDontaneous conceots.
But there is also an important difference between these
two processes. In the case of language study, the native
language serves as an already established system of
meanings. In the acquisition of scientific concepts, the
.system must be built simultaneously with their development. The concept of system organization thus becomes
a crucial one.
We can now turn to the interrelation of concepts in a
system-the focal problem of our analysis.
Concepts do not lie in the child's mind like peas in a
bag, without any bonds between them. If that were the
case, no intellectual operation requiring coordination of
thoughts would be possible, nor would any general concepuon of the world. Not even separate concepts as such
could exist; their very nature presupposes a system.
The study of the child's concepts at each age level
shows that the degree of generality (plant, flower, rose) is
the basic psychological variable according to which they
can be meaningfully ordered. If every concept is a
generalization, then the relation between concepLs is a
relation ofgeneraliiy. The logìcal aspect of that relation has
been studied much more fully than its genetic and psychological aspects. Our study attempts to fill this gap.
Lt is well known that the child does not follow in his
development the logical way from the particular to more
general. He first learns the idea of a "flower" and only
subsequently that of a "rose." We compared the degree
I
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of generality achieved by the child in his real-life concepts with the structures of generalization-syncretism,
complex, preconcept, and concept proper-revealed in
concept-formation experiments. We discovered that the
degree of a concept 's generality does not coincide with the stage
in the development of the structure of generalization. First of
all, concepts of differing degrees of generality may occur
in one and the same generalizacional structure. For instance. the ideas "flower" and "ros" may both be present
at the stage of complex thinking. Correspondingly, concepts of equal generality may appear within different
structures of generalization, e.g., "flower" may apply to
any and all flowers at the complex stage as well as in
conceptual thinking. We found, however, that in spite of
this lack of complete correspondence, each phase, or
generalizational structure, has as its counterpart a
specific level of generality, a specific relation of superordinate and subordinate concepts, a typical combination
of the concrete and the abstract. The term flower, it is
true, may be equally general at the level of complex and
of concept, but only in relation to the objects to which it
refers. Equal generality here does not imply identity of
ali Lhe psychological processes involved in the use of this
term. Thus, in complex thinking the relation of "flower"
to "rose" is not superordination; the wider and the narrower concepts coexist on the same plane.
In our experiments, a mute child learned withouL
much difficulty the words table, chair, burean, cowh,
shelves, and so on. The term furniture, however, proved
too hard to grasp. The same child, having successfully
learned shirt, ha:, coat, pants, etc., could not rise above the
level of this series and master clothes. We found that at a
certain level of development, the child is incapable of
moving "vertically" from one word meaning to another,
i.e., ofunderstanding their relations ofgenerality. All his
concepts are on one level, refer directly to objects. and
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are delimited from one another in the same way that the
objects themselves are delimited: Verbal thought is no
more than a dependent component of perceptual, objectdetermined thought. Hence, this stage must be considered an early, presyncretic stage in the development of
word meaning. The appearance of the first generalized
such as "furniture" or "clothes," is as significant
a symptom of progress as the first meaningful word.
The higher levels in th develonment of word meaningsaregovernedbythe1awofeciiva1ence of concepts,
according to which any concept can beformulated in terms of
other concepts in a countless nurnbe'r of ways. We shall illustrate the schema underlying this law by an analogy not
ideally accurate, but close enough to serve its purpose.
If we imagine the totality of concepts as distributed
over the surface of a globe, the location of every concept
may be defined by means of a system of coordinates,
corresponding to longitude and Latitude in geography.
One of these coordinates will indicate the location of a
concept between the extremes of maximally generalized
abstract conceptualization and the immediate sensory
grasp of an object-i.e., its degree of concreteness and
abstraction. The second coordinate will represent the objective reference of the concept, the locus within reality to
which it applies. Two concepts applying to different
areas of reality but comparable in degree of abstractness-e.g., plants and animals-could be conceived of as
varying in latitude but having the same longitude.
The "longitude" of concepts will, thus, be the characLeristic of thought processes. while the "latitude" will be
the characteristic of their objective reference. These two
parameters must be suffIcient to provide exhaustive information on the nature of a concept. The "coordinates"
of the concept determine all relations of the given concept to other, i.e., to its coordinate, superordinate, and
subordinate concepts. This position of a concept within
concept1
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Of course, the geographic analogy is neither completc
nor entirely accurate. For example, a more general concept necessarily applies to a broader area of conten.
which should be represented by a line, not a point, and
which thus requires a number of coordinates for its
identification.
The manifold mutual relations of concepts on which
the law of equivalence is based are determined by their
respective measures of generality. Let us take two extreme examples: the child's early (presyncretic) words.
lacking any variation in degree of generality, and the
concepts of numbers developed through the study of
arithmetic. In the first case, obviously, every concept can
be expressed only through itself, never through other
concepts. In the second case, any number may be expressed in countless ways, because of the infinity of nunibers and because the concept of any number contains
also all of its relations to all other numbers. "One," for
instance, may be expressed as "1,000 minus 999" or, in
general, as the difference between any two consecutive
numbers, or as any number divided by itself, and in a
myriad of other ways. This is a pure example of equiva¡ence of concepts. insofar a equivalence d4ends on the rda
-

generality between concepts, and these are .specfic foi
evely generalizaiicrnal structure, the latter determines the equiva lence of cnwet4s posib1e within its sphere.
The measure of generality provides a starting point
both in functioning and in experiencing concepts. When
some concept, for example. "mammals," is named, we
tiovLs of

experience the following-our thought is placed at a certain position in the intersection of coordinates that provide an orienting point for further movement. Each
separate concept appearing in our consciousness brings
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with it an entire system of predispositions. Thus, the
isolated concept appears as a figure against the background of the corresponding relations of generality. And
we choose among all the possible ways existing in this
background the one that will become a path for our
thought. That is why the measure of generality determines not only the equivalence of concepts but also all of
the intellectual operations possible with a given concept.

operations-comparisons, judgments,
conclusions-require some movement within the net of
All intellectual

coordinates we have outlined. Developmental changes in
the structure of generalization cause changes also in
these operations. For example, as higher levels of generallEy and equivalence of concepts are reached, it becomes
easier for a child to remember thoughts independently of
words. A young child must reproduce the exact words in
which a meaning was conveyed to him. A schoolchild can
already render a relatively complex meaning in his own
words; thus his intellectual freedom increases. In pathological disturbances of conceptual thinking, the measure
ofgenerality ofconcepts is distortéd, the balance between
the abstract and the concrete is upset, and the relation to
other concepts becomes unstable. The mental act
through which both the object and the object's relation to
the concept are grasped loses its unity, and thought begins to run along broken, capricious, illogical lines.
One goal of our study of the child's real concepts was to
find reliable indices of their structure of generalization.
Only with their help could the genetic schema yielded by
our experimental studies of artificial concepts be
profitably applied to the child's developing real concepts.
Such an index was finally discovered in the concept's
measure of generality, which varies on the different
levels of development, from syncretic formations to
concepts proper. Analysis of the child's real concepts also
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helped us to determine how concepts differ at the various
levels in their relation to the object and to word meaning.
and in the intellectual operations they make possible.
Furthermore, the investigation of real concepts cornplemented the experimental study by making it clear that
every new stage in the development of generalization is
built on generalizations of the preceding level; the products of the intellectual activity of the earlier phases are
foL lost.9 The inner bond between the consecutive phases
could not be uncovered in our experimenLs because the
subject had to discard, after each wrong solution, the
generalizations he had formed and start all over again.
Also, the nature of the experimental objects did not permit their conceptualization in hierarchical terms.
The investigation of real concepts filled these gaps.
The preschooler's ideas (which have the structure of
complexes) were found to result, not from grouping images of individual objects, but from the elaboration of
generalizations predominant during an earlier phase. At
a higher level, we found an analogous relation between
old and new formations in the development of concepts
of arithmetic and algebra. The rise from preconcepts
(which the schooichüd's concepts of arithmetic usually
are) to true concepts, such as the algebraic concepts of
adolescents, is achieved by generalizing the generalizaLions of the earlier level. At the earlier stage certain aspects of objects had been abstracted and generì1i7ed into
ideas of numbers. Algebraic concepts represent abstraclions and generalizations of certain aspects of numbers,
not objects, and thus signify a new departure-a new,
higher plane of thought.
The new, higher concepts, in turn, transform the
meaning of the lower. The adolescent who has mastered
algebraic concepts has gained a vantage point from which
he sees concepts of arithmetic in a broader perspective.
We saw this especially clearly in experimenting with shifts
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from the decimal to other numerical systems. As long as
the child operates with the decimal system without haying become conscious of it as such, he has not mastered
the system, but is, on the contrary, bound by it. When he
becomes able to view it as a particular instance of the
wider concept of a scale of notation, he can operate deliberately with this or any other numerical system. The ability to shift at will from one system to another (e.g., to
"translate" from the decimal system into one that is based
on live) is the criterion of this new level of consciousness,
since indicates the existence of a general concept of a
system of numeration.
A study of real-life concepts was able to shed some
light on how concepts develop within a given form of
generalization. The principle of generalization of generalizations is valid here, but it does not produce drastic
changes. The relations of generality do not undergo here
such radical transformations as in the case of the transition from one structure of generality to another.
It also became clear that the child advancing toward
the higher level of generalization Uoes not restructure all
of his earlier concepts separately, which indeed would be
a Sisyphean labor. Once a new structure has been incorporated into his thinking-usually through concepts recently acquired in school-it gradually spreads to the
older concepts as they are drawn into the intellectual operation of the higher type. The work of the child's
thought embodied in earlier generalizations is not
wasted; it is superseded, Le., saved as a necessary premise
for the higher intellectual activity.
Our investigation of children's real-life concepts
throws a new light on another important issue in the
theory of thought. The Würzburg school demonstrated
that the course of thought and the connection between
concepts are not governed by assodations. Karl Bühler
showed that retention and reproduction of thoughts folit
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low the connections between meanings, rather Lhan asso-

dations. However, specific factors determining the
development of thought remained obscure. Gestalt psychology substituted the principle of structure for that of
association. But this new principle also has it weak points.
First of all, it failed to distinguish thought proper from
perceptual images, memory. and all other functions subject to structural laws. Thus, it failed to explain why
happens that in thought we see such types of connections
that are absent in perception and memory. Gestalt psychotogy repeated the pattern of associationism in reducing all functions to one level. In a certain sense, that was a
step backward in comparison with the Würzburg studies
that asserted a special status for cognitive processes.
Second, the reduction of a thought to the structural
laws of perception and memory precludes the very possibiity of a correct approach to higher mental functions.
As we have shown, each new stage in the development of
concepts brings with it a new, higher form of generalizatian. The autonomous speech ofchildren does not reveal
any real relations of generality between concepts. Connections on that level are dominated by the structûres of
perception. Later developments, however, lead to real
thinking, i.e., thinking in concepts. Such a transition cannot be satisfactorily explained in the framework of Gesit

tait psychology.
In order to understand such a transition, one must
turn from a study of concepts as isolated entities to a
study of the "fabric" made of concepts. One wUl then
discover that the connections between concepts are
neither associative nor structural, but are based on the
principle of the relatiomc of generality. This point can be ilIustrated by Max Wertheimer's study of productive
Wertheimer demonstrated that reasoning
associated with formal logical syllogisms clues not belong
to a sphere of productive thinking. Realty productive

iki'°
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thought is based on "insight," i.e., instant transfiguration
of the field of thought. The problem X that is a subject of
our thought must be transferred from the structure A
within which it was first apprehended to the entirely different context of structure B, in which alone X could be
solved. But to transfer an object or thought from structurc A to structure B. one must transcend the given
structural bonds, and this, as our studies show, requires
shifting to a plane of greater generality, to a concept
subsuming and governing both A and B. We know that
each structure of generalization has a corresponding systern of relations of generality. This means that each structurc of generalization presupposes its own class of
possible logical operations. And this is one of the basic
laws of the psychology of concept formation, the law that
reaffirms the unity of the structural and functional aspects of thinking.
We can now reaffirm on a sound basis of data that the
absence of a system is the cardinal psychological difference
distinguishing spontaneous from scientific concepts. Lt
could be shown that all the peéuliarities of the child's
thought described by Piaget (such as syncretism, juxtaposition, and insensitivity to contradiction) stem from
the absence of a system in the child's spontaneous concepts-a consequence of undeveloped relations of generality. For example, to be disturbed by a contradiction, the
child would have to view the contradictory statements in
the light of some general principle, i.e., within a system.
But when a child in Piaget's experiments says of one object that it dissolved in water because it was smalL, and of
another that it dissolved because it was big, he merely
makes empirical statements of facts that follow the logic
of perceptions. No generalization of the kind 'Smallness
leads to dissolution" is present in his mind, and hence the
two statements are not felt to be contradictory. ¡t is this
lack of distance from the immediate ext,erience-and
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not syncretism viewed as a compromise between the Iuu
of dreams and reality-ihat accounts for the peculiaritu
of the child's thought. Therefore, these peculiarities t'
not appear in the child's scientific concepts, which finii,
their very inception carry within them relations of gem'i
ality, i.e., some rudiments of a system. The formal di
pune of scientific concepts gradually transforms the
structure of the child's spontaneous concepts and hrlps
organize them into a system: this furthers the chi1ds
cent to higher developmental
Our disagreement with Piaget centers on one punit
only, but an important point. He assumes that develop
ment and instruction are entirely separate, incommensu
rate processes, that the function of instruction is meiciv
to introduce adult ways of thinking, which conflict wit li
the child's own and eventually supplant them. Such
position stems from the old psychological tradition ol
separating the structural from the functional aspects ol
development. In the beginning, to study intelligencc
meant studying the content of thought. The difference
between highly developed intelligence and elementaiy
intelligence was sought in the relative number of mental
representations and their connections serving these two
forms of intellectual activity. Mental operations themselves were considered to be uniform and universal.
Edward Thorndike's work on the measurement of
intelligence remains a grandiose attempt to prove thaL
mental development is a continuous process of quantita
tive growth. He saw such a development as a ladder of
improvement that directly connects the "mentality" of a
worm with that of a college student (Thorndike, 1901).
Reacting to this position, its critics rushed to the opposite extreme. They paid no attention at all to mental representations and focused their studies on mental acts and
operations. The Würzburg school went so far as to deny
the role of images and objects of reasoning altogether.
C

u
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tdligence appeared in the works of the Würzburg psy)iologists as a purely spiritual power enabling the indi' itlual to comprehend abstract relations. It is true that
lie Würzburg studies enriched our knowledge of the vawty of intellectual operations. But at the same time, the
iib1em of reflection and conceptualization of reality in
iliinking was practically abandoned.
Now we are faced with the necessity of returning to
that problem. It became clear that the functioning of
intelligence depends on the structure of thought. Piaget's
Works are but the most explicit expression of the concern
with the structural aspect of thought. But even Piaget was
unable to fill the gap between the structural and functional approaches. And because of that, development is
presented in his theory apart from instruction. But if one
iakes-as we attempted to do in our work-both aspects
i.e., structure and function, and if one works with the
assumption that "what functions determines to a certain
cxtent "how" it functions, then one would be able to see
that the problem of development and instruction does
have a solution. When word meaning is considered as
belonging to a certain structural type, then a corresponding group ofoperations could be recognized as feasible in the framework of this structure, while another
group of operations will be feasible only within another
structure.
Studying child thought apart from the influence of instruction, as Piaget did, excludes a very important source
of change and bars the researcher from posing the question of the interaction of development and instruction
peculiar to each age level. Our own approach focuses on
this interaction. Having found many complex inner ties
between spontaneous and scientific concepts, we hope
that future comparative investigations will further clarify
their interdependence, and we anticipate an extension of
the study of development and instruction to lowei' age
i

I
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levels. Instruction, after all, does not begin in school. A
future investigator may well find that the child's spontaneous concepts are a product of preschool instruction,
just as scientific concepts are a product of school

instruction.

Apart from theoretical conclusions, our comparative
study of scientific and everyday concepts yielded some
important methodological results. The methods we
worked out for use in this study permit us to bridge the
gap between the investigations of experimental concepts
and real concepts. The information gathered on the
mental processes of the schoolchild studying social science, schematic and rudimentary as it is, has suggested
some possible improvements in the teaching of that
subject.
In retrospect, we are aware of some omissions and of
some methodological defects, perhaps inevitable in a first
approach to a new field. We did not study experimentally
and in detail the nature of the schoolchild's everyday
concepts. This leaves us without the data needed to describe the total course ofpsychological development during school age; hence, our criticism of Piaget's basic
theses is insufficiently buttressed by reliable, systematically obtained facts.
The study of scientific concepts was conducted in one
category only-social science concepts-and the particular concepts selected for study do not form or suggest a
system inherent in the logic of the subject. While we
learned a good deal about the development of scientific
concepts compared with spontaneous concepts. we
learned little about the regularities specific to the deve!opment of sociological concepts as such. Future studies
should include concepts from various fields of school inPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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struction, each set matched against a set of everyday concepts drawn from a similar area of experience.
Last but not least, the conceptual structures that we
studied were not sufficiently differentiated. For example,
in using sentence fragments ending in becawe, we did not
separate the various types of causal relations (empirical,
psychological, logical) as Piaget did in his studies. Had we
done that, we might have been able to make a finer distinction among the test performances of schoolchildren
of different ages.
These very flaws, however, help in mapping the course
of future investigations. The present study is merely a
first, very modest step in exploring a new and highly
promising area in the psychology of the child's thought.
lt remains to be said that the actual development of
our working hypothesis and our experimental studies
differs from their presentation in this chapter. The
course of actual investigation never coincides with its
final published record. For example, our working hypothesis was not complete at the moment when we
started our experiments. Hypothesis and experimentthese two poles of one dynamic whole, as Kurt Lewin
called them-developed and grew side by side, promoting each other. The fact that theoretical hypothesis and
experimental data following their own paths have led to
one and the same conclusion seem to be the best proof of
the feasibility and fruitfulness of our approach.
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Which once

forgot

wished to say
And voiceless thought
Returns to shadows' chamber.
I
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We began our study with an

attenpt to discover the rda-

lion between thought and speech at the earliest stages of
phylogenetic and ontogenetic development. We found
no specific interdependence between the genetic roots of
thought and word. lt became plain that the inner rdalions we were looking for were not a prerequisite for, but
rather a product of, the historical development of human
consciousness.
In animals, even in anthropoids whose speech is
phonetically like human speech and whose intellect is
akin to man's, speech and thinking are not interrelated.
A prelinguistic period in thought and a preintellectual
period in speech undoubtedly exist also in the development of the child. Thought and word are not connected
by a primary bond. A connection originates, changes,
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and grows in the course of the evolution of thinking and
speech.
It would be wrong, however, to regard thought and
speech as two unrelated processes, either parallel or
crossing at certain points and mechanically influencing
each other. The absence of a primary bond does not
mean that a connection between them can be formed
only in a mechanical way. The futility of most of the
earlier investigations was larelv due to the assumution
that thought and wordwer'islated, independent ele:
ments, and verbal thought the fruit of their external
union.
The method of analysis based on this conception was
bound to fail. It sought to explain the properties of verbal thought by breaking it up into its component elements, thought and word, neither of which, taken
separately, possesses the properties of the whole. This
method is not true analysis, helpful in solving concrete
problems. It leads, rather, to generalization. We cornpared it to the analysis of water into hydrogen and oxygen-which can result only in findings applicable to all
water existing in nature, from the Pacific Ocean to a raindrop. Similarly, the statement that verbal thought is cornposed of intellectual processes and speech functions
proper applies to all verbal thought and all its manifestations and explains none of the specific problems facing
the student of verbal thought.
We tried a new approach and replaced analysis into
elements (elernenty] by analysis into units [edinitsy]. Units
are products of analysis that correspond to specific aspects of the phenomena under investigation. At the same
time, unlike elements, units are capable of retaining and
expressing the essence of that whole being analyzed. The
unit of our analysis will thus contain in the most fundamental and elementary form those properties that belong
to verbal thinking as a whole.2
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We found this unit of verbal thought in word meaning.
Word meaning is an elementary "cell" that cannot be

further analyzed and that represents the most ciernen.
tar)' form of the unity between thought and word.
The meaning of a word represents such a close amaigarn of thought and language that it is hard to tell
whether it is a phenomenon of speech or a phenomenon
of thought. A word without meaning is an empty sound;
meaning, therefore, is a criterion of "word," its indispensable component It would seem, then, that it may be
regarded as a phenomenon of speech. But from the
point ofview of psychology, the meaning ofevery word is
a generalization or a concept. And since generalizations
and concepts are undeniably acts of thought, we may
regard meaning as a phenomenon of thinking. It does
not follow, however, that meaning formally belongs in
two different spheres of psychic life. Word meaning is a
phenomenon of thought only insofar as thought is embodied in speech, and of speech only insofar as speech is
connected with thought and illuminated by it. It is a phe-

nomenon of verbal thought, or meaningful speech-a
union of word and thought.
Our experimental investigations fully confirm this basic thesis. They not only proved that the concrete study of
the development of verbal thought is made possible by
the use of word meaning as the analytical unit, but they
also led to a further thesis, which we consider the major
result of our study and which issues directly from the
first: the thesis that word meanings develop. This insight
must replace the postulate of the immutability of word
meanings.
From the point of view of the old schools of psychology, the bond between word and meaning is an associaLive bond, established through the repeated simultaneous
perception of a certain sound and a certain object. A
word calls to mind its content as the overcoat of a friend
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reminds us of that friend, or a house of its inhabitants.
The association between word and meaning may grow
stronger or weaker, be enriched by linkage with other
objects of a similar kind, spread over a wider field, or
become more limited (i.e., it may undergo quantitative
and external changes), but it cannot change its psychological nature. To do that. it would have to cease being an
association. From that point of view, any development in
word meanings is mexnlicable and imDossible-an imnlication that hadicappd linguistics as'well as psycho1oy.
Once having committed itself to the association theory,
semantics persisted in treating word meaning as an assoaation between a word's sound and its content. All
words, from the most concrete to the most abstract, appeared to be formed in the same manner in regard to
meaning, and to contain nothing peculiar to speech as
such; a word made us think of its meaning just as any
object might remind us of another. It is hardly surprising
that semantics did not even pose the larger question of
the development of word meanings. Development was
reduced to changes in the assoiative connections between single words and single objects: A word might denote at first one object and then become associated with
another, just as an overcoat, having changed owners,
might remind us first of one person and later of another.
Linguistics did not realize that in the historical evolution
of language the very structure ofmeaning and its psychological nature also change. From primitive generalizations, verbal thought rises to the most abstract concepts.
It is not merely the content of a word that changes, but
the way in which reality is generalized and reflected in a
word.
Association theory is equally inadequate in explaining
the development of word meanings in childhood. Here,
too, it can account only for the purely external, quantitaUve changes in the bonds uniting word and meaning, for
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their enrichment and strengthening, but not for the fundamental structural and psychological changes that can
and do occur in the development of language in children.
Oddly enough, the fact that associationism in generad
had been abandoned for some time did not seem to affect
the interpretation of word and meaning. The Würzburg
school, whose main object was to prove the impossibility
ofreducing thinking to a mere play ofassociations and to
demonstrate the existence of specific laws governing tlw
flow of thought, did not revise the association theory oF
word and meaning, or even recognize the need for such a
revision. It freed thought from the fetters of sensation
and imagery and from the laws ofassociation, and turned
it into a purely spiritual act. By so doing, it went back to
the prescientific concepts of St. Augustine and Descartes
and finally reached extreme subjective idealism.
Oswald Kulpe not only subscribed to Descartes's
"cogito ergo sum," but also claimed that "the world exists
in forms that we establish and define" (Kulpe, 19 14, p.
81). The psychology of thought was moving toward the
ideas of Plato, as was admitted by Kulpe himself. Speech
at the same time, was left at the mercy of association.
Even after the work of the Würzburg school, the connection between a word and its meaning was still considered
a simple associative bond. The word was seen as the external concomitant of thought, its attire only, having no
influence on its inner life. Thought and speech had never
been as widely separated as during the Würzburg period.
The overthrow of the association theory in the field of
thought actually increased its sway in the field of speech.
The work of other psychologists further reinforced
this trend. Otto Selz continued to investigate thought
without considering its relation to speech and came to the
conclusion that man's productive thinking and the mental operations of chimpanzees were identical in naturePDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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of words on

thought.3

Even Ach, who made a special study of word meaning
and who tried to overcome associationism in his theory of
concepts, did not go beyond assuming the presence of
"determining tendencies" operative, along with associaLions, in the process of concept formation. Hence, the
conclusions he reached did not change the old understanding of word meaning. By identifying concept with
meaning, he did not allow for development and changes
in concepts. Once established, the meaning ofa word was
set forever; its development was completed. The same
principles were taught by the very psychologists whom
Ach attacked. To both sides, the starting point was also

the end of the development of a concept; the disagreement concerned only the way in which the formation of
word meanings began.
In Gestalt psychology, the situation was not very different. This school was more consistent than others in trying
to surmount the general principle of associationism. Not
satisfied with a partial solution of the problem, it tried to
liberate thinking and speech from the rule of association
and to put both under the laws of structure formation.
Surprisingly, even this most progressive of modern psychological schools made no progress in the theory of
thought and speech.
For one thing, it ret2ined the complete separation of
these two functions. In the light of Gestalt psychology,
the relation between thought and word appears as a simpie analogy, a reduction of both to a common structural
denominator. The formation of the first meaningful
words of a child is seen as similar to the intellectual operations of chimpanzees in Köhler's experiments. Words
enter into the structure of things and acquire a certain
functional meaning, in much the same way as the stick, to
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the chimpanzee, becomes part of the structure of obtaining the fruit and acquires the functional meaning of tool.
The connection between word and meaning is no longer
regarded as a matter of simple association, but as a matter of structure. That seems like a step forward. But if we
look more closely at the new approach, it is easy to see
that the step forward is an illusion and that we are still
standing in the same place. The principle of structure is
applied to all relations between things in the same sweeping, undifferentiated way as the principle of association
was before it. It remains impossible to deal with the
specific relations between word and meaning. They are
from the outset accepted as identical in principle with any
and all other relations between things. All cats are as gray
in the dusk of Gestalt psychology, as in the earlier fogs of
universal associationism.
While Ach sought to overcome associationism with the
"determining tendency," Gestalt psychology combated it
with the principle of structure-retaining, however, the
two fundamental errors of the older theory: the assumption of the identical nature of all connections and the
assumption that word meanings do not change. The old
and the new psychologies both assume that the development of a words meaning is finished as soon as it
emerges. The new trends in psychology brought progress in all branches except in the study of thought and
speech. Here the new principles resemble the old ones
like twins.
If Gestalt psychology is at a standstill in the field of
speech, it has made a big step backward in the field of
thought. The Würzburg school at least recognized that
thought had laws of its own. Gestalt psychology denies
their existence. By reducing to a common structural denominator the perceptions of domestic fowl, the mental
operations of chimpanzees, the first meaningful words of
the child, and the conceptual thinking of the adult, it
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obliterates every distinction between the most elementary
perception and the highest forms of thought.
This critical survey may be summed up as follows: All
the psychological schools and trends overlook the cardinal point that every thought is a generalization; and
they all study word and meaning without any reference
to development. As long as these two conditions persist in
the successive trends, there cannot be much difference in
the treatment of the problem.

II
The discovery that word meanings evolve leads the study
of thought and speech out of a blind alley. Word meanings are dynamic rather than static formations. They
change as the child develops; they change also with the
various ways in which thought functions.
If word meanings change in their inner nature, then
the relation of thought to word also changes. To understand the dynamics of that relation, we must supplement
the genetic approach of our máin study by functional
analysis and examine the role of word meaning in the
process of thought.
Let us consider the process of verbal thinking from the
first dim stirring of a thought to its formulation. What we
want to show now is not how meanings develop over long
periods of time, but the way they function in the live
process of verbal thought. On the basis of such a functional analysis, we shall be able to show also that each
stage in the development of word meaning has its own
particular relation between thought and speech. Since
functional problems are most readily solved by examinmg the highest form of a given activity. we shall, for a
while, put aside the problem of development and consider the relations between thought and word in the mature mind.
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approaching these relations, the
most complex and grand panorama opens before our
eyes. Its intricate architectonics surpasses the richest
imagination of research schemas. The words of Lev Toistoy proved to be correct: "The relation of word to
thought, and the creation of new concepts is a complex.
delicate, and enigmatic process unfolding in our soul"
As soon as we

start

(Tolstoy, 1903, p. 143).
The leading idea in the following discussion can be
reduced to this formula: The relation of thought to word
is not a thing but a process, a continual movement back
and forth from thought to word and from word to
thought. In that process, the relation of thought to word
undergoes changes that themselves may be regarded as
development in the functional sense. Thought is not
merely expressed in words; it comes into existence
through them. Every thought tends to connect something with something else, to establish a relation between
things. Every thought moves, grows and develops, fulfills
a function, solves a problem. This Ilow of thought occurs
as an inner movement through a series of planes. An
analysis of the interaction of thought and word must begin with an investigation of the different phases and
planes a thought traverses before it is embodied in words.
The first thing such a study reveals is the need to distinguish between two planes of speech. Both the inner,
meaningful semantic aspect of speech and the external,
phonetic aspect, though forming a true unity, have their
own laws of movement. The unity ofspeech is a complex,
not a homogeneous, unity. A number of facts in the linguistic development of the child indicate independent
movement in the phonetic and the semantic spheres. We
shall point out two of the most important of these facts.
In mastering external speech, the child starts from one
word, then connects two or three words; a little later, he
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advances from simple sentences to more complicated
ones, and finally to coherent speech made up of series of
such sentences; in other words, he proceeds from a part
to the whole. In regard to meaning, on the other hand,
the first word of the child is a whole sentence. SemanLically, the child starts from the whole, from a meaningful
complex, and only later begins to master the separate
semantic units, the meanings of words, and to divide his
formerly undifferentiated thought into those units. The
external and the semantic aspects of speech develop in
opposite directions-one from the particular to the
whole, from word to sentence, and the other from the
whole to the particular. from sentence to word
This in itself suffices to show how important it is to
distinguish between the vocal and the semantic aspects of
speech. Since they move in opposite directions, their development does not coincide; but that does not mean that
they are independent of each other. On the contrary,
their difference is the first stage of a close union. In fact.
our example reveals their inner relatedness as clearly as it
does their distinction. A child's thought, precisely because it is born as a dim, amorphous whole, must fInd
expression in a single word. As his thought becomes
more differentiated, the child is less apt to express it in
single words, but constructs a composite whole. Conversely, progress in speech to the differentiated whole of
a sentence helps the child's thoughts to progress from a
homogeneous whole to well-defined parts. Thought and
word are not cut from one pattern. In a sense, there are
more differences than likenesses between them. The
structure of speech does not simply mirror the structure
of thought; that is why words cannot be put on by
thought like a ready-made garment. Thought undergoes
many changes as turns into speech. It does not merely
fInd expression in speech; it finds its reality and form.
it
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The semantic and the phonetic developmental processes
are essentially one, precisely because of their opposite
directions.
The second, equally important, fact emerges at a later
period of development. Piaget demonstrated that the
child uses subordinate clauses with because, although, etc.,
long before he grasps the structures of meaning corresponding to these syntactic forms. Grammar precedes
logic. Here, too, as in our previous example. the discrepancy does not exclude union, but is, in fact, necessary for
union.
In adults, the divergence between the semantic and the
phonetic aspects of speech is even more striking. Modem, psychologically oriented linguistics is familiar with
this phenomenon, especially in regard to grammatical
and psychological subject and predicate. For example. in
the sentence "The clock fell," emphasis and meaning may
change in different situationsm Suppose I notice that the
clock has stopped and ask how this happened. The answer is, "The clock fell." Grammatical and psychological
subject coincide: "The clock" is the first idea in my consciousness; "fell" is what is said about the clock. But if I
hear a crash in the next room and inquire what happened, and get the same answer, subject and predicate
are psychologically reversed. I knew something had
fallen-that is what we are talking about. "The clock's
completes the idea. The sentence could be changed. to
"What has fallen is the clock"; then the grammatical and
the psychological subjects would coincide. In the prologue to his play Duke Ern.st von Schwaben, Uhiand says.
"Grim scenes will pass before you." Psychologically, "will
pass" is the subject. The spectator knows he will see
events unfold; the additional idea, the predicate, is "grim
scenes." Uhland meant, "What will pass before your eyes
is a tragedy."
Anaysis shows that any part of a sentence may become
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a psychological predicate, the carrier of topical emphasis.
The grammatical category, according to Hermann Paul,
is a petrified form of the psychological one.4 To revive it,
one makes a logical emphasis that reveals its semantic
meaning. Paul shows that entirely different meanings
may lie hidden behind one and the same grammatical
structure. Accord between syntactical organization and
psychological organization is not as prevalent as we tend
to assume-rather, it is a requirement that is seldom met.
Not only the subject and predicate. but grammatical gender, number, case, tense, degree, etc., have their psychological doubles. A spontaneous utterance, wrong from
the point of view of grammar, may have charm and esthetic value. Alexander Pushkin's lines
As rose lips without a smile,
Without error in the grammar
I Russian language will despise.

.

bear a more serious message than is usually assumed.
Absolute correctness is achieved only in mathematics. lt
seems that Descartes was the first who recognized in
mathematics a form of thought that, although originating in language, goes beyond it. Our daily speech constant]y fluctuates between the ideals of mathematical
harmony and imaginative harmony.
We shall illustrate the interdependence of the semantic
and the grammatical aspects of language by citing two
examples that show that changes in formal structure can
entail far-reaching changes in meaning.
In translating the fable "The Grasshopper and the
Ant," Krylov substituted a dragonfly for La Fontaine's
grasshopper. In French, grnssho-pper is feminine and
therefore well suited to symbolize a lighthearted, carefree attitude. The nuance would be lost in a literal translation, since in Russian grasshopper is masculine. When he
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£etticd for dragornfly, which is feminine in Russian, Kry10
disregarded the literal meaning in favor of the grammaljcal form required to render La Fontaine's thought.
Tiutchev did the same in his translation of Hein&s
poem about a fir and a palm. In Germanfir is masculine
sind palm feminine, and the poem suggests the love of i
nan for a woman. In Russian, both trees are feminine.
:J'o retain the implication, Tiutchev replaced the fir by a
rnascWifle cedar. Lermontov. in his more literal translation of the same poem. deprived it of these poetic overtones and gave it an essentially different meaning, more
bstract and generalized. One grammatical detail may.
17fl occasion, change the whole purport of what is said.
Behind words, there ¡s the independent grammar ol
vhought, the syntax of word meanings. The simplest utLerance far from reflecting a constant, rigid correspon1ence between sound and meaning, is really a process.
'Terbal expressions cannot emerge fully formed, but
must develop gradually. This complex process of transit100 from meaning to sound mustitseif he developed and
1,erfccted. The child must learn to distinguish between
9emafltiCS and phonetics and understand the nature of
1he difference. At flrst, he uses verbal forms and meanjflgs without being conscious of them as separate. The
îord, to the child, is an integral part of the object
1enotes. Such a conception seems to be characteristic of
primitive linguistic consciousness. Wilhelm von Humpoldt retells the anecdotal story about the rustic who said
lie wasn't surprised that savants with all their instruments
ould figure out the size of stars and their course-what
i,affted him was how they found out their names. Simple
experiments show that preschool children "explain" the
xiameS of objects by their attributes. According to them,
¿n animal is called LLCOWI because it has horns, "calf"
iecause its horns are still smail, "dog" because it is small
nd has no horns; an object is called "car" because it is not
it
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an animal. When asked whether one could interchange
the names of objects, for instance, call a cow "ink," and
ink "cow," children Will answer no, "because ink is used
for writing, and the cow gives milk." An exchange of
names would mean an exchange of characteristic features, so inseparable is the connection between them in
the child's mind. In one experiment. the children were
told that in a game a dog would be called "cow." Here is a
typical sample of questions and answers:
"Does a cow have horns?"
Yes."
"But don't you remember that the cow is really a dog Come
now, does a dog have horns?"
"Sure, if it is a cow, if it's called cow, it has horns. That kind
of dog has got to have little horns."
I'

We can see how difficult it is for children to separate
the name of an object from its attributes, which cling to
the name when it is transferred like possessions following

their owner.

Thefusion of thetwo planesof speech, semantic and
vocal, uegrns [o DCK uown as isle cnua grows olaer, ana
the distance between them gradually increases. Each
stage in the development of word meanings has its own
specific interrelation of the two planes. A child's ability to
communicate through language is directly related to the
differentiation of word meanings in his speech and
consciousness.
To understand this, we must remember a basic characteristic of the structure of word meanings. In the semantic structure of a word, we distinguish between referent
and meaning; correspondingly, we distinguish a word's
nominative function from its significative function. When
we compare these structural and functional relations at
the earliest, middle, and advanced stages of developPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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ment, we find the following genetic regularity: In tbr
beginning, only the nominative function exists; and sc
mantically, only the objective reference; signification independent of naming, and meaning independent of
reference, appear later and develop along the paths wr
have attempted to trace and describe.
Only when ibis development is completed does tut'
child become fully able to formulate his own thought and
to understand the speech of others. Until then, hi
usuage of words coincides with that of adults in its objethe reference, but not in its meaning.
111

We must probe still deeper and explore the plane of
inner speech lying beyond the semantic plane. We shall
discuss here some of the data of the special investigation
we have made of it. The relation of thought and word
cannot be understood in all its complexity without a clear
understanding of the psychological nature of inner
speech. Yet, of all the problems connected with thought
beset
a!
!i
!''FJ
'f*
a4 it is witti teriiiitioiogy ¿uta orner uiisunucranuuigs.
The term inner speech, or endophasy, has been applied to

various phenomena, and authors argue about different
things that they call by the same name. Originally, inner
speech seems to have been understood as verbal memory.
An example would be the silent recital of a poem known
by heart. In that case, inner speech differs from vocal
speech only as the idea or image of an object differs from
the real object. It was in this sense that inner speech was
understood by the French authors who tried to find out
how words were reproduced in memory-whether as auditory, visual, motor, or synthetic images. We shall see
that word memory is indeed one of the constituent elements of inner speech, but not all of it.
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In a second interpretation, inner speech is seen as
truncated external speech-as "speech minus sound"
(Müller) or "subvocal speech" (Watson). Ivan Sechenov
called it a reflex arrested after it traveled two-thirds of its
way. Vladimir Bekhterev defined it as a speech reflex
inhibited in its motor part.5 Al! these definitions may
serve as subordinate moments in the scientific interpretation of inner speech, but taken in themselves they are
grossly inadequate.
The third definition is, on the contrary, too broad. To
Kurt Goldstein, the term covers everything that precedes
the motor act of speaking, including Wundt's "motives of
speech" and the indefinable, nonsensory and nonmotor
specific speech experience-i.e., the whole interior aspect of any speech activity.6 It is hard to accept the equation of inner speech rjth an inarticulate inner experience
in which the separate identifiable structural planes are
dissolved without trace. This central experience is cornmon to all linguistic activity, and for this reason alone
Goldstein's interpretation does not fit that specific,
unique function that alone deserves the name of inner
speech. Logically developed, Goldstein's view must lead
to the thesis that inner speech is not speech at ail, but
rather an intellectual and affective-volitional activity,
since it includes the motives of speech and the thought
that is expressed in words.
To get a true picture of inner speech, one must start
from the assumption that it is a specific formation, with
its own laws and complex relations to the other forms of
speech activity. Before we can study its relation to
thought, on the one hand, and to speech, on the other
hand, we must determine its special characteristics and
function.
Inner speech is speech for oneself; external speech is
for others. It would be surprising indeed if such a basic
difference in function did not affect the structure of the
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two kinds of speech. That is why Jackson and Head were

most probably wrong when they claimed that the difference between these two kinds of speech is just in degree
but not in nature. Absence of vocalization per se is only a
consequence of the specific character of inner speech.
which is neither an antecedent of external speech nor its
reproduction in memory, but is, in a sense, the opposite
of external speechs The latter is the turning of thoughts
into words. their materialization and objectification. With
inner speech, the process is reversed, going from outside
to inside. Overt speech sublimates into thoughts. Consequently, the structures of these two kinds of speech must
differ.
The area of inner speech is one of the most difficult to
investigate. It remained almost inaccessible to experiments until ways were found to apply the genetic method
of experimentation. Piaget was the first to pay attention
to the child's egocentric speech and to see its theoretical
significance, but he remained blind to the most important
trait of egocentric speech-its genetic connection with
inner speech-and this warped his interpretation of its
function and structure. We made that relation the central
problem of our study, and thus were able to investigate
the nature of inner speech with unusual completeness. A
number of considerations and observations led us to condude that egocentric speech is a stage of development
preceding inner speech: Both falfihl intellectual functions; their structures are similar; egocentric speech disappears at school age, when inner speech begins to
develop. From all this we infer that one changes into the

other.
If this transformation does take place, then egocentric
speech provides the key to the study of inner speech. One
advantage of approaching inner speech through egocentric speech is its accessibility to experimentation and observation. Lt is still vocalized, audible speech, i.e., external
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mode of expression, but at the same time it is inner
speech in function and structure. To study an in Lerna!
process, it is necessary to externalize it experimentally, by
connecting it with some outer activity; only then is objecuve functional analysis possible. Egocentric speech is, in
fact, a natural experiment of this type.
This method has another great advantage: Since egocentric speech can be studied at the time when some of its
characteristics ar waning- and new ¿mes forming. we are
able judge whichtraisare essential winner speech
and which are only temporary, and thus to determine the
goal of this movement from egocentric speech to inner
speech-i.e., the nature of inner speech.
Before we go on to the results obtained by this method,
we shall briefly discuss the nature of egocentric speech,
stressing the differences between our theory and Piaget's.
Piaget contends that the child's egocentric speech is a
direct expression of the egocentrism of his thought,
which in turn is a compromise between the primary autism of his thinking and its gradual socialization. As the
child grows older, autism recedes and socialization progresses, leading to the waning of egocentrism in his
thinking and speech.
In Piaget's conception, the child in his egocentric
speech does not adapt himself to the thinking of adults.
His thought remains entirely egocentric; this makes his
talk incomprehensible to others. Egocentric speech has
no function in the child's realistic thinking or activity-it
merely accompanies them. And since it is an expression
of egocentric thought, it disappears together with the
child's egocentrism. From its climax at the beginning of
the child's development, egocentric speech drops to zero
on the threshold of school age. Its history is one of involution rather than evolution. One may say about egocentric speech what Ferenz List said about the infant
in
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In our conception, egocentric speech is a phenomenon
of the transition from interpsychic to intrapsychic functioning, i.e., from the social, collective activity ofthe child
to his more individualized activity-a pattern of development common to all the higher psychological functions.
Speech for oneself originates through differentiation
from speech for others. Since the main course of the
child's development is one of gradual individualization,
this tendency is reflected in the function and structure of
his speech.

Our experimental results indicate that the function of
egocentric speech is similar to that of inner speech: It
does not merely accompany the child's activity; it serves
mental orientation, conscious understanding; it helps in
overcoming difficulties; it is speech for oneself, intimately and usefully connected with the child's thinking.
Its fate is very different from that described by Piaget.
Egocentric speech develops along a rising, not a declining. curve; it goes through an evolution, not an involuLion. In the end, it becomes inner speech.
Our hypothesis has several advantages over Piaget's: It
explains the function and development of egocentric
speech and, in particular. ils sudden increase when the
child faces difficulties that demand consciousness and
reflection-a fact uncovered by our experiments and
that Piaget's theory cannot explain. But the greatest advantage of our theory is that it supplies a satisfying answer to a paradoxical situation described by Piaget
himself. To Piaget, the quantitative drop in egocentric
speech as the child grows older means the withering of
that form of speech. If that were so, its structural peculiarities might also be expected to decline; it is hard to
believe that the process would affect only its quantity,
and not its inner structure. The child's thought becomes
infinitely less egocentric between the ages of three and
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seven. If the characteristics of egocentric speech that
make it incomprehensible to others are indeed rooted in
egocentrism, they should become less apparent as that
form of speech becomes less frequein; egocentric speech
should approach social speech and become more and
more intelligible. Yet what are the facts? Is the talk of a
three-year-old harder to follow than that of a seven-yearold? Our investigation established that the traits of egocentric speech that make for inscrutability are at their
lowest point at three and at their peak at seven. They
develop in a direction opposite to the frequency of egocentric speech. While the latter keeps falling and reaches
zero at school age, the structural characteristics become
more and more pronounced.
This throws a new light on the quantitative decrease in
egocentric speech, which is the cornerstone of Piaget's
thesis.
What does this decrease mean? The structural peculiarities of speech for oneself and its differentiation from
external speech increase with age. What is it, then, that
diminishes? Only one of its aspects: vocalization. Does
this mean that egocentric speech as a whole is dying out?
We believe that it does not, for how then could we explain the growth of the functional and structural traits of
egocentric speech? On the other hand, their growth is
perfectly compatible with the decrease of vocalizationindeed, clarifies its meaning. Its rapid dwindling and the
equally rapid growth of the other characteristics are contradictory in appearance only.
To explain this, let us start from an undeniable, experimentally established fact. The structural and functional
qualities of egocentric speech become more marked as
the child develops. At three, the difference between egocentric speech and social speech equals zero; at seven, we
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like social speech. A differentiation of the two spee Ii
functions has taken place. This is a fact-and facts ar
notoriously hard to refute.
Once we accept this, everything else falls into place. I
I

the developing structural and functional peculiarities ol
egocentric speech progressively isolate it from external
speech, then its vocal aspect must fade away; and this i
exactly what happens between three and seven years.
With the progressive isolation of speech for oneself, Its
vocalization becomes unnecessary and meaningless and
because of its growing structural peculiarities, also impossible. Speech for oneself cannot find expression in
external speech. The more independent and autono-.
mous egocentric speech becomes, the poorer it grows in
its external manifestations. In the end, it separates itself
entirely from speech for others, ceases to be vocalized.
and thus appears to die out.
But this is only an illusion. To interpret the sinking
coefficient of egocentric speech as an indication that this
kind of speech is dying out is like saying that the child
stops counting when he ceases to use his fingers and
starts adding in his head. In reality, behind the symptoms
ofdissoiution lies a progressive development, the birth of
a new speech form.
The decreasing vocalization of egocentric speech denotes a developing abstraction from sound, the child's
new faculty to "think words" instead of pronouncing
them. This is the positive meaning of the sinking
coefficient of egocentric speech. The downward curve
indicates development toward inner speech.
We can see that all the known facts about the functional, structural, and genetic characteristics of egocentric speech point to one thing: It develops in the direction
of inner speech. Its developmental history can be understood only as a gradual unfolding of the traits of inner
speech.
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We believe that this corroborates our hypothesis about
the origin and nature of egocentric speech. To turn our
hypothesis into a certainty, we must devise an experiment
capable of showing which of the two interpretations is
correct. What are the data for this critical experiment?
Let us restate the theories between which we must decide. Piaget believes that egocentric speech stems from
the insufficient socialization of speech and that its only
development is decrease and eventual death. Its culmination lies in the past. Inner speech is something new
brought in from the outside along with socialization. We
believe that egocentric speech stems from the insufficient
individualization of primary social speech. Its culmination lies in the future. It develops into inner speech.
To obtain evidence for one or the other view, we must
place the child alternately in experimental situations encouraging social speech and in situations discouraging it,
and see how these changes affect egocentric speech. We
consider this an experimensum crucis for the following
reasons.
If the child's egocentric talk results from the egocentnsm of his thinking and its insufficient socialization,
then any weakening of the social elements in the experimental setup, any factor contributing to the child's isolaLion from the group, must lead Lo a sudden increase in
egocentric speech. But if the Latter results from an
insufficient differentiation of speech for oneself from
speech for others, then the same changes must cause it Lo
decrease.
We took as the starting point of our experiment three
of Piaget's own observations: (1 ) Egocentric speech occurs only in the presence of other children engaged in
the same activity, and not when the child is alone; i.e., it is
a collective monologue. (2) The child is under the illusion
that his egocentric talk, directed to nobody, is understood
by those who surround him. (3) Egocentric speech has
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the character of external speech: It is not inaudible or
whispered. These are certainly not chance peculiarities.
From the child's own point of view, egocentric speech is
not yet separated from social speech. It occurs under the
subjective and objective conditions of social speech and
may be considered a correlate of the insufficient isolation
of the child's individual consciousness from the social
whole.

Our position regarding these observations of Piaget
can hardly be called biased, for Abraham Grünbaum
came to the same conclusion as we do, making no
counterexperiments. but just interpreting Piaget's own
data.7

For a superficial observer-explains Grünbaum-the
child appears to be deep in his thoughts, but this is an
erroneous impression. stemming from an erroneous expectation. Three-year-olds do not have a logical outlook,
and this absence of a logical attitude is incorrectly taken
as a sign of the child's egocentrism. Three- to five-yearolds while playing together often speak only to themselves. What looks like a conversation turns out to be a
collective monologue. But even such a monologue, being
the most spectacular example of child "egocentrism," attually reveals the social engagement of the child's psyche.
A collective monologue does not require either a purposive isolation or autism. Children who are participants of
the collective monologue do believe that they communicate with each other. They believe that their thoughts,
even those that are poorly expressed or unarticulated,
belong to all participants4 This, according to Grünbaum,
points to the insufficient separation of the child's individual psyche from the social whole.
And yet it is experiment, and not interpretations, that
can resolve the problem of inner speech and egocentrism. In our first series of experiments,8 we tried to destroy the illusion of being understood. After measuring
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the child's coefficient of egocentric speech in a situation
similar to that of Piaget's experiments, we put him into a
new situation: either with deaf-mute children or with
children speaking a foreign language. In all other respects the setup remained the same. The coefficient of
egocentric speech dropped to zero in the majority of
cases, arid in the rest to one-eighth ofthe previous figure,
on the average. This proves that the illusion of being
understood is not a mere epiphenomenon of egocentric
speech, but is functionally connected with it. Our results
must seem paradoxical from the point of view of Piaget's
theory: The weaker the child's contact is with the
group-the less the social situation forces him to adjust
his thoughts to others and to use social speech-the more
freely should the egocentrism of his thinking and speech
manifest itself But from the point of view of our hypothesis, the meaning of these findings is clear: EgocenInc speech. springing from the lack of differentiation of
speech for oneself from speech for others, disappears
when the feeling of being understood, essential foi- social
speech, is absent.
In the second senes of experiments, the variable factor
was the possibility of collective monologue. Having measured the child's coefficient ofegocentric speech in a situation permitting collective monologue, we put him into a
situation excluding it-in a group of children who were
strangers to him or by himself at a separate table in a
corner of the room; or working quite alone (even the
experimenter left the room). The results of this series
agreed with the first results. The exclusion of the group
monologue caused a drop in the coefficient of egocentric
speech, though not such a striking one as in the first
case-seldom to zero, and, on the average, to one-sixth
of the original figure. The different methods of precluding collective monologue were not equally effective in
reducing the coefficient of egocentric speech. The trend,
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however, was obvious in all the variations of the experiment. The exclusion of the collective factor, instead of
giving full freedom to egocentric speech, depressed
Our hypothesis was once more confirmed.
In the third series of experiments, the variable factor
was the vocal quality of egocentric speech. Just outside
the laboratory where the experiment was in progress, an
orchestra played so loudly, or so much noise was made,
that it drowned out not only the voices of others but the
child's own; in a variant of the experiment, the child was
expressly forbidden to talk loudly and allowed to ta'k
only in whispers. Once again the coefficient of egocentric
speech went down, the relation to the original figure being 5 i . Again the different methods were not equally
effective, but the basic trend was invariably present.
The purpose of all three series of experiments was to
eliminate those characteristics of egocentric speech that
bring it close to social speech. We found that this always
led to the dwindling of egocentric speech. It is logical,
then, to assume that egocentric speech is a form deve!oping out of social speech and not yet separated from it
itsmanifestation, though already distinct in function
it.

:

'ii
ana

structure.

The disagreement between us and Piaget on this point
will be made quite clear by the following example: I am
sitting at my desk talking to a person who is behind me
and whom i cannot see; he leaves the room without my
noticing it, and I continue to talk, under the illusion that
he listens and understands. Outwardly, I am talking with
myself and for myself, but psychologically my speech is
social. From the point of view of Piaget's iheory, the opposite happens in the case of the child: His egocentric
talk is for and with himself; it only has the appearance of
social speech, just as my speech gave the false impression
of being egocentric. From our point of view, the whole
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situation is much more complicated than that: Subjectively, the child's egocentric speech already has its own
peculiar function-to that extent, it is independent from
social speech; yet its independence is not complete because it is not felt as inner speech and is not distinguished
by the child from speech for others. Objectively, also, it is
different From social speech, but again not entirely, because it functions only within social situations. Both subjectively and objectively. egocentric speech represents a
transition from speech for others to speech for oneself. It
already has the function of inìner speech, but remains
similar to social speech in its expressionY
The investigation of egocentric speech has paved the
way to the understanding of inner speech. which we shall
examine next.

Iv
Our experiments convinced us that inner speech must be
regarded, not as speech minus sound, but as an entirely
separate speech function. its main characteristic trait is
its peculiar syntax. Compared with external speech, inner speech appears disconnected and incomplete.
It is not a new observation. All students of inner
speech, even those who approached it from behavioristic
standpoint, have noted this trait. But they usually did not
venture to explore it. Even purely phenotypical analysis
remained incomplete. The method of genetic analysis
permits us to go beyond a mere description. Watson hypothesized that the abbreviated character of soundless
speech stems from the same mechanism that produces
"shortcutf in the acquisition of sensory-motor skills. We
think, however, that even if recorded in full with the help
of some supersensitive phonograph, the inner speech
would remain abbreviated and incoherent. The only way
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to investigate such speech is to trace its deve1opmeri
from its very origin as a social function to its matti ir
form, which is as an instrument of individual thought.

Observing the evolution of the child's egocentrit
speech step by step, we may discover that it beconics
more and more peculiar and ultimately becomes inner
speech. We applied the genetic method and found that as
egocentric speech develops, it shows a tendency toward
an altogether specific form of abbreviation, namely:
omitting the subject of a sentence and all words connected with it, while preserving the predicate. This tendency toward predication appears in all our experiments
with such regularity that we must assume it to be the basic
form of syntax of inner speech.
It may help us to understand this tendency if we recall
certain situations in which external speech shows a similar structure. Pure predication occurs in external speech
in two cases: either as an answer or when the subject of
the sentence is known beforehand to all concerned. The
answer to "Would you like a cup of tea?" is never 'No, I
don't want a cup of tea," but a simple "No." Obviously,
such a sentence is possible only because its subject is
tacitly understood by both parties. To "Has your brother
read this book?" no one ever replies, "Yes, my brother
has read this book." The answer is a short "Yes," or "Yes,
he has." Now let us imagine that several people are waiting for a bus. No one will say, on seeing the bus approach, "The bus for which we are waiting is coming."
The sentence is likely Lo be an abbreviated "Coming," or
some such expression, because the subject is plain from
the situation. Quite frequently, shortened sentences
cause confusion. The listener may relate the sentence to a
subject foremost in his owfl mind, not the one meant by
the speaker. If the thoughts of two people coincide, perfect understanding can be achieved through the use of
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mere predicates, but if they are thinking about different
things they are bound to misunderstand each other.
Very good examples of the condensation of external
speech and its reduction to predicates are found in the
novels of Tolstoy, who quite often dealt with the psychology of understanding: "No one heard clearly what he
said, but Kitty understood him. She understood because
her mind incessantly watched for his needs" (Anna
Karenim'i, part V, chapter 18). We might say thai her
thoughts, following the thoughts of the dying man! contamed the subject to which his word, understood by no
one else, referred. But perhaps the most striking example is the declaration of love between Kitty and Levin
by means of initial letters (Anna Karenina, part IV, chapter 13):
have long wished to ask you something."
"Please do."
"This," he said, and wrote the initial letters: W a: C N b, d y
ni t o n. These letters meant: "When you answered: it can not
be, did you mean then or never?" It seemed impossible thaL she
would be able to understand the complicated sentence.
"I understand," she said, blushing.
"What word is that?" he asked, pointing to the n which stood
RI

i

for "never."
4'The word is 'never,' " she said, "but that is not true." He
quickly erased what he had written, handed her the chalk, and
rose. She rrote: I e n a o t.
His face brightened suddenly: he had understood. It meant:
"I could not answer otherwise then."
She wrote the inttial letters: ty mfafw h. This meant: "So
that you might forget and forgive what happened."
He seized the chalk with tense, trembling fingers, broke it,
and wrote the initial letters of the following: I have nothing to
forget and forgive. never ceased loving you."
"I understand," she whispered. l-le sat down and wrote a
long sentence. She understood it all and, without asking him
whether she was right, took the chalk and answered at once.
L
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For a long time he could not make out what she had written,
and he kept looking up into her eyes. His mind was dazed with
happiness. He was quite unable to fill in the words she had
meant; but in her lovely, radiantly happy eyes he read all that
he needed to know. And he wrote down three letters. Before
he had finished writing. she was already reading under his
hand, and she finished the sentence herself and wrote the answer, "Yes." Everything had been said in their conversation:
that she loved him, and would tell her father and mother that
he would call in the morning.

This example has an extraordinary psychological interest because, like the whole episode between Kitty and
Levin, it was taken by Tolstoy from his own life. In just
this way, ToLstoy told his future wife of his love for her.
These examples show clearly that when the thoughts of
the speakers are the same, the role of speech is reduced
to a minimum. Tolstoy points out elsewhere that between
people who live in close psychological contact, such cornmunication by means of abbreviated speech ¡s the rule
rather than the exception: "Now Levin was used to expressing his thought fully without troubling to put it into
exact words: He knew that his wife, in such moments
filled with ¡ove, as this one, would understand what he
wanted to say from a mere hint, and she did" (Anna
Karenina, part VI, chapter 3).
Lev Jakubinsky and Evgeni Polivanov absolutely correctiy emphasized that shared apperception by cornmunicating parties is a necessary precondition of normal
If we were to communicate in an absolutely
formal manner, we would use many more words than we
usually use to convey our thoughts. In a word, it is naturai that we talk by hints.
A simplified syntax, condensation, and a greatly reduced number of words characterize the tendency to
predication that appears in external speech when the
partners know what is going on. In complete contrast to

igu'°
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this kind of understanding are the comical mix-ups resuiting from people's thoughts going in different directions. The confusion to which this may lead is well
rendered in this little poem of Pushkin:
Before the judge who's deaf two deaf men bow.
One deaf man cries: "He led away my cow."
"Beg pardon," says the other in reply,
"That meadow was my father's land in days gone by."
Thejudge decides: "For you to fight each other is a shame.
Nor one nor t'other, but the girl's to blame."

Kitty's conversation with Levin and the judgment of
the deaf are extreme cases, the two poles, in fact, of external speech. One exemplifies the mutual understanding that can be achieved through utterly abbreviated
speech when the subject is the same in two minds; the
other, the total misunderstanding, even with full speech,
when people's thoughts wander in different directions. It
is not only the deaf who cannot understand one another,
but any two people who give a different meaning to the
same word or who hold divergent views. As Tolstoy
noted, those who are accustomed to solitary, independent thinking do not easily grasp another's thought and
are very partial to their own; but people in close contact
apprehend one another's complicated meanings by "laconic and clear" communication in the fewest words.
V

Having examined abbreviation in external speech, we
can now return enriched to the same phenomenon in
inner speech, where it is not an exception but the rule. It
will be instructive to compare abbreviation in oral speech,
inner speech, and written speech. Communication in
writing relies on the formal meanings of words and requires a much greater number of words than oral speech
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to convey the same idea. It is addressed to an absent
person who rarely has in mind the same subject as the
writer. Therefore it must be fully deployed; syntactic differentiation is at a maximum; and expressions are used
that would seem unnatural in conversation. Griboedov's
"He talks like writing" refers to the droll effect of elaborate constructions in daily speech.
The multifunctional nature of language, which has recently attracted the close attention of linguists, had already been pointed out by Humboldt in relation to
poetry and prose-two forms very different in function
and also in the means they
Poetry, according to
Humboldt, is inseparable from music, while prose de-

pends entirely on language and is dominated by thought.
Consequently, each has its own diction, grammar, and
syntax. This is a conception of primary importance, although neither Humboldt nor Potebnja, who further developed his thought, fully realized its implications. They
distinguished only between poetry and prose, and within
the latter between the exchange of ideas and ordinary
conversation, i.e., the mere exchange of news or convenchatter. There areother importantfunctional disiIi
wicuons

ill

speecH.

'me

oi

inem

is

inc aisuncuon

between dialogue and monologue. Written speech and
inner speech represent the monologue; oral speech. in
most cases, the dialogue.
Dialogue always presupposes in the partners sufficient
knowledge of the subject to permit abbreviated speech
and, under certain conditions, purely predicative sentences. It also presupposes that each person can see his
partners, their facial expressions and gestures, and hear
the tone of their voices. Only situations like that can produce speech that is, as Gabriel Tarde put it, "a mere
supplement to the exchange ofgiances." We have already
discussed abbreviation and shall consider here only its
auditory aspect, using a classical example from DostoevPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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to show how much intonation
helps the subtly differentiated understanding of a word's
skys The Diaiy of a Writer

meanin g.
Dostoevsky relates a conversation of drunks that eritirely consisted of one unprintable word (The Diaiy of a
Writer, for 1873):
One Sunday night L happened to walk for some fifteen paces
next to a group of six drunken young workmen, and I suddenly realized that all thoughts. feelings. and even a whole
chain of reasoning could be expressed by that one noun, which
is moreover extremely short. One young fellow said it harshly
and forcefully, to express his utter contempt for whatever it
was they had all been talking about. Another answered with
the same noun but in a quite different tone and sensedoubting that the negative attitude of the first one was warranted. A third suddenly became incensed with the first and
roughly intruded on the conversation, excitedly shouting the
same noun, this time as a curse and obscenity. Here the second
fellow interfered again, angry at the third, the aggressor, and
restraining him. in the sense of "Now why do you have to butt
in, we were discussing things quietly and here you come and
start swearing." And he told this whole thought in one word,
the same renerable word, except that he also raised his hand
and put it on the third fellow's shoulder. All at once a Uourth,
the youngest of the group, who had kept silent till then. probably having suddenly found a solution to the original difficulty
which had started the argument. raised his hand n a transport
ofjoy and shouted . . . Eureka. do you think? Found it? Found
it? No, not Eureka at all; nor did he find anything; he repeated
the same unprintable noun, one word, merely one word, but
with ecstasy, in a shriek of delight-which was apparently too
strong, because the sixth and the oldest, a glum-looking feIlow
did not like it and cut the infantile joy of the other one short,
addressing him in a sullen, exhortative bass and repeating ...
yes, still the same noun, forbidden in the presence of ladies but
which this time clearly meant "What are you yelling yourself
hoarse for?" So, without uttering a single other word, they
repeated that one beloved word six times in a row, one after
another and understood one another completely.
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Here we see one more source of the abbreviation of
oral speech, i.e., the modulation of voice that reveals psychological context within which a word is to be understood. In Dostoevsky's story it was contemptuous
negation in one case, doubt in another, anger in the
third. We have discovered so far two factors of abbrevialion. One is connected with shared apperception by the
persons involved in dialogue; the other occurs when the
idea can be rendered by inflection, and when it really
becomes possible to convey all thoughts, feelings, and
even an entire chain of reasoning by one word.
In written speech. as tone of voice and knowledge of
subject are eicluded, we are obliged to use many more
words, and to use them more exactiy. Written speech is
the most elaborate form of speech.
Some linguists, particularly Lev Scherba, consider dialogue the natural form of oral speech, the one in which
language fully reveals its nature, and monologue to a
great extent artificial. Psychological investigation leaves
no doubt that monologue is indeed the higher, more
complicated form, and of later historical development.
At present, however, we are interested in comparing
them only in regard to the tendency toward abbreviation.
The speed of oral speech is unfavorable to a cornplicated process of formulation-it does not leave time
for deliberation and choice. Dialogue implies immediate
unpremeditated utterance. It consists of replies, repartee; it is a chain ofreactions. Mono1ogue by comparison,
is a complex formation; the linguistic elaboration can be
attended to leisurely and consciously.
In written speech, lacking situational and expressive
supports, communication must be achieved only through
words and their combinations; this requires the speech
activity to take complicated forms-hence the use of first
drafts. The evolution from the draft to the final copy
reflects our mental process. Planning has an important
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part in written speech, even when we do not actually
write out a draft. Usually we say to ourselves what we are
going to write; this is also a draft, though in thought only.
As we tried to show in the preceding chapter, this mental
draft is inner speech. Since inner speech functions as a
draft not only in written speech but also in oral speech.
we shall now compare both these forms with inner speech
in respect to the tendency toward abbreviation and
predication.
This tendency, never found in written speech and only
sometimes in oral speech, arises in inner speech always.
Predication is the natural form of inner speech; psychologically, it consists of predicates only. lt is as much a law
of inner speech to omit subjects as it is a law of written
speech to contain both subjects and predicates.
There are two ways to study the specificity of predicalive speech. One is to trace the dynamics of the buildup
of predication; the other is to compare the phenomenon
of predicative speech with tendencies toward abbreviat:ion discovered in oral speech and written speech.
abbreviation in oral
Those factors responsible
speech are inevitably present in inner speech. We know
what we are thinking about; i.e., we always know the
subject and the situation. And since the subject of our
inner dialogue is already known, we mayjust imply it.
Piaget once mentioned that we trust ourselves without
proof; the necessity to defend and articulate one's position appears only in conversation with others. Psychological contact between partners in a conversation may
establish a mutual perception leading to the understanding of abbreviated speech. In inner speech, the "mutual"
perception is always there, in absolute form; therefore, a
practically wordless cIcommunication of even the most
complicated thoughts is the rule.
The predominance of predication is a product of development. In the beginning, egocentric speech is identi-

fr
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cal in structure with social speech, but in the process of its
transformation into inner speech, it gradually becomes
less complete and coherent as it becomes governed by au

almost entirely predicative syntax. Experiments show
clearly how and why the new syntax takes hold. The child
talks about the things he sees or hears or does at a given
moment. As a result, he tends to leave out the subject and
all words connected with it, condensing his speech more
and more until only predicates are left. The more differentiated the specific function of egocentric speech
becomes, the more pronounced are its syntactic
peculiarities-simplification and predication. Hand in
hand with this change goes decreasing vocalization.
When we converse with ourselves, we need even fewer
words than Kitty and Levin did. Inner speech is speech
almost without words.
An interesting parallel to the conversation between
Kitty and Levm was found by Lemaltre in his study of the
inner speech of adolescents. One of Lemaltre's subjects, a
twelve-year-old boy, thought of the phrase "Les montagnes de la Suisse sont belles" as a line of letters: L,m,
d,1Ss,b-representing a foggy mountain landscape
IT
1Flf'
niu, p. fl).
çLemaltre,
With syntax and sound reduced to a minimum, meaning is more than ever in the forefront. Inner speech
works with semantics, not phonetics. The specific semantic structure of inner speech also contributes to abbrevianon. The syntax of meanings in inner speech is no less
original than its grammatical syntax. Our investigation
established three main semantic peculiarities of inner
speech.
The first and basic one is the preponderance of the
sense [smysi] of a word over its meaning [znac/zenie]-a distinction we owe to Frederic Paulhan.'2 The sense of a
word, according to him, is the sum of all the psychologica! events aroused in our consciousness by the word. It is
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a dynamic, fluid, complex whole, which has several zones

of unequal stability. Meaning is only one of the zones of
sense, the most stable and precise zone. A word acquires
it_s sense from the context in which it appears; in differenE contexts, it changes its sense. Meaning remains stable
throughout the changes of sense. The dictionary meaning of a word is no more than a stone in the edifice of
sense, no more than a potentiality that finds diversified
realization in speech.
The last words of the previously mentioned fable by
Krylov, "The Dragonfly and the Ant," are a good illustra
lion of the difference between sense and meaning. The
words "GO and dance!" have a definite and constant
meaning, but in the context of the fable they acquire a
much broader intellectual and affective sense. They
mean both "Enjoy yourself!" and "Perish!" This enrichment of words by the sense they gain from the context i
the fundamental law of the dynamics of word meanings..
A word in a context means both more and less than the
same word in isolation: more, because it acquires new
context; less, because its meaúing is limited and narrowed by the context. The sense ofa word, says Paulhan,
is a complex, mobile, protean phenomenon; it changes in
different minds and situations and is almost unlimited. A
word derives its sense from ihe sentence, which, in turn,
gets its sense from the paragraph, the paragraph from
the book, the book from all the works of the author.
Paulhan rendered a further service to psychology by
analyzing the relation between word and sense and showing that they are much more independent of each other
than word and meaning. It has long been known that
words can change their sense. Recently it was pointed out
that sense can change words or, better, that ideas often
change their names. Just as the sense of a word is connected with the whole word, and not with its singk
sounds, the sense of a sentence is connected with the
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whole sentence, and not with its individual words. Therefore, a word may sometimes be replaced by another without any change in sense. Words arid senses are relatively
independent of each other.
Here once again we shall turn to Paulhan's analysis in
order to show the existence ofcertain phenomena in oral
speech that can also be experimentally detected in inner
speech. In oral speech, we move from the central and
permanent meaning of the word to its soft fringes and
ultimately to its sense. In inner speech, this prevalence of
sense over meaning, of sentence over word, and of context over sentence is the rule.
This leads us to the other semantic peculiarities of inner speech. Both concern word combination. One of
them is rather like agglutination-a way of combining
words fairly frequent in some languages and comparatively rare in others. German often forms one noun OUL
of several words or phrases. In some primitive languages.
such adhesion of words is a general rule. When several
words are merged into one word, the new word not only
expresses a rather complex idea, but designates all the
separate elements contained in that idea. Because the
stress is always on the main root or idea, such languages
are easy to understand The egocentric speech of the
child displays some analogous phenomena. As egocentric
speech approaches inner speech, the child uses agglutination more and more as a way of forming compound
words to express complex ideas.
The third basic semantic peculiarity of inner speech is
the way in which senses of words combine and unite-a
process governed by different laws from those governing
combinations of meanings. When we observed this singiilar way of uniting words in egocentric speech, we called it
"influx of sense." The senses of different words flow into
one another-literally "influence" one another-so that
the earlier ones are contained in, and modify, the later
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ones. Thus, a word that keeps recurring in a book or a
poem sometimes absorbs all the variety of sense contamed in it and becomes, in a way, equivalent to the work
itself. The title of a literary work expresses its content
and completes its sense to a much greater degree than
does the name of a painting or of a piece of music. Titles
like Don Quixote, Ham1t, and Anna Karenina illustrate this
very clearly; the whole sense of a work is contained in one
name. Another excellent example is Gogol's Dead Souls.
Originally, the title referred to dead serfs whose names
had not yet been removed from the official lists and who
could still be bought and sold as if they were alive. It is in
this sense that the words are used throughout the book,
which is built up around this traffic in the dead. But
through their intimate relation with the work as a whole,
these two words acquire a new significance, an infinitely
broader sense. When we reach the end of the book,
"dead souls" means to us not so much the defunct serfs as
all the characters in the story who are alive physically but
dead spiritually.
In inner speech, the phenomenon reaches its peak. A
single word is so saturated with sense that, like the title
DeadSouls, it becomes a concentrate ofsense. To unfold it
into overt speech, one would need a multitude of words.
No wonder that egocentric speech and inner speech
are incomprehensible to others. To understand a child's
egocentric utterance, one should know beforehand the
subject of the child's speech and the circumstances of

communication.
Watson says that inner speech would be incomprehensible even if fully recorded. We have already mentioned
such factors contributing to the peculiarity of inner
speech as reduced sound, and idiosyncratic syntax and
semantics, but there is one more factor that further increases the opaqueness of inner speech. Tolstoy describes
in Childhood, Adolescence, and Youth how, between people
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in close psychological contact, words acquire speei4d
meanings understood only by the initiated. Such a diaki
was used by the brothers Ignatiev, characters in this bouI
by Tolstoy. There is an argot used and understood only h
i

street children. In inner speech, the same kind of idiujìi
deveLops-the kind that is difficult to translate into the
language of ordinary communicative speech.
Actually, any attempt to impose multifaceted sense
one word results in the creation of an original idiom I ii
inner speech, one word stands for a number of thoughus
and feelings, and sometimes substitutes for a long an
profound discourse. And naturally this unique inuci
sense of the chosen word cannot be translated into ordinary external speech. Inner sense turns out to be incoimmensurable with the external meaning of the same word.
With this we shall conclude our survey of the peculiarities of inner speech, which we first observed in our
invesligation of egocentric speech. In looking for cornpansons in external speech, we found that the latter already contains, potentially at least, the traits typical of
inner speech; predication, decrease of vocalization, preponderance of sense over meaning, agglutination, etc.,
appear under certain conditions also in external speech.
This, we believe, is the best confirmation of our hypothesis that inner speech originates through the differentiation of egocentric speech from the child's primary
social speech.
All our observations indicate that inner speech is an
autonomous speech function. We can confidently regard
it as a distinct plane of verbal thought. It is evident that the
transition from inner speech to external speech is not a
simple translation from one language into another. It
cannot be achieved by merely vocalizing silent speech. It
is a complex, dynamic process involving the transformaLion of the predicative, idiomatic structure of inner
.

I
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speech into syntactically articulated speech intelligible to
others.
VI

We can now return to the definition of inner speech that
we proposed before presenting our analysis. Inner

speech is not the interior aspect of external speech-it is
a function in itself. It still remains speech, i.e., thought
connected with words. But while in external speech
thought is embodied in words, in inner speech words die
as they bring forth thought. Inner speech is to a large
extent thinking in pure meanings. It is a dynamic, shifting, unstable thing, fluttering between word and
thought, the two more or less stable, more or less firmly
delineated components of verbal thought. Its true nature
and place can be understood only after examining the
next plane of verbal thought, the one still more inward
than inner speech.
That plane is thought itself. As we have said, every
thought creates a connection, fulfills a function, solves a
problem. The flow of thought is not accompanied by a
simultaneous unfolding of speech. The two processes are
not identical, and there is no rigid correspondence between the units of thought and speech. This is especiaHy
obvious when a thought process miscarries-when, as
Dostoevsky put it, a thought "will not enter words."
Here one literary example will be appropriate. Gleb
Uspensky's character, a poor peasant, who must address
an official with some life-important issue, cannot put his
thoughts into words. Embarrassed by his failure, he retreats and prays, asking the Lord "to give him a concept.
This scene leaves the reader disturbed and depressed.
But in its essence, the problem facing this poor and illiterate peasant is of the same kind constantly hounding
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thinkers and writers: How to put thoughts into words.
Sometimes even the speech of Uspensky's character starts
to resemble that of a poet: "I would tell you all of this, my
friend, concealing nothing . . but, you know, folks of my
kind cannot talk. . . It is as if they are all here, in
my head, but cannot slip from the tongue. That is our,
fools', sorrow" (Gleb Uspensky, I 949, p. 184).
In this fragment the watershed between thoughts and
words becomes highly visible. If thoughts were identical
in structure and development with speech, the case described by Uspensky would be impossible.
Thought has its own structure, and the transition from
ito speech is no easy matter. The theater faced the problem of the thought behind the words before psychology
did. In teaching his system of acting, Konstantin Stanislavsky required the actors to uncover the "subtext" of
their lines in a play.'3 In Griboedov's comedy Woe from
Wit, the hero, Chatsky, says to the heroine, who maintains that she has never stopped thinking of him, "Thrice
blessed who believes. Believing warms the heart." Stanislavsky interpreted this as "Let us stop this talk"; but it
couldjust as well be interpreted as "I do not believe you.
You say it to comfort me, or as "Don't you see how you
torment me? i wish I could believe you. That would be
bliss." Every sentence that we say in real life has some
kind of subtext, a thought hidden behind it. In the exampies we gave earlier of the lack of coincidence between
grammatical and psychological subject and predicate, we
did not pursue our analysis to the end. Just as one sentence may express different thoughts, one thought may
be expressed in different sentences. For instance, "The
clock fell," in answer to the question "Why did the clock
stop?" could mean, "It is not my fault that the clock is out
of order; it felL" The same thought, self-justification,
could take, among others, the form "It is not my habit to
touch other people's things. I was just dusting here."
.

.
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Thought, unlike speech, does not consist of separate
units. When I wish to communicate the thought that today I saw a barefoot boy in a blue shirt running down the
Street, I do not see every item separately: the boy, the
shirt, its blue color, his running, the absence of shoes. I
conceive of all this in one thought, but I put it into separate words. A speaker often takes several minutes to disclose one thought. In his mind the whole thought is
nresent at once. but in sneech

it

has to be develoned

raybecompared

to a C1Ud
shedding a shower of words. Precisely because thought
does not have its automatic counterpart in words, the
transition from thought to word leads through meaning.
In our speech, there is always the hidden thought, the
subtext. Because a direct transition from thought to word
impossible, there have always been laments about the
inexpressibility of thought:
thc;i:;gi;

I_s

How
How
F.

express itself?
shall another understand?
shall the heart

Tiutchev

Ii

If only soul

might speak without words!

A. Fet

To overcome this problem. new paths from thought to
word leading through new word meanings must be cut.
Velemir Khlebnikov compared his futuristic poetry with
the construction of roads connecting one valley to
another. 14
Experience teaches us that thought does not express
itself in words, but rather realizes itself in them. Sometimes such realization cannot be accomplished, as in the
case of Uspensky's character. We must ask, Does this
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character know what he is going to think about? Yes, bii
he does it as one who wants to remember something hu
is unable to. Does he siart thinking? Yes, but again Iw
does it as one who is absorbed by remembering. Does he
succeed in turning his thought into a process? No. 11w
problem is that thought is mediated by signs externaih,
but it also is mediated internally, this time by word mea ri
ings. Direct communication between minds is impossibk,
not only physically but psychologically. Communication
can be achieved only in a roundabout way. Thought musi
first pass through meanings and only then through
words.
We come now to the last step in our analysis of inner
planes of verbal thought. Thought is not the superior
authority in this process. Thought is not begotten h
by our dethought; it is engendered by motivation,
sires and needs, our interests and emotions. Behind
every thought there is an affective-volitional tendency,
which holds the answer to the last "why" in the analysis of'
thinking. A true and full understanding of another's
thought is possible only when we understand its affectivevolitional basis. We shall illustrate this by an example
already used: the interpretation of parts in a play. Stanislavsky, in his instructions to actors, listed the motives
behind the words of their parts for A. Griboedov's Woe
früm Wit, act I:
Text

of tite

Pandlel 11f o1ive

Play

SOPHYA:
o, Chatsky,

but
you've come

J

am glad

Tries to hide her confusion.

CHATSKY:

You are glad, that's very nice;
But gladness such as yours not
easily one tells.
lt rather seems to me, all told,

Tries to make her feel guilty by
teasing her. Aren't you ashamed
ofyourselfl Tries to force her to
be frank.
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That making man and horse
catch cold
I've pleased myself and no one
else
LIZA:

Tries to calm him. Tries to help

There, sir and if you'd stood
on the same landing here
Five mirniIP

nn nfl hv
i'y;;i7r;;n;

Sophya in a difficult situation.

ian

;;

as clear.

You say, Miss! Tell him it was
so.
SOPHYA:

Tries to reassure Chaisky. I am
not guilty of anything!

And always so no less, no
more.
No, as to that, Fm sure you
can't reproach me.

Crsxv:
Let us stop this conversation;

Well, let's suppose ìtts so.
Thrice blessed who believes.

etc,

Believing warms the heart.

To understand another's speeth, it is not sufficient to
understand his words-we must understand his thought.
14

i.
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vation. No psychological analysis of an utterance is cornplete until that plane is reached.

the end ofour analysis; let us survey its
results. Verbal thought appeared as a complex, dynamic
entity, and the relation of thought and word within it as a
movement through a series of planes. Our analysis followed the process from the outermost plane to the innermost plane. In reality, the development ofverbal thought
takes the opposite course: from the motive that engenders a thought to the shaping of the thought, first in
inner speech, then in meanings of words, and finally in
words. It would be a mistake, however, to imagine that
We have come

Io
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this is the only road from thought to word. The deve1op
ment may stop at any point in its complicated course:
infinite variety of movements to and 1ro, of ways sull
unknown to us, is possible. A study of these manifuld
variations lies beyond the scope of our present task.
Our investigation followed a rather unusual path. %'e
wished to study the inner workings of thought aiiI
speech, hidden from direct observation. Meaning and
the whole inward aspect of language, the side turned
toward the person, not toward the outer world, have
been so far an almost unknown territory. No matter how
they were interpreted, the relations between thought and
word were always considered constant, established
forever. Our investigation has shown that they are! ou
the contrary, delicate, changeable relations between processes, which arise during the development of verbal
thought. We did not intend to, and could not, exhaust
the subject of verbal thought. We tried only to give a
general conception of the infinite complexity of this dynamic structure-a conception starting from experimentally documented facts.
To association psychology, thought and word were
united by external bonds, similar to the bonds between
two nonsense syllables. Gestalt psychology introduced the
concept of structural bonds, but, like the older theory,
did not account for the specific relations between thought
and word. All the other theories grouped themselves
around two poles-either the behaviorist concept of
thought as speech minus sound or the idealistic view,
held by the Würzburg school and Bergson, that thought
could be "pure," unrelated to language, and that it was
distorted by words. Tiutchev's "A thought once uttered is
a lie" could well serve as an epigraph for the latter group.
Whether inclining toward pure naturalism or extreme
idealism, all these theories have one trait in commoniiì
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their antihistorical bias. They study thought and speech
without any reference to their developmental history.
Only a historical theory of inner speech can deal with
this immense and complex problem. The relation between thought and word is a living process; thought is
born through words. A word devoid of thought is a dead
thing:
. .

.

and like

The

bees in the deserted hive
dead words have a rotten smell.

N. Guniilev

But thought that fails to realize itself in words aLso remains a "Stygian shadow" [O. Mandeistam]. Hegel considered word as a Being animated by thought. This Being
is absolutely essential for our thinking.
The connection between thought and word, however,
is neither preformed nor constant. It emerges in the
course of development, and itself evolves. To the biblical
"In the beginning was the Wor&" Goethe makes Faust
The intent here is
reply, "In the beginning was the
to detract from the value of the word, but we can accept
this version if we emphasize it differently: in the beginning was the deed. The word was not the beginningaction was there first; it is the end of development,
crowning the deed.
deed.1'

We cannot close our study without mentioning the per-

spectives that our investigation opens up. This is even
more momentous a problem than that of thinking; what I
mean is the problem of consciousness. We studied the
inward aspects of speech, which were as unknown to science as the other side of the moon. We tried to establish
the connection between word and object, word and realuy. We attempted to study experimentally the dialectics
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of transition from perception to thinking, and to show
that a generalized reflection of reality is the basic chara teristic of words. This aspect of the word brings us to iiw
threshold ofa wider and deeper subject, i.e., the probleiii
of the relation between word and consciousness.
perceptive consciousness and intellectual consciousness
reflect reality differently. then we have two different
forms of consciousness. Though.! and speech turn mit to be
I I

1/ir

key to the nature of

If language

human

cociou.sness.

and if language is a practical consciousness-for-others and, corisequently, consciousness-for-myself, then not only ont
particular thought but all consciousness is connected with
the development of the word. The word is a thing in oui
consciousness, as Ludwig Feuerbach put it, that is absolutely impossible for one person, but that becomes a realit)' for two. The word is a direct expression of the
historical nature of human consciousness.
Consciousness is reflected in a word as the sun in a
drop of water. A word relates to consciousness as a living
cell relates to a whole organism, as an atom relates to
the universe. A word is a microcosm of human
is as old as consciousness itself,

consciousness.
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39. Alexel N. Leoniiev, Aclivity, Con.cciousmss, and Personaliiç, p. 63.
40. Ibid., p. 64.
41. Ibid. p. 64.
42. Sergei L. Rubinstein, "Problemy sposobnostei i voprosy psikhologitheskoj teorif ["The Problem of Abilities and the Questions of
Psychological Theory'], Voproy pnkhologii, 1960, 3:7.
43. Alexei N. Leontiev, Problems of the Development of (lie Mind, pp.
318-349.
44. Ksenja A. Abulkhanova, O s'rb'ekLe psMliicheskoi deiafrl?wsti [The
Subjeci ofPsycJwiogjoi Acliully], Moscow: Nauka, 1973 p. 157.
45 Thought and Language. together with some minor works. was reprinted in 195fi j the volume Ithrairrnye psikhokgicheskie issledoraniia
[Selected P.cychilogi«il Investigatiom). In 1960 earlier unpublished paPers of Vygotsky appeared in Razvi.tie vyshyJth /si.hocheskikh funiaii
vol.

1,

Moscow:
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The Psychology ofArL was pub-

lished in 1965.
46. See Alexei N. Leondev and Alexander Luria Psikhologicheskie
vozzreniia L. S. Vygotskogo ["Psychological Views ofL S Vygotsky"J.
in L. S. Vygotsky, lzbrannye psikhologicheskie &sskdovaniia. [Selected Psychological investigations], Moscow: APN, 1956.
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Bakhtina i Vygoisky" ["The Theory of Verbal
Works of Bakhtin and Vygotsky"], Vestmk Moscotrskogo universitela:
psiJ?Jtologü4a, 1984, 3:3-12.
49_ Alexei A. Leontiev,Jr., "Sign and Activity,' inJ. Wertsch,
T1u
COnC8IPP of Activity in Soviet P.ycho1ogy, New York: Sharpe . i 98 1.
50. Lev Vygotsky, Thought and speech," Psychiatry, 1939. 2:29-54.
51. Jerry Fodor, "Some Reflections on L. S. Vygotsky's Thought and
ed-f

Language,"Cog-nilion. 1972, 1:84.
52 See Lev Vygotsky, Mind in Society: The Development ofHighe'r Prychological Processes. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1978.
A number of Vygotsky's papers were translated inJ. Wertsch, ed., The
Concept ofAdivity in Soviet Psyc/wiogy, New York: Sharpe, 1981.

53. James Wertsch. ed.. Culture, Communication, and Cìgnition, New
York: Cambridge University Press. 1985.

Material used in this introduction is, in part. based upon work
supported by the NSF under grant SES-83 8883.
54..

Author's Preface

Sorne chapters of this book were published earlier as separaLe papers or delivered as Lectures: chapter 2 was published as the introduction to the Russian edition of Piagets The Language and Thrrnght of the
Ch.iki Moscow: Gosizdat, 1932; chapter 4 was published in Esfrslvoznanie i Marxism, 1929, 1; chapter 5 is based on a course of lectures on
the experimental study of concept formation delivered at the Extension Division of the Second Moscow State University.
2. Vygotsky's own assessment of the limitations of his study may be
found in section V of chapter 6. On the evolution of Vygoisky's views
see my introduction.
i

.
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Chapter ¡
Oswald Kulpe, Carl Marbe, and Narziss Ach were the leading
figures ar the Würzburg Institute of Psychology. For the selection of
their writrngs see Jean and George Mandler, eds.. Thinking: From AssocùLfion to Gestalt. New York: Wiley, 1964.
I.

refers to studies in structural phonology that originated
in the works of Nikolai Trubetskoi, Roman Jakobson. and other memhers of the Prague Linguistic Cirde in the 1920s. See Maurice Leroy,
TheMain Trends in Modem Linguistics, Oxford: Blackwell, 1967, p. 66.
3. The problem of the interrelation between affect and intellect became a subject of
last, unfinished work, UcJaenu ob emotsüakh [A Study of Emotions] ( I 933), published in volume 6 of Sobianie
2. Vygotsky

Vygotsky1s

sochinenii

[Co1hcud Papersl.

Chapter 2

i . Piaget's first two books, Le Langage

lenfanL,
Neuchatel-Paris: Delachaux and Nestle, 1923. and Le Jugeinen et le
raisonneimenL chez t'e,tjant, Neuthatel-Paris: Delachaux and Nestle,
194, were published in Russian in one volume under the title Rech
myslilenie rebenka, Moscow: Gosizdat, 1932. These works appeared in
English as, respectivdy. The Language and Thought of the Chik4, London: Routledge and Kegan Pau', 1959, andJudgmenl andReacuning in
the Child, London: Roudedge and Kegan Paul, 1969.
et

la

pensée

chez

i

Edouard CEaparède (1850-1934), Swiss child psychologist. See his
The Psychology of the Child at Geneva and thejj. Rousseau Institute"Jounzat of Gene& Psydio1oy, 1925, S2:92- ¡04. His introduction
appeared, in French, in the I 923 edition of Piaget's La Langage et la
2.

pensée chez l'enfatu.

3. Charles Blondel (1876-1939) French psychologist, specialist in socia! and clinical psychology; see his "The Morbid Mirid,' Psyc)e, 1926,
24:73-86, and The Troubled Conscieiwe an4 the ¡nane Mind, London:
Kegan Paul, 1928. Luden Levy-Bruhl (1857-1939), French sociolo-

gist and author of the concept of "primitive, prelogical mentality"; his
works on ProncePtua1 forms of thinking had a great influence on
Vygoisky; see L. Levy-Bruhi, Primitive Menuility, New York: Macmillan, 1922.

Franz Brentano (1838-1917). German philosopher and psychologist. See his Prjchdagy from the Empirical Poinf of View, New York:
Humanities Press, 1973.
4.
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Eugen Bleuter (1857-1939), Swiss psychiatrist, best known as the
author of the modem concept of schizophrenia. His study of autistk
thinking, Das autistiscite Den*en [Aulàtic Thinking] (19 12), was pub
lished in Russian as Auiisticlzeskoe myshfrnie, Odessa, 1927. See aLso his
'4Auusiic Thinking," Americnn Journal of Psychiatrj, 191 2113 69:8735.

886.
6. Hans Larsson (1862-1944), Swedish philosopher. Vygotsky and

Pier
refer
tn hic hnnk Ii !ncs-irn,, ,b br h,wci, Prk ¡rii. 11Q
--------o---.7. Piaget comments (supplement to L. Vygotsky, Thought an4 LanU,aízwp- (mhric10
MA MIT Pri'cc IÇH2 nr
usedtheterm egocenhicmto designate theinitial inability w
decenter, to shift the given cognitice perspective (manque de décentra¿ion). It might have been better to say simply 44centrism," but since the
initial centering of perspective is always reîative to one's own positiori
and action. I said "egocentrism" an pointed out that the unconscious
egocentrism of thought to which I referred was quite unrelated Lo ihr
common meaning of the Lerm, hypertrophy of consciousness of sell.
Cognitive egocentrism, as i have tried to make clear, stems from a lack.
of differentiation between one's own point of view and the other
possible ones, and not at all from an individualism that precedes reladons with others (as in the conception of Rousseau, which has been
occasionally imputed to me, a surprising misapprehension, which Vvgotsky to be sure did not share).
Let us turn to what most troubles Vygotsky in my conception of
egocentrism: its relationship to Bleulers concept of autism and to
Freud's "pleasure principle." On the first point, Vygotsky, who is a
specialist on schizophrenia, does not deny, as some of my French
critics do, that a certain amount of autism is normal for all peoplewhich my teacher Bleuler also admitted. He finds only that I have
overemphasized the resemblances between egocentrism and autism
without bringing out the differences sufficiently-and in this he is
certainly right. I emphasized the resemblances, whose existence Vygotsky does not deny, because they seemed to me to throw light on the
genesis of symbolic games in children (see Play, Dreams and Imitation in
Childhood). In them one can often see the "nondirected and autistic
thought" which Bleuler speaks of and which I have tried to explain in
terms of a predominance of assimilation over accommodation in the
child's early play.
As for the 41pleasure principle," which Freud sees as genetically
prior to the '1reality principle," Vygotsky is again right when he reproaches me for having accepted this oversimplified sequence too
uncritically. The fact that all behavior is adaptive and that adaptation
is always some form of equilibrium (stable or unstable) between assimilation and accommodation, permits us ( I Lo account for the early
manifestation of the pleasure principle by the affective aspect of the
frequendy predominating assimilation, and (2) to agree with Vygot-

;;e

)
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sky's point that adaptation to reality goes hand in hand with need and
pleasure, because even when assimilation predominates it Ls always
accompanied by some accommodation
On the other hand, i cannot follow Vygotsky when he assumes that

once having separated need and pleasure from their adaptive funcdons (which I do not believe I ever did,or ai least if i did I quickly
corrected this error: see The Origins oflntdligence in Children), I found
myself obliged to conceive of realistic or objective thought as independent of concrete needs, as a kind of pure thought which looks for
proof solely for its own satisfaction. On this point, all of my subsequent work on the development of intellectual operations out of
nd cm ¡h devInnrneni nf löcieiI strlieriirc from the
i:clii;;i:ion of actions ShOYS that I do otseparaLethought from
behavior. It took me some Lime to see. it is true, that Lhe roots of
logical operations lie deeper than the linguistic connections, and that
my early study of thinking was centered too much on its linguistic
::i-i;nn

aspects.

Pierre Janet (1859-1947), French psychologist and psychiatrist,
best known for his studies in hysteria and the unconscious. Janet's
works had a great influence on Vygotsky, who developed Janet's thesis
that children begin to use the same forms of behavior in relation to
themselves that oLhers initially used in relation to them. See Lev Vygotsky, "The Genesis of Higher Mental Functions," in James Wertsch,
ed.. The Concept of Activity in Sovii Psycho1oy. New York: Sharpe.
1981, p. 157. For a review ofJanets theories and a bibliography of his
works, see Henri Ellenberg, TheDùcovery Ofthe Uncm.scious, New York:
8.

Basic Books, 1970.

Taking into account the complexity of processes involved, we
would reject the idea of parallelism as incorrect.
[o. L.V.: This study
as undertaken in cooperation with Alexander
Luna, Alexei Leontiev, Roza Levina. et aL See Vygotsky et al., "The
Function and Fate of Egocentric Speech,' in Proceedings of/he ¡X Iner9. L.V.:

naiional Congress ofPrjcho1oy (New Haven, 1929), PrinceLon: Psychological Review Co., 1930.

Auguste Lemaltre (1857-?), French psychologist. Vygotsky refers
to his work "Observations sur le langage intérieur des enfants,'t Ari 1.

chives

d.

psyc/w1oie, 1Ç05,

4:1-48.

12. L.V. : In this respect certain remarks made by Bleuler in his discussion with C. G. Jung seem to be of a great importance (see Bleuler,
1912). Bleuler mentions that autistic thinking is possible in words as
well as without them. We would [ike to add that some research has

shown that a rapid development of the autistic type of thinking in
children after the age of two is directly connected with the developPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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mern of speech. It might be also menLioned that the extraordinary
development of imagination in puberty is connected with the radical
devdopment of concept formation that occurs in adolescents.
13. Narziss Ach (1871-1946), German psychologist, specialist in cognitive psychology. See his 4De1ermining Tendencies" ¡ri Jean and
George Mandkr, eds.. Thinking: From AssocIation to Gestalt. New York:
Wiley. 1964.
i

,1

LI.

!

IL1LIJIllIL

ûoì
L-.i.-:... ...i
.3CL lildiL
duLl
LLIId
probably referring to his work Über die autonornischr

L.LW3L.PL

triM. VygoLsky is

ii

IÇJU J

,

Kindersprache, Berlin: Wein, 1928.
15. Emite Durkheim (1858-1917), French sociologist.

Ikirkheim's

concept of the social origin of the categories of human consciousness
had a profound influence on Vygotsky. See E. Durkheim and M.
Mauss, Primithie C1assfication, Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1967; see also The Elementary Form. ofReligious Lije. New York: Macmillan, 1915. Alexander Bogdanov (1873-1928), Russian physician,
philosopher, and writer. best known as a philosophical opponent of
V. L Lenin. See his Essays in Tecto1oy, Seaside, CA: Intersysterns.
1980.
16. Ernst Mach ( 188-1Y 16), Austrian-German physicist and philosopher. See his The Ana1y ofSens&ians, Chicago: Open Court, [959

Marta Muchow (1892-1933), German child psychologist. Vygotsky is probably referring to her work Psc1w1ogicche Probleme der
früheren Erziehung, Erfurt: K. Stenger, [929.
1g Mri2 Mimntpccnri tIR7I1-1Q.9 IiIin.prIi,eiiinnìIisi Spt hr The
17.

;;;;;;:

"The Childi-en

.;
Hoii.es1"

New York: Stokes 1964.

Hans Volkelt (1886-1964). German child psychologist. His work
was
Fortschritte der expeñmen1elltn Kinder/.sycho1ogie Jena: Fischer, i
published in Russian as Experimentolnaja psihizologija doshholntha, Moscow: Gosizdat. I30.
20. Vygotsky is quoting here from Psalms i 17 : 22.
19.

926e

Cter 3
William Stern (1871-1938), German psychologist, specialist in
child psychology, applied psychology, and personality theory. For his
views on child development, see Psycho1oy ofEarly Chiülhood up to Six
Yeam ofAge, New York.: Holt. [930. The Russian edition of this book
was published in 1922.
1.
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2. Karl Bühler (1876-1963), Austrian psychologist, specialist in child
psychology and language development. See his The Menial Devekpment
of the Child, New York: Harcourt 1930. All attempts to identify

Reimut have been unsuccessful.
s. Henri Wallon (1879-1962), French psychologist, specialist in child
and medical psychology; see his Les Origines de la pensée chez tenfant,
Paris: PUF. 196g. Kurt Koffka (1886- 1941), German-American Ges121f nsvrhnIncj-ist ce hk Tiw (.rmiIJ ,iFth
Mi,PJJ 1rrirInr
RiniiiIpçkrp
and Kegan, 1928. Henri Delacroix (187-l937), French psychologist;
Vygotsky often quotes from his La Langage el la pensée, Paris: Alcan.
1924.
4. Wilhelm Ament (1876-?), German psychologist; Vygotsky is most
probably referring Lo his book Die Eniwkklung von Sprechen und Denken
beim Kinde, 1899. Heinreich Idelberger (1873-?), German child psychologist; Vygotsky is probably referring to his "Hauptprobleme der

kindichen
Zeitchnft für pädagogische Psychologie,
1903, 5:241-297, 425-456.. Ernst Meumann (1856-1931), German
psychologist, specialist in child and educational psychology; see his
The Psychokgy ofLearning, New York: Appleton, 1913.
Sprachentwicklung'1

Chapter 4
Vladimir Borovsky (1882-?), Russianzoopsychologist; see his "PsyUSSR11Joumal ofGenetic Psychology, 1929, 2:177-186.
chology in the
Vladrnir Vagner (1849- 1934), Russian biologist, specialist in corn2r2TiVP rvrhr-Jrcru ng-I rihvcinIrio-, Tciïhinnp. I ,rirlwnrdctr
-"/ (17_
-1939), German psychologist; see his TheoreticoJ Pcychology. St. Louis:
Herder 1932. Erich Jaensch (1883-1940), German psychologist; see
his Eidetic 1magey and Typological Methods of Investgaion, London:
Paul, Trench and Trauhner, 1927.
2. Leonard Hobhous (1 864-1 929), British zoologist and philosopher.
Vygotsky is most probably referring to his book Mind in Evo1uJkn,
New York: Macmillan, i 90 i.
3. Gustav Kafka (1883-1953) German psychologist.
4. LV,: Hempelmann, while rejecting the possibility of any other
function for animal speech beyond the expressive one, admits nevertheless, that vocal warning signals produced by animals objectively
play a communicative function. See F. Hempelmann. Tierpsychologu
vom Sn4ndpunlde des Biologen. Leipzig: Akademische VerLag, 1926. p.
1.
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5. Karl von Frisch (1886-?), Austrian zoopsychologist. best known
for his studies in the language of bees. See bis Bees: Their Visir.

Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 195O
6. Charlotte Bühler (1893-1974). Austrian psychologist, wife and
collaborator of Karl Bühler. Hildegard Heizer and Beatrix TudorHarL belonged Lo Ch. Bühler's research group; see their book The Ffri
Year ofL.,fe, New york: Day, 1930.
7. Kurt Kofa (1886-1941), German-American Gestalt psychologist.
See his Ths Growth oft/is Mind, London: Routledge and Kegari Paul.
Che7nic.al Senses,

and Language.

refers here Lo his studies in the development of higher
mental functions. See his Mind in So&y, Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1978; see also section II of my iniroduction.
9. George Plekhanov (1856-1918), Russian philosopher-Marxist. Sec
his Essays in th History of Matemz1im, London: Lane, 1934.
L.V.: Apparently what we see in the chimpanzee is not an instinctive
Use ofobjecis, but some primordial intellectual operations with them.
Flekhanov mentions thaL the very fact of the use of tools presupposes
highly developed intelligence (Plekhanov, 1922, p. 138).
10. L.V.: Engeb also mention thai we are not going to deny the
ability of animals to carry out purposive actions." From Engels's pomi
of view, the elementary forms of purposeful activity are present where
there is a protoplasm. where proteins act and react. But this purposeful activity reaches hs highest point of development in mammals
(Fnre1c 1Çl n- IOU
'---D--,
-11. L.V.: In another place Engels remarks that content of animal
communication is such that it can be transmitted without words. Ai
the sanie urne pets, according to Engels, may have a need to speak.
Their ariidulatory apparatus, however, in most cases, except in the
case of parrots, predudes the realization of this need.
12. LV.: The status of speech in animals, remarks Bastian Schmid,
cannot be used as a measure of their behavior or intelligence. With
respect to speech, chickens and pigs are more advanced animals than
horses or elephants. See B. Schmid, Die Sprache und andere Ansdnwksformen der Tiere, Munich: ROsi, 1923, p. 46.
I 3 . The cultural-historical approach to human thought and speech
was in pari carried out in studies described in chapters 5-7 of this
book. See also Vygotsky's Mind in Society, Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press. 1978.
8. Vygotsky

.

I--
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Chapter 5
Dmitri Uznadze (1886-1950), founder of the Georgian school of
psychology, best known as the author of psychological "set theory."
Vygotsky refers Lo his work "Vyrabotka poniatii y doshkomnom vozraste" ["Concept Formation in Pre-School Children"1, which was first
published in German translation as '1the Begriffsbildung im
vorschutpfischiigen AlLer," ZeiLcthrzftfür angewandte Psydwiogie, 1929,
1.
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description given in E. Hanfmann and J. Kasanin (1942, pp. 9-10).
& Sir Francis Galton's (1822-1911) "composite photographs" were
intended to present the image of the statistically average person. Pictures of a number of people were taken with the help of one arid the
same photographic plate. As a result, divergent features mutually
eliminated each other. while common features amplifying each other
produced a composite portrait of the average man.
4. Pavel Blonsky (1884-1941), Russian philosopher, psychologist and
educator. In the 19Th he was one ofthe leading Soviet child psychologists. On his career and views, see Alex Kozulin, Psychology in Utopia,
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, l984 pp. 121-136.
5. Heinz Werner (1890-1964), German-American psychologist, speclist in developmental psychology. His views on mental developmenL
closely resembled those of Vygotsky. See his Com/aralive Psychology of
n
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The following elaboration of the experimental observations is
taken from the study by E. Hanfmann andJ. Kasanin (1942, pp. 306.

31):

In many cases the group. or groups, created by the subject have quite
the same appearance as in a consistent classification, and the lack of a
true conceptual foundation is not revealed until the subject is required
to put in operation the ideas that underlie this rouping. This hap.
pens at the moment of correction when the examiner turns one of the
wrongly selected blocks and shows that the word written on ¡t is different from the one on the sample block, e.g.. that it is not mur. This is
one of the critical points of the experiment.
Subjects who have approached the.rask as a classification problem
respond to correction immediately in a perfectly specific way. This
response is adequately expressed in the statemenL "Aba! Then it is
not color' (or shape, etc). . . . The subject removes all the blocks he
had placed with the sample one, and starts looking for another possible classthcation.

...
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On the other hand the outward behavior of the subject at the
beginning of the experiment may have been that of attempting a
dassilkation. He may have placed all red blocks with the sample.
proceeding quite consistently . . . and dedared that he thinks those red
blocks are the murs. Now the examiner turns up one of the chosen
blocks and shows that it has a different name. . . . The subject sees it
removed or even obediently removes it himself, but that is ail he does;
he makes no attempt Lo remove the other red blocks from the sample
mur. To the examiner's question if he still thinks that those blocks
belong together, and are mur, he answers definitely, 'Yes, they still
belong together because they are red." This striking reply betrays an
attitude totally incompatible with a true classifition approach and
proves that the groups he had formed were actually pseudo-classes.
7. Vygotsky!s discussion of the phenomenon of pseudoconcepts has
farreaching philosophical implications. First of all, if the conscious
awareness of one's own intellectual operations ("concept-for-me") is
only a secondary achievement, which follows the practical use of these
operatiolLs, then the individual cannot be considered a self-conscious
center of activity. The individual appears rather as a "construction"
built at the crossroads of the inner and outer realities. Second, the
phenomenon of functional equivalence between real and pseudoconcepts warns us against taking the functional appearance of communication for its ultimate content. The usage of "one and the same" words
and subsequent 4'understanding' may be illusory. Such illusion of
understanding, based on the confusion between functional and essent.ial characteristics, constantly emerges in child-adult communication,

'!
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UIULULI UI UIJ. pLJIIIL, CV 1UA.
Kozulin, "Psychology and Philosophical Anthropology: The Problem

LWCCIL UI11LcIIL LUILUIC. FIJI LUILZICI

of Their Interaction,"

The Philosophical Forum. 1984, 15(4):443-458.

8. Alfred Storch (1888-?), German psychiatrist who elaborated parailels in the thinking of schizophrenics and primitive peoples. See his
The Primitive Archaic Forn ofïnner Exe,ieiwe and Thoughi in Schi zophrnia, New York: NMDP, 1924.

g. Karl von Steinen (1 855- 1929), German explorer and anthropologist. See his Unfrr den Nalurvölkern Zenlral-Bra.úlieni, Berlin: Reimer,
1894.

study of preconceptual thinking in traditional society was undertaken by Vygotsky's follower Alexander Luna. See his Cognitive
1976.
Develøpment, Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
I i . For a study of preconceptual thought in schizophrenics carried
out from a pointofview very close to that ofVygotsky, see H. Werner
and B. Kaplan, Synzbci Formation, New York: Wiley, 1963, chapter 18.
10. A
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Richard Thurnwald (1869-1954), British anthropologist.
13. Alexander Potebnja (185-1891), Russian linguist. follower of
Humboldt. Potebnja's ideas, particularly the concept of"inner form of
the word," seriously influeíiced Vygoisky. Even the title of Vygoisky's
book echoes that of Potebnja's: Mysi' i iazyic [Thoughi arid Language],
12.

1862.
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Groos (1861-i 946) . GermanpsychoIogist spedalist in child
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16 Oswald Kroh (J887-1955), German child psychologist. Vygotsky
is probably referring to his paper "Intellektualnoc razvitie y period

sozrevanuia" ["Intellectual Development in Adolescence"]. in 1.
Ariamov, ed.. Pedo1ogiiaJu;zosti [Pedology of Youth] Moscow, 193 1.
17. August Messer (1867-1937). German psychologist. Vygotsky is
probably referring LO either "Experimentell-psychologische Untersuchungen über cias Denken," Arch. ges. Psycho!, I 906, 8: 1-224, or
Empfindung und Denken, Leipzig: Quelle and Meyer, 1908.
18. LV.: Kretschmer rneriuons that those forms of primitive thinking
are called complex, because they consist of conglomerates of images
that are easily mutually replaceable. All of the above-mentioned authors perceive complex reasoning as a "primitive imagery stage in the
developmenL of concepts."
i 9. Peter Vogel ( i 887-?), German psychologist. Vygotsky is probably
referring to his dissertation Untersuchungen über die Denkbeziehungen in den Urteilen des Schulkindes," Giessen, 1911.
CkaMei' 6

Zhozephina Shif(1905-1977), Soviet psychologist, student and collaborator of Vygotsky. See her Razuilie zMei.ththh i nauchnyk)i /xrnialii
[Developmenl of Spokne
and Scieniafic Conteptcl, Moscow, I 935.
2. Piaget comments (supplement to L. VygoLsky. Tlmright and Langli2ge, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1962, p. 9):
It was a real joy to me to discover from Vygotsky's book the way in
which he approves of my having distinguished, for study purposes,
between spontaneous and nonspontaneous concepts: one could have
feared that a psychologist intent on the problems of school learning
much more than we are might have tended ro underestimate the part
of the Continuous structuring processes in the child's developing mental activity. It is true that when Vygotsky later charges me with having
1.
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away from me whaL he hadjust granted.. But when he states his criticism more explicitly, saying thai nonspontaneous concepts. too, receive an "imprint" of the child's mentality in the process of their
acquisition and that an "interaction" of spontaneous and learned concepts must therefore be admitted, I once more felt in complete accord
WiLh him. Vygotsky in fact misundersiands me when he thinks that
from my point of view the child's spontaneous thought must be known
by educators only as an enemy must be known to be fought successfully. [n all of my pedagogical writings, old [Ewc1opéde française.
artick tJducatwn nouve1Ie'] or recent ILe Droll à t'éducatkni, ' ín Droits de
l'homme (UNESCO)], i have, on the contrary, insisted that formal education could gain a reaL deal. much moie than ordinary methods do
at present, from aysEematic utilization of the child's SpofltafleOUS

mental development.
3. in his paper "On Psychological Systems" (19O), Vygotsky explained ihat 'studying Ehe development of thought and speech in
childhood, we found [hat the process of their development depends
not so much on the changes within these two functions, but rather on
changes in the primary relations between them. . . . Their relations
and connections do not remain constant. That is why the leading idea
IS that there is no constant formula of relation between thought and
speech that would be applicable to all stages and forms of development or involution. Each of these stages has its own characteristic
forni of relation between these two functions" (Vygotsky, Collected
0). See also Pedologiia podrostha [Pedo1y of the
Adolesceni]. ¡ri volume 4 of the Collected Paper&, pp. 11 1-199.
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York: Macmillan, 1901.
5. L.V. See the MA. theses of these students of the Leningrad Herzen Teachers College: Arsenieva. Zabolotnova, Kanushina, ChanFuria, Efes, Neifets, et al.
6. John HulingsJackson (1835-191 1), British neuropsychologist, the
author of the concept of 'vertical organization" of brain functions.
Henry Head (1861-1940), Briti5h neuropsychologist who developed
Jackson's ideas, particularly in their application to aphasia see his
Aphc.sia and Kindred Disorder.c of Speech. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1q26.
7. The concept of "zone of proximal development" was successfully
adopted by some American psychologists. See B. Rogoff and J.
Wertsch eds.., Children's L.earnmg in the Zone of Proxirno! Deve1oprnnt,
San Francisco: Jossey Bass, 1984.
:
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8. Piaget comments (supplement to L. Vygotsky. Thought and Langw2ge. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press 1962, pp. 1-12):
All this raises aL least two problems, which Vygoisky formulates. but in
the solution of which we differ somewhat. The lust concerns the
"interaction of spontaneous and nonspontaneous concepts." This interaction is more complex than Vygotsky believes. In some cases, what
is trarl:sfflitted by instruction is well assimilated by the child because it
represents in fact an extension of sorne spontaneous constructions of
his own. In such cases, his development is accelerated. But in other
cases, the gifts ofinstruction are presented too soon or too late, or ¡n a
manner thai precludes assimilation because it does not fit in with the
1

childs spontaneous constructions. Then the child's deveioprnent is
impeded, or even deflected into barrenness, as so often happens in the
teaching of the exact sciences. Therefore I do not believe, as Vygotsky
seems to do. that new concepts, even at school level, are always acquired through adult didactic intervention. This may occur, but there
is a much more productive form of instruction: the so-called "active"
schooLs endeavor to create situations that, while not "spontaneous" in
themselves. evoke spontaneous elaboration on the part of the child, if
one manages both to spark his interest and to present the prob'em in
such a way thaL it corresponds to the structures he had already formed
himself.
The second problem, which is really an extension of the first on a
more general level, is the relation between spontaneous concepts and
scientific notions as such. In Vygotsky's system, the "key" to this prof>
1cm is that "scientific and spontaneous concepts start from diffèrent
points but eventually meet." On this point we are in complete accord,
ifhe means that a true meeting takes jhice between the sociogenesis of
scientific notions (in the history of science and ¡n the transmission of
knowledge from one generation to the next) and the psychogenesis
of "spontaneous" strucmres (influenced, Lo be sure, by interaction
with the social, familial. scholastic,
milieu), and noi simply that
psychogenesis is entirely determined by the historical and the ambient
culture. I think that in putting it thus I am not making Vygotsky say
more than he did, since he admits the part of spontaneity in development. lt remains to determine wherein that part consists.
9. LV.: In our studies, we observed this phenomenon in the development of historical concepts from the elementary generalization "now
and then," and also as the development of sociological notions from
the elementary generalization "ours and theirs."
lo. Max Wertheimer (1880-1943), German-American Gestalt psychologist. See his Productive ThinAing, New York: Harper, 945
i i Piaget comments (supplement to L. Vygotsky, Th&ught and Laugtwge, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1962, pp. 12-14):
It is on this question of the nature of spontaneous activities that there
stili remains, perhaps. some divergence between Vygotsky and myself,
etc.1
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but this difference is merely an extension of the one we noted concerning egocentrism and the role of decentering in the progress of
mental development.
With respect to time lag in the emergence of conscious awareness
we are pretty much in agreement, except that Vygotsky does not
believe that lack of awareness ¡s a residue of egocentrism. Let us look
at the solution he proposes: (1) the late development of awareness
must be simply the result of the well-known
according Lo which
awareness and control appear only at the end point of the development of a function; (2) awareness at first is limited to the results ol
actions and only later extends to the "how, i.e., the operation itse1f
Both assertions are correct, but they merely state the facts without
explaining them. The explanation beins when one understands hat
a subject whose perspective is determined by his action has no reason
for becoming aware of anything except its results; decenterin, on the
other hand, Le., shifting one's focus and comparing one action with
other possible ones, particularly with the actions ofother people, leads
to an awareness of "how" and to true operations.
This difference in perspective between a simple linear schema like
Vygotsky's and a schema of decentering is even more evident in the
question of the principal motor of intellecLual development. It would
seem that, according to Vygotsky (though of course I do not know the
rest of his work). the principal factor is to be sought in the "generalizanoii of perceptions,' the process of generalization being sufficient in
itself to bring mental operations into consciousness. We, on the other
hand, in studying the spontaneous development of sdentific nouons,
have come to view as the central factor the very process of constructing operations, which consists in intenorized actions becoming reversible and co-ordinating themselves into patterns ofstnictures subject to
well-defined laws. The progress of generalization is only the result of
this elaboration of operational structures, and these structures derive
not from perception but from the total action.
Vygotsky himself was close to such a solution when he held that
syncretism, juxtaposition, insensibility Lo contradiction, and other
characteristics of the developmental level which we call today preoperalioni2I (in preference to prelogwa), were all due to the lack of a system;
for the organization of systems is in fact the most essential achievement marking the child's transiLion to the level of logicaL reasoning.
But these systems are not simply the product of generalization: they
are multiple and differentiated operational structures. whose gradual
elaboration by the child we have learned to follow step by step.
A small example ofthis difference in our points ofvew is provided
by Vygotsky's commenL on dass indusion. In reading it, one gets the
impression that the child discovers inclusion by a combination of
generalization and learning: ¡ri learning to use the words rose and then
fi owcr, he firstjuxtaposes them. but as soon as he makes the eneralization "all roses are flowers" and discovers that the converse is not true,
he realizes that the class of roses is induded in the dass of flowers.
Having studied such problems at rst hand [Piaget and Szeminska,
"law1'
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The Child's Conceplion of Number, chapter VIII, and Inhelder and
Piaget, La Genèse des opérthon.s logiques élémentaires, Delachaux et Niestk],

we know how much more complex the question is. Even if he asserts
t.kit ail roses are flowers and that not all flowers are roses, a child at
first is unable to conclude thai there are more flowers than roses. To

achieve the inclusion, he has to organize an operational system such
that A (roses) + A' (flowers other than roses) = B (flowers) and that
A = B
A', consequently A < B; the reversibility of this system is a

-

prerequisite for indusion.
have not discussedin this commentary the question of sociaiza.
Uon as a condition of intellectual development, although Vygotsky
raises it several times. From mv present point of view, my earlier
formulations are less relevant because the consideration of the operarions and of the decentering involved in the organization of operational structures makes the issue appear in a new light. AIL logical
thought is socialized because t implies the possibility of communicaLion between individuals. But such interpersonal exchange proceeds
through correspondences, reunions, intersections, and reciprocities,
i.e.. throuh operations. Thus there is identity between mira individiial operations and the inter individual operations which constitute cooperaliün in the proper and quasi-etymological sense of the word.
Actions, whether individual or interpersonal, are in essence coordmated and organized by the operational structures which are
spontaneously constructed in the course of mental development.
L

Cter 7
Mandeistam (1891-1938), Russian poet. Vygotsk.v used as
epigraph one of the early versions of Mandelstam's poem "SwaIlow.'
Sorne other images from the same poem. like "Stygian shadow." appear, quoted as well as unquoted. in Vygotsky's text. One may also
find iii Vygotskyts work some ideas developed by Mandeistam in his
paper On the Nature of Word"-see O. Mandeistarn. Selected Essay
Austin: University of Texas Press, I 977.
2. The problem of analysis into elemens versus analysis mio units is
the subject of Vladimir Zinchenko, "Vygotsky's Ideas about Units for
in J. Wertsch, ed., Culture, Comnwnicalion. and
the Analysis of
Cognition: VygoLckian Perspectives, New York: Cambridge University
1. csip

Mind1"

Press, 1985.

Otto Sel-z (1881-1943), German psychologist. See Nico Frijda and
Adrian de Groot, eds., 011o Selz: His Confribulion lo P.ycho1oy, The
Hague: Mouwn, 1982.
4. Hermann Paul (1846-1921), German linguist. See his Principks of
the Hislo,y ofLangwige, College Park, MD: McGrath, 1970.
5. Ivan Sechenov (1829-1905), Russian physiologist the founder of
3.
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Russian refkxology; see his Reflexes ofliv Brain, Cambridge, MA: MIT
Press, 1965. Vladimir Bekhierev (1857-1927), Russian physiologist
and psychiatrist, pioneer in the study of associative reflexes in men;
see his General Principles of Human Reflexo1oy. New York: International Publishers, 1932.
6. Kurt Goldstein (1878-1965), German-American neuropsychologist. Vygotsky is most probably referring to his work Uber A/IhOSI,
7iirirh

flr.II

Fii1L 1Q97

anti

"Die n2uko-icehen Tirsrhen

in ihrer

Bedeuiungfürdas
Psychologie, Kongress.

192,

12:

145- 1 64; see also

his

Language and Lan-

New York: Grune and Stratton, 1947.
7. Abraham Anton Grünbaum (1885-I92). German psychologist.
Vygotsky is probably referring to his work "Die Struktur der Kinderpsyche," Zeitschñftfür pwkzgogùche Pryclrologw, 1927, 28:446-463.
8. L.V.; These findings were reported by L. Vygotsky et aL.. "The
Function and Fate of Egocentric Speech,' Proceedings ofthe Nizah fnfrrnUionaJ Cotzgre..cs ofPrjclzology (New Haven, 1929). Princeton: Psychological Review Co., 1930.
9. Piaget comments (supplement Lo L. Vygotsky, Thought and Language, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1962, pp. 6-8):
Before returning to Vygotsky, I should like to set forth myself what
seems to me to remain significant in the positive and negative evidence
gathered by my few followers and my many opponents.
I . The measurement of egocentric speech has shown that there are
very great environmental and situational variations, so that contrary
to mv initial hones we do not nossess in these measures a valid paue
guage

Dislurbance.i,

ofineUectua1eocentÑrnorvenoÍverbaLegocenLrism.
'
2. The phenomenon itself, whose relative frequency at different
developmental levels we had wanted to test, as well as its decline with
age, has never been disputed because it has seldom been understood.
When viewed in terms of a distorting centering on on&s own action
and of subsequent decentering, this phenomenon proved much more
significant in the study of actions themselves and of their interiorizaLion in the form of mental operations than in the field of language. It
still remains possible, however, that a more systematic study of chudren's discussions, and especially of bc)vior directed at verification
and proof (and accompanied by speecL,, may furnish valid meuic
indices.

This long preamble has seemed necessary to bring out how much I
respect Vygotsky's position on the issue of egocentric speech, even
though I cannot agree with him on all points. First, Vygoisky did
realize that a real problem was involved, and not merely a question of
statistics. Second, he himself verified the facts in question. instead of
suppressing them through the artifices of measuring; and his observaPDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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nons on the frequency of egocentric speech in children srhen their
activity is blocked arid on the decrease of such speech during the
period when inner speech begins to form are ofvery great interest. In
the third place, he proposed a new hypothesis: that egocentric speech
is the point of departure for the development of inner speech, which
is found at a later stage of development, and that this interiorized
language can serve both autistic ends and logical thinking. I find myself in complete agreement with these hypotheses.
on the other hand, whaL I think Vygotsky stili failed to appreciate
fully is egocentrism itself as the main obstacle to the co-ordination of
viewpoints and to co-operation Vygoisky reproaches me correctly for
not emnhuizng siiflicientiv From the start the functional asneit of
iise qIeStiOnS. 'GFaUted, b.t I did emphasizeitlater onIn Th Moral
Judgment of lw Child. I studied children's group games (marbles, etc.)
arid noted Lhat before the age of seven they do not know how to coordinate the rules during a game, so that each one plays for himself,
and all win, rjthouL understanding that the point is competition.
R. F. Nielsen, who has studied collaborative activities (building together, etc.) found in t/u'field ofadion itsefall the characteristics which
I have emphasized with respect to speech. [R. F. Nielsen, L.a Socibi1ité
chez l'enfant, Delachaux et Niestlé]. Thus there exists a general phenomenon which it seems to me Vygotsky has neglected.
In brief, when Vygotsky concludes that the early function of Ianguage must be that of global communication and that later speech
becomes differentiated into egocentric and communicative proper. I
believe I agree with him. But when he maintains that Lilese two
linguistic forms are equally socialized and differ only in function, i
cannot go along with him because the word .ociaJiwtion becomes ambiguous in this context: ifan individual A misiakenly believes that an
individual B thinks the way A does. and if he does ,iot manage to
j
Lo be
understand the difference between the Lwo points of view,
sure, social behavior in the sense that there is contact between the tWOI
but I call such behavior unadapted from the point of view of intelkctuai co-operation. This point of view is the only aspect of the problem
which has concerned me but which does not seem to have interested

(j

Vygotsky.
In his excellent work on uwins, R. Zauo formulates the problem
dearly [R. Zazzo, LesJzami'awc, le couple et la personne. vol. II, p. a99].
According to him, the difficulty in the notion of egocentric speech
arises from a confusion of two meanings which he feels I should have
separated: (a) speech incapable of rational reciprocity. and (b) speech
that is "not meant for others." But the fact is that from the standpoirn
of intellectual co-operation, which alone interested me, these two
amount to the same thing. As far as I know I have never spoken of
speech "not meant for others": this would have been misleading, for I
have always recognized that the child thinks he is talking to others and
is making himself understood. My view is simply that in egocentric
speech the child talksfar himself (in the sense in which a lecturer may
"fn., himc1f'
Iamiip FVPTL ihniiah h nitliriIIv intenrk hk wnrirlc
-r-- ---------.-..
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for the audience). Zazzo. citing a passage of mine which is actually
quite clear, answers me seriously thaL (he child does not speak "for
hirnself» but 'according to himself," (selon lui). . . Granted! Let us
replace "for himself" by "according to himself" in all of my writings. I
still think this would change nothing in the only valid meaning of
egocentrism: the lack of decentering, of the ability to shift mental
perspective, in social relationships as well as in others. Moreover, I
think that it is precisely co-operation with others (on the cognitive
plane) that teaches us to speak "according" to others and not simply
from our own poInt of view.
Io. Evgeni Polivanov (1891-L938), Russian linguist; see his Selected
Works, The Hague: Mouton, 1974. LevJakubinsky (1892-1945), Russian linguist; Vygotsky ¡s most probably referring to his "O
dialogicheskol rech?' ["On Verbal Dialogue"], Ruskaia rech, no.
Petrograd, 192S; this paper was Lranslated by Jane Knox and published in the November issue of Dùpositio, Ann Arbor: University of
,

Michigan Press, 1979.
11. Wilhelm von Humboldt (1767-1835), German linguist, the author of the concept of the "inner form of speech." See Humawst without Portfolio: An Anthology

of ¿1w

Wri1ingc of Wilhelm

tian

HwthoM,

Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1963.
12. Frederic Paulhan (1856-1931), French psychologist. Vygotsky is
most probably referring to his paper
"Qu1est-ce le sens des mots?"

25:289-329.
13. Konstantin Stanislavsky (1863-1938), Russian stage director and
theoretician of the theater. His notes for actors conneaed with (he
production of Woe from Wit are published in Creasing a RoIs, New
York: Theater Art Books, 1961.
14. Velemir Khlcbnikov (1885-1922), Russian poet-fuurist, innovator of language. See his Snake Train: Poetry and Prose, Ann Arbor:

Journal de psycho&gie, 1928,

Ardis, 1976.
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Thought and Language
by Lev Vygot sky
newly revised nd edited by Alex

Kozulin

A revised and enlarged edition of Vygotskys Thought and Language
is an impertant event. It has been 20-odd years since the first edilion of Thought and Language came along. that very beautifuÍ book,
and now Vygotsky has become a living theoretical force. It is odd
thai a man who died in 1934 should have rising fame and influence
in1986. Vygotskys audience has grown to meet him. He has led
many Amencans toward a heightened understanding of the historical and social roots of mind. so that now many of us need and
want a fleshed-out 'scholars edition' of Thought and Language.
Alex Kozulin contributes much to the volume with the best short
account of Vygotskys life and work l've seen"

Sheldon H. White
Professor and Chair
Department of Psychology
Harvard University
niThis

newly revised edition of Vygotsky's seminal work contains
much new material and many references that were previously
unavailab'e, Vygotsky's ideas become fresh and contemporary in
foreword to the book is in itself
this translation, and Alex
a contribution to the history of psychology ¡n the twentieth
Kozulin4s

century.
Jean Berko Gleason
Professor and Chair
Department of Psychology
Boston University
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recently won full recognition in the West. Nobody has taught us
better how to balance the claims of the individual with those of
society and culture in our thinking about psychology and linguistics.
lt is good to have a new edition of Thought and Language presented by one of the younger generation of scholars from the tradition of Vygotsky and Luna."
Stephen Toulmin
Professor in the Committee on Social Thought
University of Chicago
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